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Abstract

Scenario-based modeling has evolved as an accepted paradigm for developing
complex systems of various kinds. Its main purpose is to ensure that a system
provides desired behavior to its users. A scenario is generally understood as a
behavioral requirement, denoting a course of actions that shall occur in the system.
A typical notation of a scenario is a Message Sequence Chart or, more general, a
finite partial order of actions. A specification is a set of scenarios. Intuitively, a
system implements a specification if all scenarios of the specification can occur in
the system. The main challenge in this approach is to systematically synthesize
from a given scenario-based specification state-based components which together
implement the specification; preferably to be achieved automatically. A further
challenge is to analyze scenarios to avoid erroneous specifications.

Existing scenario-based techniques exhibit a conceptual and formal gap between
a scenario-based specification on the one hand and a state-based implementation on
the other hand. This gap often renders synthesis surprisingly complex, and obscures
the relationship between a specification and its implementation. Additionally,
existing techniques for analyzing implementations cannot immediately be reused
for analyzing specifications, and vice versa.
In this thesis, we introduce a semantic model for scenarios that seamlessly

integrates scenario-based specifications and state-based implementations. We
focus on modeling and analyzing the control-flow of systems. Technically, we
use Petri nets together with the well established notion of distributed runs for
(1) describing the semantics of scenarios, for (2) systematically constructing and
analyzing a specification, and for (3) synthesizing an implementation from a given
specification. An industrial case study shows the feasibility of our techniques.
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Kurzfassung

Szenario-basiertes Modellieren hat sich zu einer akzeptierten Entwurfstechnik
für komplexe Systeme verschiedenster Art entwickelt. Mit ihr soll sichergestellt
werden, dass ein System sich wie gewünscht gegenüber seinen Nutzern verhält. Ein
Szenario beschreibt im Allgemeinen eine Anforderung an das Verhalten des Systems
als eine Folge von Aktionen, die im System vorkommen soll. Häufig wird ein
Szenario als ein Message Sequence Chart oder allgemein als halbgeordnete Menge
von Aktionen notiert. Eine Spezifikation ist eine Menge von Szenarien. Intuitiv
implementiert ein System eine Spezifikation wenn alle Szenarien der Spezifikation
im System vorkommen können. Die Hauptschwierigkeit dieses Ansatzes besteht
darin, aus einer szenario-basierten Spezifikation systematisch zustands-basierte
Komponenten zu synthetisieren, die die Spezifikation gemeinsam implementieren;
idealerweise gelingt dies automatisch. Eine weitere Herausforderung ist die Analyse
von Szenarien, um fehlerhafte Spezifikationen zu vermeiden.

Existierende szenario-basierte Techniken weisen eine konzeptuelle Lücke zwischen
einer szenario-basierten Spezifikationen und einer zustands-basierten Implementa-
tion auf. Aufgrund dieser Lücke ist die Synthese überraschend komplex und die
Beziehung zwischen Spezifikation und Implementation nur schwer nachvollziehbar.
Darüberhinaus können Analysetechniken für eine Implementation nicht unmittelbar
zur Analyse einer Spezifikation wiederverwendet werden und umgekehrt.

In diese Arbeit führen wir ein Verhaltensmodell für Szenarien ein, das szenario-
basierte Spezifikationen und zustands-basierte Implementationen nahtlos integriert.
Wir konzentrieren uns hierbei auf die Modellierung und die Analyse des Kon-
trollflusses von Systemen. Auf der technischen Ebene verwenden wir Petrinetze
und ihre verteilten Abläufe, um (1) die Semantik von Szenarien zu beschreiben, (2)
eine Spezifikation systematisch zu konstruieren und zu analysieren, sowie (3) eine
Implementation aus einer Spezifikation zu synthetisieren. Wir stellen Ergebnisse
aus einer industriellen Fallstudie vor, die die Tauglichkeit unserer Techniken in
der Praxis belegen.
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Part I.

Distributed Systems
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1. Introduction

Designing a distributed system is a tedious and error-prone task as we lack
intuition for how the behavior of the entire system emerges from the behavior of its
components and their interaction. In the worst case, a system designer cannot tell
whether a designed system satisfies all behavioral requirements she has in mind.
This chapter introduces scenarios and the scenario-based approach for designing
distributed systems. We identify the research problem of supporting the design
process by a unified theory that relates a distributed system to its scenarios, and
vice versa. This chapter closes with an overview of the main results of this thesis
and an outline of the forthcoming chapters.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Designing Distributed Systems with Scenarios
Distributed Systems
Many of today’s computer-based systems are built from smaller systems, called
system components. Each component typically implements a certain functionality
of the system by providing certain actions. The functionality of the entire system
emerges from the actions of its components and their interaction. A component of
a distributed system is capable of acting independently of other components—up
to a point where two components have to interact to proceed, as sketched in
Figure 1.1. The complexity of distributed systems does not primarily stem from
complex computations or complex data, but from local interactions of components
giving rise to complex behavior.

Figure 1.1. Component-centric view: a distributed system consists of several components
that interact with each other. [55]

In principle, each component of a distributed system is easier to design and to
maintain than the entire system. However, designing all components in a way that
they compose to an intended system is tedious and error-prone. We lack intuition
for how different actions of different components depend on and influence each
other once the system reaches a certain level of complexity.
Typical examples of a distributed systems are the Internet or a telecommuni-

cation network. A less obvious example is a disaster management process which
describes how several organizations cooperate to mitigate effects of natural and
man-made catastrophic events. Supporting disaster management with information-
and communication technology emerged as a research topic in recent years [77].
Systems of this kind are technically not much different from systems in other
domains. Yet, two factors in disaster management render their design rather
complex. First, a “component” of a disaster management process is an organi-
zational entity, say a group of fire fighters or scientific experts. These groups
are not isolated against each other but may overlap whenever they cooperate at
the same location together to achieve a joint goal. For example, a group of fire
fighters may cooperate with medics and engineers to rescue people from a collapsed
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1.1. Designing Distributed Systems with Scenarios

building. Second, a disaster management process faces many exceptional situations
in which organizations deviate from their standard process. These deviations lead
to complex behavior of the entire system [77].

Figure 1.4 on page 7 depicts a model of an actual disaster management process.
The depicted Petri net describes a simplified version of a process run by the “Task-
force Earthquakes” of the German Research Center for Geosciences (GFZ). The
main purpose of the task force is to coordinate the allocation of an interdisciplinary
scientific-technical expert team after catastrophic earthquakes worldwide [42]. The
model identifies three separate components, the larger component in the middle
consists of two overlapping sub-components that cannot be separated due to a high
degree of synchronization; the coloring distinguishes the actions of the different
components.
It is virtually impossible to design systems of this kind by first identifying

each component’s actions and their relations, and then adjusting and refining all
component interactions to form the intended system.

Scenarios
The scenario-based approach has evolved has a technique for describing interaction
of system components. A scenario describes how a user interacts with the system or
how different parts of the system interact with each other in a specific situation [8].
We may read a scenario as a “self-contained story” about several components
interacting with each other for a specific purpose [55]. So the behavior of a
distributed system may be described by its scenarios, as sketched in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Scenario-centric view: each scenario describes a story involving several
components. [55]

Figure 1.3 shows six scenarios of an actual disaster management process run by
the “Taskforce Earthquakes” in a formal syntax. The scenarios describe how the
Taskforce prepares a scientific mission after arriving at a disaster area. To begin
a mission, the Taskforce has to get its equipment (eq) through customs, organize a
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1. Introduction
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jeep, and obtain maps of the area. To achieve their goal, the Taskforce cooperates
with customs (cust), a local partner organization, and the GFZ office in Germany.
The standard process begins with scenario prepare mission. After the Taskforce
cleared equipment at customs, organized a jeep, and obtained a map, they can
store their equipment and begin the mission according to scenario begin mission.
The other scenarios describe exceptions that occur frequently. There may be

no car available after checking car rentals, so the Taskforce has to organize a car
together with a local partner organization (scenario no car rental). Customs may
request to demonstrate devices such as seismic sensors before clearance. However,
the process can become more involved in case freight documents are missing, which
have then to be sent from the GFZ office in Germany while the Taskforce is
negotiating with customs. In case customs only clears some of the equipment, the
Taskforce may trigger support from the GFZ office in Germany in the form of an
official letter of recommendation. While this letter is underway, the Taskforce may
already store the cleared equipment. The model of the disaster management process
shown in Figure 1.4 implements all scenarios of the specification in Figure 1.3.

To implement a scenario in a system, the involved system components provide
all actions of the scenario so that these actions occur in the system’s behavior
in the order described in the scenario. A system typically implements several
scenarios. At least one “good weather” scenario describes an intended use of the
system. During that scenario, an exception may occur for various reasons. The
user and the system components react accordingly giving rise to a “bad weather”
scenario. Moreover, a distributed system may be used in more than one way
defining several “good weather” scenarios and it may encounter various exceptions
which leads to several “bad weather” scenarios. Finally, a distributed system
is typically used by several users concurrently. Their scenarios (good and bad)
depend on each other, interact, or overlap. A scenario-based specification is a set
of scenarios that mutually depend on each other in some way. Yet, each individual
scenario describes one story of the system involving several system components as
illustrated in Figure 1.2 and shown by the example of the “Taskforce Earthquakes”.
The scenarios of Figure 1.3 and the process model of Figure 1.4 equivalently

describe the disaster management process of the “Taskforce Earthquakes”: both
describe the same runs and allow to take the same decisions. The process model
consists of four components. The left component describes all behaviors of the
local partner organization in this process, the right component all behaviors of the
GFZ. The Taskforce and the local customs overlap in the central component; the
custom’s behavior is described by the dark nodes. Taskforce and customs cannot
be separated easily because of a high degree of synchronization in their interaction.
The scenarios of Figure 1.3 are easier to understand, to reason about, and to create
compared to the intricate model of Figure 1.4—although both describe exactly
the same behavior. The preference for scenarios largely stems from a more explicit
description of system behavior, which requires less effort to understand compared
to a classical component-centric model.

In this thesis, we develop a theory that will allow us to reason about the behavior
described by the scenarios of Figure 1.3 and the one described by the process model

8



1.2. Problem Statement and Research Goal

of Figure 1.4 in a unified way. This theory will even allow us to automatically
construct the model of Figure 1.4 from the scenarios of Figure 1.3.

1.2. Problem Statement and Research Goal
When designing a distributed system, it is relatively easy to let a system user
tell a story about how she uses the system or how several system parts interact.
A system designer rephrases each story as a scenario in a more or less formal
notation. The difficulty of the scenario-based approach is to build a system that
implements all scenarios. In this thesis, we focus on two design approaches.

First design approach: synthesize components from scenarios
The standard approach is to construct the components of the system such that
each component integrates all scenarios in which it participates. The construction
is difficult because of how scenarios and components relate to each other: One
component usually participates in several scenarios and the same action of a
component may occur in several scenarios. Thus, one action of a component
participates in several scenarios. Conversely, several actions in several components
are required to implement one scenario. These intricate relations render the
construction of components from a given scenario-based specification a complex
problem.
To implement a scenario-based specification, a system designer transforms the

scenario-centric view of Figure 1.2 where “each story involves many components”
into an equivalent component-centric view like in Figure 1.1 where “each component
involves many stories” [25]. Solving this transformation for any given scenario-
based specification and for any choice of components is a synthesis problem [99].
The synthesis problem from scenarios to any choice of components [58, 26] as
illustrated in Figure 1.5 is the main problem addressed in this thesis.

specification:
scenarios

designer
creates

components

synthesize

implement

Figure 1.5. The synthesis problem.

Second design approach: execute scenarios
Synthesizing specific components from a scenario-based specification statically
solves the problem of implementing all scenarios in a distributed system. Each
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1. Introduction

action is assigned to one specific component. If an action shall be assigned to
another component, usually all components have to be synthesized again—even
those that do not contain the re-assigned action.
For this reason, some domains favor a different design approach. For example,

a workflow management system does not implement an action statically in a
specific component. Rather, it dynamically assigns an action at run-time to a
component depending on the component’s availability [117]. A component to
which an action is assigned executes this action. To this end, the system needs to
know for each action under which conditions this action may occur. Whenever
these conditions are met, the action is enabled. If an action is enabled, the system
may trigger the action’s execution. In other words, a system of this kind takes an
action-centric view on system behavior rather than a component-centric view. In
the action-centric view, system behavior follows only from the system’s actions
and their respective enabling conditions.

To dynamically implement a scenario-based specification in this way, a system
designer transforms the scenario-centric view, where each scenario is a set of
actions in a specific order, into an equivalent action-centric view. This transforma-
tion determines for each action occurring in the specified scenarios its enabling
conditions. Finding a generic transformation for all scenario-based specifications
amounts to defining operational semantics for scenarios. In effect, a scenario-based
specification with operational semantics becomes an operational system model
alleviating the need to synthesize specific components.

A solution to either design approach requires a formal model for system components,
system behavior, scenarios, and their inter-relations. In this thesis, we restrict
ourselves to specifying and synthesizing the control-flow of distributed systems. We
abstract from data and assume system behavior to be time-invariant. Consequently,
the results of this thesis only hold for the behavioral aspects of a distributed system.

State of the Art
In the past decades, many techniques for specifying systems with scenarios have
been developed. Likewise, many synthesis algorithms have been proposed. Two
surveys by Amyot and Eberlein al. [8] and by Liang et al. [80] provide an overview.
In the following, we summarize the state of the art in (1) synthesizing components
of distributed systems from scenarios and in (2) operational semantics of scenarios.
We also consider the hardness of the synthesis problem in the respective techniques,
and how flexible a system designer is in the process of specifying a system with a
specific technique.
All scenario-based techniques for specifying behavior of distributed systems

formalize a scenario as a partial order of actions and interactions. Additional
concepts relate different scenarios to each other.

MSCs. A scenario-based specification may be just a set of scenarios in which each
scenario is a partial order of actions and interactions. This most basic notion has
been formalized in the industry standard of Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [65].
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Figure 1.6. Three MSCs M1,M2,M3 (left) and an HMSC (right).

Specifications of this kind have limited expressive power effectively denoting a
set of sample runs from beginning to end [11, 25]. These techniques only qualify
for specifying finite behavior and the synthesis problem is decidable. Several
algorithms are available for synthesizing communicating automata [7] or Petri
nets [12]. Figure 1.6 depicts three MSCs M1, M2, and M3 which specify interactions
between three components X, Y, and Z in terms of exchanged messages a-e. Each
MSC describes one system run.

HMSCs. A second kind of specifications uses global composition operators over
a set of scenarios to describe behavior of a distributed system. The composition
operators of a specification explicitly relate different scenarios to each other and
allow to describe infinite behavior. The most prominent techniques of this kind
are Hierarchical MSCs (HMSCs) [65] and UML activity diagrams [95]. Figure 1.6
on the right depicts an HMSC over the three MSCs M1, M2, and M3 . This HMSC
describes that a system first exhibits the behavior of M1 followed by M2. Then
the system may either return to the beginning of M1 or exhibit M3 and terminate.

Not every HMSC specification can be synthesized to any kind of implementation:
the problem whether for a given HMSC specification H there exists a Petri net that
exhibits the behavior of H is undecidable [26]. Synthesis of Petri nets succeeds for
restricted classes of specifications [108, 13]. Several algorithms exist for synthesizing
statecharts [79, 21, 129] or SDL models [85]. Regarding the design process, the
global composition operators in hierarchical specifications limit the flexibility of
these techniques. Generally, scenarios may not overlap unless dedicated operators
are defined [72], which constrains the system designer how she may specify system
behavior. Often, a hierarchical specification tends to consist of a large number of
small scenarios that are composed in complex ways [113].

LSCs. In the third kind of specifications, each scenario distinguishes a history
which locally describes when the scenario may occur. Relations between scenarios
emerge from the relation between each scenario’s history and all other scenarios.
The first technique to formalize this concept were Live Sequence Charts (LSCs)
which extend MSCs in several ways [25]. Since then, the notion of a history
has been adopted by other techniques as well [45, 107]. Figure 1.7 depicts three
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Figure 1.7. Three scenarios L1, L2, L3 that distinguish a history.

scenarios L1, L2, L3 that distinguish a history. Intuitively, L2 follows L1 because
message c of L1 triggers an occurrence of L2. For the same reason, message a of L2
triggers an occurrence of L1 which leads to cyclic behavior L1L2L1L2 . . .. Message
c of L1 also triggers L3. Whether L2 and L3 occur alternatively or overlappingly
depends on the technique. Compared to HMSCs, scenarios with a history can be
used more flexibly in system design: a specification is just a set of scenarios that
may overlap. Their interplay simply follows from each scenario’s history.

Like for HMSCs, the synthesis problem from LSCs has no general solution: the
problem whether a given LSC specification can be implemented in a given set
of components is undecidable [18]. Several synthesis algorithms from LSCs to
statecharts and to communicating automata have been proposed [49, 16, 19, 17, 53].
Due to undecidability, the synthesized system mostly requires some notion of
centralized control or is not complete wrt. the specified behavior.

Relation between expressive power and synthesis result. Figure 1.8 qualitatively illus-
trates the relation between MSCs, HMSCs, and LSCs. The diagram at the top
abstractly relates for existing synthesis algorithms which class of specifications
can be synthesized to which choice of components.
The horizontal axis denotes the class of specifications a synthesis algorithm

can take as input in terms of their expressive power. The higher the expressive
power, the more system behavior can be specified and distinguished by this class
of specifications. MSCs have the weakest expressive power as each MSC only
describes a finite run. HMSCs and LSCs allow to specify arbitrary system behavior
including infinite runs that satisfy various behavioral constraints.
The vertical axis denotes to which extent the output of a synthesis algorithm

can be distributed into any choice of components. A system with complete syn-
chronization of all components is positioned at the bottom of the axis. The more
independent the system’s components are and the less each component knows
about the other components’ states and their interaction, the higher the system
is positioned on the axis. The least output of a synthesis algorithm defines a
single component in which all actions are synchronized like in an automaton. Such
systems can be synthesized from all three classes of specification techniques (MSCs,
HMSCs, and LSCs). However, scenarios specify behavior between components of a
distributed system. Preferably, any choice of components should be synthesizable.
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Figure 1.8. Qualitative illustration of flexibility and synthesis capabilities in the state of
the art of scenario-based techniques.

The areas in the diagram indicate for which range of specifications which range
of components can be synthesized, that is, the range of inputs and outputs of
synthesis algorithms. Synthesis becomes undecidable for HMSCs and LSCs from
a certain point onwards; moreover, some notions in LSCs diminish the ability to
synthesize chosen components and enforce synchronization [26, 18]. Restricted
classes of HMSCs and LSCs exhibit specific properties, which improves synthesis
into chosen components [13, 17].

Flexibility. The bottom diagram of Figure 1.8 indicates the flexibility of a scenario-
based technique. Flexibility expresses to which extent a technique requires the
system designer to relate scenarios explicitly. In MSCs, scenarios are not related
to each other at all, so specifications can be changed in a very flexible manner.
In LSCs, a system designer only notes down a scenario’s history to express when
it may occur. HMSCs require to express relations between scenarios by global
composition operators. When a system designer adds a scenario S to a specification,
she has to put S in explicit relation to all existing scenarios. This may trigger
further editing steps to maintain a syntactically valid specification. These issues
do not arise in LSCs and MSCs.

A formal observation. Every synthesis algorithm from scenarios bridges a “concep-
tual gap” between the “one story for many components” view of a specification
and the “one component for many stories” view of an implementation. This is
the nature of the problem. However, the presented specification and synthesis
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techniques also exhibit a formal gap between scenarios, system behavior, and
implementation.

Scenario-based techniques are typically defined on three different formal notions
for scenario, system behavior, and implementation. First, all techniques describe a
scenario as a partial order of actions. HMSCs (and similar techniques) additionally
define composition operators over scenarios. Second, semantics of (H)MSCs and
LSCs are defined on sequences of actions. Third, an implementation is typically
modeled as an automaton, a statechart, or a Petri net.
The state of the art in operational semantics of scenarios reveals a similar

picture. Operational semantics of (H)MSCs are typically based on a translation to
another formal model like process algebras [87] or Petri nets [93, 62] or use formal
techniques like graph grammars [59]. Operational semantics of LSCs follow from
an algorithm that interprets a given specification in terms of sequential runs [51].

These formal gaps between scenarios, system behavior, and implementation and
render synthesis and operational semantics surprisingly involved whereas scenarios
appear to be very intuitive.

There are several approaches where specification, behavior, and implementation
are all based on the same formal model. Here, Desel at al. [13] possibly succeed
farthest by formalizing scenarios and system behavior as partial orders of actions,
and an implementation as a Petri net. Though, their approach uses global
composition operators on scenarios similar to HMSCs, which renders the technique
less flexible compared to LSCs.

Research goal
The goal of this thesis is to identify a well-balanced position between flexible
and sufficiently expressive scenario-based techniques on one hand, and efficient
synthesis and analysis techniques on the other hand. The specific aim is

– to identify a class of scenario-based specifications that is sufficiently expressive
to specify the behavior of any kind of distributed systems in the flexible
style of LSCs,

– to develop operational semantics for scenarios that allow to model distributed
system with scenarios, and

– to solve the synthesis problem. Specifically, we shall define an algorithm that
constructs for every scenario-based specification S system components that
are specified in S so that the composed system implements S and is minimal,
that is, exhibits as few additional behavior as possible.

The results of this thesis shall be supported by formal proofs which requires a
corresponding formal model for scenarios. This model shall

– use as few technical notions as possible by formalizing scenarios, system
behavior, and implementations with the same technical notions, and

– base on existing formal theories so that system design techniques for scenarios
become available to state-based implementations, and
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– analysis techniques for state-based implementations become available to
scenario-based specifications.

1.3. Results of this Thesis
The thesis contributes a novel technique to specify the behavior of distributed
systems with scenarios in the flexible style of LSCs, to model systems with
scenarios by operational semantics, and to synthesize components from every
scenario-based specification, except for those cases where synthesis is undecidable.
The formal technique—which we call oclets—roots in Petri nets and LSCs. Oclets
can be applied to practical problems: the oclets in Figure 1.3 specify an actual
disaster management process, distinguishing standard scenarios from exceptional
scenarios. The synthesis algorithm developed in this thesis constructs the minimal
implementation on page 7 which distinguishes the different components of the
disaster management process. Figure 1.9 sketches the results of this thesis, which
we explain in more detail in the following.

A minimal model for scenarios
In this thesis, we identify a kernel of scenario-based specifications from the class
of history-based specification such as LSCs. Critically reviewing existing scenario-
based techniques, we identify a minimal set of notions that suffices for specifying
the behavior of distributed systems with scenarios. It turns out that this minimal
set of notions has not been formalized in existing scenario-based techniques yet.
Based on these findings, we develop oclets as a formal model for scenario. An

oclet formalizes a scenario as an acylic Petri net that distinguishes a history similar
to LSCs. A specification is a set of oclets. The specification on page 6 depicts
several oclets. The semantics of oclets is given in terms of distributed runs by
formal declarative semantics. In the style of LSCs, this semantics defines when a
system behavior (a set of distributed runs) satisfies a specification. A system model
like a Petri net implements a specification if its behavior satisfies the specification.
The class of oclets is expressive enough to specify the behavior of every Petri net.

Oclets canonically extend to a unifying formal model for scenarios, system
behavior, and implementations. We develop a composition operator on oclets
which appends an oclet o2 to another oclet o1 if the history of o2 matches the
behavior in o1. This notion allows to compose larger scenarios from smaller
scenarios and to compose distributed runs from scenarios. A corresponding
decomposition operator allows to decompose a scenario into smaller scenarios or
into its single actions.

Using oclet composition, we construct the unique least set R(O) of distributed
runs that satisfies an oclet specification O. For some oclet specifications O there
exists no implementation that exhibits exactly R(O)—any implementation of O
exhibits more behaviors. These additional behaviors are known as implied scenarios.
We show that implied scenarios can be explained by occurrences of single actions.
By first decomposing O into its single actions and then composing the single
actions of O, we construct the unique behavior R̂(O) of a minimal implementation
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Figure 1.9. Overview on the results of this thesis.

of O. A synthesis algorithm has to construct a minimal implementation of O: a
system that exhibits R̂(O).

Modeling systems with scenarios
The composition and decomposition operators on oclets yield canonical operational
semantics for scenarios. Every scenario equivalently decomposes into its single
actions with a local history. An action a of a scenario is enabled at a distributed run
π if π ends with a’s history. Composing run π with action a yields an occurrence of
a. We show that these operational semantics construct for every oclet specification
O exactly the behavior R̂(O) of a minimal implementation of O.
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Because of these operational semantics, a system designer may model the
behavior of a distributed system with scenarios. She simply describes all scenarios
of the system; the operational semantics derive the system’s behavior. Different
scenarios may overlap. This allows for organizing system models behaviorally,
for example, by distinguishing standard behavior and exceptions as shown in
Figure 1.3. We show that oclets are more expressive than Petri nets and allow for
more compact, but still intuitive system models as illustrated by Figures 1.3 and
1.4.

Operational semantics of oclets also technically generalize semantics of Petri
nets. This allows us to generalize a symbolic state space construction technique
from Petri nets to oclets: we adapt McMillan’s unfolding approach [88] to represent
the behaviors R̂(O) of a minimal implementation of an oclet specification O in a
finite structure called the McMillan prefix of O. Technically, we extend McMillan’s
technique by the notion of a history and define an algorithm for constructing
the McMillan prefix of O. This algorithm allows to verify behavioral properties
of systems that are modeled with scenarios. We present experimental results
confirming the feasibility of this technique in an industrial setting.

Synthesizing components from scenarios
Using the formal model of oclets, we contribute a novel algorithm for synthesizing
components from a scenario-based specification. We first show that despite the
restricted expressive power of oclets compared to LSCs, the synthesis problem has
no general solution.
We then identify boundedness as a sufficient criterion for successful synthesis.

Intuitively, an oclet specification O is bounded if a component sends only a bounded
number of message to any other component before receiving a reply. In other words,
the number of messages that may be in transit between components is bounded.
We present an algorithm that synthesizes for any bounded oclet specification O
Petri nets Σ1, . . . ,Σk which model the components described in O. We prove that,
by construction, the composition Σ1 ⊕ . . .⊕Σk is a minimal implementation of O.
The synthesis algorithm is based on the McMillan prefix of O. With respect to
the synthesis problem for scenarios, we contribute the following.

– Oclets are more flexible than HMSCs: oclets can be positioned between HM-
SCs and LSCs in terms of flexibility of specifying the behavior of distributed
systems because of the notion of a history.

– Compared to existing synthesis algorithms, we identify a larger class of
scenario-based specifications from which synthesis to Petri nets succeeds:
oclets are more expressive than currently known sub-classes of HMSCs with
successful synthesis to Petri nets [108, 13].

– The synthesis algorithm presented in this thesis does not restrict the shape or
the independence of the synthesized components Σ1, . . . ,Σk. Each component
Σi is a Petri net and each bounded Petri net can be synthesized. Most
important, the synthesis algorithm introduces no synchronization between
the components except those described in the specification O.
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Figure 1.10. Qualitative illustration of the contribution of this thesis regarding flexibility
and synthesis capabilities.

– Oclets embed Petri nets: for each Petri net exists an equivalent oclet specifi-
cation. Consequently, our synthesis algorithm can synthesize every bounded
Petri net and every bounded composition Σ1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Σk of Petri net compo-
nents.

Altogether, oclets balance the trade-off between expressive power, flexibility, and
synthesis capabilities as illustrated in Figure 1.10. The model of oclets uses the
same technical notions from Petri nets to formalize scenarios, system behavior, and
implementations. The result of this thesis have been implemented in our prototype
tool Greta that is available at http://service-technology.org/greta.

Road map
We conclude the introduction with a road map to this thesis as sketched in
Figure 1.11.

Part I. After this introduction, Chapter 2 provides the formal background for this
thesis. We introduce Petri nets as a formal model to describe distributed systems,
and we develop the notion of a distributed run in the way required for the results
of this thesis. Chapter 2 closes with the formal definitions of distributed runs of
Petri nets.

Part II identifies a minimal class of scenario-based specifications that is expressive
enough to specify the behavior of distributed systems in a flexible way. To this
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Figure 1.11. Road map to the following chapters.

end, Chapter 3 critically reviews existing techniques for scenarios and identifies
a minimal set of notions that suffice for specifying the behavior of distributed
systems with scenarios. In Chapter 4, we formalize these minimal notions for
scenarios in the model of oclets by defining a declarative semantics of scenario-
based specifications in the style of LSCs. We discuss several properties of oclets,
show how to increase their expressive power, and demonstrate how to specify
system behavior with oclets.

Part III extends oclets to a technique for modeling system behavior with scenarios.
In Chapter 5, we define a simple behavior-preserving composition operator on
oclets. This composition operator canonically constructs for each oclet specifi-
cation O the unique least set of runs that satisfies O. Chapter 6 introduces a
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complimentary decomposition operator. We apply this decomposition operator to
define operational semantics for scenario-based specifications in the style of Petri
nets.

Part IV generalizes Petri net analysis techniques to the domain of scenario-based
specifications and solves the synthesis problem. In Chapter 7, we generalize
McMillan’s technique of finite complete prefixes of unfoldings to compute the state
space of an oclet specification O in a symbolic representation. This technique
allows to verify behavioral properties of O which we demonstrate by experimental
results. Chapter 8 extends the technique of Chapter 7 and defines an algorithm
for synthesizing components from a scenario-based specification. We summarize
the results of this thesis in the concluding Chapter 9 where we also discuss open
problems and future research.
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This chapter repeats some well-established notions for describing distributed
systems and their behavior. We present the corresponding definitions, and formal
notation to the necessary extent.

Section 2.1 presents Petri nets as a formalism for modeling distributed systems
and their behavior. We define the semantics of Petri nets in terms of sequential
runs. Section 2.2 takes a step back and considers sequential runs as a general
behavioral model for describing system behavior independent of a specific system
model. We explain the disadvantages of sequential runs for describing the behavior
of distributed systems. Finally, Sections 2.3 and 2.4 introduce distributed runs,
which we use as our behavioral model of distributed systems in all forthcoming
chapters of this thesis.
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2.1. Petri Nets
A Petri net is a state-based model of a discrete system. This model assumes that
the system can reach a number of local states and can execute a number of actions;
local states and actions depend on each other. Figure 2.1 depicts an example of
such a system in the syntax of Petri nets.

d

a

ns

r

nb

gb

ba

b

sb

c

gs

sa

iret

The Petri net N models a flood protection
process at a dike. Two dike workers are co-
operating: The first worker, depicted on the
left, is initially on a dike (d) while the second
worker, depicted on the right, is initially ready
(r). The first worker moves along the dike and
checks the dike’s condition (c). If he finds a
leak, he alerts (a) the second worker and both
workers start building a sand bag barrier. To
this end, they need sand and bags (ns, nb)
which they get independently of each other (gs,
gb). Once sand and bags are available (sa, ba),
the workers synchronize and build (b) a sand
bag barrier (sb). If the workers realize that
the current barrier is insufficient (i), they need
more sand and bags. Otherwise, both workers
return (ret) to their initial state.

Figure 2.1. A Petri net system Σ = (N,m0) modeling a flood protection process.

Syntax of Petri nets. A Petri net describes a system like the one in Figure 2.1 as a
directed graph with two kinds of nodes called places and transitions. A transition
describes an active system element, for instance, an action of the system, and
is drawn as a box. A place describes a passive system element, for instance, a
precondition for an action or a message channel, and is drawn as a circle or ellipse.
An arc connects a transition with a place or vice versa; it describes a dependency
between an active and a passive system element. Thus, the syntax of a Petri net
formally reads as follows. (The formal definitions presented subsequently are based
on a few standard notions that are listed in Appendix A.1 for completeness.)

Definition 2.1 (Petri net). A Petri net N = (P, T, F ) consists of two disjoint, count-
able sets P and T and a relation F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ). Each element of P is a
place, each element of T is a transition; each element of F is an arc of the Petri
net. y

This definition of a Petri net permits that a net has infinitely (but countably)
many places and transitions. We will consider infinite nets later. A Petri net
which models a system is finite in any case.

We now fix some notions and conventions for Petri nets which we will use in all
following chapters. Let N = (P, T, F ) be a Petri net.
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1. We define XN := P ∪ T and write x ∈ XN instead of x ∈ P ∪ T ; each
x ∈ XN is a node of N .

2. The pre-set of x ∈ XN is preN (x) := {y | (y, x) ∈ F}; its post-set is
postN (x) := {y | (x, y) ∈ F}. If there is no confusion about N , we abbreviate
•x := preN (x) and x• := postN (x).

3. The minimal nodes of N are minN := {x ∈ XN | •x = ∅}; the maximal
nodes of N are maxN := {x ∈ XN | x• = ∅}.

A node in the pre-set of a transition is a pre-place of this transition. The notions
of post-place, pre- and post-transition are defined correspondingly.
A Petri net may have infinitely many nodes. Nevertheless, we confine ourselves

to Petri nets with finite pre-sets and finite post-sets. We further assume that a
transition’s pre-set and post-set are non-empty. The latter restriction rules out
abnormal system behavior; it has no influence on the practical applicability of our
results.

We write N,M, . . . for nets, possibly with indices, e.g., N ′, N1. We refer to the
parts of a net by PN , TN , etc. and abbreviate symbols like PN1 to P1.

In the following chapters, we compare and compose different Petri nets. To avoid
technical difficulties, we strictly type places and transitions of nets. P denotes the
universe of all places, and T the universe of all transitions of all nets. We assume
P ∩T = ∅, and we write X = P ∪ T for the universe of all nodes of all nets. For
every place p (transition t) of every Petri net holds: p ∈ P (t ∈ T ).

Semantics of Petri nets. We now turn to the semantics of Petri nets. As said before,
a Petri net N describes a distributed system S. The semantics of N formally
describes the behavior of S. N describes a system state as a marking, which is
a distribution of tokens on N ’s places. A token is drawn as a block dot inside
a place. A token on a place describes, among others, a message in a channel or
that a specific condition holds. For example, the places d and r in Figure 2.1 each
have one token expressing that the first worker is on the dike (d) and that the
second worker is ready (r). A place can have several tokens, which can be used to
describe several messages in the same message channel.

Definition 2.2 (Marking, Petri net system). A marking of a Petri net N is a mapping
m : PN → N that assigns each place p ∈ PN a non-negative number of tokens
m(p). If at least one token is assigned to a place p, i.e., m(p) > 0, then p is marked.
A Petri net system Σ = (N,m0) is a Petri net N together with an initial marking
m0 of N . y

A marking m of a finite Petri net N is frequently written as [k1 · p1, . . . , kn · pn]
with pi the places of N and ki = m(pi). Nonmarked places (m(pi) = 0) and factors
ki = 1 will be skipped. For example, the initial marking of N of Figure 2.1 is [d, r].

The state of a system changes when an action of the system occurs; this yields
the system’s behavior. In a Petri net N , an occurrence of a transition t represents
an occurrence of a system action. Technically, an occurrence of t “moves” tokens
through the net. Thereby the directed arcs denote how each occurrence of t
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depends on and influences tokens on places as follows: t is enabled at a marking
m of N iff each pre-place of t has a token in m. If t is enabled at m, then t can
occur by consuming a token from each pre-place of t and producing a token on
each post-place of t. This results in a successor marking mt and yields the step
m

t−→ mt of N .
Figure 2.2 illustrates the occurrence of a transition. The marking on the left

enables transition t; an occurrence of t yields the successor marking depicted on
the right.

(N,m): a

t

b

c

d

e

f

(N,mt): a

tc

d

e

f

b

Figure 2.2. An occurrence of transition t in the marking m = [2a, b, 3c, e, f] (left) yields
the successor marking mt = [a, b, 2c, d, 2e, f] (right).

As usual, a (possibly empty) sequence of steps of N , m1
t2−→ m2

t3−→ m3
t4−→ . . .,

is a sequential run of N . For instance, the sequence

[d,
r]

c−→ [d,
r]

a−→ [nb,
ns]

gb−→ [ba,
ns]

gs−→ [ba,
sa]

b−→ [sb] ret−→ [d,
r] (2.1)

is a sequential run of the Petri net N in Figure 2.1. Formally, the semantics of a
Petri net system Σ = (N,m0) reads as follows.

Definition 2.3 (Sequential semantics of Petri nets). Let N be a Petri net and let m be
a marking of N . Transition t ∈ TN is enabled at m iff m(p) > 0, for all p ∈ •t. If
t is enabled at m, then an occurrence of t in m yields the successor marking mt of
N with

mt(p) :=

 m(p)− 1, if p ∈ •t and p 6∈ t•
m(p) + 1, if p 6∈ •t and p ∈ t•
m(p), otherwise.

The triple (m, t,mt) is called step of N which we denote m t−→ mt. A (possibly
empty) sequence of steps of N , m1

t2−→ m2
t3−→ m3

t4−→ . . . is a sequential run of N .
A marking mn is reachable from a marking m1 in N iff there exists a sequential
run m1

t2−→ m2
t3−→ . . .

tn−→ mn of N . The sequential semantics of a Petri net
system Σ = (N,m0) is the set of all sequential runs of N that start in m0. y

Any prefix of a run of a Petri net N is also a run of N . Our example system in
Figure 2.1 has infinitely many runs of infinite length, varying, for example, in the
number of loop cycles after each occurrence of the alert transition a.

We use the following basic operations and relations on Petri nets in the forthcom-
ing sections and chapters. These operations and relations are canonical extensions
of corresponding notions from set algebra.

Definition 2.4 (Basic notions on Petri nets). Let N1, N2 be two Petri nets.
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1. N1 is a sub-net of N2, denoted N1 ⊆ N2 iff P1 ⊆ P2, T1 ⊆ T2, and F1 ⊆ F2.
2. N1 ∪N2 := (P1 ∪ P2, T1 ∪ T2, F1 ∪ F2) denotes the union of N1 and N2,
3. N1 ∩N2 := (P1 ∩P2, T1 ∩T2, F1 ∩F2) their intersection, and
4. N1 −N2 := (P1 \ P2, T1 \ T2, F1 \ F2) their difference.
5. The empty Petri net is denoted ∅ := (∅, ∅, ∅). y

Describing components. A distributed system consists of several components that
can interact with each other. Each system component has its own local state and
the capability to locally step from one of its local states to another of its local
states independent of the other system components, unless two components need
to interact. Practically, any technical or organizational system that consists of
two or more spatially disjoint components is distributed.

A Petri net N naturally describes a distributed system because an occurrence of
a transition t of N only depends on its pre-places •t and influences its post-places
t•. For example, we can describe the flood alert process of Figure 2.1 also as a
composition of the two components Nl and Nr on the left of Figure 2.3. The
Petri net Nl describes the behavior of the first dike worker in our flood protection
process, the net Nr the behavior of the second worker. The dashed lines indicate
where Nl and Nr synchronize for interaction. We can compose N from Nl and Nr
along their synchronized places and transitions. Intuitively, the composition of
components is their union N = Nl ∪Nr where Nl and Nr are disjoint except for
the synchronized places and transitions.
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Figure 2.3. Two decompositions of the Petri net N of Fig. 2.1 into two sequential
components Nl and Nr (left) and into two asynchronous components Np and Nb (right).
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2. Background

We may also choose other components for N . For example, the components Np
and Nb on the right of Figure 2.3 describe how the dike workers prepare building
the sand bag barrier and actually build the barrier, respectively. Np and Nb
interact asynchronously: both nets only share the places ns, nb, and sb. Their
composition Np ∪Nb = N also describes the entire process of Figure 2.1. Which
choice of components is appropriate to describe a given system depends on various
factors. We return to this topic in Chapter 8.

2.2. Sequential Runs
Sequential runs as defined for Petri nets in the preceding section are a behavioral
model of discrete systems. A sequential run s0

a1−→ s1
a2−→ s2 . . . of a system

is a qualitative abstraction of an actual evolution of the system over time. A
sequential run simply enumerates the visited states s0, s1, s2, . . . and the action
occurrences a1, a2, . . . regardless of how long the system resides in a state or how
long it takes to move from one state to another state. A sequential run can also
be just a sequence of states 〈s0, s1, s2, . . .〉 or actions 〈a1, a2, . . .〉, depending on
which phenomena one wants to study. In a sequential run, the same state can be
visited multiple times. Correspondingly, the same action can occur multiple times.

A state si of a sequential run subsumes all relevant state information of the
entire system at a given moment in time; in other words, si is a global state.
Correspondingly, an action ai+1 moves the entire system from one global state si
to another global state si+1; in other words, si

ai+1−−−→ si+1 is a global step.
Assume we describe each possible execution of a system Sys as a sequential run.

The set of all these runs describes the complete system behavior of Sys. Although
we might not know the concrete system, we can study its behavioral properties by
its set of sequential runs. For this reason, sequential runs are a behavioral model
for discrete systems.
Sequential runs are accepted as a behavioral model for discrete systems and

have been studied extensively using many different formalisms. While two different
formalisms may describe the same system in different ways using different concepts,
their sets of sequential runs may be identical or isomorphic. In this sense, the
behavioral model of sequential runs serves as the common denominator between
these formalism. To abstract from any specific formalism is used to describe a
system, we conceptually describe a system’s behavior by its set of (sequential)
runs. This set describes all possible executions of the system and may contain
infinitely many infinite runs.

Sequential Runs and Distributed Systems The behavioral model of sequential runs
using global states and global steps naturally suits systems that are also executed
sequentially. But this model has disadvantages for describing the behavior of
distributed systems. The behavior of a distributed system emerges from the
behavior of its components and their interaction. This emergence of behavior is
rather difficult to describe with sequential runs. We explain some phenomena of
sequential runs that arise in distributed systems in the following.
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2.2. Sequential Runs

We consider the two components Nl and Nr of Figure 2.3 which describe the
behavior of the left and the right dike worker of the flood alert process, respectively.
Each net has purely sequential behavior. The following is a sequential run of Nl:

[d] c−→ [d] a−→ [ns] gs−→ [sa] b−→ [sb] ret−→ [d] . (2.2)

A sequential run of Nr is

[r] a−→ [nb] gb−→ [ba] b−→ [sb] ret−→ [r] . (2.3)

Each of these runs describes how the local state of each dike worker changes as
each worker’s actions occur. We obtain the entire system N by composing Nl
and Nr along their joint places and transitions. The entire system N exhibits the
behavior of Nl and Nr together, for instance the run (2.1) which we repeat here:

[d,
r]

c−→ [d,
r]

a−→ [nb,
ns]

gb−→ [ba,
ns]

gs−→ [ba,
sa]

b−→ [sb] ret−→ [d,
r] .

We can obtain the runs (2.2) and (2.3) from (2.1) by hiding the upper and lower
part of the visited markings of (2.1), respectively. Though, the run (2.1) does not
follow directly from the runs (2.2) and (2.3).

For instance, the step [d, r] c−→ [c, r] of (2.1) occurs in (2.2) as the step [d] c−→ [d]
but it does not occur in (2.3). The same observation can be made on the step
[ba, ns] gs−→ [ba, sa] of run (2.1). In both cases, N makes a step due to an occurrence
of a transition of Nl while all tokens on places of Nr remained untouched. This
phenomenon of repeating a local state of a component in a run of a distributed
system when another local state changes is called stuttering [114, p.438].

Another phenomenon is that the run (2.1) puts the occurrences of gb and gs in
a specific order that does not follow from the runs (2.3) and (2.2). Transitions
gb and gs have disjoint presets. Thus an occurrence of gb does not depend on
an occurrence of gs, and vice versa. Both transitions are independent. For this
reason, we may also observe gb and gs occurring in the reverse order compared to
run (2.1):

[d,
r]

c−→ [d,
r]

a−→ [nb,
ns]

gs−→ [nb,
sa]

gb−→ [ba,
sa]

b−→ [sb] ret−→ [d,
r] . (2.4)

This phenomenon is called interleaving of steps because of independent transi-
tions [114, p.435]. The runs (2.1) and (2.4) are two different interleavings of the
sequential runs (2.3) and (2.2). Yet, (2.1) and (2.4) represent the same distributed
behavior.

Working with different representations of the same behavior raises a complexity
problem: the number of different interleavings is exponential in the number of
pairwise independent transitions. The Petri net in Figure 2.4 illustrates this
exponential growth. The transitions t1, . . . , tn are pairwise independent. Thus,
the net has the following behavior: first s occurs, followed by t1, . . . , tn in arbitrary
order and finally e occurs. There are n! different sequential orders of t1, . . . , tn,
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s
...

t1

t2

tn

e
... ...

Figure 2.4. The transition t1, . . . , tn are pairwise independent; the net has n! different
sequential runs.

N1:
heat

p

q
freeze

pizza

N2:
heat

p

q
freeze

pizza

Figure 2.5. Both nets have the same sequential runs, but transitions heat and freeze
depend on pizza in the left net and are independent in the right net.

thus the net has n!-many different sequential runs that express the same behavior.

Moreover, sequential runs cannot distinguish certain kinds of systems. We
adapted the following example from [27]. The two nets in Figure 2.5 have the
same sequential runs [p, q, 2 · pizza] heat−−→ [q, 2 · pizza] freeze−−−→ [2 · pizza] and [p, q, 2 ·
pizza] freeze−−−→ [p, 2 · pizza] heat−−→ [2 · pizza]. Though, the nets N1 and N2 obviously
describes different systems. In N2, transitions heat and freeze depend on place
pizza which is not the case in N1. Thus, the pizzas in the left net are not involved
in occurrences of heat and freeze and both transition occur independently. In
the right net in turn, the occurrences of heat and freeze are ordered via place
pizza. This difference is not represented in the sequential runs. In other terms,
the behavioral model of sequential runs does not represent causal dependencies
(or the lack thereof) between transitions and places.

Altogether, stuttering and interleaving arise because a sequential run describes
behavior in terms of global states and global steps. Moreover, causal dependencies
between different steps vanish because a sequential run orders states and steps by
time. These phenomena give rise to study the behavior of a distributed system at
a different level of granularity using local states and local steps ordered by causality.
This leads to the notion of a distributed run.

2.3. Distributed Runs
This section introduces the behavioral model of distributed runs, also known as
partially ordered runs. Distributed runs are a behavioral model that specifically
suits for describing the behavior of distributed systems [104, 48, 30, 67]. In this
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2.3. Distributed Runs

behavioral model, a distributed run represents a possible execution of a distributed
system. The complete behavior of a system is described by its set of distributed
runs.

2.3.1. Distributed Runs in a Nutshell
The idea. Before introducing a formal notion of distributed runs, we present all
relevant concepts by the help of an example. Figure 2.6 depicts a distributed run
of the Petri net of Figure 2.1. We use the same graphical notation as for Petri
nets, but their interpretation is different.
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Figure 2.6. A distributed run of the Petri net N of Fig. 2.1.

The distributed run π in Figure 2.6 consists of events (drawn as boxes) and
conditions (drawn as circles). Each event and each condition has a label which
is inscribed. Further, we attached an identifying number to each node of π. A
condition with label p represents a token on place p. An event with label t
represents an occurrence of transition t. The incoming (outgoing) arcs of an
event denote which tokens the event consumes (produces). A distributed run
usually contains several events and conditions with the same label; for instance,
the conditions 2, 4, and 16 with label d in Figure 2.6. The distributed run π
represents the same behavior as the sequential runs (2.1) and (2.4).

Depending on the level of detail of the observations, we may denote a distributed
run also as a partial order of events. The Hasse diagram in Figure 2.7 denotes the
run of Figure 2.1 in this way. Each arc in the diagram denotes a direct successor
relation between two events whilst all transitive relations are omitted. Which
representation is more appropriate depends on which phenomena one wants to
study.

π′:
a

c gs

gb

b ret

3

5

8

9

12 14

Figure 2.7. The distributed run π′ represents the run π of Fig. 2.6 as a partial order of
events.

Comparison to sequential runs. Compared to a sequential run, a distributed run
describes system behavior in terms of local observations: a condition describes
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2. Background

that a local state is being visited whereas an event describes that an action occurs
locally having only local effects.
In the example of Figure 2.6, we can decompose the distributed run π of the

entire system N into smaller distributed runs πl and πr of the system’s components
Nl and Nr as shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8. A decomposition of the distributed run π of Fig. 2.6 into distributed runs πl
and πr of the nets Nl and Nr of Fig. 2.3.

In each run πl and πr, the conditions and events are sequentially ordered: both
runs are sequential. Every sequential run can be expressed as a special distributed
run. For example, πl corresponds to the sequential run (2.2) and πr corresponds
to (2.3) of Section 2.2. Unlike for sequential runs, the run π of the entire system
N of Figure 2.1 can be composed from the runs πl and πr of its parts Nl and Nr
of Figure 2.3. Composing πl and πr along their joint nodes preserves the locality
of their events and conditions.
Stuttering and interleaving, which we can observe in sequential runs, do not

occur in distributed runs. For instance, the events 8 (gb) and 9 (gs) remain local in
π. Thus, the “local steps” [nb] gb−→ [ba] from πr and [ns] gs−→ [sa] from πl also occur
in π. Thereby the events 8 and 9 are unordered, or concurrent, in π. Altogether,
the conditions and events of π are only partially ordered.

Because distributed runs do not need to interleave behavior, system behavior can
be represented much more succinctly compared to sequential runs. The distributed
run in Figure 2.9 is the only (maximal) distributed run of the net of Figure 2.4; it
represent all n! sequential runs of this net. We benefit from the succinctness of
the representation in definitions and algorithms in the following chapters.

Finally, distributed runs make the causal dependencies of a system explicit. The
run π in Figure 2.10 is the only distributed run of the net N1 of Figure 2.5. In
contrast, N2 of Figure 2.5 has several fundamentally different distributed runs.
For instance, π1 produces one warm pizza, π2 produces one frozen pizza, and π3
produces one warm and one frozen pizza. Although all runs reach the same global
state [2 · pizza], they differ by the history of the pizzas and can be interpreted
differently. The arcs in the different runs make explicit which token (i.e., pizza)
was involved in which event. The sequential runs of N2 do not distinguish these
different behaviors. This ability of distinguishing different behaviors wrt. causality
makes distributed runs a very expressive behavioral model. This expressive power
and the notion of a history will be exploited from Chapter 3 on.
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Figure 2.9. The only distributed run of the net in Fig. 2.4 represent n! different sequential
runs.
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Figure 2.10. Different distributed runs of the nets N1 and N2 of Fig. 2.5.

This concludes our informal introduction to distributed runs. The following
sections present a formal model of distributed runs that we use in the remainder
of this thesis.

2.3.2. Conditions and Events

We want to use distributed runs as a general behavioral model for distributed
systems. In the preceding example, a distributed run represents system behavior
by ordering conditions and events in a specific way. In that example, a condition
represents a local state of a system component whereas an event represents a local
step of one system component or an interaction of several system components. We
presented these notions by referring to places and transitions of a concrete Petri
net. But our behavioral model of distributed runs shall be generally applicable to
several formalisms which use other notions than Petri net places and transitions.
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In this section, we provide a more general interpretation of events and conditions
which is independent of a concrete system model in a specific formalism. The idea
is to interpret events and conditions as observations on the actual system.

The behavioral model of sequential runs assumes an observer who distinguishes
different states of the system. The observer detects when the system visits a
specific state. Further, he detects when the system changes its state which he
observes as a step. In correspondence with sequential runs, we assume that an
observer makes the following observations on a distributed system.

– The observer can distinguish different local states of the system. Moreover,
he can name a characteristic property that distinguishes every local state
from all other local states, such as that a specific resource is available or
that some variable has a specific value. In this thesis, we assume an observer
who distinguishes only finitely many local states. Let LB denote the set of
all names of observable local states.

– A condition is the observation that a specific local state is being visited viz.
the observation that the local state’s characteristic property holds.

– The observer can distinguish different local actions of the system. Moreover,
he can name a characteristic property that distinguishes every local action
from all other local actions, such as sending a specific message or evaluating
a query. Corresponding to names of states, LE denotes the finite set of all
names of observable actions.

– An event is an observable change in the system due to an occurrence of an
action.

In analogy to a sequential run s0
a1−→ s1

a2−→ s2 . . . we assume that observations
alternate between events and conditions as shown in the examples of Section 2.3.1.
The rationale is that every local action observably influences one or more local
states. Thus, every event is directly preceded and succeeded by one or more
conditions. Conversely, no local state changes without an action occurring: a local
state is always visited or left via a local action. Thus, every condition is directly
preceded and directly succeeded by at most one event, respectively. An in-depth
discussion of this conceptualization of events and conditions is given by Holt [63].

2.3.3. Formal Definitions of Distributed Runs
With our conceptual background on events and conditions, we now provide a
formal model for distributed runs. Our formal model is based on Engelfriet [35]
and serves as a basis for the following chapters. We proceed as follows. Firstly,
as we explained by our examples in the preceding section, a distributed run is a
partially ordered set of events and conditions. Secondly, conditions and events
alternate in a run. We formally represent this bipartite structure as a special Petri
net called causal net. Finally, each event and each condition of a distributed run
is labelled with a name as discussed in Section 2.3.2.

Let X be an arbitrary set. A partial order over X is a binary relation ≤ ⊆ X×X
that is reflexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric; see Definition A.4 in Appendix A.4.
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To model distributed runs, we use partial orders where each x ∈ X has only finitely
many predecessors. This restriction corresponds to the idea that each event in a
run is reached after finitely many predecessor events, i.e., a run has a finite history.

Definition 2.5 (Predecessor, successor, finitely preceded). Let X be a set, let ≤ be a
partial order over X. The set x↓≤ := {y | y ≤ x} is the set of all (transitive)
predecessors of x ∈ X. The (transitive) successors of x ∈ X are x↑≤ := {y | x ≤ y}.
≤ is finitely preceded iff each x ∈ X has only finitely many predecessors. y

We are interested in very specific partial orders over events and conditions. As
described in Section 2.3.2, we consider events and conditions to alternate. Further,
a condition has at most one predecessor event and at most one successor event.
Such a structure is formalized in Petri net theory as a causal net.

Definition 2.6 (Causal net). A causal net π = (B,E, F ) is a Petri net where

1. the reflexive-transitive closure F ∗ of F is a partial order over B ∪ E,
2. F ∗ is finitely preceded, and
3. each b ∈ B has at most one pre-node and at most one post-node. y

The elements of B are called conditions, the elements of E are called events. Like
for Petri nets, we write Xπ = B ∪ E for the nodes of π. The first requirement of
Def. 2.6 is equivalent to π containing no cycles along the arcs F .

To fully describe a distributed run, we label its events and conditions. According
to Section 2.3.2, an event (condition) represents an occurrence of a local action (a
visit of a local state). Thus, we label each event with the name of the occurring
local action and each condition with the name of the visited local state. We
consider only runs over a finite set of names L = LE ∪ LB partitioned into the
names LE of local actions and the names LB of local states. Nevertheless, a
distributed run may be infinite; in this case one or more names occur infinitely
often in the run. Technically, a distributed run is just a labeled causal net.

Definition 2.7 (Distributed run). A distributed run over L is a causal net π = (B,E, F, `)
together with a labeling ` : B ∪E → L s.t. `(b) ∈ LB , for all b ∈ B and `(e) ∈ LE ,
for all e ∈ E. We write ε := (∅, ∅, ∅, ∅) for the empty distributed run that contains
no events and no conditions. y

We have seen several examples of distributed runs in Section 2.3.1. A distributed
run may be infinite. It formally describes an observed succession of events and
conditions. The observations are limited to those names in L. If the events and
conditions in a distributed run π are ordered totally then π is a sequential run. In
this case, each condition describes a global state and each event describes a global
step.
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Intermission: causal nets vs. partial orders of events

A distributed run is often formalized as a labeled partial order (LPO) of events
that contains no conditions.1 This section briefly relates labeled partial orders to
causal nets.
Every causal net π canonically projects onto an LPO rπ by simply removing

from π all conditions while preserving the partial order. Conversely, every LPO r
canonically extends to a causal net πr by placing a condition on every arc between
two events in the Hasse diagram of r.1
However, these formalizations of distributed runs are not equivalent. For

example, we may project in Figure 2.11 the causal net π onto the partial order rπ;
the canonical extension of rπ to the causal net π′ lacks some information compared
to π.
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Figure 2.11. The causal net π can be projected onto the partially ordered set of events rπ;
canonically extending rπ to a causal net yields π′.

A more subtle yet important difference between these notions is depicted in
Figure 2.12. In the projection of the causal net π onto the LPO rπ all events are
ordered sequentially. The dependency from a to c is transitive in rπ. Thus, b
occurs between a and c as depicted on the right. The corresponding causal net
π′ is different from π, but only in terms of conditions. The order of events is the
same in all four representations.

These examples show already that causal nets are more expressive than partially
ordered sets of events. The canonical extension to causal nets neither defines
labels of conditions nor pre-conditions (post-conditions) of events that have no
predecessor (successor). Hence partial orders of events do not allow to structure
states, i.e., they provide no information that a local state is visited. In this thesis,
we will specifically rely on post-conditions of events that have no successor event.
For this reason, we use the more general model of causal nets for representing

1See Appendix A.4 for corresponding formal definitions.
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Figure 2.12. Labeled partial order do not preserve local states.

distributed runs. Nevertheless, we will omit conditions in a graphical representation
of a run whenever they are not necessary for studying a specific phenomenon.

2.3.4. Basic Operations and Relations on Distributed Runs
This section defines some fundamental relations and operations on distributed
runs. As a foundation, we inherit the basic operations and relations on Petri nets
from Section 2.1. Specifically, min π (max π) denotes the set of minimal (maximal)
nodes of a run π that have no predecessor (successor). By Bπ, Eπ, and Fπ we refer
to π’s conditions, events, and arcs, respectively. Likewise the notions π1 ⊆ π2 (π1
contained in π2), π1 ∩ π2 (intersection of runs), and π1 ∪ π2 (union of runs) holds
for distributed runs. The forthcoming definitions exploit the specific structure of
distributed runs.

None of our operations will change an event’s or condition’s name. To simplify
our definitions we assume that the name of an event (condition) is an inherent
property of this event (condition). We assume that for any two distributed runs
π1 = (B1, E1, F1, `1) and π2 = (B2, E2, F2, `2) holds: if x ∈ (X1 ∩X2), then
`1(x) = `2(x). Technically, we assume a universal labeling function ` that assigns
each event or condition x of a distributed run “its” label `(x) ∈ L according to
Definition 2.7. If confusion is safely avoided, we write for a distributed run over
L simply the underlying causal net π = (B,E, F ) as a shorthand. The canonical
labeling of π is the restriction `|(B∪E) of ` to the conditions and events of π.

Dependency and Concurrency

A distributed run puts events and conditions in a specific partial order. This
partial order has a reasonable interpretation in terms of causality. An arc (x, y)
in a distributed run denotes a direct causal dependency from x to y. Causality
is transitive: if there is a path along the arcs of run from x to y, then y causally
depends on x. If there is no path, then x and y are concurrent.

Definition 2.8 (Depends on, concurrent, co-set). Let π be a distributed run and let
x, y ∈ Xπ be two nodes of π. The node x (causally) depends on y in π, denoted
y ≤π x, iff (y, x) ∈ F ∗π . The nodes x and y are concurrent, denoted x ||π y, iff
neither x depends on y nor y depends on x. A set Y ⊆ Xπ of pair-wise concurrent
nodes is a co-set. y
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For example, in the run π in Figure 2.13, condition 15 depends on conditions 1 and
2 and is concurrent to condition 16. Using dependency and concurrency, we can
reconstruct the notions of global state and global step from events and conditions.

Cuts and Configurations

As said in Section 2.2, a sequential run r of a system explicitly describes the global
states which the system visits as r occurs. Moreover, all global steps that precede
a global state s in r are necessary to reach s in r. There are two corresponding
notions for distributed runs.

In a distributed run π, a “global state” consists of a set of local states that can
be visited “together”. In our formalization, a global state in π is described as a
maximal co-set B of conditions, called a cut. Correspondingly, all events C that
precede B are necessary in π to reach B. These events C form a configuration.
More precisely, any set of events of π that contains all its predecessor events wrt.
≤ is a configuration of π and every finite configuration of π reaches a cut of π.
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Figure 2.13. The distributed run π from Fig. 2.6 with some cuts.

Figure 2.13 illustrates cuts and configurations. The set B1 = {6, 11} of conditions
is a cut representing the global state [nb, sa]. In contrast, the conditions {6, 10}
do not constitute a cut because 10 depends on 6. The configuration that precedes
the cut B2 is the set of events C1 = {3, 5, 9} representing occurrences of actions
c, a, and gs. Event 8 represents an occurrence of action gb. Adding event 8
to configuration C1 yields configuration C2 = {3, 5, 9, 8}. C2 reaches the cut
B2 = {10, 11} which represents the global state [ba, sa]. In other words, adding
event 8 to configuration C1 corresponds to the global step [nb, sa] gb−→ [ba, sa]. The
formal definitions are as follows.

Definition 2.9 (Cut, configuration). Let π be a distributed run over L. A maximal
co-set B of conditions in π is a cut of π. A set C of events in π is a configuration
of π iff for each event e ∈ C and each e′ ∈ Eπ with e′ ≤π e holds e′ ∈ C.
For a given cut B of π, the configuration that leads to B is CB := {e ∈ Eπ |
∃b ∈ B : e ≤π b}. Conversely, the cut of π reached by a configuration C of π is
Cut(C) := (min π ∪ C•) \ •C. y
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A configuration can be infinite. An infinite configuration does not lead to a cut.
For instance, every distributed run has a maximal configuration which is the set
of all its events.

Prefixes and Continuations

One of the most important relations on distributed runs is the prefix relation v.
Informally, a prefix π v ρ of a run ρ is an initial part of ρ s.t. each event and each
condition of ρ either lies in π or causally follows after π. We are only interested in
those prefixes where each event e of π also has all post-conditions e• in π.

Definition 2.10 (Prefix). Let π and ρ be distributed runs over L. The run π is a
prefix of ρ, denoted π v ρ, iff (1) Xπ ⊆ Xρ, (2) ≤π = ≤ρ|(Xπ×Xπ) (the causal
relations coincide in the nodes in π), (3) ∀x ∈ Xπ :x↓ρ ⊆ Xπ (in ρ, a node of π has
only predecessors from π), and (4) for each event e ∈ Eπ holds postπ(e) = postρ(e).
If π is a prefix of ρ, then ρ is a continuation of π. We call π a technical prefix of
ρ, denoted π vt ρ, iff π and ρ satisfy conditions (1)-(3). y

Figure 2.14 depicts some examples: the runs π1 and π3 are prefixes of π; π2 is only
a technical prefix of π because the post-condition 7 of event 5 is missing; π4 is not
a (technical) prefix of π because condition 1 precedes event 5 but is not part of π4.
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Figure 2.14. Some prefixes π1-π3 of the run π from Fig. 2.6, the run π4 is not a prefix of
π.

The following lemma simplifies some proofs in the forthcoming chapters; its
proof is given in Appendix A.5.

Lemma 2.11: Let π and ρ be distributed runs over L. The following notions are
equivalent:

– π vt ρ.
– Xπ ⊆ Xρ and Fπ = Fρ|Xπ×Xπ and (x ∈ Xπ ∧ (x, y) ∈ Fρ) ⇒ y ∈ Xπ, for
all x, y ∈ Xρ.

– Xπ ⊆ Xρ and Fπ = Fρ|Xρ×Xπ . ?

Corollary 2.12: For any two distributed runs π, ρ over L holds: if π v ρ then π ⊆ ρ.?

Every distributed run canonically induces its set of complete prefixes; this notion
lifts to sets of distributed runs.
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Definition 2.13 (Prefix-closure, prefix-closed). For a set R of distributed runs, its
prefix-closure is the set Prefix(R) := {π | ρ ∈ R, π v ρ}; R is prefix-closed
iff Prefix(R) = R. y

A set of nodes Y of a distributed run π induces the prefix π[Y ] that consists of Y
and all nodes that precede Y in π.

Definition 2.14 (Induced prefix). Let ρ be a distributed run. Let Y ⊆ Xρ. The
Y -induced prefix of ρ is the run π = (Bπ, Eπ, Fπ) with Xπ :=

⋃
y∈Y y↓ρ; Bπ =

Bρ ∩Xπ; Eπ = Eρ ∩Xπ; Fπ = Fρ|Xπ×Xπ . We write ρ[Y ] := π. y

For example, the conditions 6 and 7 in Figure 2.14 induce the prefix π3 on the left.
Lemma A.7 in Appendix A.5 states some technical properties of induced prefixes
that will be used in some proofs later in this thesis.

Partial distributed runs

Besides prefixes and continuations of runs, we will also reason about arbitrary
“parts” of a run. We call such a “part” a partial run. A partial run is simply
sub-net of a distributed run. For example, the run πl and πr of Figure 2.8 are
partial runs of π of Figure 2.6. Also, every prefix of a run is a partial run.

Definition 2.15 (Partial distributed run). Let π and ρ be distributed runs over L. The
run π is a partial run of ρ iff π ⊆ ρ. y

One could think of a more restrictive notion of partial runs such as requiring π to
be connected. However, Definition 2.15 suffices our needs in this thesis.

In the following, we will also use the notion of a “partial run” as an attribute of
a distributed run: we call a distributed run π a partial run when we are looking
for some, yet unknown, distributed run ρ s.t. π is a partial run of ρ. This attribute
“π is a partial run” emphasizes that π does not describe a complete observation of
occurrences of actions, but only some part of a larger observation. In Chapter 5,
we shall compose distributed runs from partial runs.

2.4. Distributed Runs of Petri Nets
The preceding section introduced distributed runs to generally describe the behavior
of a distributed system. This section defines the distributed runs of a Petri net
system Σ. The distributed runs of Σ describe the behavior of the system that is
modeled by Σ. Originally, distributed runs of Petri nets have been introduced as
“processes”, see [47, 102, 14]. The formal model presented here is based on [35, 14].

Let Σ = (N,m0) be a Petri net system, which describes some system S. The
observable local actions and local states of S are described by the places and
transitions of N : the transitions of N constitute the names LE := TN of events
and the places of N constitute the names LB := PN of conditions. In a distributed
run of Σ, we interpret events and conditions as follows:
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2.4. Distributed Runs of Petri Nets

1. a condition b with name `(b) = p represents an occurrence of a token on
place p,

2. an event e with name `(e) = t represents an occurrence of transition t.

Because a transition t consumes tokens from •t and produces tokens in t•, the
events and conditions of a distributed run of Σ are ordered in a specific way. For
any event e that represents an occurrence of t,

1. the pre-conditions •e represent tokens on •t, and
2. the post-conditions e• represent tokens on t•.

Like every sequential run of Σ, a distributed run π of Σ begins in the initial
marking m0. Because each condition represents a token on a place, the collection
of minimal conditions of π which have no pre-event, i.e., min π, together represent
m0. The following axiomatic definition states these properties formally.

Definition 2.16 (Distributed runs of a Petri net system, [35]). Let Σ = (N,m0) be a
Petri net system. A distributed run π = (B,E, F ) over the nodes XN of N is a
distributed run of Σ iff the following properties hold:

1. `(b) ∈ PN for each b ∈ B, `(e) ∈ TN for each e ∈ E,
2. min π ⊆ B and for all p ∈ P holds m0(p) = |{b ∈ min π | `(b) = p}|, and
3. for each e ∈ E with `(e) = t the labeling ` bijectively maps •e to •t and e•

to t•. y

We have already seen several examples of distributed runs of a Petri net system
in the preceding section, e.g., the run of Figure 2.13 is a run of the system of
Figure 2.1. There, the cut B0 corresponds to the initial marking of m0 = [d, r] of
Figure 2.1, the cut B1 corresponds to marking [nb, sa], and B2 to marking [ba, sa].
Event 8 of π represents an occurrence of transition gb consuming a token from
place nb and producing token on place ba. So the cuts B1 and B2 and event 8
together correspond to the global step [nb, sa] gb−→ [ba, sa] of the Petri net system
of Figure 2.1.

This correspondence between cuts and global states as well as configurations and
steps has already been discussed for distributed runs in general in Section 2.3.4. It
also holds for any Petri net system Σ = (N,m0). Let B be a cut of a distributed
run π of Σ. Each condition b ∈ B represents a token on place `(b). We can sum
up these tokens to the marking mB of N with mB(p) = |{b ∈ B | `(b) = p}| for
all p ∈ PN . This leads to the following correspondence between the distributed
and the sequential runs of a Petri net system.

Lemma 2.17 (Distributed runs capture sequential runs, Theorem 3.4.3 in [14]):
Let Σ = (N,m0) be a Petri net system. Then the following properties hold:

1. The marking m of N is reachable from m0 iff there exists a distributed run
π of Σ that has a cut B s.t. mB = m.
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2. Let m1 be a reachable marking of Σ. Σ has a step m1
t−→ m2 iff there

exists a distributed run π of Σ with two cuts B1 and B2 s.t. mB1 = m1
and mB2 = m2 and for the corresponding configurations CB1 and CB2 holds
CB2 \ CB1 = {e} with `(e) = t. ?

From this lemma follows immediately that every distributed run π of a Petri net
system Σ represents several sequential runs.

Corollary 2.18: Let Σ = (N,m0) be a Petri net system. A distributed run π is a
run of Σ iff there exists a sequence B0, B1, B2, . . . of cuts of π s.t. mB0 = m0 and
for all i ≥ 0 holds mBi

t−→ mBi+1 is a step of N with CBi+1 \ CBi = {ei} and
`(ei) = t. ?

Corollary 2.19: Let Σ be a Petri net system. The set of distributed runs of Σ is
prefix-closed. ?

2.4.1. A Constructive Definition
Definition 2.16 simply characterizes all distributed runs of a given Petri net system
by a few axioms. But we can also construct the distributed runs of a Petri net
system. We will generalize this approach in the following chapters to construct
distributed runs from scenarios.

The constructive approach considers a distributed run to be composed of “atomic”
distributed runs which we call local steps. A local step consists of exactly one
event with its pre- and post-conditions. Figure 2.15 depicts the local steps of our
running example π; every local step is a partial run of π. We can think of the local
steps as those “puzzle pieces” the run π consists of. The constructive semantics
composes a run from local steps.
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nsd

Figure 2.15. The local steps of π from Fig. 2.6.

In a distributed run of a Petri net system a local step describes how an occurrence
of a transition consumes and produces tokens. Thereby, the structure and labeling
of a local step follows from the structure of the Petri net as illustrated in Figure 2.16.

Definition 2.20 (Local step). Let N be a Petri net, let t ∈ TN . A local step of t (or
t-step for short) is a distributed run A consisting of exactly one event e and its
pre- and post-conditions s.t.

1. e represents t,
2. •e represents tokens on •t, and
3. e• represents tokens on t•. y
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N :
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Figure 2.16. A net N and a local step At of N that represents a firing of transition t.
Place a is pre-place and post-place of t; the local step At unfolds this cycle in the net
structure.

As a convention we refer to the event of a local step A by eA. Technically, each
transition t yields infinitely many isomorphic t-steps.
We construct a distributed run of a Petri net system by composing (copies of)

local steps in an acyclic manner. Beginning with a set of conditions that represents
the initial marking, we append a fresh copy of a local step to a distributed run
which results in a longer distributed run. Figure 2.17 depicts how a prefix of the
run π of our flood alert example is constructed from the local steps of the Petri
net in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.17. Composing a distributed run of N in Fig. 2.1 from local steps of transitions
of N .

On the formal side, we first adapt the notion of an enabled transition to local
steps. We say that a local step A is enabled at a distributed run π iff the maximal
conditions of π include the preconditions of A, i.e., •eA ⊆ Cut(π). We then may
continue π with A by composition, i.e., the union π ∪A. Here, we assume without
loss of generality that A and π are disjoint except for •eA, i.e., Xπ ∩XA = •eA.
This property ensures that we append A to π. If A does not satisfy this property,
we choose an isomorphic copy of A that does. We write πBA for the continuation
of π with A.
For instance, the local step Ac of c in Figure 2.17(a) is enabled at the run π0;

appending Ac to π0 yields the run π0 B Ac in (b). Now, the local step Aa of
Figure 2.17(b) is enabled, appending Aa yields the run (π0 BAc)BAa in (c).

Definition 2.21 (Construction of distributed runs of a Petri net system). Let Σ = (N,m0)
be a Petri net system. The set R(Σ) of distributed runs that can be constructed
from Σ is inductively defined.
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1. A distributed run π0 = (B0, ∅, ∅) with mB0 = m0 is the initial distributed
run of Σ; π0 ∈ R(Σ).

2. Let π ∈ R(Σ), let t ∈ TN and let A be a t-step. The t-step A is enabled at
the end of π iff •eA ⊆ max π and Xπ ∩XA = •eA. If A is enabled, then the
run π BA := π ∪A ∈ R(Σ). y

In the induction step, the run π is a prefix of the continued run π B A; see
Definition 2.10. Every run constructed in this way is a distributed run of Σ and
every run of Σ can be constructed from local steps.

Lemma 2.22 (Equality of axiomatic and constructive semantics, Theorem 3.5.3 in [14]):
Let Σ be a Petri net system. R(Σ) of Def. 2.21 is the set of all distributed runs of
Σ characterized by Definition 2.16. ?

From Def. 2.21 and this lemma follows that every sequential run of a Petri net
system Σ = (N,m0) induces a corresponding distributed run. Let m0

t1−→ m1
t2−→

m2 . . . be a sequential run of Σ. Then there exists for each i > 0 a ti-step Ai and
a sequence of distributed runs π0, π1, π2, . . . with:

– π0 represents m0 as in Definition 2.21, and
– for each each i ≥ 0 holds: Ai+1 is enabled at πi and πi+1 = πi BAi+1.

Each run πi, i ≥ 0 is a distributed run of Σ.

2.4.2. Labeled Petri nets and their distributed runs
After introducing Petri nets and their distributed runs, we generalize both notions
to labeled Petri nets.

Definition 2.23 (Labeled Petri net). Let L = LB ∪ LE be a set of names LB of
local states and names LE of actions. A labeled Petri net over L is a Petri net
N = (P, T, F, `) with a labeling ` : P ∪ T → L s.t. `(p) ∈ LB, for all p ∈ P and
`(t) ∈ LE , for all t ∈ T . y

For instance, every distributed run over L is a labeled Petri net over L. Like in
distributed runs, several nodes of a labeled Petri net can have the same label. A
system designer can use the labeling to express, for instance, that two different
transitions of the net describe the same action in different contexts, or that the
same local state can be entered in different contexts. A labeled net N = (P, T, F, `)
where ` is the identity on P ∪ T is unlabeled, i.e., an unlabeled net is a “normal”
Petri net having the technical overhead of `.
The distributed runs of a labeled Petri net N are straight forward. Instead of

labeling each event e with a transition t of N , each event is labeled with the label
`N (t) of the respective transition; correspondingly for conditions and places.

Definition 2.24 (Distributed runs of a labeled Petri net). Let Σ = (N,m0) be a Petri
net system of a labeled net N = (PN , TN , FN , `N ) over L. Let Σ′ = (N ′,m0), N ′ =
(PN , TN , FN ) be the underlying unlabeled Petri net system. The set of distributed
runs of Σ is the set R(Σ) := {(B,E, F, `N ◦ `) | (B,E, F, `) ∈ R(Σ′)}. y
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Labeled nets are strictly more expressive than unlabeled nets; see [37] for a survey.
This notion concludes our introduction to modeling the behavior of a distributed
system.

2.5. Concluding Remarks
This chapter introduced the behavioral model of distributed runs to precisely
describe the behavior of a distributed system. We defined distributed runs inde-
pendently of a specific formal system model. This allows us to consider any set of
distributed runs to be the behavior of some system. Our approach is technically
based on labeled causal nets from Petri net theory. This formalization

– is more expressive than sequential runs because it distinguishes independence
of actions from arbitrary orders of actions,

– is more expressive than labeled partial orders because it includes information
about visited states in a run, and

– generalizes the true concurrency semantics of Petri nets to arbitrary systems,
both in the axiomatic and in the constructive definition.

We shall use this general behavioral model of distributed systems in the following
chapters to discuss and define a true concurrency semantics of scenarios. Many
notions introduced in this chapter turn out to be important:

– A partial distributed run, i.e., a part of a run, corresponds to the notion of a
scenario.

– The idea of a history that we observed in the pizza example of Figure 2.10
will help us to relate different scenarios to each other.

– We shall combine the idea of a history and the constructive semantics of
Petri nets in Chapter 5 where we construct distributed runs from scenarios.

– That a distributed run succinctly represents a set of sequential runs shall
help us in Chapter 8 to efficiently synthesize a Petri net from scenarios. The
synthesized net will be a labeled Petri net.

– A Petri net is a natural model of a distributed system, which consists of
several components. We consider in Chapter 8 how to synthesize components
from scenarios.
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specification C of S:
a set of scenarios ?

system behavior of S:
set of distributed runs

designer
creates

McMillan prefix

actions of S
with local history

implementation of C:
system model of S

satisfies ?

This chapter reviews the notion of a scenario and existing scenario-based techniques
regarding their expressive power. We then characterize a novel kernel of scenario-
based specifications that balances the trade-off between expressive power and
synthesis capabilities. In this kernel (1) a scenario describes a partial run of the
system, (2) a scenario distinguishes a history, and (3) a system behavior satisfies
a scenario if every run that ends with a scenario’s history has a continuation with
the entire scenario. This kernel has not been identified before. It allows to specify
the complete behavior of a distributed system based on a minimal set of notions
for scenarios and yields a more general solution to the synthesis problem, as we
show later in this thesis. We formalize the kernel in Chapter 4 when we introduce
oclets.
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3.1. System Model, Specification, and Scenario
The preceding chapter introduced Petri nets as a formal technique to model a
distributed system S. In this technique, a system designer first creates a Petri
net system Σ that describes the local states and local actions of S. Σ itself may
be structured to describe the components of S. The semantics of Σ define the
set of distributed runs of Σ. These runs describe the behavior exhibited by S as
sketched in Figure 3.1. In other words, Σ is a system model of S: it serves as a
“blue print” for building S, and it allows a system designer to formally reason
about the behavior of S.

system S
behavioral

properties of S behavior of S
exhibitshas

system model § of S

describesdescribes

specification C of S:
a set of scenarios set of distributed

runs of §satisfies

implements

synthesize
(Chapter 8)
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or

ld
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ld 3.2 3.9

semantics of §

3.3 3.4-3.8

Figure 3.1. The relation between scenarios, system model, and system behavior.

A distributed system S may exhibit complex behavior because of intricate
interactions between its components, as we discussed in Chapter 1. To ensure that
the system S behaves as intended, the system designer creates a specification C
which describes behavioral properties that S should exhibit. If the distributed
runs of Σ satisfy C, then S has these intended properties—under the assumption
that Σ and C appropriately describe S and its intended properties, respectively.
In this case, we call S (or Σ) an implementation of C.

In the scenario-based approach, a specification C is a set of scenarios. A scenario
describes how system components of S interact in a specific situation, technically
expressed as a partial order of actions. Intuitively, the distributed runs of Σ satisfy
C if each scenario in C occurs in these runs.

A system designer usually has to formally prove that Σ implements C. Though,
a system designer may pursue a different approach. After describing all intended
properties of S in C, the designer uses a synthesis technique to automatically
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construct a system model Σ that implements C. Synthesis from scenarios is a non-
trivial problem as discussed in Chapter 1. We will develop a synthesis technique
from scenarios in Chapter 8. But first and foremost, we need to understand more
precisely how scenarios specify system behavior.

The problem: how much expressive power is enough?
The scenario-based approach has evolved to an accepted technique for specifying
behavior of distributed systems, and several notions of scenarios with different
expressive power have been developed [8, 80]. High expressive power is desirable
for describing behavioral properties but it renders the synthesis from scenarios
infeasible in general [26, 18]. For this reason, existing synthesis algorithms restrict
the class of scenario-based specifications [13] or constrain the synthesis result [17,
18].

This thesis aims at balancing the trade-off between expressive power and syn-
thesis capabilities. In other words, we want to identify a kernel of scenario-based
specifications with limited expressive power so that synthesis becomes feasible.
Yet, this kernel shall be sufficiently expressive to specify all behavior of any
distributed system we want to design. In addition, we are interested in a flexible
specification technique which does not constrain the system designer when creating
the specification. To find such a kernel, we answer the following question.

Which notions are necessary for specifying the complete
behavior of a distributed system with scenarios?

We proceed as follows. We review established scenario-based techniques and
notions for scenarios wrt. their expressive power and flexibility, and we specifically
investigate their underlying assumptions. Section 3.2 recalls established notations
for scenarios and Section 3.3 recalls their intuitive semantics and discusses deficits.
Based on these insights, we propose a kernel of scenario-based specification that
generalizes ideas of Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) [25]. This kernel is based on the
following three simple ideas: (1) a scenario describes a partial run of the system,
(2) a scenario distinguishes a history, and (3) a system behavior satisfies a scenario
if every run that ends with the scenario’s history has a continuation with the entire
scenario.
We develop this kernel systematically from Section 3.4 onwards by reviewing

established scenario-based techniques in more detail. We highlight design decisions
that have been made in each technique regarding how to specify system behavior
with scenarios. We collect and explore alternative design decisions to finally
identify a minimal set of notions for scenarios which amount to the proposed
kernel.

The concluding Section 3.9 summarizes our insights and discusses when a system
model implements a scenario-based specification by an example. The kernel of
scenario-based specification identified in this chapter will be formalized in Chapter 4
in the model of oclets.
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3.2. Notations for Scenarios
This and the following section recall syntax and semantics of scenarios at an
informal level. The following running example supports our explanations.

We want to specify behavior in an emergency management procedure among a
medic and a hospital. This procedure is supported by an Emergency Management
System (EMS) which keeps track of pending emergencies. The medic and the
hospital interact with the EMS as follows:1

1. The medic notifies the EMS that he is available for handling a medical
emergency and then checks his equipment. Meanwhile, the EMS sends the
medic the location of a pending emergency.

2. Alternatively, if there is no pending emergency, the EMS sends a respective
reply to the medic after receiving the medic’s message.

3. To handle an emergency, a medic confirms his current task to the EMS,
moves to the location of the emergency, stabilizes the patient, and transports
the patient to the hospital.

4. When the medic confirms his current task to the EMS, the EMS registers
the confirmation, and notifies the hospital about the incoming patient.

Natural language. Some scenario-based techniques like RATS [32] already consider
each of the above sentences 1.-4. as one scenario given in an informal notation.
Typically, a scenario “specifies actions performed by the user and by the system
as well as the communication in between them” [32, p.104]. Various techniques
propose guidelines and formal grammars to describe natural language scenarios in
a more structured way, e.g., [32, 106, 2]. All these techniques guide the system
designer in stating explicitly for each scenario which actions occur in which order
under which conditions.

Message Sequence Charts. To avoid ambiguities that come with natural language
descriptions, most scenario-based techniques use a formal, usually graphical syntax.
Figure 3.2 depicts two scenarios in the graphical syntax of Message Sequence Charts
(MSCs). This syntax has become industry standard for formally denoting scenarios
of distributed systems [65]. Various other techniques adapted and extended the
MSC syntax, most notably UML sequence diagrams [95], Live Sequence Charts
(LSCs) [25], and several MSC variants [45, 107, 72]. MSC M1 in Figure 3.2
describes the first scenario of our example and MSC M2 describes the second one.
An MSC describes a scenario as a partial order of actions of the system com-

ponents. An arrow describes an asynchronous message exchange; each exchange
consists of a send action and a receive action; the receive action is implicitly
denoted by the arrow’s head, the corresponding send action by the arrow’s foot.
A box describes an internal non-communicating action. Each action (sending,

1This example does not necessarily reflect an actual emergency management process and may
be too simplistic to capture actual requirements. We use this example to illustrate concepts
of scenarios in a more tangible setting.
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medic EMS
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location

check
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none
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Figure 3.2. Two example scenarios M1 and M2 in MSC notation.
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confirm
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confirm
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Figure 3.3. Two example scenarios M3 and M4 in MSC notation.

receiving, or internal) is assigned to a component2. The actions of a component
are ordered along its vertical axis from top to bottom; the actions of the entire
scenario are partially ordered.

In our example, scenario M1 formally describes the following behavior: the medic
first asynchronously sends an avail message to the EMS (that he is available for
handling a medical emergency case) and then performs an internal check (of his
equipment). After receiving the avail message, the EMS sends a location message
(with the location of an emergency) to the medic. Figure 3.4(a), explicitly shows
the partial order of actions of M1 [58]. Action check of the medic is concurrent
to the actions of the EMS. M2 formally describes the second scenario from the
beginning of this section. It differs from M1 by letting the EMS send a none message
instead of a location message. The MSCs M3 and M4 of Figure 3.3 complete our
example: they formally describe the third and fourth natural language scenario
from the beginning of this section.
Scenarios M1 and M2 as well as M3 and M4 partially overlap. This kind of

overlap can also be observed in the textual description of our example, though it
is possibly harder to spot. The scenario-based approach does not constrain how
different scenarios syntactically relate to each other—except by fixing a set of
actions that occur in the scenarios. That a system designer freely chooses size
and shape of each scenario is inherent to the approach and its acceptance. Each

2A component occurring in an MSC is called ‘instance’ (of that component) in the MSC
standard [65].
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(b) scenario M1 as a finite distributed run

Figure 3.4. Other notations for scenario M1.

scenario usually describes some “self-contained story” of the system leading from
an initial “triggering” situation to some “goal” situation involving all components
that are relevant in this story; see [25] or [55]. This self-contained understanding
makes each scenario a local statement that a system designer can understand,
interpret and discuss with others in isolation. For this reason, particularly early
stages of system design benefit from scenarios [8].

Other formal notions. There are other formal notations for scenarios that are closely
related to MSCs:

– The MSC notation defines a special class of labeled partial orders of actions
as depicted in Figure 3.4(a). Other approaches consider any labeled partial
order of actions as a scenario [12].

– An MSC can be translated to a Petri net, i.e., a distributed run as defined
in Chapter 2 [69]. Figure 3.4.(b) depicts scenario M1 in this notation. But
Petri nets in general allow for a more flexible notation of scenarios beyond
the constraints of MSCs; this topic is discussed in [8].

– Like Petri nets, also other state-based techniques have been extended to
note down scenarios, for instance using statecharts [46] or UML activity
diagrams [8, 95].

In all these approaches, a scenario describes a finite course of actions involving
several components of a distributed system. Other approaches use scenarios to
describe the interaction behavior of a single component with its environment, e.g.,
Chisel diagrams [3] and scenarios trees [64]. Further notations such as UML use
case diagrams [95] and use case maps [22] complement these detailed action-based
descriptions of behavior: they provide a high-level view on all system components
but abstract from specific orderings of actions.
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Figure 3.5. A scenario with conditions in MSC notation and a possible representation as
a distributed run.

Specifying state information. In some cases, a system designer not only wants to
specify which actions occur in a specific order, but also wants to express that the
system reaches a specific situation. MSCs provide setting conditions to describe
that some or all participants of a scenario are in a specific state: “Setting conditions
define the actual system state of the [components] that share the condition.” [65,
p.43]. An MSC setting condition A on component C denotes that C visits the local
state A. Thus, an MSC setting condition corresponds to a condition of distributed
runs as introduced in Section 2.3.2.
For example, the scenario in Figure 3.5 distinguishes different local states. A

condition in the MSC representation is drawn as a rounded rectangle. A possible
translation to distributed runs is shown on the right. This scenario describes
that whenever the medic is idle and the EMS is ready, the given course of actions
may occur, and after that, the medic is in a different state busy while the EMS is
ready again. Compared to M1 in Figure 3.2, the scenario in Figure 3.5 states more
precisely how the system shall evolve.

Conclusion: available options and decision. MSC-based notations and closely related
techniques have become the most accepted approach to note down scenarios of
distributed systems; see [8] for an in-depth evaluation. These techniques address
the central problem of describing how several components interact with each other
by telling “self-contained stories” about all components that are involved in this
story.
In the remainder of this chapter, we use the MSC notation to discuss the

semantics of scenarios; we eventually use a different notation like partial orders
of actions or distributed runs to study a more subtle aspect. We shall see from
the following discussion of the semantics of scenarios that—on a technical level—
distributed runs as introduced in Chapter 2 are the most precise notation for
scenarios. For this reason we use distributed runs from Chapter 4 onwards to note
down scenarios.
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3.3. Intuitive Semantics of Scenarios

Having introduced syntax of scenarios we now turn to their semantics. The usual
and most widely accepted semantics of a scenario is the following: a scenario
describes a possible course of actions that the system shall exhibit [110, p.384].
This section explains this intuitive semantics of scenarios in more detail. We then
recall in which respect this intuitive semantics is insufficient for specifying system
behavior. This insufficiency raises a few canonical questions about how scenarios
relate to system behavior and to each other. We finally propose a novel semantics
of scenarios that answers these questions with a minimal set of notions.

3.3.1. Semantics of a single scenario

The semantics of a scenario is usually defined in terms of a set of runs that satisfies
the scenario. Intuitively, a set of runs satisfies a scenario if the scenario occurs in
one or more of these runs. This is the case when the scenario’s actions occur in a
run in the same order as in the scenario. Figure 3.6 depicts an example in the
notation of distributes runs: scenario M1 (Fig. 3.4(b)) occurs in the distributed
run in Figure 3.6. The run can have additional actions before, concurrent to, or
after the occurrence of the scenario, but there may be no actions in between two
subsequent actions of the scenario, e.g., [87, 61, 69]. Section 3.8 discusses more
general notions of when “a scenario occurs in a run”.

medic !avail

avail

EMS ?avail EMS !location EMS

location

?location medic

...

...

...

...

...hospital

M1

...

...

...

medic check medic

Figure 3.6. Scenario M1 occurs in the run, the events and conditions of M1 are highlighted.

The Petri net notation of distributed runs requires moderate graphical over-
head for representing and discussing the semantics of scenarios. The syntax of
MSC represents more succinctly the same relation between runs and scenarios as
shown Figure 3.7(a). Because MSCs canonically translate to the formal model of
distributed runs [69], we use the MSC syntax also for concisely noting down dis-
tributed runs in this chapter. Eventually, we use the even more abstract notation
of Figure 3.7(b) to illustrate an argument.
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(a) occurrence of M1 in MSC notation

locationavail check

M1

(b) abstract notation

Figure 3.7. An occurrence of M1 of Fig. 3.2 in more succinct notations.

3.3.2. Semantics of a specification
The semantics of a scenario illustrated in Figure 3.6 and 3.7 is the generally agreed
on meaning of a single scenario in all techniques discussed in this chapter— though
technical details vary. In contrast, the interpretation of a specification which is
a set of scenarios is not immediately clear. Regarding the interpretation of an
MSC specification, Abdallah and Leue ask in [11, p.98]: “Does it describe all
behaviors of a system or does it describe a set of sample behaviors of a system?”
Damm and Harel answer this question in [25] with “it depends.” They found that
a system designer typically begins specifying a system by sample behavior, which
they call the existential view of scenarios. As the specification matures in the
design process the system designer can state more precisely which behavior the
system shall only exhibit; all other behavior is excluded. This view is called the
universal view. The view on the specification changes from existential to universal
during system design.
We consider both existential and universal view in this thesis. This chapter

primarily discusses the semantics of specifications in the existential view. Firstly,
because this view is conceptually simpler; a set R of runs satisfies a specification
C iff R satisfies each scenario of C, i.e., occurs in a run of R. Secondly, the
existential view highlights the idea that a scenario describes a course of actions
which a system designer expects to see in the system—regardless of what other
behavior may occur. Finally, we shall see in Chapter 5 that the universal view
can be obtained by restricting the existential view in a natural way.

Design decision: consider existential and universal view

In the existential view, for instance, the set {π1, π2} of runs in Figure 3.8 satisfies
the specification {M1, . . . ,M4} from Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The first run π1 describes
a typical complete handling of one emergency. It contains occurrences of actions
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Figure 3.8. The set {π1, π2} satisfies the specification {M1, . . . ,M4}.

that are not mentioned in the scenarios. Also, scenario M2 is missing in π1; it
occurs in π2 where the EMS learns about an emergency only later in the process.
Each scenario occurs at least once in these runs, some like M1 even occur several
times in a single run. Some scenarios occur overlappingly like M3 and M4 on the
message confirm.
Whether {π1, π2} satisfies {M1, . . . ,M4} in the universal view cannot be an-

swered with the intuitive semantics of scenarios. One could argue, for instance,
that action update at the EMS is not mentioned in any of M1-M4. In other words,
the runs {π1, π2} do not only express behavior described by M1-M4. Though, there
are contrasting views [25]. Answering this question precisely calls for a number of
design decisions on the semantics of scenarios.

3.3.3. Open questions and open design decisions
According to the intuitive semantics of scenarios, a set of runs satisfies a scenario-
based specification if each scenario occurs somewhere in a run. It is well-known
that this semantics is not expressive enough for specifying interesting system
behavior [11, 25]. For instance, our pragmatic understanding of the specification
{M1, . . . ,M4} in our running example raises two questions about the semantics of
scenarios which are not answered by their intuitive semantics.

Ordering scenarios. According to the pragmatics, scenarios M1 and M2 denote
possible alternatives whereas scenario M3 should occur after M1 but not after M2.
This kind of ordering information is not expressed in M1-M3. So we have to ask:
when does an occurrence of a scenario make sense?
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Completeness. Assume we know when an occurrence of a scenario makes sense.
Does this mean that the complete scenario has to occur if and whenever it makes
sense to occur?

All scenario-based techniques answer these two questions by providing at least on
additional notion that increases the expressive power of scenarios. In the light of
this observation we ask a more general question: which notions are necessary for
specifying the complete behavior of a distributed system with scenarios?

Necessary notions for scenarios

In the remainder of this chapter, we will systematically develop an answer to this
question. Our answer then leads to the following novel semantics of scenarios.

(1) Like in LSCs [25], a scenario distinguishes a finite prefix as a history.
(2) A set of distributed runs satisfies a scenario if whenever a run ends
with the scenario’s history, then there exists a run that continues with
the entire scenario. (3) A set of distributed runs satisfies a specification
if it satisfies each scenario.

Figure 3.9(a) shows a variant of the scenarios M1 and M2 of our example where
the message avail is distinguished as a history. Figure 3.9(b) depicts an execution
tree, which represents two distributed runs π1 and π2. These runs satisfy scenario
M′1 but not M′2. The set {π1, π2, π3, π4, . . .} of runs indicated in (c) satisfies both
M′1 and M′2. In other words, {π1, π2, π3, π4, . . .} satisfies the specification {M′1,M′2}.

Reviewing design decisions of scenario-based techniques

We now sketch the road map that leads to this semantics of scenarios. The already
convinced reader may continue in Section 3.9. Our aim is to identify a kernel
of scenario-based specifications that, on one hand, is sufficiently expressive to
describe all behaviors of a distributed system, and on the other hand uses only
those notions that are necessary for this expressive power. We reach our aim by
systematically reviewing established scenario-based techniques. We specifically
collect and explore design decisions that affect how a scenario relates to system
behavior and to other scenarios. We proceed as follows.

First, we discuss underlying assumptions of the intuitive semantics of scenarios in
Section 3.4. To adapt these assumptions to more expressive semantics of scenarios,
we then investigate the following questions.

Alternative scenarios. Are two scenarios possible alternatives or does each scenario
describe behavior that the system must follow?

Overlapping scenarios. Are two scenarios allowed to overlap or do they have to occur
disjointly?

Answer to these questions are strongly related to the questions how to express
ordering of scenarios (discussed in Section 3.5) and how to specify all behavior of
a distributed system with scenarios (discussed in Section 3.6). We then turn our
attention to the following two subtle aspects of scenarios.
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Figure 3.9. A novel semantics of scenarios.
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Initial behavior. How does a scenario-based specification describe non-empty behav-
ior? How does it describe an initial state? Especially the synthesis problem is
sensitive to this question which we discuss in Section 3.7.

Occurrences of a scenario. When does a scenario occur in a run? The current
discussion presumes a specific, though natural, notion of when a scenario occurs
in a run. Section 3.8 presents other notions.

For each of these questions we identify several answers in the respective sections.
We discuss the impact of each answer on the semantics of scenarios by the help of
examples. In the light of all available options we then make some design decisions
which leads to the novel semantics of scenarios that we just presented. Section 3.9
summarizes our semantics. In Chapter 4, we formalize our design decisions in the
model of oclets.

3.4. Underlying Assumptions of the Intuitive Semantics
In the following we highlight the formal concepts and underlying assumptions of
the intuitive semantics of scenarios presented in Section 3.3.

A scenario is an existential statement. In its simplest interpretation, a set of (dis-
tributed) runs satisfies a scenario only if there exists a run where the scenario
occurs. This is the case when the scenario’s actions occur also in the run in the
described order. Hence, a system implements a scenario-based specification if its
set of distributed runs satisfies each scenario. An implementation may have runs
that are not described by any of the scenarios at all, that is, the system behavior
does not have to be “covered” by the scenarios. This interpretation corresponds
to the existential view on scenarios [25].

A scenario is a partial statement. The example runs π1 and π2 already highlight
an important aspect of scenarios: a scenario is inherently a partial statement on
behavior, see [31, p.1113] and [8, p.63]. It does not describe a complete run from
the start to its end but only a partial run as defined in Section 2.3.3. A run may
contain actions that precede the scenario’s actions as well as actions that follow
the scenario’s actions. A scenario occurs in a run if the run somewhere has the
same order of actions as the scenario.

Two scenarios may be alternatives. Let us consider our example scenarios M1 and M2
of Figure 3.2 in more detail. Both scenarios start the same way, but differ in their
outcome: in case of scenario M1, the EMS knows about a medical emergency and
sends its location to the medic; in case of scenario M2, the EMS sends that there
is no emergency. Pragmatically, either M1 or M2 should occur in a concrete run
but not both together. Here, two different scenarios describe possible alternative
courses of actions in the system. M1 and M2 do occur as alternatives in the
example runs π1 and π2. Both runs start the same way until message avail was
received and diverge afterwards.
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Two scenarios may overlap. Scenarios M3 and M4 of our example illustrate another
important aspect of how scenarios relate to each other. In the runs π1 and π2
in Figure 3.8, both scenarios occur overlappingly on the message confirm in the
same run. M3 and M4 differ from M1 and M2 in the sense that M3 and M4 do not
diverge from the perspective of the involved components. For the EMS, scenario
M3 does not describe how to continue after message confirm occurred, so the EMS
may follow scenario M4 and send notify to the hospital. Correspondingly, the medic
may follow M3 and eventually send the patient to the hospital—in the same run.
The hospital indeed has to choose. Though only about the order of receiving sent
messages. Once the hospital receives one message (e.g., notify) it chooses to follow
the respective scenario (e.g., M4). After completing its share of M4 the hospital
follows M3 by receiving message patient.

Design decisions. This example illustrates an intriguing aspect of the semantics of
scenarios: whether two scenarios occur as alternatives or overlappingly depends
on the inner structure of the scenarios; that is, whether the two scenarios describe
behavior that may occur together or not. Altogether, the following two interrelated
design decisions arise.

– May two scenarios describe alternative behavior or do they always describe
behavior of the same run? We encode this design decision in the following
as [2Alt = yes/no].

– May two scenarios describe overlapping behavior or do they always occur
disjointly? [2Overlap = yes/no].

The intuitive semantics of scenarios allows for answering both questions with yes
for the following reason. An occurrence of a scenario in a run does not exclude
an occurrence of another alternative scenario in the system. Two alternative
scenarios simply occur in different alternative runs. The underlying assumption
that supports this interpretation of alternative scenarios is that each scenario
describes a “self-contained story” of the system. Two stories that cannot occur
at the same time occur alternatively, and each story remains “self-contained.”
Technically, each scenario remains a local statement that is interpreted without
referring to other scenarios. At the same time, two stories such as M3 and M4,
which do not contradict about their courses of actions, may occur overlappingly.
Again, each scenario remains a local statement that is interpreted without referring
to other scenarios.

Design decision: Two scenarios may be alternatives [2Alt = yes], two scenarios may
overlap [2Overlap = yes].

There are other interpretations of scenarios in this respect. Particularly universal
scenarios in LSCs allow to note down scenarios that assume [2Alt = no, 2Overlap
= yes]. With two scenarios of this kind, a system designer describes different
aspects of the same run by two different scenarios [25]. The opposite choice [2Alt
= yes, 2Overlap = no] treats any two scenarios as alternatives.
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In this thesis we favor the assumption [2Alt = yes, 2Overlap = yes] of the
intuitive semantics of scenarios. By this assumption, we can formally describe a
scenario as a partial distributed run as stated in Definition 2.15. In the intuitive
semantics, a scenario describes a partial run which the designer expects in the
system: a system satisfies a scenario only if the scenario occurs as a partial run of
some system run. The following two sections consider how to express ordering of
scenarios and how to specify all runs of a system.

3.5. Ordering Scenarios
The pragmatics of the running example in this chapter suggests to express ordering
information between different scenarios of a specification. For example, scenario
M3 occurs after scenario M1 but not after scenario M2. This section reviews how
existing approaches express ordering of scenarios.

3.5.1. Existing approach to express ordering
Complete runs

The most basic techniques assume that each scenario of a specification describes a
complete run from the system’s initial state to some final state [12, 5]. Accordingly,
two different scenarios describe alternative runs. Although this approach is
technically simple it is also quite restricted. A specification consists of finitely
many finite scenarios (if it is meant to be noted down by a system designer).
Thus, only a very limited class of systems may be specified in this approach. For
this reason, two other approaches have been developed which we review in the
following.

Expressions over scenarios

Most scenario-based specification techniques introduce composition operators to
put scenarios in a specific order. Typically, these operators are sequential- and
parallel composition, alternative choice, and finite iteration. A specification then is
no longer a set of scenarios, but an expression over scenario. For example, in the
approach of Desel et al. [13], the expression (M1; M3)+M2 composes M1 sequentially
with M3 in alternative to M2. In MSCs, the composition of scenarios is expressed
by Hierarchical MSCs or High-Level MSCs (HMSCs) which are accompanied
by a graphical notation [65]. Figure 3.10(a) depicts the HMSC that expresses
(M1; M3) + M2. Both specifications reflect our pragmatic understanding of M1-M3
of Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
An HMSC is a graph. Its nodes are either MSCs or operators like choice. An

edge from one node to another denotes sequential composition. A path through
an HMSC denotes a valid composition of all MSCs that lie on this path. Thus, an
HMSC H (or an expression over scenarios) describes a set of larger scenarios. An
implementation of H exhibits all scenarios described by H.
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Figure 3.10. Specification of the medical emergency example in HMSCs.

Specifying the runs π1 and π2 in Figure 3.8 with HMSCs is more involved:
scenario M1 occurs several times, and scenarios M3 and M4 overlap in both runs.
An overlapping composition of scenarios requires a non-standard operator like join
introduced in [72]. A cycle in an HMSC expresses iterations over (compositions of)
scenarios. For example, the HMSC in Figure 3.10(b) specifies two cycles: (1) M1
followed by join(M3,M4), and (2) M2. The entire HMSC specifies that these two
cycles are iterated infinitely often in an arbitrary order. The specified behavior
includes, among others, the runs π1 and π2 (assuming that all actions like update
which do not occur in M1-M4 are “invisible”); [67, 72] provide details.

Advantages and Disadvantages. These two examples already illustrate the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the compositional approach. On one hand, an HMSC
provides a global overview of how the different scenarios relate to each other. On
the other hand, the exact semantics of a single scenario follows only from this
global view on the entire specification. When the scenario occurs and how often it
does can only be understood from the complete expression or the complete graph.
Thus, a specification is no longer a collection of “self-contained stories” about the
system.
The sequential nature of the HMSC graph suggests a global coordination of

scenarios that does not exist in distributed systems. In this respect, Genest
et al. state: “HMSCs have several drawbacks, such as the difficulty to express
concurrency between two independent threads, due to the sequential control of
the graph. The result is that many systems are hard to model using HMSCs” [45,
p.196].
The sequential nature of HMSCs also interferes with moments of choice. The

HMSC in Figure 3.10(a) suggests that the choice between M1 or M2 is made before
either scenario begins. But according to M1 and M2 in Figure 3.2 this choice
has to be made only after message avail was received. To overcome this deficit,
MSCs introduce several dedicated operators for precisely specifying the moment
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Figure 3.11. Specification of the medical emergency example by scenarios with history.

of choice [87]. Uchitel et al. observe: “scenario composition can lead to a large
number of very short scenarios that must be composed in complex ways to describe
the system’s overall behavior” [113, p.99].

Such complex specifications are syntactically hard to maintain: including a new
scenario always requires to extend the graph (or expression) in a syntactically cor-
rect way. Depending on the kind of change, this may entail complex restructuring
of the entire specification [41]. Ren et al. [105] provide an illustrative example.

The history of a scenario

Several other techniques like Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) [25] follow a different
approach to express when a scenario may occur: a prefix of a scenario is distin-
guished as its history. Intuitively, if a system exhibits behavior that is described in
the scenario’s history, then the system has reached a situation where an occurrence
of the entire scenario makes sense.

In our medical emergency example, scenario M3 of Figure 3.3 only makes sense
when the medic knows about the location of the emergency. By receiving a location
message from the EMS the medic reaches a situation where this prerequisite of M3
is satisfied. Figure 3.11 depicts among others the scenario M3 with a corresponding
history as scenario M′3.
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The notion of a scenario’s history has been proposed first in LSCs where the
history is called “pre-chart” [25]; Triggered MSCs [107] and Template MSCs [45]
embrace this concept as well. Other techniques use related concepts [31, 32].

The consequences of a history of a scenario are the following. A scenario with a
history remains a “self-contained story” about the system; it can be understood in
isolation. Genest et al. [45] relate scenarios with a history to assume-guarantee
techniques. The history denotes an assumption, the remainder of the scenario is
guaranteed to occur whenever the assumption holds.

Further, a specification is still a set of scenarios. Thus, changing a specification
remains simple: modify a single scenario, or add or remove a scenario. This
technique simplifies the creation of a specification compared to HMSCs: “a system
description is most easily obtained combining [scenarios] for collections of directly
interacting processes, and superimposing assume-guarantee patterns that further
constrain interactions between individual scenarios” [45, p.196].

Conclusion and design decision: a scenario has a history

To summarize, existing scenario-based techniques propose three notions for ex-
pressing the ordering of scenarios: (1) each scenario scenario describes a complete
run of the system, (2) global composition operators express ordering of scenarios,
or (3) a local history describes when the scenario make sense. We encode this
design decision by [Ordering = complete/composition/history].

While complete scenarios are limited in their expressive power, global composi-
tion over scenarios no longer follows the idea that a specification is a collection of
self-contained stories about the system. In comparison, the notion of a history
still fosters the metaphor of a story as in the intuitive semantics of scenarios. As
a consequence, a system designer may focus on describing the system’s individual
stories (“What happens in the system?”) rather than how the stories relate to
each other (“How does it happen in the system?”). For these reasons, we adopt
scenarios with a history for specifying system behavior.

Design decision: a scenario has a history [Ordering = history]

3.5.2. Semantics of scenarios with history
Next, we discuss the semantics of a scenario with a history. Intuitively, the “local”
scenarios M′1-M′4 in Figure 3.11 specify the same behavior as the “global” HMSC
in Figure 3.10(b). Specifically scenarios M′1 and M′2 should occur as alternatives if
we recall our earlier design decision [2Alt = yes] in Section 3.4. Surprisingly, this
is not the case in existing techniques because these generally assume [2Alt = no]
as we explain in the following.

Existing semantics

LSCs [25], Template MSCs [45], and Triggered MSCs [107] employ the notion of
a scenario’s history and propose an “if-then” interpretation of scenarios: if the
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scenario’s history occurs in a run, then the run continues with the entire scenario.
This implication distinguishes a scenario’s history from the rest of the scenario
which we call its contribution.

More precisely, the semantics of a scenario S = (histS , conS) in these techniques
is the following. We consider a run ρ containing an occurrence of a S. This
occurrence of S divides ρ into a prefix π of ρ ending with the history of S and a
suffix that begins with the contribution of S as shown in Figure 3.12. We therefore
say that π ends with S’s history and that ρ continues π with S’s contribution.

S

histS conS

¼

½:

Figure 3.12. The run π ends with the history of scenario S, the run ρ continues π with
the contribution of S.

In existing techniques, a set of (sequential or distributed) runs R satisfies the
scenario S iff the following property holds:

for each prefix π of a run ρ in R holds, if π ends with the history of
S, then the run ρ continues π with the contribution of S.

(3.1)

The concrete formal definitions for “ends with” and “continues with” vary, but
this is the conceptual kernel of the semantics [25, 45, 107].
The following simple example shows that this interpretation does not allow

to specify alternative scenarios. The scenarios M′1 and M′2 in Figure 3.11 share
the same history but contribute different courses of actions. In LSCs, Triggered
MSCs, and Template MSCs, M′1 and M′2 contradict each other. In each of these
techniques holds: if avail occurs in a run, then the entire scenario M′1 also occurs
in this run. For the same reason, M′2 has to occur after avail. However, in a
single run message avail is either followed by location or by none, but not by both.
This contradiction between pragmatics and formal semantics arises because the
semantics (3.1) assumes [2Alt = no] in contrast to the intuitive semantics of
scenarios in Section 3.4.
To specify alternative behavior, existing techniques with history like LSCs

or Triggered MSCs introduce an explicit choice operator. The choice operator
corresponds to the composition operators in HMSCs. For example, the LSC in
Figure 3.13 expresses that location, and none followed by avail occur in alternative
runs after avail and check. This solution introduces an additional notation and
an additional semantic concept to scenarios with history. One scenario no longer
describes one local story, but several stories that branch and merge again. If there
are many alternative scenarios with different points of decision, such scenarios can
become quite complex and less flexible to handle. To avoid unnecessary complexity
and preserve flexibility, we propose a novel interpretation of scenarios with a
history by assuming [2Alt = yes] like for the intuitive semantics of scenarios.
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Figure 3.13. A Live Sequence Chart; the ’alt’ operator expresses a choice between the
upper and the lower sub-scenario.
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Figure 3.14. The set {π1, π2} satisfies the scenarios M′1 and M′2 of Fig. 3.11.

A different interpretation of scenarios with history

By the pragmatics of our example, M′1 and M′2 should occur in alternative runs that
branch after the history occurred. Figure 3.14 depicts this behavior as an execution
tree that represents the two runs π1 and π2. In this tree, the runs branch after
the occurrence of check. Run π1 continues along scenario M′1. Correspondingly,
the alternative run π2 continues along M′2. In this execution tree, both scenarios
occur after their history (message avail) occurred which satisfies M′1 and M′2. This
way, two scenarios with the same history occur in alternative continuations of the
same distributed run. The LSC in Figure 3.13 is satisfied by this execution tree.
The singleton set {π1} should not satisfy M′2 because there is no run that

continues with M′2 after its history occurred. In contrast, any set of runs where
message avail never occurs may satisfy M′1 and M′2: because their history never
occurs, there is no situation where either scenario is expected.
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To capture this intuitive understanding of alternative scenarios with a history,
we propose the following interpretation. We say that a set R of (distributed) runs
is closed under continuations with a scenario S iff

for each prefix π of a run ρ in R, if π ends with the history of S,
then there exists a run ρ2 in R that continues π with the contribution
of S.

(3.2)

For example, the tree in Figure 3.14(b) is closed under continuations with M′1 and
M′2.

Definition (3.1) differs from closed under continuations (3.2) by the existential
quantifier. Thus, (3.2) is a simple branching time property that is evaluated on
sets of runs (or execution trees) whereas (3.1) is a linear time property that is
evaluated on single runs. Figure 3.15 compares these two definitions graphically.

¼

½

histS½ 2  R

histS conSS

¼

histS conS

(a) classical semantics (3.1) of a scenario S

¼

9  ½2

histS½ 2  R

histS conSS

¼

histS conS 2  R

(b) closed under continuations (3.2) with S

Figure 3.15. Comparison of the semantics (3.1) and (3.2) of a scenario S.

The difference between closed under continuations (3.2) and the semantics of
Template MSC [45] is actually more subtle. A Template MSC is in principle a
logical implication of the form S = (hist ⇒ (con1 ∨ . . . ∨ conn)), i.e., different
scenarios with the same history are connected via logical disjunction. However,
Template MSCs evaluate scenario S only over single runs as in Figure 3.15 on
the left. Thus, whenever the history hist occurred, it is sufficient when one of the
contributions coni, i = 1, . . . , n occurs in the run. There is no guarantee that, say,
con2 ever occurs as long as con1 does. In terms of our example {M′1,M′2} from
Figure 3.11, the single run {π1} from Figure 3.14(a) satisfies {M′1,M′2} according to
Template MSCs. The proposed notion of closed under continuations (3.2) demands
that both M′1 and M′2 occur as alternatives, i.e., only the tree of Figure 3.14(b)
satisfies {M′1,M′2}.

Design decision: two scenarios may be alternatives

Closed under continuations (3.2) is consistent with the intuitive semantics of
scenarios. Two scenarios with the same history may describe possible alternatives.
Further, two scenarios may overlap as discussed in Section 3.4. Thus, closed under
continuations generalizes the intuitive semantics of scenarios as it makes the same
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underlying assumptions [2Alt = yes, 2Overlap = yes]. Consequently, a system
designer can understand each scenario in isolation without relating it to other
scenarios. A scenario with a history is an expected partial run with a condition.
This leads to the following canonical semantics of scenarios:

a set R of distributed runs satisfies a scenario S iff R is closed under
continuations with S; R satisfies a scenario-based specification iff R
satisfies each scenario of the specification.

(3.3)

In this semantics the scenarios M′1-M′4 of Figure 3.11 specify the behavior of the
global HMSC in Figure 3.10(b). The next section shows that this semantics of
scenarios (3.3) uses a minimal set of notions to specify the complete behavior of
a distributed system. If we removed any notion from (3.3), then we could not
specify the complete behavior of a distributed system with scenarios.

Design decision: Two scenarios with the same history may be alternatives [2Alt =
yes], two scenarios may overlap [2Overlap = yes]

3.6. Specifying Complete System Behavior with Scenarios
In the preceding section, we adopted the notion of a history to express when an
occurrence of a scenario makes sense. We then derived a novel, though canonical,
semantics of scenarios (3.3) which makes an implicit assumption about how often
a scenario occurs in the specified system. Namely, whenever the scenario’s history
occurred. In this section, we stress this assumption by considering how a system
designer specifies the complete behavior of a distributed system as demanded by
the universal view on scenarios, which we discussed in Section 3.3.

3.6.1. Completeness with respect to expected behavior
A system designer uses scenarios to specify system behavior which she expects to
see in the system. That is, she thinks of a set R of partial runs that the system
shall exhibit. A system is complete wrt. R if every expected run in R is also a run
of the system. If the system does not exhibit one or more runs in R, then it is
incomplete. Beyond these desired runs, a system may exhibit any behavior.

For instance, according to the pragmatics of our running example a medic should
be able to ask more than once for a pending emergency. Pragmatically, a system
designer may expect scenario M′1 of Figure 3.11 to occur in a system behavior as
often as the medic wants and emergencies are pending. A system in which this is
not possible is incomplete wrt. this expected behavior.

Completeness wrt. expected runs is a behavioral property of a system as sketched
in Figure 3.1. In the following, we first show that completeness wrt. expected
runs is an elementary behavioral property for the design of distributed systems.
Afterwards, we consider how to describe this property with scenarios.
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3.6.2. Completeness requires universal quantification and branching
The notion of closed under continuations proposes that a scenario occurs whenever
its history occurred. The following example illustrates that this definition is just
sufficient to specify the complete behavior of a distributed system. So far, we did
not pay attention to this fact. To illustrate the specific challenges in distributed
systems, we consider another example: the crosstalk algorithm.

Example: the crosstalk algorithm

The crosstalk algorithm describes a symmetric interaction protocol among two
components named l and r. The standard interaction is fairly simple: component
l requests some resources from component r; r then sends the requested resources
to l; l finally returns the resources to r. In the same way, r requests and uses
resources from l. The components l and r work autonomously and interact
asynchronously [104]. The scenarios L and R in Figure 3.16 describe this interaction
behavior of l and r in MSC syntax. The third interaction scenario in this protocol
is that l and r mutually request resources at the same time. Assuming that
resources are limited, a component that requests resources for itself cannot provide
resources to another component if requested. Thus, l denies r’s request and r
denies l’s request. The crosstalk scenario C in Figure 3.16 describes this interaction.
The behavior specified in {L,R,C} describes the crosstalk algorithm [104]. Such
behavior can in principle also be observed in reality. For instance, in case of
two working groups that usually work autonomously, but may from time to time
request help to solve a specific task.

l r

readyl

L

sendr

returnl

readyl

readyr

readyr

reql

l r

R

readyl

readyl

readyr

readyr

reqr

returnr

sendl

l r

C

readyl readyr

readyl readyr

reql reqr

denyl denyr

Figure 3.16. The three scenarios of the crosstalk algorithm.

In contrast to all preceding examples the scenarios L and R describe behavior
where neither component initiates all interactions. Instead either component may
initiate an interaction on its own, and the other component reacts. This locality
of choice for initiating an interaction is inherent in all distributed systems.
By example, l initiates scenario L by sending a request to r. The decision to

send message reql depends only on l and its local state. In turn, receiving l’s
request message reql involves only r and its local state. Hence, the corresponding
send and receive actions are local actions as defined in Chapter 2. Their locality
allows that both l and r independently decide to send mutual requests in the
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same situation: l sends a reql message, and concurrently r sends a reqr message.
Although l decided to initiate scenario L and r decided to initiate R, together
they initiate the crosstalk scenario C. That means scenario C cannot be avoided
in a distributed system because participants initiate their behavior locally.

Complete behavior of the crosstalk algorithm

The crosstalk algorithm illustrates when a system is complete wrt. expected
behavior. The complete behavior of the crosstalk algorithm follows from a simple
observation: whenever l and r are ready l may locally request resources which
causes an occurrence of scenario L. Correspondingly, r may locally trigger an
occurrence of R, and an occurrence of scenario C cannot be avoided as third
alternative. At the end of each scenario, l and r are ready again. Thus, the
complete behaviors exhibited by the crosstalk algorithm are all infinite arbitrary
concatenations of the three scenarios L, R and C, i.e., the infinite distributed runs
(L|R|C)ω [104, 72]. Figure 3.17(a) indicates the corresponding infinite execution
tree T . Each grey circle denotes an occurrence of the mutual precondition of L, R
and C.

(a) complete execution tree T

¼

(b) incomplete execution tree T ′

Figure 3.17. Infinite execution tree of the crosstalk algorithm.

We now consider the tree T as a behavioral property that a system shall have,
as discussed in Section 3.6.1. More precisely, we want to specify a system S that
is complete wrt. T , that is, each run of T is also a run of S. A system that
exhibits less behavior, for instance, only the execution tree T ′ in Figure 3.17(b) is
incomplete wrt. T .
A distributed system that is incomplete wrt. some expected behaviors may be

inherently wrong. For instance, the run π consisting of one occurrence of C in T ′
does not continue with the crosstalk scenario C. Pragmatically, this means l and
r globally coordinate at the end of π to avoid crosstalk. But this coordination
would violate the assumption that each component l and r locally decides to send
a request whenever it “wants”. The same argument applies to runs in T ′ that
do not continue with scenario L or R. Thus, a system that is incomplete wrt.
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the entire tree T either does not implement the crosstalk algorithm or is not a
distributed system where each component acts locally.

Closed under continuations expresses completeness

The notion of closed under continuations (3.2) allows to describe the behavioral
property of “completeness wrt. expected runs” with scenarios: the execution tree
T of the crosstalk algorithm is closed under continuations with L, R, and C
as proposed in Definition (3.2). In other words, in a system behavior which is
closed under continuations each scenario begins locally without any hidden global
coordination. For this reason, the notion of closed under continuations suffices to
specify complete system behavior.

A simple canonical extension allows to specify all system behavior as demanded
by the universal view on scenarios [25]. The execution tree T (i.e., the behavior
of the crosstalk algorithm) is the least system behavior where each scenario L, R
and C occurs at least once, and is closed under continuations with L, R and C.
This property makes closed under continuations a fundamental notion to specify
system behavior with scenarios.

3.6.3. Conclusion and design decisions: necessary notions for scenarios
Design decision: whenever the history occurred

We now have enough arguments to justify an answer to the question “how often
a scenario has to occur?” The two canonical answers are “at least once” and
“whenever its history occurred” encoded as [HowOften = once/whenever].

The preceding discussion justifies the choice [HowOften = whenever] which we
already made in the definition of closed under continuations (3.2). If we assumed
the alternative choice [HowOften = once], the semantics of scenarios would be too
weak to specify all system behavior. But this property also depends on the choice
that two scenarios may be alternatives [2Alt = yes]; the specification {L,R,C} is
contradictory under the assumption [2Alt = no].

Design decision: a scenario occurs whenever its history occurred [HowOften =
whenever]

A minimal set of notions

The decisive contribution of the proposed semantics (3.3) of scenarios is that (3.3)
uses a minimal set of notions compared to existing techniques: it only requires
the notion of history and closed under continuations (3.2). All other techniques
discussed here require at least one other notion to specify complete system behavior,
for instance an explicit choice operator, which expresses alternatives. We will show
in Chapter 4 that this semantics of scenarios suffices for specifying distributed
systems in an intuitive way. There, the various notions are formalized in terms of
oclets.
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Figure 3.18. The scenario M′0 and M′′0 each have an empty history. They specify alternative
initial runs.

3.7. Non-Empty Behavior and Initial States
Scenario-based techniques which order occurrences of scenarios by their history
face a subtle, but important, problem. According to the proposed semantics
(3.3) every scenario-based specification is trivially satisfied by the empty system
behavior : whenever a scenario’s history occurs, there is a continuation with this
scenario. With the aim of a minimal set of notions in mind, we explore three
solutions to the problem.

3.7.1. Specifying non-empty behavior
Existential scenarios. LSCs ensure non-empty system behavior by the help of
existential scenarios. An existential scenario has to occur at least once in a system
behavior to satisfy the specification [25].

Initial runs. An alternative solution emerges when we think of how a system
designer may specify the beginning of a run of the system. In Section 3.5, we
decided to distinguish for each scenario a history that describes when the scenario
may occur. Thus, a scenario like M′1 in Figure 3.18 may only occur after some
other behavior has occurred, e.g., message avail. At the beginning of a run, no
behavior has occurred yet. We can express this by an empty history as in scenario
M′0 in Figure 3.18.

If we read an empty history as “no behavior has occurred yet”, then the definition
of closed under continuations (3.2) yields the following semantics of a scenario S
with an empty history:

whenever no behavior has occurred yet (i.e., at the beginning of a
run), there exists a continuation ρ with scenario S.

(3.4)

In other words, a scenario with an empty history describes an initial run. A system
behavior would satisfy such a scenario S if S occurs as a prefix of some run.

Definition (3.4) allows to specify alternative initial runs: two scenarios with the
same history may be alternatives according to Section 3.5.2. For instance, M′0 and
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medic EMShospital

readyidle
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medic EMShospital

readyidle
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Figure 3.19. Scenario Minit specifies the least common initial state of {M′0,M′′0 ,M′1}. This
initial state can be continued with M′0 and with M′′0 in alternative initial runs.

M′′0 in Figure 3.18 describe two alternative initial runs. Any system behavior that
satisfies the specification {M′0,M′′0} gives the medic the initial choice to either send
an avail message to the EMS or a status message to the hospital.

A unique initial state. Considering M′0 and M′′0 closely we see that their interpre-
tation as initial runs permits a system to have different initial states. Scenario
M′0 implies the initial state [idle, ready] whereas scenario M′′0 implies the initial
state [hospital, idle]. There is no reason to prefer any of these initial states over
the other. Specifying multiple initial states poses a problem for synthesizing an
implementation from a scenario-based specification because a classical system
model usually describes a unique initial state.
We could require that all scenarios with empty history denote the same initial

state. The disadvantage of this requirement is that it restricts scenario-based
specifications to certain sets of scenarios. Another approach is to derive the least
common initial state of a scenario-based specification—simply by taking the union
of all initial states in the specification. The least common initial state is unique.

For example, the scenario Minit in Figure 3.19 is the least common initial state of
the specification {M′0,M′′0 ,M′1} of Figure 3.18. Minit can be continued to a complete
occurrence of M′0 and M′′0 , respectively, as illustrated in Figure 3.19.

3.7.2. Design decision: initial runs
This section discussed three possibilities for specifying non-empty system behavior
with scenarios: existential scenarios, initial runs, and a unique initial state; encoded
as [NonEmpty = existential/initial run/initial state].

Assuming that each specification describes a unique initial state would restrict
the notion of a specification. For instance, the set {M′0,M′′0 ,M′1} of scenarios of
Figure 3.18 would not be a specification. In contrast, the notions of existential
scenarios and initial runs impose no restrictions. On the one hand, assuming initial
runs is stricter than assuming existential scenarios because initial runs require
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that a scenario occurs at a specific location. On the other hand, the semantics
of initial runs (3.4) specializes closed under continuations (3.2) where the empty
history describes that no behavior has occurred yet.
With the aim of identifying a minimal set of notions for scenarios, we choose

initial runs to specify nonempty system behavior, [NonEmpty = initial run]. We
will construct the least common initial state of a specification when it comes to
synthesizing an implementation from a scenario-based specification.

Design decision: Initial runs specify nonempty behavior [NonEmpty = initial run].

3.8. Occurrences of Scenarios
The preceding sections discussed syntax and semantics of scenarios in existing
techniques at the conceptual level. The discussion has led us to a minimal set of
notions for the semantics of scenarios which we formalize in the next chapter. The
most basic notion is when a “scenario occurs in a run.” In this section, we discuss
different notions of occurrence of a scenario wrt. its influence on the relation
between specification and satisfying behavior. Our formal model for scenarios in
the next chapter is based on our findings in this discussion.

3.8.1. Different notions of occurrences
The main characteristic of a scenario is that it is a partial description of system
behavior as discussed in Section 3.3 and in literature, e.g., [31, 8]. So what exactly
is “partially” stated in a scenario? Certainly, the point where the scenario may
occur in a run. Moreover, at a specific occurrence of a scenario, the run may
contain further events than stated in the scenario which leads to different notions
of occurrences. We distinguish complete occurrences of a scenario from partial
occurrences of a scenario. Up to now, we considered only complete occurrences
of a scenario in a run. Figure 3.20 illustrates several examples in the syntax of
labeled partial orders; see also Figure 3.4(a).

An occurrence of a scenario in a distributed run is partial if the run contains (1)
one or more occurrences of actions between two subsequent actions of the scenario
or (2) if an action in the run has a predecessor (or successor) that is not described
in the scenario. For instance, the occurrence of S is partial in Figure 3.20(c)
because the additional action x occurs between c and e. The occurrence of S is
partial in Figure 3.20.(d) because the additional action x succeeds a and precedes
e. In contrast, any two subsequent actions of a complete scenario also occur
subsequently in the run without any additional predecessors or successors.

If the semantics of scenarios allows partial occurrences of scenarios, then there
are more runs that satisfy a specification. Simply because there are more runs
where a scenario occurs. For instance, by allowing partial occurrences, scenario S
of Figure 3.20 occurs in π1, π2, and π3.
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Figure 3.20. Different interpretations for how scenario S occurs in a distributed run.

Partial occurrences of scenarios in existing techniques. Existing scenario-based tech-
niques allow to parameterize a scenario wrt. its occurrences, for instance, by
allowing partial occurrence for some scenarios and requiring complete occurrences
for others. Moreover, they provide more refined notions of partial occurrences. A
system designer could, for instance, require that only between some actions of a
scenario another action may occur.
LSCs provide the notion of an action that is invisible to a scenario; invisible

actions may occur arbitrarily between two actions of a scenario. A system designer
can define the set of invisible actions for each scenario separately if desired [25].
Template MSCs [45] follow the reverse approach. A partial occurrence is explicitly
allowed by marking a region between two actions in which a specified set of actions
is allowed to occur.

The following sections discuss how the different notions of occurrences influence
the relation between a specification and system behavior. We finally make a design
decision about whether our formal model for scenarios considers only complete
occurrences of scenarios or also partial occurrence; [Occurrence = complete/partial].

3.8.2. Complete Occurrences: Syntax and Semantics Correspond
Smoothly

First, we discuss some properties of complete occurrences. For every complete
occurrence of a scenario in a distributed run, we observe a smooth correspondence
between a scenario-based specification (which is syntax) and satisfying behavior
(which is semantics). In terms of graphs, a complete occurrence of a scenario is a
connected sub-graph in a run which we formalized as a partial run in Definition 2.15.
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Figure 3.21. Scenario M4 of Fig. 3.3 in Petri net notation.
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Figure 3.22. A part of the run π2 of Fig. 3.8 in Petri net notation.

For example, the scenarios M1-M4 of the medical emergency specification of
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 occur as partial runs in the distributed runs π1 and π2 of
Figure 3.8. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 highlight such a complete occurrence of scenario
M4 in π2 in the syntax of Petri nets.

This direct relation between the syntax of scenarios and their semantics allows
to use the same technical notions to formalize scenarios and system behavior.
Building syntax and semantics on the same technical notions is one goal of this
thesis. It should simplify formal definitions and may provide a more intuitive
understanding of the specified behavior. We shall follow this approach in Chapter 4.

A phenomenon of distributed runs. The notion of a complete occurrence of a scenario
is genuine to distributed runs. Complete occurrences cannot be defined in the
same way on sequential runs. We briefly compare how a sequential run and how a
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distributed run reflect a complete occurrence of a scenario. A possible sequential
observation of the partial run of Figure 3.22 is the sequence

. . . , !c,mv, ?c, st, f, !p, !n, ?p, cu, ?n. (3.5)

The scenario M4 occurs in π2 (grey shaded) as well as in (3.5) (underlined), but
in (3.5) its actions occur interleaved with other actions of the run. More sharply,
M4 does not occur as a connected sub-sequence in (3.5). There is actually no
sequentialization of π2 in which M4 occurs as a connected sub-sequence because
of the actions mv, st, etc. A system designer who wants to relate a sequential
observation of π2 to the scenario M4 has to identify several sub-sequences in the
run and relate these to each other. In contrast, the complete occurrence of scenario
M4 as a partial distributed run (i.e., as connected sub-graph) in π2 of Figure 3.8
is obvious.

Towards a simple formal model for scenarios. The gap between syntax of scenarios
and sequential runs indicates one reason why formal semantics of scenarios and
solutions of the synthesis problem are technically involved. Sequential runs
generally “break” an occurrence of a scenario into several non-connected parts.
This way, an occurrence of a scenario is no longer a local phenomenon but requires
global observations on the sequential run.
In contrast, a complete occurrence of a scenario in a distributed run is a local

phenomenon: all events and conditions of the scenario occur next to each other in
the run. We therefore expect a more intuitive understanding of the semantics of
scenarios on distributed runs. Likewise, a corresponding formal semantics may
benefit from scenarios occurring locally as partial distributed runs.

3.8.3. Partial occurrences of scenarios
After presenting some advantages of complete occurrences of scenarios in dis-
tributed runs, we now consider how partial occurrences influence the semantics of
scenarios.

Scenarios are possible alternatives. We stated in Sections 3.3 and 3.5 that two
different scenarios with the same history describe alternative courses of actions.
The scenarios M1 and M2 in Figure 3.2 are an example. Consider the distributed
run π in Figure 3.23. If we assume partial occurrences, the both scenarios M1 and
M2 occur overlappingly in the run π on the message avail and the action check.
The behavior {π} alone satisfies the specification {M1,M2} under the assumption
of partial occurrences.
The problem here is that location and none occur in alternative scenarios M1

and M2, but location and none directly succeed each other in π. Thus, we lose the
ability to describe two alternative courses of actions—unless we introduce another
concept like an explicit, global notion of choice between scenarios [107, 65].

We could restrict the notion of partial occurrences by the help of invisible actions.
An action is invisible wrt. a specification if the action does not occur in any of the
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Figure 3.23. Allowing partial occurrences, the alternative scenarios M1 and M2 of Fig. 3.11
may occur in one run overlappingly.
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Figure 3.24. Partial occurrences cannot distinguish non-deterministic choices. The tree in
the middle and on the right are not bisimilar, but cannot be distinguished by partial
occurrences of M1 and M2.

scenarios of the specification. In the restricted notion, only invisible actions may
occur between two actions of a scenario. In this interpretation, M1 does not occur
in π in Figure 3.23, because none is visible. Thus, M1 and M2 may occur only in
alternative runs or one after the other.

Moment of choice. This proposed restricted notion of partial occurrences is still
problematic. Consider the runs π1 and π2 in Figure 3.24 and their corresponding
execution tree (middle). The runs π1 and π2 branch directly after message avail.
The choice between both runs is made by an occurrence of either x or y after avail
occurred. Actions x and y are invisible to the scenarios M1 and M2. This may
contradict the intuitive understanding of M1 and M2 which only branch before
message location of none is sent as illustrated by the right-most tree of Figure 3.14.
This phenomenon is well-understood in the notion of (branching) bisimula-

tion [119]. Intuitively, two systems are (branching) bisimilar if every (visible) step
that the first system makes can be mimicked by an equivalent (visible) step in
the second system, and vice versa. Specifically, if the first system makes a choice,
then any equivalent (visible) step in the second step yields the same choice. The
two trees in Figure 3.24 are a classical example for two system that are not for
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branching bisimilar. Though both trees satisfy the specification {M1,M2} under
partial occurrences.

3.8.4. Design decision: complete occurrences
Taking these observations together, we conclude that partial occurrences introduce
unobservable non-determinism. This certainly makes semantics of scenarios and
reasoning about systems more involved. For this reason, we decide to formally
define semantics of scenarios in Chapter 4 with complete occurrences of scenarios
and consider partial occurrences as an extension.

Design decision: complete occurrences of scenarios [Occurrence = complete]

Though, partial occurrences are in line with the notion of a scenario’s history
as discussed in Section 3.5 in the following sense. A system designer may specify
a partial history of a scenario containing only those actions that suffice for an
occurrence of the entire scenario. The history may omit other actions that are
irrelevant for the scenario’s occurrence.

3.9. Conclusion: Specification and Implementation
In this chapter, we gave an introduction to the scenario-based approach for
specifying behavior of distributed systems. We discussed syntax and semantics
of the state of the art in scenario-based techniques. Section 3.3 made several
underlying assumptions about the semantics of scenarios explicit as open design
decisions. Exploring these design decisions, we identified a minimal set of notions
that are necessary to specify all bebaviors of a distributed system in Sections 3.4-
3.6. We found that for specifying all system behavior, a system designer has
to describe alternative scenarios. Existing techniques always require additional
syntactic concepts on top of the basic scenario notation to specify alternatives.
Based on our findings, we identified a class of scenarios that is conceptually

simple and allows for specifying system behavior in an intuitive way. In this class, a
scenario has a history which describes when the scenario may occur. A specification
is a set of scenarios. A set of distributed runs satisfies a specification iff whenever
the history of a scenario S occurs in a run, then there exists a continuation of this
run with the entire scenario S. The crosstalk example in Section 3.6.2 demonstrated
that the notions required by this semantics are minimal and sufficient for specifying
all behaviors of a distributed system. With the synthesis problem in mind, we
decided to specify initial runs by scenarios with empty history in Section 3.7.
Section 3.8 discussed several notions of occurrences of scenarios and how these
influence the semantics. We finally decided to consider only complete occurrences
of scenarios. Altogether, the following design decisions were made: [Occurrence =
complete, Ordering = history, HowOften = whenever, 2Alt = yes, 2Overlap = yes,
NonEmpty = initial run].
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Concluding example. The following example summarizes all notions and insights
of this chapter. To this end, we relate a scenario-based specification Med to
an implementation: a system model is an implementation of Medif its behavior
satisfies Med.
The specification Med consists of the scenarios M′0, M′1, and M′2 of Figure 3.25.

They formally express the first and the second natural language scenario from our
running example in Section 3.2. Scenario M′0 specifies an initial run which ensures
that the medic sends message avail at least once when he is idle according to our
design decision [NonEmpty = initial run] in Section 3.7.
The Petri net system Σ1 in Figure 3.26 implements the specification Med

under our chosen assumptions [2Alt = yes, Occurrence = complete, HowOften
= whenever]. Scenario M′0 occurs as initial run of Σ1, and the behavior of Σ1 is
closed under continuations with M′1 and M′2. Further, each scenario only occurs
completely in the runs of Σ. The left part of Σ1 contains all actions and states
of the medic, the right part of the net contains all actions and states of the EMS.
The three places avail, none, and location describe the message channels in the
system.
In contrast to Σ1, the Petri net system Σ2 in Figure 3.27 does not implement

Med: Σ2’s behavior is closed under continuations with M′1 but not with M′2. When
M′2 occurs for the first time, the token from place p is consumed and not put back.
Thus, transition !none is not enabled after ?avail occurs the second time, which
means M′2 cannot occur whenever its history occurred. In contrast, M′1 can occur
even after the token from p is consumed. Thus, Σ2 implements M′1 but not M′2.

In these examples, system model, system behavior, and specification correspond
to each other: for instance, we find scenario M′1 as a substructure of Σ1 of
Figure 3.26, consisting of transitions !avail, ?avail, check, !location, ?location, and
adjacent places.

The next two examples highlight the importance of the assumption of complete
occurrences of scenarios [Occurrence = complete] which we made in Section 3.8.
In the following, we assume [Occurrence = partial]. Figure 3.28 depicts a “typical”
implementation of Med. The system is more detailed than the scenarios. For
instance, it extends the EMS by a component that evaluates a query. The result

medic EMS

avail

readyidle

M0
0

medic EMS

avail

location

check

M1
0

medic EMS

avail

none
check

avail

M2
0

Figure 3.25. Sample specification Med = {M′0,M′1,M′2}. A medic queries an emergency
management system for a pending medical emergency.
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idle

!avail
avail

ready

?avail

check

!location?location

!none

location

none

?none

Figure 3.26. Petri net system Σ1 implements
Med.

idle

!avail
avail

ready

?avail

check

!location?location

!none

location

none

?none

p

Figure 3.27. Petri net system Σ2 implements
M′1 but not M′2 ∈ Med.

idle

!avail
avail

ready

?avail

check

!location
?location

!none

location

none

?none

query

no

result

fail success

Figure 3.28. Petri net system Σ3 is a “typical” implementation of Med, assuming [Occur-
rence = partial].

of the query determines which message the EMS sends back to the medic. Strictly
speaking, Σ3 implements Med only if we assume [Occurrence = partial]. Scenarios
M′1 and M′2 only occur partial in Σ3 because the EMS implements transition query,
fail, and success between ?avail, !none, and !location. The systems Σ1 and Σ3
are branching bisimilar if we assume all transitions which do not appear in the
specification Med to be invisible.
The last example in this conclusion illustrates that partial occurrences of sce-

narios yield unpredictable results. If [Occurrence = partial] holds, then the Petri
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idle

!avail

avail
ready

?avail

!location?location

!none

location

none

?none

check

p q

t u

o

sr

Figure 3.29. Petri net system Σ4 implements Med assuming [Occurrence = partial]; Σ4
has an undesired deadlock.

net system Σ4 in Figure 3.29 does implement the specification Med. For instance,
whenever the history of M′1 occurs, Σ4 has a run that continues with entire M′1.
But, this system has an undesired deadlock: the marking [o, r, s] is reachable in Σ4;
the steps [o, r, s] t−→ [q, r, s] !none−−−→ [q, r, none] reach a deadlock—the local choices t
of the medic and !none of the EMS do not correspond to each other. As discussed
in Section 3.8, partial occurrences of scenarios do not distinguish the moment of
choice. In Σ4, the choice whether the medic follows scenario M′1 or M′2 is made
by transitions t and u outside of M′1 and M′2. The systems Σ4 and Σ1 are not
branching bisimilar, unlike Σ3 and Σ1. This example justifies again our choice for
complete occurrences of scenarios [Occurrence = complete].

The next steps. The next chapter formalizes the minimal notions of scenarios
identified in this chapter in the model of oclets. Oclets constitute a kernel of
scenario-based specifications with history. They essentially solve the first research
problem of this thesis: to identify a minimal and sufficiently expressive class of
scenario-based specifications. With oclets, we shall then address the second and the
third research problem: to define operational semantics for scenarios (Chapter 5)
and to solve the synthesis problem (Chapter 7).
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system behavior of S:
set of distributed runs

McMillan prefix

actions of S
with local history

implementation of O:
system model of S

specification O of S:
a set of oclets

satisfies

designer
creates

The preceding chapter reviewed the scenario-based approach for specifying be-
haviors of a distributed system S. We identified a kernel of scenarios that uses
a minimal set of notions and is expressive enough to specify all behaviors of S.
This chapter defines oclets as a formal model for the identified kernel. Oclets
provide scenarios intuitive and well-defined semantics in the style of Live Sequence
Charts. This formal model serves as a foundation for solving the challenges of the
scenario-based approach in the subsequent chapters.
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4.1. About this Chapter
This chapter introduces a novel formal model for scenario-based specifications
which we call oclets. Oclets formalize our findings about the semantics of scenarios
of Chapter 3 in terms of distributed runs of Chapter 2. We proceed as sketched in
Figure 4.1. Section 4.2 introduces the syntax of oclets.

1. An oclet formalizes a scenario as a distributed run with a distinguished
history. An oclet specification is a finite set of oclets.

specification O:
a set of oclets

set R of
distributed runs

4.2

h

h

behavioral
properties of S behavior of S

has

describes describes
designer

creates

satisfies

4.3

4.6

4.4

4.5

Figure 4.1. A set O of oclets specifies behavioral properties of a distributed system S.

An oclet specification O describes behavioral properties of a distributed system
S and a set R of distributed runs describes the behavior of S. The semantics of
oclets defines when R has all properties described by O:

2. A set R of distributed runs satisfies an oclet o if o occurs “often enough”
in R: to each run π in R ending with o’s history exists a continuation of π
with o in R.

3. R satisfies an oclet specification O if R satisfies each oclet in O.

We developed this semantics in Chapter 3. Section 4.3 formalizes these notions
in classical declarative semantics for oclets, which is standard for specification
techniques. We then prove in Section 4.4 several basic properties of oclets and
examine which behavioral properties of S can be described with oclets. Most
importantly, an oclet specification O has a unique minimal set of runs that satisfies
O. Moreover, we show that a set R of distributed runs satisfies a composition
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O1 ∪O2 of two oclet specifications O1 and O2 if and only if R satisfies both O1
and O2. Section 4.5 shows how to extend the semantics of oclets towards a more
expressive scenario-based technique. We demonstrate how to specify a system S
using oclets in Section 4.6 by an example. Section 4.7 concludes this chapter and
discusses how oclets relate to other formal models for scenarios.

We choose to formalize oclets using distributed runs. This choice makes oclets a
technique where scenarios, system behavior, and implementation are all based on
the same technical notions: Petri nets. Because of this technical convergence, we
may develop a solution to the synthesis problem with a minimal technical overhead
in the forthcoming chapters.

4.2. Syntax of Oclets
We now present our formal model for scenarios. This section introduces the syntax
of oclets, the next section their semantics. The syntax constrains how a system
designer notes down scenarios and specifications. In the spirit of Chapter 3, we
formalize a scenario as an oclet which is a finite distributed run with a distinguished
history. Note that the history may be empty to specify initial runs as decided in
Section 3.7.

Definition 4.1 (History, Oclet). Let π be a distributed run. A history of π is a prefix
hist v π that is either empty (i.e., hist = ε) or contains all minimal nodes of π
(i.e., min hist = min π).

An oclet o = (πo, histo) is a distributed run πo with a history histo of πo. We
also call histo the history of o, and cono := πo − histo the contribution of o. y

An oclet is finite if its underlying distributed run is finite. Intuitively, an oclet
specification O is a finite set of finite oclets. However, we will provide a slightly
different formalization for technical reasons in Section 4.3. The term “oclet” refers
to the idea of describing a fragment of behavior that occurs repeatedly in the
specified system.

We use the graphical syntax of Petri nets to depict an oclet. The oclet o1 on the
left-hand side of Figure 4.2 describes the first scenario of our medical emergency
example of Chapter 3. The vertical dashed line distinguishes the history (left,
grey-shaded) from the contribution (right). o1 describes an interaction of two
components E and m: after events !av and ?av of the history occurred, the system
may continue with events ch, !loc, and ?loc of the contribution.
Histories distinguish two kinds of oclets either having an empty history or a

non-empty history. An oclet with empty history is called ε-oclet. For the other
kind, we simply write “oclet with history”. The oclet o1 of Figure 4.2 is a typical
oclet with history. Figure 4.3 depicts two ε-oclets which specify the interaction
behavior of each component E and m from oclet o1 in isolation.

An ε-oclet o describes that the system may continue with o’s contribution when
no behavior has occurred yet, that is, how to start a run. Thus, ε-oclets allow to
specify that the system does something at all as discussed in Section 3.7.

A non-empty history is a special prefix which contains all minimal nodes of the
oclet, i.e., min histo = min πo. The rationale for this notion is that a history of an
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E

m !av

av

?av E

m

!loc E

loc

?loc m

o1

ch m

medic EMS

avail

location

check

M1

Figure 4.2. An example oclet o1 in Petri net notation and in MSC notation, formalizing
the first scenario of the medical emergency system of Chapter 3.

E

av

?av E !loc E

loc

oE

m !av

av

m

loc

?loc m

o
m

ch m

Figure 4.3. Two oclets with empty history.

oclet entirely precedes the oclet. Figure 4.4 depicts a scenario that violates this
property: action !loc is concurrent to the scenario’s history and, therefore, could
occur concurrently to or before the history. The restriction min histo = min πo of
Definition 4.1 forbids such non-causal descriptions of behavior.

Comparison to the syntax of MSCs. The graphical syntax of oclets is slightly redun-
dant. Usually, a system designer only describes a course of events, not of events
and conditions, for instance using MSC notation as shown on the right-hand side of
Figure 4.2. Though, we can read an MSC as a short-hand for an oclet: the oclet’s

m !av m

E !loc E

loc

?loc mch m

Figure 4.4. Not an oclet: the contribution contains a node without predecessor (condition
E).
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c

a

r nb

ns gs sa

gb ba
F1

sa

ba

b sb ret

r

d

F2

Figure 4.5. Two oclets F1 and F2 specifying behavior of the flood alert process of Sect. 2.1.
Oclets do not require to assign each event to a specific component.

conditions follow canonically from the MSC notation by placing a corresponding
condition between two events, and at the beginning and end of the oclet [69].
In direct comparison, the syntax of oclets is less restrictive than the syntax of

MSCs. For instance, the oclets F1 and F2 in Figure 4.5 specify some behavior of
our flood alert process from Figure 2.1 in Section 2.1. The condition sb (sand bags
placed) in F2 is not associated to a specific component whereas MSCs require all
events and conditions to be associated to one (or more) specific components as
discussed in Section 3.2. Though, a system designer can express components in
oclets if she wants as illustrated by oclet o1 of Figure 4.2. In the forthcoming
sections we employ the notation that is most appropriate for studying a specific
aspect of oclets at a time.

4.3. Semantics of Oclets
With the formal syntax of oclets at hand, we now define their semantics. The
semantics of oclets formally defines a satisfies relation between system behavior
and oclet specifications. The behavior of a system is described by its set of
distributed runs as introduced in Section 2.3.

4.3.1. The approach
We first formalize when an oclet occurs in a distributed run, and when a (prefix
of a) run ends with an oclet’s history. Both notions together yield when a run
continues with an oclet. Likewise, we formalize when an oclet occurs as a prefix
of a distributed run.

A set R of runs satisfies an oclet o with history iff for each prefix π of a run in
R that ends with the o’s history, there exists a run ρ in R that continues π with o.
To ensure that R is non-empty, we specify initial runs with ε-oclets. A set R of
runs satisfies an ε-oclet o iff o occurs as a prefix of some run in R. Altogether, a
set R of runs satisfies an oclet specification O iff R satisfies each oclet in O.

4.3.2. Oclets occur in distributed runs
Our most basic definition formally expresses when an oclet o occurs in a distributed
run ρ. This is the case when ρ contains o’s events and conditions in the same order
as in o. However, an oclet may occur several times in a distributed run as well as
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Figure 4.6. Oclet om occurs in π twice.

in several distributed runs. For example, oclet oE of Figure 4.3 occurs twice in the
run ρ of Figure 4.6 as indicated. We have to distinguishing these occurrences of
oE. This technical problem will reappear frequently throughout this thesis. We
solve it using the following technique.
We canonically consider for each oclet o its class [o] of isomorphic oclets. Two

different oclets o′, o′′ ∈ [o] describe different occurrences of oclet o. We determine
a specific occurrence o′ ∈ [o] by referring to its identifying isomorphism α : o→ o′.
We call the isomorphism α the location of the occurrence o′ of o and write oα as a
shorthand.

For instance, the run ρ of Figure 4.6 contains two occurrence oE
α and oE

β of oE
at locations α and β as indicated. Both occurrences overlap on condition 7 with
label m. In contrast, oclet om of Figure 4.3 does not occur in ρ because the events
of om occur in ρ in a different order (i.e., the arcs of om are not preserved).

Distinguishing different occurrences

Subsequently, we present the formal definitions to distinguish different occurrences
of oclets. These notions follow canonically from isomorphisms on distributed runs.1
The aim of the following definition is to distinguish two isomorphic runs π′, π′′
which occur as sub-nets of a distributed run ρ.

Definition 4.2 (Occurrence, location). Let π be a distributed run.

1. An occurrence of π is a distributed run that is isomorphic to π; [π] denotes
the class of all isomorphic occurrences of π. We write πα for the occurrence
of π that is defined by the isomorphism α : π → πα. α is the location of πα.

2. Let ρ be a distributed run. π occurs in ρ iff π is a sub-net of ρ, i.e., π ⊆ ρ.
We say that π occurs in ρ at location α, iff the occurrence πα ∈ [π] occurs in
ρ, i.e., πα ⊆ ρ. y

The notion of an occurrence of a distributed run canonically extends to oclets as
follows. Let o = (πo, histo) be an oclet. Every occurrence παo ∈ [πo] induces the
occurrence histαo ∈ [histo] by restricting α to the nodes of histo. The oclet class
[o] defines the oclets [o] := {oα | oα = (παo , histαo ), παo ∈ [π]}. We call each oα ∈ [o]
an occurrence of o, and we read o as the canonic representative of the oclet class

1Isomorphisms on Petri nets and distributed are defined formally in Appendix A.3.
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[o]. To simplify notation, we abbreviate ∀πα ∈ [π] by ∀πα and ∃πα ∈ [π] by ∃πα.
Correspondingly, for ∀oα and ∃oα.
With these notions, any formal definition for an oclet o canonically extends to

each occurrence oα of o.

Complete occurrences of an oclet

Intuitively, an oclet o = (πo, histo) occurs in a distributed run ρ if its underlying
run πo occurs in ρ as a sub-net, i.e., πo ⊆ ρ. This notion canonically extends to
all occurrences oα of o.

In the following, we consider a stricter notion of occurrences of oclets as discussed
in Section 3.8. An oclet o occurs complete in a run ρ if additionally each event of
o’s contribution has the same pre- and post-conditions in o and in ρ. To lighten
notation, we abbreviate by preo(x) := preπo(x), and posto(x) := postπo(x) the
pre-set, and the post-set of a node x in an oclet o = (πo, histo), respectively.

Definition 4.3 (Complete occurrence of an oclet). Let ρ be a distributed run. An oclet
o = (πo, histo) occurs complete in ρ, written o ⊆c ρ, iff πo ⊆ ρ and

∀e ∈ Econo : preo(e) = preρ(e) ∧ posto(e) = postρ(e). (4.1)
y

The notion of a complete occurrence of an oclet o canonically extends to each
occurrence oα in the oclet class of o. Following the approach of Section 4.3.1, we
say that o occurs in ρ at location α iff oα ⊆c ρ. The notation oα ⊆c ρ compactly
expresses that for the oclet o′ = (π′o, hist′o) ∈ [o] with the isomorphism α : o→ o′

holds: π′o ⊆ ρ and ∀e ∈ E′cono : pre′o(e) = preρ(e) ∧ post′o(e) = postρ(e).
Figure 4.6 illustrates the notion of a complete occurrence of an oclet in a run.

The first occurrence oαE of oclet oE in ρ is complete whereas the second occurrence
oβE of oE in ρ is not complete. The completeness condition (4.1) restricts only
events of the contribution; a run may contain more pre- and post-conditions of
an event than described in an oclet’s history. This corresponds to the idea that a
history describes a sufficient precondition for an occurrence of an oclet.

4.3.3. Semantics of oclets with history
We now have all formal tools to define the semantics of oclets with history. Each
occurrence of an oclet o in a run ρ induces a prefix π of ρ that ends with o’s history.
The rest of ρ begins with o’s contribution as sketched in Figure 4.7. We say that ρ
continues π with o. The corresponding formal definitions are straight forward.

o

hist
o

con
o

¼

½:

Figure 4.7. The run π ends with the history of oclet o, the run ρ continues π with o.
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Figure 4.8. The run π ends with the history of oclet o1 of Fig. 4.2; the run ρ continues π
with o1.

Definition 4.4 (Ends with and begins with). Let ρ be a distributed run, let π be a
nonempty finite distributed run.

1. ρ ends with π, denoted ρ π−→], iff π ⊆ ρ and max π ⊆ max ρ.

2. ρ begins with π, denoted [π−→ ρ, iff π ⊆ ρ and min π ⊆ min ρ. y

Definition 4.5 (Continue a run with an oclet). Let o = (πo, histo) be an oclet with
history and let π and ρ be distributed runs. The run ρ continues π with o, written
π

o−→ ρ, iff π v ρ (π is a prefix of ρ) and o ⊆c ρ (o occurs complete in ρ) and
π

histo−−−→] (π ends with o’s history). y

For example, the run π in Figure 4.8 ends with the history hist1 of oclet o1 of
Figure 4.2. In contrast, the second run ρ does not end with hist1: hist1 does occur
in ρ but the maximal conditions of hist1 have successors in ρ. The run ρ continues
the run π with oclet o1. We can interpret the difference between π and ρ also
from a different angle: although π and ρ have maximal conditions with labels E
and m, both runs differ in which histories occur at their respective ends.

The notions ends with, begins with, and continues with canonically extend to all
occurrences of an oclet and its history. We say that ρ ends with (begins with) π
at location α iff ρ ends with (begins with) πα, written ρ πα−−→] ([π

α

−−→ ρ). Further, ρ
continues π with o at location α iff ρ continues π with oα; we write π oα−→ ρ in this
case.
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Closed under continuations. The discussion on the semantics of scenarios in Sec-
tion 3.5.2 identified closed under continuations (3.2) as a minimal notion for
specifying the complete behavior of a distributed system with scenarios. There,
we defined that a set R of distributed runs is closed under continuations with a
scenario S iff

for each prefix π of a run in R, if π ends with histS ,
then there exists a run ρ in R that continues π with S.

We directly formalize this sentence for oclet—but we have to add one technical
detail. This sentence only implicitly refers to concrete occurrences of a scenario;
the formal definition for oclets has to be explicit here. The formal definition
relates each occurrence histβo of an oclet’s history at the end of π to a respective
occurrence of an entire oclet oα at the same location histαo = histβo . Thus, on a
technical level, closed under continuations relates a set R of distributed runs to
all occurrences [o] of an oclet o. For this reason, we formally define the semantics
of oclets on oclet classes.

Definition 4.6 (Semantics of oclets with history). Let [o] be the class of an oclet o =
(πo, histo) with history. A set R of distributed runs satisfies [o], written R |= [o],
iff

∀π ∈ Prefix(R) ∀histβo :
π

histoβ−−−−→]⇒ ∃ρ ∈ R ∃oα : (histαo = histβo ∧ π
oα−→ ρ).

(4.2)
y

The semantics of oclets with history formally captures the notion of closed under
continuations (3.2) from Section 3.5.2.

The two runs ρ1 and ρ2 in Figure 4.9 illustrate this definition. The set {ρ1, ρ2}
satisfies o1 whereas the singleton set {ρ1} does not satisfy o1. The run ρ1 contains
two occurrences of hist1; each occurrence induces a prefix of ρ1 that ends with
hist1. ρ1 continues the first occurrence histα1 with the entire oclet o1; ρ1 does
not continue the second occurrence histβ1 with o1. This example also shows the
importance of the technical condition histαo = histβo in (4.2). By this condition,
we do not consider oα1 to continue histβ1 . To satisfy o1 we need the run ρ2 which
continues histβ1 with oβ1 .

4.3.4. Semantics of oclets with empty history
We introduced oclets with empty history (ε-oclets) to let a system designer specify
that a system exhibits at least one run, and to provide a starting point for scenario-
based behavior. In the following, we indicate an ε-oclet by index ε. Intuitively, a
set R of distributed runs satisfies an ε-oclet oε if R contains a run where oε occurs
as a prefix.
We adapt the prefix relation v from distributed runs: an ε-oclet oε = (πo, ε)

occurs as a prefix of a distributed run ρ, written oε v ρ, iff πo v ρ. Correspondingly,
oαε v ρ expresses παo v ρ, for each occurrence oαε = (παo , ε) ∈ [oε].
In correspondence to the semantics of oclets with history, the semantics of

ε-oclets is defined on oclet classes, because we only need some occurrence oα ∈ [o]
to be a prefix of a run.
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Figure 4.9. The singleton set {ρ1} is not closed under continuations with oclet o1 of
Fig. 4.2; the set {ρ1, ρ2} is closed under continuations with o1.

Definition 4.7 (Semantics of ε-oclets). Let [oε] be the oclet class of an ε-oclet oε. A
set R of distributed runs satisfies [oε], written R |= [oε], iff there exists a run
ρ ∈ R in which oε occurs as a prefix, i.e., ∃oαε : oαε v ρ. y

Figure 4.10 illustrates this definition by a technical example. Any set of runs that
contains the run ρ1 satisfies o1; any set of runs that contains ρ2 satisfies o2. The
singleton set {ρ1} satisfies o1 and does not satisfy o2 because o2 does not occur as
a prefix of ρ2. The symmetric argument holds for {ρ2}. Thus, only the set {ρ1, ρ2}
satisfies o1 and o2. Put differently, two different ε-oclets describe alternative initial
runs.

4.3.5. Semantics of oclet specifications
The semantics of an oclet specification O follows canonically from the preceding
definitions. Intuitively, O is a set of oclets and a set R of runs satisfies O if and
only if R satisfies each o ∈ O.

Yet, we have seen that we need to distinguish different occurrences oα, oβ , . . . of
an oclet o in a run. For this reason, we read each specific oclet o, oα, oβ , . . . as a
semantic notion which describes specific events and conditions. Their oclet class
[o] abstracts from these events and conditions and merely describes a behavioral
pattern. Thus, an oclet class [o] is a syntactic description of a scenario and a
specification is a set of oclet classes.

Definition 4.8 (Oclet specification). An oclet specification is a finite setO = {[o1], [o2],
. . . , [on]} of oclet classes of finite oclets o1, o2, . . . , on. y
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(a) oclet specification Oinit = {o1, . . . , o4}

ρ1:
A x A y A x A y

ρ2:
A y A x A y A x

(b) set R = {ρ1, ρ2} of runs

Figure 4.10. The set R of runs satisfies o1 and o2.

Definition 4.9 (Semantics of an oclet specification). Let O be an oclet specification. R
satisfies O iff R satisfies each [o] ∈ O. The semantics of O is the set R(O) = {R |
R a set of distributed runs that satisfies O}. y

For example, the set R of runs in Figure 4.10 satisfies the oclet specification
{o1, . . . , o4}. Though, there are many other sets of runs that satisfy {o1, . . . , o4}.
Definition 4.9 declares a relation between sets of distributed runs and oclet
specifications. Any set R of runs that is closed under continuations2 with all
oclets in O with history and contains each ε-oclet in O as a prefix. Beyond
these requirements, R may describe any other behavior. Simplifying the informal
language, we say that R is a satisfying behavior for O. Further, we abbreviate
R({[o]}) by R([o]) for singleton oclet specifications.

A system S implements a scenario-based specification if the runs R exhibited by
S satisfy the specification. In the model of oclets, a Petri net takes the role of S.

Definition 4.10 (Implementation of an oclet specification). Let Σ be a labeled Petri net
system, and let O be an oclet specification. The system Σ implements O iff
R(Σ) ∈ R(O). y

Definition 4.10 concludes the formal model of oclets.

4.4. Basic Properties of Oclets
The preceding sections formalized the kernel of scenarios identified in Chapter 3
in the formal model of oclets. We may now investigate properties of this kernel
using oclets. Most importantly, we show that

2We will eventually refer to the behavioral property “closed under continuations with o” (3.2)
instead of the formal “satisfies o” in informal text to illustrate an argument about a set of
runs.
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Figure 4.11. Illustration of the basic properties of oclets.

every oclet specification O has a unique minimal set
minR(O) of runs that satisfies O.

We also investigate how oclets express safety and liveness properties and how
these are composed. We begin by showing that oclets describe complex behavioral
properties as an intersection of basic properties. Specifically, each single oclet
describes a liveness properties which contrasts standard specification and proof
techniques, cf. [1]. Then, we show that the semantics R(O) of an oclet specification
O formalizes the existential view on scenarios in which a specification describes
sample behaviors. The contrasting view is the universal view in which O describes
all system behaviors as discussed in Section 3.3. We show that we obtain by the
universal- from the existential via by intersection with a canonical safety property
which we define in Section 4.4.5. Figure 4.11 sketches these properties.

The existence of a minimal satisfying behavior minR(O) and the notion of a
universal view form the basis for synthesizing an implementation from an oclet
specification.

4.4.1. Composition is intersection
A specification is a set of oclets. Thus we can compose two specifications O1
and O2 by joining them to O1 ∪ O2. The following corollary is an immediate
consequence of Definition 4.9. It tells us that composing oclet specifications is also
a monotonous operation on system behavior: a set R of distributed runs satisfies
the composition O1 ∪O2 iff R satisfies both O1 and O2. Thus, the semantics of
oclets is compositional by intersection. Figure 4.11 (left) illustrates this property.

Corollary 4.11: Let O1 and O2 be two oclet specifications. Then the following
property holds: R(O1 ∪O2) = R(O1)∩R(O2). ?
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Proof. Let R ∈ R(O1 ∪ O2). By Def. 4.9 holds: R |= [o], for all [o] ∈ O1 ∪ O2.
This is equivalent to: R |= [o], for all [o] ∈ O1, and R |= [o], for all [o] ∈ O2. This
is equivalent to: R ∈ R(O1) and R ∈ R(O2) (by Def. 4.9), which is equivalent to
R ∈ R(O1)∩R(O2). �

According to this corollary, a system designer can build up a specification oclet by
oclet. Each new oclet introduces a new requirement (e.g., to close behavior under
continuations with this oclet) which rules out more sets of distributed runs (those
which are not closed under continuations with the new oclet).

4.4.2. Oclets are consistent
One of the basic questions for a specification is whether it can be satisfied at all
or whether its requirements are contradictory. A specification is consistent iff
there is a set of runs that satisfies the specification; otherwise the specification is
inconsistent.
In the model of oclets, the question can be formulated as follows: given an

oclet specification O, is R(O) 6= ∅? If this holds true, then O is consistent. The
following lemma tells that every oclet specification is consistent.

Lemma 4.12: Let O be an oclet specification. Then R(O) 6= ∅. ?

Proof. We show that the set R of all distributed runs is contained in R(O). Let
[o] be a class of some oclet o = (πo, histo). We first show that R ∈ R([o]) and
then generalize to R(O). There are two cases.
[histo = ε] R ∈ R([o]) holds only if there exists a run ρ ∈ R and an occurrence
oα ∈ [o] with oα v ρ (by Def. 4.9 and Def. 4.7). This is trivially true by R being
the set of all distributed runs.
[histo 6= ε] Let π ∈ Prefix(R) with π histoα−−−−→] for some occurrence histαo ∈ [histo].
Then there exists an occurrence oα ∈ [o] and run ρ ∈ R with π oα−→ ρ, by R being
the set of all distributed runs. Thus R |= [o] by Def. 4.6 which is equivalent to
R ∈ R([o]).
Thus for each [o] ∈ O holds R ∈ R([o]), and Cor. 4.11 implies R ∈ R(O). �

This lemma confirms that each oclet desctibes liveness property: “something good
eventually happens” [4]. We discuss this observation in more detail in Section 4.4.6.
For the moment, Lemma 4.12 indicates that oclets serves the central purpose
of scenarios: to specify expected behavior of distributed systems as discussed in
Chapter 3.

Non-empty system behavior

The proof of Lemma 4.12 shows that an oclet specification O is trivially satisfied
by the set R of all distributed runs. How about the other trivial solution, the
empty set of runs? According to the following lemma, only an oclet specification
without ε-oclet is trivially satisfied by the empty behavior.
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Lemma 4.13: Let O be an oclet specification. There exists [o] ∈ O with an empty
history histo = ε iff ∅ 6∈ R(O). ?

Proof. We first show the proposition for single oclet classes and then apply
Corollary 4.11 to lift it to oclet specifications. Let [o] be the class of an oclet
o = (πo, histo). We distinguish two cases.
[histo 6= ε]. We have to show ∅ ∈ R([o]). By Def. 4.9 and Def. 4.6, we have to
show that (4.2) holds on the empty set R = ∅. Formula (4.2) trivially evaluates to
true because R = ∅ implies Prefix(R) = ∅. Thus ∅ ∈ R([o]).
[histo = ε]. From Def. 4.9 and Def. 4.7 follows that R ∈ R([o]) iff there exists an
oclet oα ∈ [o] and a run ρ ∈ R with oα v ρ. Thus ∅ 6∈ R([o]).
Now, let O be an oclet specification. By Corollary 4.11 holds: there exists [o] ∈ O
with histo = ε iff ∅ 6∈ R(O). �

4.4.3. Canonical satisfying behavior
A declarative semantics, like the semantics for oclets, defines a relation between
system behavior and specifications. Thus, there are many sets of distributed
runs that satisfy a specification. Immediately, the question arises whether an
oclet specification O has a canonical system behavior R(O) that satisfies O. A
canonical behavior R(O) is significant for synthesizing a system model from O.
The synthesized system model should preferably exhibit the canonical behavior
R(O) and as few additional behaviors as possible.
We know from Lemma 4.12 that the set R of all runs trivially satisfies O. In

this section, we show that every oclet specification O has a unique minimal set
minR(O) of runs that satisfies O.

Minimal satisfying behavior

A system S1 exhibits less behavior than a system S2 if S1 exhibits less distributed
runs than S1. In that respect, a set R1 of distributed runs describes less behavior
than a set R2 of distributed runs iff R1 contains less (prefixes of) runs than R2,
i.e., Prefix(RA) ⊂ Prefix(RB). Thus, we can semantically characterize the unique
least set of runs that satisfies an oclet specification as follows.

Definition 4.14 (Minimal satisfying behavior). LetR1 andR2 be two sets of distributed
runs; R1 denotes less behavior than R2 iff Prefix(R1) ⊂ Prefix(R2).

The unique minimal behavior that satisfies an oclet specificationO is minR(O) :=
Rmin with Rmin ∈ R(O) s.t. for all R′ ∈ R(O) : Prefix(R′) 6⊂ Prefix(Rmin). y

Theorem 4.15 (Minimal behavior of an oclet specification). Let O be an oclet specifica-
tion. Then minR(O) is well-defined (up to isomorphism and prefixes). ?

We prove Theorem 4.15 by the help of the following Lemma.

Lemma 4.16: Let O be an oclet specification and let R1, R2 ∈ R(O). Then R1 ∩R2 |=
[oε], for each ε-oclet [oε] ∈ O. ?
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Proof. From R1 ∈ R(O) follows: ∃oαε = (παo , ε) : παo ∈ Prefix(R1), by Def. 4.7.
Correspondingly, ∃oβε = (πβo , ε) : πβo ∈ Prefix(R2). We distinguish R1 and R2 only
up to isomorphism. So, w.l.o.g. holds παo = πβo ∈ Prefix(R1 ∩R2), which implies
R1 ∩R2 |= [oε] by Def. 4.7. �

Proof (of Theorem 4.15). minR(O) exists because each oclet specification has at
least one satisfying behavior by Lemma 4.12.

To show that minR(O) is unique, we have to show the following: For any two sets
R1, R2 ∈ R(O), if ∀R′ ∈ R(O) : Prefix(R′) 6⊂ Prefix(Ri), i = 1, 2, then R1 = R2
(up to isomorphism and up to prefixes, i.e., we show Prefix(R1) = Prefix(R2)).

If O contains no ε-oclet, then R1 = R2 = ∅ by Lemma 4.13, and the proposition
holds. For the case that O contains an ε-oclet, we prove the proposition by
contradiction. Assume R1 6= R2; we distinguish three cases:

[R1 ⊂ R2] By assumption R1 ∈ R(O). But this contradicts the assumption that
there is no R′ ∈ R(O) with R′ ⊂ R2.

[R1 ∩R2 = ∅] From Lem. 4.16 follows: R1 ∩R2 |= [oε], for each ε-oclet [oε] ∈ O.
Thus, Lem. 4.13 implies R1 ∩R2 6= ∅. Contradiction.

[R1 ∩R2 6= ∅, but R1 6⊂ R2] Let R12 = R1 ∩R2 and let ρ∗ ∈ R2 \ R1 be a run
missing in R1. We consider the set R−2 := R2 \ {ρ2 ∈ R2 | ρ∗ v ρ2} of runs where
ρ∗ and all its continuations are removed from R2; R12 ⊆ R−2 by construction.
There are two cases:

– R−2 ∈ R(O). Additionally, R−2 ⊂ R2 holds by construction. But R−2 ∈ R(O)
and R−2 ⊂ R2 together contradict the lemma’s assumption.

– R−2 6∈ R(O). The violation of the semantics of O cannot come from an
ε-oclet because R12 satisfies each ε-oclet of O, by Lem. 4.16. Thus, there
exists [o] ∈ O with history and a run π ∈ Prefix(R−2 ) s.t. π oα−→ ρ∗ and
ρ∗ 6∈ R−2 , for some occurrence oα ∈ [o].
Claim: π ∈ Prefix(R12). Firstly, π v ρ∗ because π oα−→ ρ∗. Thus, if
π 6∈ Prefix(R12) and π ∈ R−2 , then π 6∈ R1. So, we could remove π from R2
instead of ρ∗ and obtain a smaller R−2 . Iterating this procedure eventually
leads to a prefix π ∈ Prefix(R12) ⊆ Prefix(R1) ⊆ Prefix(R1).
By construction holds: π ∈ Prefix(R1), π oα−→ ρ∗, and ρ∗ 6∈ R1. Thus, R1
does not satisfy [o], by Def. 4.6. Hence, R1 6∈ R(O) which contradicts the
lemma’s assumption.

We conclude R1 = R2. Hence, minR(O) is unique and well-defined. �

Theorem 4.15 primarily holds because of the semantics of ε-oclets (Def. 4.7). If we
dropped this assumption, then there were oclet specifications O which had several
minimal satisfying behaviors that are incomparable. Thus, Theorem 4.15 supports
our design decision from Section 3.7 to interpret oclets with empty history as
initial runs.
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4.4.4. Existential view vs. universal view
Having established some basic formal properties of the semantics of oclets, we now
consider which behavioral properties may be described by an oclet specification.
Following Section 3.3, a system designer can read an oclet specification in two ways.
(1) A specification describes sample behaviors of the system; this view is called
the existential view on scenarios. (2) The contrasting view is the universal view
in which a specification is assumed to describe all behaviors of the system [25].
The semantics of oclets (Def. 4.9) correspond to the existential view, as fol-

lows. Consider a set R of runs that satisfies a composition O1 ∪O2 of two oclet
specifications O1 and O2. According to Corollary 4.11, R satisfies all oclets in O1
and in O2. Thus, R also satisfies only O1. From the perspective of O1, all runs
in R that continue with oclets in O2 \O1 are not necessary to satisfy O1. So, R
satisfies O1 although it contains more behaviors than described by O1. If R is the
behavior of some system S, then O1 describes only sample behaviors of S but not
all behaviors of S.

The existential view follows from an open world assumption: a set of runs that
satisfies an oclet specification O can have additional runs beyond those described
by O. Allowing additional runs is necessary for composing two specifications to
O = O1 ∪O2 as described by Corollary 4.11.

In contrast, a closed world assumption implies that a set R of runs satisfies an
oclet specification O iff R contains only those behaviors that are described by O
and no additional behavior. Under a closed world assumption, if R satisfies O1,
then R has only runs that continue with oclets in O1 and no run that continues
with an oclet in O2 \O1. Consequently, there exists no set of runs that satisfies
O1 and O2 if O1 and O2 are different.
The closed world assumption corresponds to the universal view where a spec-

ification describes all possible system behaviors—the system must not exhibit
behaviors that are not described in the specification.

4.4.5. Formal Definition of the Universal View
This section formalizes the universal view on scenarios in terms of oclets. In the
universal view, a specification is assumed to describe all system behaviors. This
view is important for synthesizing an implementation from a specification. Damm
and Harel gave the following informal definition of the universal view in terms of
runs and scenarios:

once a run of the system has reached a point where the [scenario]
applies, designers expect that from now on, regardless of possible ways
the system may continue its run, the behavior specified in the [scenario]
should always be exhibited. [25, p.50]

Oclets propose a different interpretation of a scenario for which we find the
following definition of the universal view:

for every run of the system and every point of this run, the designers
expect the system to continue its run only with oclets of which the
history has occurred.
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Figure 4.12. The universal view is the intersection of the existential view with oclet-covered
runs.
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Figure 4.13. Oclet-covered behaviors: the set {π1} is covered by {o1, o2}, whereas the set
{π1, π2} is not covered by {o1, o2}.

Formally, the universal view U(O) of an oclet specification O constrains the
semantics R(O) of O: each run only continues according to oclets of which the
history has occurred—we call these runs oclet-covered. Specifically, an ε-oclet
only occurs after its empty history occurred: at the beginning of a run.

Figure 4.13 illustrates how oclet-covered behavior restricts the semantics of
oclets. The depicted set {π1, π2} of runs satisfies the oclet specification {o1, o2}
but is not covered by {o1, o2}. Neither o1 nor o2 describes an occurrence of u and
its post-condition C in π2. The subset {π1} satisfies {o1, o2} and is covered by
{o1, o2}.

The intersection of the existential view R(O) with oclet-covered and oclet-initial
runs defines the universal view U(O) on scenarios as illustrated in Figure 4.12.
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The technical definitions

If an oclet specification O is meant to describe all system behavior, then each
event of a satisfying behavior occurs due to an oclet o ∈ O.
This notion corresponds to the axiomatic characterization of distributed runs

of a Petri net system where each event occurs due to a transition of the system.
Definition 2.16 stated that a distributed run ρ is a run of a Petri net system
(N,m0) iff (1) the minimal conditions of ρ represent the initial marking m0, and
(2) each event e of ρ represents an occurrence of a transition t = `(e).

The technical definition for oclet-covered behavior is slightly different because
an oclet describes a larger piece of behavior. (1) A node x at the beginning of a
run ρ occurs because an ε-oclet o which contains x and occurs as a prefix of ρ. (2)
Each node x “in the middle” of ρ is part of an occurrence oα in ρ of some oclet o
with history. The formal definition involves a small technicality: the same node x
may occur in different runs, however it is sufficient if x is covered in one run.

Definition 4.17 (Covered by oclets). Let O be an oclet specification. Let R be a set
distributed runs.

Let ρ ∈ R. A node x ∈ Xρ is covered by oclet class [o] ∈ O in ρ iff there exists a
contributed node y ∈ Xcono and an occurrence oα ∈ [o] at location α : o→ oα s.t.

– if histo 6= ε, then oα ⊆c ρ and α(y) = x (o occurs complete in ρ at location
α s.t. node y of o contributes node x), and

– if histo = ε, then oα v ρ and α(y) = x (ε-oclet o occurs as a prefix of ρ at
location α s.t. node y of o contributes node x).

Node x ∈ Xρ is O-covered in ρ iff x is covered by [o] in ρ, for some [o] ∈ O.
Let XR :=

⋃
ρ∈RXρ be all nodes (events and conditions) of R; a node x ∈ XR

may occur in several runs of R. The set R of runs is O-covered iff for each
x ∈ XR exists a run ρ s.t. x is O-covered in ρ. The O-covered behaviors are
Rcov(O) = {R | R a set of distributed runs that is O-covered}. y

The example in Figure 4.14 illustrates this definition including its technical aspects.
All nodes of π1 are covered by oclet o1 or by oclet o2. Nodes A, x,B of π2 and of
π3 are covered by o1 because they are also contained in π1. Nodes z and D of π2
are covered by o2. Nodes v and E are covered by o3. Only nodes u and C of π2 are
not covered by any of the oclets. Thus, {π1, π3} is {o1, o2, o3}-covered.

The universal view for oclets is the intersection of the existential view (i.e., the
semantics of oclets) with oclet-covered behaviors.

Definition 4.18 (Universal view). Let O be an oclet specification. The semantics of
O in the universal view is U(O) := R(O)∩Rcov(O). y

It is easy to see that the minimal set of runs minR(O) that satisfies an oclet
specification O is also minimal in the universal view: minR(O) = minU(O). By
construction holds minU(O) ∈ R(O). The converse minR(O) ∈ U(O) holds as
well. If this was not the case, then minR(O) contained a run ρ and a node x that
was not covered by some oclet in O. Thus, ρ could be shortened by removing
x and all its predecessors. The resulting set of runs would still satisfy O which
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Figure 4.14. Oclet-covered behaviors: the set {π1, π3} of runs is {o1, o2, o3}-covered, the
set {π1, π2, π3} is not {o1, o2, o3}-covered.

violates the minimality of minR(O). Thus, the uniqueness of minR(O) implies
minR(O) = minU(O).

4.4.6. Oclets as a specification technique

This section classifies oclets as a specification technique. We relate the results of
the preceding sections on composition, consistency, and existential and universal
view to safety and liveness properties and their composition.

Alpern and Schneider [4] have shown that every behavioral property P is an
intersection P = S ∩L of a safety property S and a liveness property L. A
safety property S denotes that “something bad never happens” whereas a liveness
property L denotes that “something good eventually happens”. Together with
a result of Plotkin follows that S and L themselves are composed from smaller
safety properties S = S1 ∩ . . .∩Sn and liveness properties L = L1 ∩ . . .∩Lm by
intersection. Abadi and Lamport developed this idea systematically in temporal
logics [1, 76].
By their declarative semantics, an oclet specification O describes a behavioral

property R(O) in the following sense: any system Σ that exhibits behaviors R(Σ)
contained in R(O), i.e., R(Σ) ∈ R(O), has the behavioral property of exhibiting
initial runs and continuations as specified in O. In other words, R(O) denotes all
systems that have this property.
In correspondence to Alpern and Schneider, oclets express complex behavioral

properties by interaction (Cor. 4.11). More precisely, an oclet specification O =
{[o1], . . . , [om]} describes the behavioral property R(O) = R([o1])∩ . . .∩R([om]).
This composition principle is based on an open world assumption: any behavior
that is not specified is allowed to occur as discussed in Section 4.4.4. Lamport
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developed this composition principle and the open world assumption for his
Temporal Logic of Actions [76], which is based on sequential runs.

From Lemma 4.12 follows that every oclet class [o] describes a liveness property
R([o]). This liveness property expresses that [o] will occur—at the beginning of a
run or when its history occurred.
In the existential view, an oclet specification O describes the behavioral prop-

erty R(O) = R([o1])∩ . . .∩R([om]) which is a liveness property. The univer-
sal view adds the safety property Rcov(O) defining the behavioral property
U(O) = R(O)∩Rcov(O).
To conclude, the model of oclets allows to specify system behavior as an

intersection of liveness and safety properties. However, oclets specify system
behavior primarily with liveness properties; the safety property follows canonically.
In contrast, classical techniques specify system behavior primarily with safety
properties [1]. To let an oclet specification O describe an interesting behavioral
property, O has to be considered in its universal view. We return to this aspect in
Chapter 5.

The liveness properties described by oclets indicate a feasible expressive power
expressive: oclets describe expected system behaviors. In other words, the complex-
ity of an oclet specification stems from descriptions of how different components
interact with each other—and nothing else. This property shall help us solving
the synthesis problem at its very core: to transform the scenario-based view where
“one story involves many components” into a component-based view where “one
component involves many stories”. We prove in Chapter 5 that oclet specifications
are expressive enough to specify every Petri net.

4.5. Extending Oclets
Up to now, we introduced the formal model of oclets and studied its basic properties.
This section presents two basic extension to oclets. These extensions will not be
studied in the following chapters. We primarily show how oclets can be extended
in non-trivial ways to a more expressive formal model for scenarios.

4.5.1. Oclets and progress
This first extension to oclets allows to distinguish intermediate runs from accepting
runs of a specified system. We first consider how Petri nets address the problem
and propose an extension to oclets afterwards.

Accepting behavior

Let us first consider the set of distributed runs of a Petri net system Σ as defined
in Section 2.4. For each run ρ ∈ R(Σ), also each prefix π v ρ is a run of Σ. The
set R(Σ) of runs of a Petri net system is prefix-closed by Corollary 2.19. Thus,
each distributed run of a Petri net system simply describes a partial order of local
steps that the system can exhibit, or, in other words, a possible system behavior.
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There is another interpretation of a set R of distributed runs: each run ρ ∈ R
describes an accepting behavior of the system. If ρ is finite, then the system
terminates at the end of ρ and, in principle, may remain there forever. Any prefix
π of ρ that is not in a run in R is not accepting, i.e., the system may not terminate
at the end of π and has to progress until acceptance. If ρ is infinite, then the
system does not terminate. In this interpretation, R is not prefix-closed in general.

ρ1:
A x B

ρ2:
A x B z C y D

Figure 4.15. The set Racc = {ρ1, ρ2} of runs is not prefix-closed.

For example, we could read the set Racc of distributed runs of Figure 4.15 as
follows: the system may terminate after x occurred and remain there forever. If z
occurs, then the system has to progress with y before it may terminate again. So,
how could a system designer specify the behavior Racc?

Oclets does not distinguish accepting runs from non-accepting runs. Technically, the
semantics of oclets does not distinguish whether a set R of runs contains all
prefixes of R, or only some specific prefixes of R, or only the maximal runs of R.
According to the following lemma, we can take any set R of runs and add to or
remove from R any prefix of a run in R; the resulting set of runs is equivalent wrt.
the semantics of oclets.

Lemma 4.19: Let O be an oclet specification. Let R be a set of distributed runs.
Let ρ ∈ R and π v ρ with π 6= ρ. Then R ∈ R(O) iff (R ∪ {π}) ∈ R(O) iff
(R \ {π}) ∈ R(O). ?

Proof. By compositionality of the semantics of oclets (Cor. 4.11), it is sufficient to
prove the proposition for O = { [o] }.

[histo = ε] If R 6∈ R([o]), then there exists no run ρ ∈ R an no oclet oα ∈ [o] with
oα v ρ. Thus, there exists no π ⊆c ρ with oα v π. Thus, (R ∪ {π}) 6∈ R([o]) and
(R \ {π}) 6∈ R([o]).

If R ∈ R([o]), then there exist a run ρ ∈ R and an oclet oα ∈ [o] s.t. oα v ρ;
let π be as assumed. Firstly, ρ ∈ R \ {π}, hence R \ {π} |= [o] by Def. 4.7, which
implies R\{π} ∈ R([o]) by Def. 4.9. Secondly, R∪{π} |= [o] and R∪{π} ∈ R([o]),
by the same arguments.

[histo 6= ε] Let ρ ∈ R be a run an π v ρ be a prefix s.t. π 6= ρ. Firstly, from
π v ρ follows Prefix(R) = Prefix(R ∪ {π}) = Prefix(R \ {π}). Secondly, for any
π2 ∈ Prefix(R), if π2

oα−→ π, then π2
oα−→ ρ, for all oclets oα ∈ [o], by π v ρ. Thus,

R |= [o] iff (R ∪ {π}) |= [o] iff (R \ {π}) |= [o] by Def. 4.6. Thus R ∈ R([o]) iff
(R ∪ {π}) ∈ R([o]) iff (R \ {π}) ∈ R([o]) by Def. 4.9. �

From this lemma, we conclude that oclets do not describe accepting behavior.
This property of oclets has the following two implications. Firstly, if we are
not interested in distinguishing accepting from progressing behavior, then we
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may consider canonical sets of runs as satisfying behavior. For instance, only
prefix-closed sets or only sets of maximal runs.

Secondly, because oclets do not describe accepting bebavior, their semantics are
compatible with any kind of additional notion that does. Thus, a system designer
can freely choose how to distinguish accepting from progressing behavior. The
subsequent section presents the notion of progress as an example for distinguishing
accepting runs from progressing runs.

Progress

The notion of progress in Petri nets distinguishes runs where the system may
terminate from runs where the system has to progress. The principal idea of
progress is the following: as long as some action of the system is enabled, the
action will occur, i.e., no action remains enabled forever. By requiring progress
only for selected actions, a system may stop only when non-progressing actions
are enabled. We will generalize progress from Petri nets to oclets to show one
possibility for distinguishing accepting from progressing runs.

Progress is a requirement on how system behavior advances wrt. single actions.
Intuitively, a system behavior respects progress of an action a iff

whenever the preconditions of a all hold, then either a will eventually
occur or some competing action b will occur, affecting some of a’s
preconditions. [103, p.582]

(4.3)

In other terms: action a does not remain enabled forever in this run. The formal
definition for Petri nets reads as follows.

Definition 4.20 (Progress). Let Σ = (N,m0) be a Petri net system, let π be a
distributed run of Σ. The run π neglects progress of transition t ∈ TN iff the
marking mmaxπ, denoted by the cut max π, enables t.

Let T p ⊆ TN be a set of transitions of N . The run π respects progress of T p iff
π does not neglect progress for any t ∈ T p. y

The notion of progress is closely related to the notion of weak fairness [78] (originally
called justice). Yet, there is a subtle difference between both notions which we
illustrate in the following. Intuitively, a run neglects weak fairness of an action a
if a is enabled from some point in the run but never occurs.

Definition 4.21 (Weak fairness). Let Σ = (N,m0) be a Petri net system, let π be a
distributed run of Σ. The run ρ neglects weak fairness of transition t ∈ TN iff
there exists a prefix π v ρ s.t. each cut B of the suffix (ρ−π) represents a marking
mB that enables t, and t does not occur in (ρ− π).
Let Tw ⊆ TN be a set of transitions of N . The run π respects weak fairness of

Tw iff π does not neglect weak fairness for any t ∈ Tw. y

Progress and weak fairness differ slightly on the model of distributed runs. The
Petri net system Σ1 in Figure 4.16 has, among others, the depicted infinite
distributed run ρ1. ρ1 neglects weak fairness wrt. transition z: z is enabled at
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(a) a Petri net system Σ1 and a distributed run ρ1 of Σ1
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(b) a Petri net system Σ2 and a distributed run ρ2 of Σ2

Figure 4.16. The runs ρ1 and ρ2 neglect weak fairness of transition z. Only run ρ2 neglects
progress of transition z.

every marking of ρ1 but it never occurs. In contrast, ρ1 respects progress wrt.
transition z because its pre-condition c is affected infinitely often by the alternative
transition y. The run ρ2 of Σ2 neglects weak fairness and progress wrt. z likewise.
Specifically, we could extend ρ2 by an occurrence of z as indicated by the dashed
event. This difference between ρ1 and ρ2 can only be observed on distributed runs
because both ρ1 and ρ2 describe the same sequential runs.

Progress for oclets

We canonically generalize progress of actions to progress of oclets as follows: a
system behavior respects progress of an oclet o iff

whenever o’s history occurs in a run, then the run either continues
with o or it continues with some alternative course of actions.

(4.4)

In other terms: no run ends in the middle of an oclet. Figure 4.17 illustrates this
notion on our running example of oclet o1 from the medical emergency specification.
Oclet o1 occurs in the distributed run ρ as indicated by the shaded nodes. The
prefixes π1, π4, and π5 of ρ respect progress of oclet o1; a prefix either ends before
the entire history of o1 occurs (π1), or the prefix ends right with the oclet (π4) or
after the oclet occurred (π5). In contrast, the prefixes π2 and π3 neglect progress
of o1; they either end with o1’s history (π2), or when already some part of o1’s
contribution occurred in the run, but not yet all of o1 (π3). The formal definition
reads as follows.
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Figure 4.17. The prefixes π2, π3 neglect progress of oclet o1; the prefixes π1, π4, π5 respect
progress of o1.
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o π:
A y C

Figure 4.18. The run π respects progress of oclet o, but {π} is not closed under continua-
tions with o.

Definition 4.22 (Respect progress of oclets). Let [o] be the class of an oclet o = (πo,
histo). The intermediate prefixes of o are int(o) := {π∗ | histo v π∗ v πo, ε 6=
π∗ 6= πo}.
A distributed run ρ neglects progress of [o] iff there exists an occurrence πα of

an intermediate prefix π ∈ int(o) s.t. ρ ends with πα. The run ρ respects progress
of [o] iff it does not neglect progress of [o]. A set R of distributed runs respects
progress of [o] iff each ρ ∈ R respects progress of [o]. y

The notion of progress is independent from the semantics of oclets. A system
behavior may satisfy an oclet specification, but it might not respect progress of all
oclets. For example, the runs {π1, . . . , π5} in Figure 4.17 satisfy o1 although π2
and π3 neglect progress of o1. More general, according to Lemma 4.19, for every
set R of runs that satisfies an oclet specification O, also Prefix(R) satisfies O. But
Prefix(R) usually neglects progress of [o] ∈ O because some prefix π ∈ Prefix(R)
ends with o’s history.
Conversely, a system behavior that respects progress of all oclets does not

necessarily satisfy these oclets. For example, the set of runs {π} in Figure 4.18
respects progress of oclet o, but {π} does not satisfy o.
Thus, a system designer who wants to specify system behavior that respects

progress of an oclet has to state this explicitly.
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Figure 4.19. A Petri net system Σ and three oclets ox, oy, oz.

Closed under continuations complements progress

The preceding examples and proofs did show that closed under continuations (3.2)
and progress (4.4) are technically independent notions. Though, both notions
serve a similar purpose: to specify in which way a system may or has to continue
a run. The following example shows that both notions complement each other.

Consider the Petri net system Σ and the three oclets ox, oy, oz in Fig. 4.19. We
consider two different oclet specifications Oxy = {ox, oy} and Oyz = {oy, oz}, and
we compare

1. the runs of Σ that respect progress of Oxy and of Oyz, respectively, to
2. the runs of Σ satisfy Oxy and Oyz, respectively.

The runs of Σ that respect progress of the oclets in Oxy also respect progress of
the oclets in Oyz, and vice versa. These are all runs that do not stop in marking
[a] (y is enabled) or marking [b] (x and z are enabled). More precisely, the finite
runs (xy)∗z = {z, xyz, xyxyz, . . .} and the infinite run (xy)ω respect progress; all
other runs of Σ neglect progress of the oclets in Oxy or Oyz, respectively.

In this example, we see that it does not matter whether we require progress for
oclet ox (viz. action x) or for oclet oz (viz. action z). The simple reason is that
progress for ox or oz only requires to consume tokens from •x = •z = {b}. Progress
is “not interested” in occurrences of x or z specifically.

Our notion of closed under continuations (3.2) fills this gap conceptually: when-
ever an oclet’s history (viz. the preconditions of all actions) occurs in a run, there
exists a continuation of this run with this oclet (viz. all actions of the oclet). Hence,
the semantics of oclets, which formalize closed under continuations distinguish
behavior regarding which actions are available to continue a specific run.
In our example, the runs (xy)∗z satisfy oy and oz but not ox. Thus, (xy)∗z

satisfies Oyz, but not Oxy. However, the runs (xy)∗z respect progress of Oxy and of
Oyz.

Conversely, the singleton set {(xy)ω} satisfies Oxy, but not Oyz. Again, {(xy)ω}
respects progress of Oxy and of Oyz. Moreover, all runs (xy)∗z and (xy)ω together
satisfy Oxy ∪ Oyz likewise.
In this sense, closed under continuations (3.2) is in line with the intuitive idea

of progress (4.3). Progress requires that “either a will occur, or some competing
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action b will occur.” Closed under continuations emphasizes that a is indeed
possible. It complements progress of action a by demanding an occurrence of this
a.

4.5.2. Extending oclets to invisible actions
Section 4.4.4 already discussed that the existential view of oclets assumes an open
world where an implementation may exhibit more behavior than described in the
specification. This open world assumption is common to scenario-based techniques
with history [25, 45, 107]. However, these techniques have a more liberal open
world assumption compared to oclets.

Recall: complete and partial occurrences

Following the extensive discussion on occurrences of scenarios in Section 3.8, we
based the formal model of oclets on complete occurrences. An implementation may
not introduce an action causally between two subsequent actions of a scenario. Only
by this strict assumption, the model of oclets guarantees that an implementation
does not introduce erroneous behavior which the specification cannot ‘see’.
LSCs [25] and Template MSCs [45] are more liberal here and allow for partial

occurrences of scenarios. To this end, LSCs distinguish visible and invisible actions:
any finite number of invisible actions may occur between two subsequent actions of
a scenario. Template MSCs provide gaps between two subsequent actions: within
a gap additional unspecified behavior may occur.
In the following, we discuss how to generalize the formal model of oclets wrt.

invisible actions.

Invisible actions and oclets

The notion of a complete occurrence of an oclet o (Definition 4.3) can be generalized
to a partial occurrence as follows. Here is a possible definition that allows for
invisible actions between actions of o.

Definition 4.23 (Partial occurrence of an oclet). Let o = (πo, histo) be an oclet and
let ρ be a distributed run. Let Vis ⊆ L be a set of visible names containing all
names that occur in o. Oclet o occurs partial in ρ wrt. Vis iff Xo ⊆ Xρ s.t. for all
x, y ∈ Xo holds

1. x ≤o y iff x ≤ρ y, and
2. if (x, y) ∈ Fo then there exists no z ∈ Xρ with x ≤ρ z ≤ρ y and `(z) ∈ Visy

Partial occurrences of oclets differ from complete occurrences (Definition 4.3) in
three aspects. Firstly, the direct successor relationships, defined by the arcs of πo
are no longer preserved in a partial occurrence; instead the oclet’s partial order
≤o must be preserved equivalently. Secondly, the pre- and post-set of events can
change arbitrarily. Thirdly, the additional requirement Definition 4.23-2 ensures
that the run contains no visible event or condition between two nodes of the
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oclet. This requirement is necessary to guarantee that alternative oclets occur in
alternative runs as discussed in Section 3.8.

Invisible actions and implementations

We did not consider partial occurrences of oclets in our formal model because
invisible actions, which are introduced by partial occurrences, may introduce
unobservable non-determinism. Specifically, two non-branching bisimilar systems
Σ1 and Σ2 may satisfy the same specification O if partial occurrences of oclets are
allowed; Section 3.9 presented a corresponding example.
Though, the notion of an implementation of an oclet specification can be

generalized to allow for invisible actions in a safe way. We defined that a Petri
net system Σ implements an oclet specification iff the runs of Σ satisfy O, i.e.,
R(Σ) = R ∈ R(O) (Def. 4.10). To allow for occurrences of invisible actions in Σ,
we no longer require equality R(Σ) = R but only an equivalence R(Σ) ∼ R wrt.
visible actions; this equivalence has to preserve the branching behavior of R.

Vogler adapts in [125] the classical notion of branching bisimulation [119] and
defines when two event structures are history-preserving bisimilar wrt. a set
Vis ⊆ L of visible actions. Vogler’s notion [125, Def.6.3.6] can be adapted to define
when two sets R1 and R2 of distributed runs are history-preserving bisimilar wrt.
Vis in our setting.

Intuitively, R1 and R2 are history-preserving bisimilar wrt. Vis iff (1) the
projection of R1 to the visible actions Vis is isomorphic to the projection of R2
to Vis, and (2) each choice between two runs in R1 has a corresponding choice
between two equivalent runs in R2, and vice versa. Appendix A.6 provides formal
details.

This notion of history-preserving bisimulation allows to generalize the notion of
an implementation (Def. 4.10) as follows.

Definition 4.24 (Implementation wrt. visible actions). Let O be an oclet specification.
Let Vis ⊆ L be the names of actions and conditions occurring in O. A labeled
Petri net system Σ implements an oclet specification O wrt. Vis iff there exists
R ∈ R(O) s.t. R and R(Σ) are history-preserving bisimilar wrt. Vis. y

If Σ implements O wrt. Vis, then the oclets in O no longer occur complete in
the behavior of Σ as defined in Definition 4.3. Instead, invisible actions may
occur between two subsequent actions of an oclet in O. Thus, the notion of
implementation wrt. visible events corresponds to the notion of partial occurrences
of an oclet given in Definition 4.23.

4.6. Example for Specifying with Oclets
The first two sections of this chapter introduced syntax and semantics of oclets
in a formal model based on distributed runs. The third section presented some
basic properties of oclets and the fourth section introduced two extensions for
oclets. In the following, we show by an example how a system designer may specify
behavior of distributed systems with oclets. We return to our running example of
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Figure 4.20. Oclet specification Ocontact = {M1,M2,Minit} of the medical emergency example
(Sect. 3.2) in MSC notation.
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Figure 4.21. Behavior that satisfies O12 = {M1,M2}.

the medical emergency specification from Chapter 3. Oclets are noted down in
the syntax of MSCs for a more succinct representation.

4.6.1. Creating a well-designed specification
Figure 4.20 depicts the oclets M1 and M2 which specify how an Emergency
Management System (EMS) reacts when a medic is available to handle a medical
emergency. We begin with the oclet specification O12 = {M1,M2}. Figure 4.21
depicts an execution tree, representing a set of distributed runs that satisfies O12;
the dashed branches indicate that a satisfying behavior may have more runs than
those depicted in M1 and M2.

The labeled Petri net system Σcontact in Figure 4.22 implements O12. The set of
distributed runs R(Σ1) corresponds to the tree in Figure 4.21.

Although R(Σ1) implements O12, the oclet specification O12 is ill-designed: there
are also systems that implement O12 but where neither oclet M1 nor oclet M2
occurs. For instance, all systems in which a message avail is never sent and so
the history of M1 and M2 never occurs. Specifically, the empty system behavior
satisfies O12 by Lemma 4.13, because O12 contains no ε-oclet. To improve the
specification, we add oclet Minit of Figure 4.20 to O12; the resulting specification
is Ocontact = {M1,M2,Minit}. The new oclet Minit specifies that message avail is
indeed exchanged between medic and EMS initially.
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Figure 4.22. The Petri net system Σcontact implements the oclet specification Ocontact of
Fig. 4.20.

Now, every behavior R that satisfies Minit contains occurrences of all oclets
in Ocontact. Every satisfying behavior R has a run where Minit occurs, which is
identical with an occurrence avail (i.e., the history of M1 and M2). Because R
satisfies M1 and M2, both oclets occur in R after as well.
The system Σcontact of Figure 4.22 implements Ocontact. Further, the runs

R(Σcontact) are minimal wrt. Ocontact, and Ocontact-covered. By the structural
correspondence between the syntax of Petri nets and their distributed runs, we
can also find the oclets of Ocontact as sub-nets in Σcontact. For example, M1 occurs
in Σcontact, beginning at the places p1, p5 and ending at the places p3, p7.
Finally, the system Σcontact can be decomposed into two asynchronously com-

municating components Σmedic and ΣEMS. The component Σmedic consists of all
places labeled medic, their pre- and post-transitions, and the places avail, none
and location as interface; ΣEMS consists of the all other places and transitions plus
the interface avail, none and location.

4.6.2. Composing specifications
In the second part of the example, we show how to compose oclet specifications,
and how this affects their implementations.
Our second specification describes how a medic treats a patient in case of an

emergency. Figure 4.23 depicts the corresponding oclets M3 and M4. Among
others, the singleton set of distributed runs depicted in Figure 4.24 satisfies the
specification Otreat = {M3,M4}. Specifically, oclets M3 and M4 occur overlappingly
in Figure 4.24 as follows. After location and confirm occurred, oclet M4 has to
occur. Oclet M3 allows any behavior for the EMS after confirm occurred, and M4
allows any behavior for the medic after confirm occurred. Thus, the medic’s and
the hospital’s actions can occur in the same run. By the same arguments, M3
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Figure 4.23. Oclet specification Otreat = {M3,M4} of the medical emergency example
(Sect. 3.2) in MSC notation.
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notify

patientconfirm

M3

Figure 4.24. Behavior that satisfies Otreat = {M3,M4}.

allows any behavior for the hospital before and after patient and M4 allows any
behavior for the hospital before and after notify. Thus, the hospital may receive
these messages in an arbitrary order in the same run as well. The Petri net system
Σtreat of Figure 4.25 implements Otreat.

We now compose the two specifications Ocontact and Otreat to the specification
Omed = Ocontact ∪ Otreat. According to Corollary 4.11, an implementation of Omed
has to satisfy all behavioral requirements of Ocontact and Otreat. The execution
tree of Figure 4.26 satisfies Omed. The composed specification imposes more
requirements to an implementation: neither Σcontact nor Σtreat implements Omed.

Omed specifies one complete handling of a medical emergency. The upper-most
branch of the tree of Figure 4.26 describes the following situation: after the
hospital has been notified and the patient arrived, no further action of the hospital,
the medic, or the EMS is required; this situations corresponds to the marking
[hospital, p1, p5] of Σtreat in Figure 4.25 which is a deadlock.

To specify that the medic should send a message to the EMS once he is available
again, we have to add another oclet like M5 of Figure 4.27. Let Orepeat = {M5}
denote this specification. The composed specification Omed+ = Omed ∪ Orepeat
requires that a message avail occurs after M4 occurred; this message avail triggers
scenarios M1 and M2 again. Thus, a behavior that satisfies Omed+ has infinitely
many infinite runs.

We have already seen that neither Σcontact nor Σtreat implements Omed or Omed+.
But we can compose both Petri net systems to an implementation of Omed+:
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Figure 4.25. The Petri net system Σtreat implements the oclet specification Otreat of
Fig. 4.23.
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Figure 4.26. Behavior that satisfies Omed.
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Figure 4.27. Oclet M5 in MSC notation.
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Figure 4.28. The Petri net system Σmed+ implements Omed+ = {Minit,M1, . . . ,M5}.

1. Assume that the underlying nets Ncontact and Ntreat of both Petri net systems
overlap on the places p1-p7 and transitions t1, t2, and are disjoint otherwise;
see Figures 4.22 and 4.25.

2. Composing Σcontact and Σtreat yields the system Σmed+ = (Nmed+,m0) where
Nmed+ = Ncontact ∪Ntreat and m0 := [p1, p5].

Figure 4.28 depicts the composed Petri net system Σmed+; the system implements
specification Omed+. The behavior of Σmed+ is Omed+-covered and minimal wrt.
Omed+. By the open world assumption of oclets, the system Σmed+ also implements
each of the original smaller specifications Ocontact and Otreat. Though, the behavior
of Σmed+ is neither minimal wrt. the smaller specifications nor it is covered by
either one.
We conclude this section by briefly comparing the composition of Petri net

systems to the composition of oclet specifications in this example.

1. We composed Ocontact, Otreat, and Orepeat to Omed+, and
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(a) specification Oconf
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(b) implementation Σconf

Figure 4.29. Oclets specify causality: Petri net system Σconf implements Oconf.

2. we composed Σcontact and Σtreat to Σmed+.

Composing the systems Σcontact and Σtreat is not canonic. Which places and which
transitions are identical in the nets and which are different does not follow from the
nets’ structure alone. Moreover, the initial marking of the composed system does
not follow from Σcontact and Σtreat—even if we know which places are identical.
Technically, we could have come up with a completely different composition that
does not implement Omed.
In contrast, composing the oclet specifications Ocontact, Otreat, and Orepeat to

Omed+ was straight forward. Each oclet describes a certain behavioral property;
the behavior of an implementation has to satisfy all described behavioral properties.
Here, it turns out very useful that the composition of two oclet specifications is
the intersection of their satisfying behaviors; see Corollary 4.11.

4.6.3. Causality and confusion
This section illustrates how the behavioral model of distributed runs of oclets
allows to specify causality and specific effects in distributed systems.

We want to specify the following behavior. When the Emergency Management
System (EMS) of the preceding examples is asked to return information about a
pending emergencies, the following two scenarios may occur:

1. The EMS may get notified by a phone service about an emergency. In this
case, this emergency will be handled.

2. If there is no notification about an emergency, then the result of the check is
‘none’.

The oclet specification Oconf in Figure 4.29 abstractly captures this behavior, and
the depicted Petri net system Σconf implements Oconf.
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Figure 4.30. Petri net system Σconf of Fig. 4.29 does not implement Oseq although both
describe the same sequential runs.

The point of interest in this example is the choice between actions none and
?em. Both actions are alternative. More specifically, the transitions none and
?em of Σconf are in conflict about the token on place E1. Though, this conflict is
not “objective” because ?em is not enabled initially. The enabling of ?em depends
on an occurrence of !em which is concurrent to none. This situation is called
confusion: whether two transitions actually compete for the same token or not
depends on a third transition that is concurrent to one of them.

Confusion expresses a situation where a component may have to make a choice
“against time”. In the example of Figure 4.29, the EMS may choose at any time to
evaluate the check to none. Or it may wait a little longer until a notification about
an emergency arrives. Though, the EMS cannot wait until a notification arrives
because it does not know whether one will arrive at all. Confusion inevitably
occurs in distributed system. To avoid erroneous behavior, the system needs to be
improved with further actions. For instance, to handle the case that an emergency
arrives right after the EMS evaluated the check to none.

We close this example with a discussion how confusion depends on the behavioral
model of distributed runs. Figure 4.30 depicts an alternative specification Oseq.
Oseq and Oconf specify different systems which make choices in a different way.
Oseq specifies a system where the EMS and the phone service share a global state,
actions occur in a sequential order, and choices are made based on the global
state. In contrast, Oconf specifies a system having local states for the EMS and the
phone service, where local actions and local states are ordered by their cause-effect
relations, and where choices are made based on local knowledge.
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This difference between Oseq and Oconf can only be seen on the behavioral model
of distributed runs. The Petri net system Σconf does not implement Oseq. However,
both specifications describe the same sequential behavior. Figure 4.30 depicts
the state space of the Petri net system Σconf from Figure 4.29: the state space
describes all behavior of Σconf sequentially. The information about confusion,
which is present in Oconf vanishes in the state space. The choice between none and
?em becomes objective in the state space because only state [E1, em, p2] enables
both actions; in [E1, p1] action none is “alternative” to action !em. The state space
of Σconf “implements” Oseq.

To conclude, the formal model of oclets that is based on distributed runs allows
to specify the behavior of distributed systems more precisely than techniques
which are based on the behavioral model of sequential runs.

4.6.4. Tool support
The results of this thesis have been implemented in a software prototype called
Greta that is available at http://service-technology.org/greta. We present
specific features of Greta in the respective chapters. Greta has a graphical
interface for specifying distributed systems with oclets as presented in this chapter.
Figure 4.31 shows the main graphical editor window of Greta with the oclet
specification of Section 4.6.

Greta is based on the Eclipse software platform and can be extended with
plug-ins for further functionality. We present several plug-ins for Greta in the
subsequent chapters. The graphical interface of Greta and its software technical
foundation have been developed by Wolf using a model-driven approach [128].

4.7. Comparison to Other Models and Conclusion
In Chapter 3, we reviewed existing scenario-based techniques and identified a
minimal set of notions for specifying system behavior with scenarios. The model
of oclets formalizes this minimal set of notions in terms of distributed runs.

Section 4.7.1 briefly summarizes these results, Section 4.7.2 discusses the model
of oclets wrt. other scenario-based techniques, and Section 4.5.2 concludes this
chapter.

4.7.1. Summary
The model of oclets is based on three simple ideas: (1) An oclet formalizes a
scenario as a partial distributed run; a specification is a set of oclets. (2) An oclet
distinguishes a history. And (3) a set of runs satisfies a specification if every run
that ends with an oclet’s history has a continuation with the entire oclet.
A satisfying set of runs can contain more runs than specified. In this respect

oclets specify a “lower bound” to system behavior. A system S that exhibits
less behavior than specified does not implement the specification; if S exhibits
more behavior, then S implements the specification. Thus, a system designer may
use oclets to specify expected system behavior which is the purpose of scenarios
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Figure 4.31. The graphical editor of Greta for specifying distributed systems with oclets.

as discussed in Chapter 3. The idea to require continuations is novel in the
scenario-based approach and necessary for specifying the complete behavior of a
distributed system as discussed in Section 3.6.2.
Section 4.4 studied several basic properties of oclets and formally defined

existential and universal view for oclets. Section 4.5 presented progress and
invisible actions as extensions of oclets. We have shown in Section 4.6 how to
specify system behavior with oclets and how to compose oclet specifications.
By using oclets in the manner presented, we obtain a flexible scenario-based

specification technique that uses the same technical notions to denote scenarios,
system behavior, and implementations: Petri nets. This solves the first research
goal of this thesis and paves the way for solving the synthesis problem. The
definitions presented in this chapter form the foundation for the forthcoming
chapters.

4.7.2. Discussion
This section compares the formal model of oclets to other formal techniques for
scenarios wrt. syntax and semantics. We specifically highlight that the formal
model of oclets employs a minimal set of notions to define syntax and semantics
of scenarios.
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Syntax

All scenario-based techniques propose notions for graphically specifying local
actions, local states, and their dependencies. Most techniques adapt (and extend)
the industry standard of Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [65]. Oclets use the
syntax of Petri nets to denote a basic scenario, i.e., a course of actions in the
system.

In direct comparison, the syntax of oclets allow for specifying arbitrary courses of
actions whereas the syntax of MSCs restricts scenarios by the notion of components
and some syntactic constraints. Some constraints of MSCs may be lifted using
additional notions like co-regions [65]. Other approaches omit the notion of a local
state and denote a scenario just as partial order of actions [13]; this syntax is as
liberal as oclets but less expressive as discussed in Section 2.3.

Explicit Composition. Most scenario-based techniques provide some structuring
technique to express when a scenario may occur wrt. other scenarios. Two
approaches exist. One approach is to hierarchically compose smaller scenarios to
larger (sets of) scenarios using explicit operators like sequential, alternative, parallel
composition and finite iteration. Among others, Hierarchical MSCs (HMSCs) [65]
follow this approach; see Section 3.5. The second approach provides the notion
of an inline scenario, i.e., an expression within a scenario that contains one or
more scenarios together with an operator. UML sequence diagrams [95] and Live
Sequence Charts (LSCs) [25] follow this approach; see Figure 3.13 on page 66 for
an example.

History. Oclets use the notion of a history to express when a scenario may occur.
Several techniques apply this notion as well [107, 45, 31, 32]; the most prominent
representative with formal semantics are LSCs [25]. The interpretation of a history
is the same in all techniques: if the specified behavior (a single message or a
partial order of actions) occurs, then the scenario may or must occur. Existing
techniques express alternative scenarios using an additional notion like hierarchical
composition [107, 32] or inline scenarios [25, 45].
The declared aim of this part of this thesis was to identify a minimal set

of notions for specifying behavior with scenarios. Oclets use only the notion
of a history to express when a scenario may occur. The ordering of scenarios
follows from their inner logic. An oclet’s history expresses sequential ordering in a
natural way. Two oclets with the same history that diverge at some point describe
alternative scenarios. Otherwise, they can occur together and describe concurrent
or overlapping scenarios. Chapter 5 shows that these notions suffice for specifying
the complete behavior of a distributed system. Oclets succeeded with this minimal
set of notions because of their semantics which we discuss next.

Semantics

Behavioral model: causality. Oclets are interpreted on the behavioral model of
distributed runs. In a distributed run, an event describes an occurrence of a local
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action, and a condition describe that a local state is visited; events and conditions
are ordered by causality. Semantics that use this model of distributed runs are
also called true-concurrency semantics; semantics based on labeled partial orders
are usually referred to as partial order semantics; the most common behavioral
model are sequential runs which leads to interleaving semantics; see [91, 114] and
Chapter 2.
Most formal techniques define an interleaving semantics of scenarios on the

behavioral model of sequential runs. Specifically expressivity and complexity of
scenario-based techniques has been researched on sequential runs in terms of formal
languages over an alphabet of actions [60, 16]. Several partial order semantics
for (H)MSCs have been defined [6, 67, 61, 59]. True-concurrency semantics for
(H)MSCs follow from a translation to Petri nets [62, 33]. LSCs and other techniques
with history use an interleaving semantics [25, 45, 107].

To our best knowledge, oclets are the first technique which define a true-
concurrency semantics for scenarios with history. Section 4.6.3 discussed that
only a partial order semantics or a true-concurrency semantics allows to clearly
distinguish alternative actions from (interleaved) concurrent actions. As a result,
oclets allow to specify intricate phenomena of distributed systems like confusion.
We shall exploit the more precise representation of behavior in terms of distributed
runs when synthesizing components from a specification in Chapter 8.

Relation between syntax and semantics. Oclets use the same notions from Petri
nets to formalize syntax and semantics. This paradigm has become standard
for techniques using hierarchical composition [65, 58, 13] because it reduces the
technical overhead for relating syntax to semantics. Oclets, are the first technique
applying this paradigm to scenarios with history. The specific advantage of oclets
is that their behavioral model is “technically compatible” with Petri nets which
will simplify synthesis in Chapter 8.

Composition is intersection. The semantics of oclets is compositional: a set R of
distributed runs satisfies an oclet specification O iff R satisfies each oclet of O. In
other words, the semantics of O is the intersection of the semantics of its oclets.

All other formal scenario-based techniques have compositional semantics as well,
though requiring more than just intersection. All techniques using hierarchical
composition or inline scenarios achieve compositionality by sequential, alternative,
parallel composition, and finite iteration;3 some extensions provide more refined
operators with compositional semantics [72]. In history-based techniques, the
main composition operator is intersection as well. However, to express alternative
scenarios LSCs [25] and Template MSCs use inline scenarios, and Triggered
MSCs [107] use hierarchical alternative composition.
Formal proofs over the semantics of specifications require induction and/or

case distinction wrt. the involved composition operator. Here, oclets benefit from
having intersection as the only composition operator. The proofs in this chapter

3These techniques are MSCs [87], HMSCs [61, 59, 60], Causal MSCs [44], UML sequence
diagrams [33], scenarios over LPOs [13], scenario trees [64], Glinz’ statechart scenarios [46],
Somé’s scenarios [31].
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already exploited this property. We have shown in Section 4.4.6 that composition
in oclets is in line with composition in temporal logic specifications [1, 76]. Again,
oclets succeed with a minimal set of notions compared to other scenario-based
techniques. The reason is that oclets use a simple branching time semantics with
an open world assumption.

Branching time behavior. The semantics of oclets define a very simple branching
time property: whenever the history of an oclet occurs at the end of a run,
then there exists a continuation with this oclet. The example in Section 3.6.2
demonstrated that expressing branching time behavior matters for specifying the
complete behavior of distributed systems.
Hélouet et al. [59] provide branching time semantics for HMSCs in terms of

event structures and graph grammars. Techniques using the notion of a history
mostly define a linear time semantics; see Section 3.5.2. This requires an additional
notion such as alternative composition to describe alternative scenarios which is
not necessary in oclets. Only Triggered MSCs [107] use a branching time semantics
in terms of an acceptance tree; though, branching in Triggered MSCs follows from
an explicit composition operator as well.

Open world assumption. The semantics of oclets is based on an open world assump-
tion which supposes that each scenario only describes a partial course of actions.
A system may implement more behavior than specified as long as all requirements
of all scenarios are satisfied; see Section 4.4.4.
An open world assumption is common to all techniques using the notion of a

history [25, 107, 45]. Damm and Harel coined this open world assumption existen-
tial view in which a specification describes “sample behavior” of the system [25],
or only the behavior of some part of a system or a certain interaction. In contrast,
“MSC system specifications are viewed as complete elaborations of system behavior
that allow no deviation” [107, p.588]. This closed-world assumption also applies
to (H)MSCs and all other techniques which explicitly compose scenarios; Damm
and Harel called this view the universal view [25].
We could show that the universal view of oclets follows from their existential

view by intersection with a canonical safety property; see Section 4.4.5. Together
with LSCs, oclets are the only technique providing universal and existential view
in one model.

Progress. Section 4.5.1 extended oclets by the notion of progress which allows a
system designer to distinguish runs where the system may terminate from runs
where the system has to progress.

Most techniques generally assume progress. In MSCs, the system progresses until
it reaches the end of the specified scenario; in HMSCs, the system progresses until it
reaches the end of a composition of scenarios. Template MSCs and Triggered MSCs
generally assume progress for the specified scenarios [107, 45]. LSCs introduce
modalities to distinguish provisional, mandatory, and forbidden behavior. A
mandatory scenario (action) requires progress for this scenario (action). Though,
mandatory behavior also entails a notion of priority: a mandatory scenario (action)
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must occur if its pre-conditions hold. Thus, modalities in LSCs specify more than
progress.

In comparison to LSCs, oclets define progress separated from the semantics as
an additional notion like in Petri nets. Again, the separation simplifies the basic
model of oclets and demonstrates how oclets can be extended towards a more
expressive specification language.

4.7.3. Conclusion
The formal model of oclets introduced in this chapter is not radically different from
existing techniques. Thus, our approach can build on existing notions. Yet, in each
aspect where oclets differ, oclets use either less notions than comparable techniques
(e.g., composition is intersection) or “recycle” notions that are already present
in the model (e.g., distributed runs). Altogether, oclets define a formal model
of scenarios that uses less technical notions than other techniques, specifically
compared to techniques using a history.

According to this conclusion, the formal model of oclets developed in this chapter
solves our first goal of this thesis: we identified a kernel of scenarios that allows for
specifying the complete behavior of a distributed system in a flexible way. Oclets
cast this kernel into a formal model using a minimal set of technical notions. Most
importantly for the upcoming results of this thesis, oclets use the same technical
notions to describe scenarios, system behavior and implementation: Petri nets.
These results shall help us to define an operational semantics for scenarios and to
solve the synthesis problem.
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5. Constructing
Behavior From

Scenarios

system behavior of S:
set of distributed runs

McMillan prefix

actions of S
with local history

implementation of O:
system model of S

specification O of S:
a set of oclets

compose

designer
creates

satisfies

The preceding Chapters 3 and 4 identified a kernel of scenario-based specifications
and formalized it in the model of oclets. A system designer specifies with oclets
how components of a distributed system interact with each other. This and the
next chapter turn oclets into a flexible modeling technique for distributed systems.
To this end, we show that oclets generalize the notion of a distributed run and
a transition likewise. This chapter introduces a simple operator to compose two
oclets to a larger oclet. We then show that oclet composition corresponds to oclet
semantics: repeatedly composing all oclets of a specification O yields the least set
of runs that satisfies O. These results are fundamental for solving the synthesis
problem for oclets.
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5.1. A Constructive Approach to System Behavior

The main challenge addressed in this thesis is to synthesize a state-based system
model Σ from a scenario-based specification O. More precisely, we have to provide
an algorithm that constructs a system model Σ s.t. the behavior of Σ satisfies O.
Because O describes only behavioral properties, there are many different system
models which satisfy O. The synthesized system model preferably exhibits the
minimal behavior that satisfies O; any additional behavior would be redundant.

In this chapter, we take a first step towards synthesis and introduce a composition
operator to construct from the specification O the minimal behavior that satisfies
O.

system model of S:
Petri net system §

specification O of S:
a set of oclets

system behavior of S:
the minimal set of
distributed runssatisfies

¶

5.2

5.3

5.5

compose

5.4

Figure 5.1. Oclet composition corresponds to oclet semantics.

What is given?

Chapter 4 introduced oclets as a formal model for scenario-based specifications.
One oclet describes one scenario as a distributed run in the syntax of Petri nets.
Each oclet distinguishes a history which describes when the scenario may occur ;
the history may be empty. A specification is a set O of oclets. The semantics of
oclets defines when a system behavior (a set of distributed runs) satisfies an oclet
specification O, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

We have shown in Sections 4.4.3-4.4.5 that each oclet specification O has, among
all its satisfying behaviors, a unique least set of runs minR(O) which satisfies O.
Moreover, O contains only runs that are described by O. Figure 5.3 illustrates the
situation.
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What do we want?

In the context of synthesizing an implementation Σ from a specification O, the set
minR(O) of runs is the system behavior that Σ preferably exhibits. Currently, we
have only proven the existence of minR(O) and not given a synthesis algorithm
that automatically constructs Σ.

We approach a solution to the synthesis problem from the “behavioral side”. In
this and the following chapter, we

construct system behavior from oclets.
The techniques that we develop make explicit which behavioral information is
contained in an oclet specification O. As a consequence, we obtain an operational
semantics for oclets which turns a set O of oclets into a system model. By the
help of this operational semantics, we will then be able to construct an equivalent
Petri net system Σ that implements O from Chapter 7 onwards. We proceed as
sketched in Figure 5.1.

Road map

The results of this chapter follow from a simple observation: oclets generalize
distributed runs and transitions likewise. An oclet with an empty history describes
a distributed run. An oclet o with a non-empty history describes a scenario.
However, we may read o like a Petri net transition: o’s history denotes its precondi-
tions, and o’s contribution denotes what happens when o occurs. This observation
leads to a canonical composition operator on oclets by which we can “plug” oclets
together as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The resulting oclet o14 denotes the distributed
run that follows from consecutive occurrences of the oclets o1-o4.

o1

A A x

B y D

C

o2

B B y B

o3

D

z A

o4

C

y BB B

A x

B y D

C

B y B

z A

B

o14

Figure 5.2. Composing oclets along their histories yields a distributed run.

Section 5.2 defines this composition of oclets and proves basic properties. In
Section 5.3, we prove that composition of oclets is equivalent to the semantics of
oclet specifications. Then we show how to
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compose
with O

until reaching
a fixed point

R(O)

min R(O)

all runs

no runs

semantics
of O

Figure 5.3. Main result of this chapter: a composition operator on oclets that constructs
the unique minimal set R(O) that satisfies an oclet specification O.

construct the unique minimal set of runs minR(O) that
satisfies O.

The constructions begins with the ε-oclets of O (describing a set of initial runs).
Composing these with each oclet of O extends the given set of runs with more,
longer runs. Iterating the composition step eventually reaches a fixed point R(O)
s.t. no more run can be added to R(O) by composition as illustrated in Figure 5.3.
We prove in Section 5.4 that R(O) = minR(O). We conclude this chapter in
Section 5.5 with an important result regarding the expressive power of oclets.

For every Petri net system Σ, there exists an equivalent
oclet specification O that describes the behavior of Σ.

In other words, each distributed system that can be described by a Petri net, can
also be specified with oclets. We then show that there are specifications O which
cannot be implemented in a distributed manner without extending behavior: any
implementation of O inevitably exhibits more behaviors than minR(O).
In Chapter 6, we extend composition of oclets to an operational semantics.

This operational semantics constructs the least behavior that satisfies O and
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can be implemented by a distributed system. Altogether, these results lay the
foundation for an algorithmic synthesis of a distributed system from a scenario-
based specification from Chapter 7 onwards.

5.2. Composing Oclets
5.2.1. The idea
This section introduces a composition operator B on oclets for constructing a
distributed run from an oclet specification. Technically, this operator appends an
oclet o2 to an oclet o1 which results in a larger oclet o1 B o2.
The central idea for the composition of oclets is to generalize the constructive

semantics of Petri nets from Section 2.4.1 to oclets. Depending on its history, an
oclet takes a different role.

– A ε-oclet which has an empty history generalizes a distributed run because
both notions describe the same behavioral information.

– An oclet with a non-empty history generalizes a Petri net transition as
follows. We say that an oclet o2 is enabled at an oclet o1 if the entire history
of o2 occurs at the end of o1. We compose o1 with an enabled oclet o2 to
o1 B o2 by appending o2’s entire contribution to o1.

Figure 5.2 illustrates these notions by an example. Composing o1 B o2 B o3 B o4
results in oclet o14.

5.2.2. The definitions
This section provides the formal definitions for composing oclets. Oclet composition
follows from a binary partial operator B : Oclets × Oclets X→ Oclets. We first
define a valid composition o1 B o2 of two given oclets o1 and o2. It is basically the
union of o1 and o2 under the assumption that both oclets overlap “in the right
way” (hence, the partiality of B). Afterwards, we generalize this definition to sets
of oclets and oclet classes.

Definition 5.1 (Enabled oclet). Let o1 = (π1, hist1) and o2 = (π2, hist2) be two oclets.
o2 is enabled at o1, written o2 ∈ enabled(o1), iff

1. π1
hist2−−−→] (i.e., π1 ends with hist2, so hist2 ⊆ π1 and max hist2 ⊆ max π1,

Def. 4.4), and
2. π1 ∩ con2 = ∅ (i.e., o2’s contribution is disjoint from o1) y

The second condition in this definition ensures that o1 and o2 together do not
form a cycle. Enabled oclets define the domain of oclet composition.

Definition 5.2 (Oclet composition). Let Oclets denote the universe of all oclets. We
define the partial operator B : Oclets×Oclets X→ Oclets with the domain dom(B)
s.t. (o1, o2) ∈ dom(B) iff o2 is enabled at o1. For all o1 = (π1, hist1), o2 = (π2, hist2)
with (o1, o2) ∈ dom(B), we define the composition of o1 with o2 as o1 B o2 :=
(π1 ∪ π2, hist1). y
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Figure 5.4. Composition of oclets.

Composing two oclets o1Bo2 appends the contribution of o2 to o1 while the history
of o2 is already part of o1.
Figure 5.4 illustrates oclet composition by an example. Oclet o2 is enabled at

oclet o1 and o3 is enabled at o2. Oclet o3 is not enabled at o1 because not all of
o3’s history occurs at the end of o1. The composition o1 B o2 is the oclet o12 and
the composition o2 B o3 is the oclet o23. Oclet o3 is enabled at o12 and oclet o23 is
enabled at o1. We get o12 B o3 = o1 B o23 = o123.

A special case: composing a distributed run with an oclet. In the following, we will
frequently compose an ε-oclet, which represents a distributed run, with an oclet.

To simplify notations, we fix the following notational convention. For an arbitrary
distributed run π, we also write π := (π, ε) for the ε-oclet that represents π. If o is
an oclet that is enabled at the ε-oclet π, then ρ = π B o denotes the composition
of π with o. ρ is an ε-oclet because the first operand π determines the history of
ρ (see Definition 5.2). Mildly abusing notation, we read ρ as a distributed run
(instead of an ε-oclet) whenever confusion between both notions is safely avoided.

Composition and oclet classes. Chapter 4 introduced an oclet o as a semantic notion
consisting of concrete events and conditions in a partial order. The corresponding
syntactic notion is its oclet class [o] which denotes all oclets that are isomorphic
to o. We strictly distinguish syntax and semantics: two concrete oclets compose
strictly by the identity of their events and conditions. For instance in Figure 5.4,
oclet o1 is not enabled at o3; the small numbers indicate that hist1 does not occur
at then end of o3. To compose o1 and o1 as suggested by their syntax, we generalize
oclet composition to oclet classes (which are sets of oclets) in the canonical way.
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(a) distributed run π1
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h
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P1

(b) oclet P1
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h

pizza

d deliver d

f freeze

P2

(c) oclet P2

Figure 5.5. Oclet P1 is enabled at the run π1 at two locations α and β; oclet P2 is enabled
at π1 only at the lower location β.

Definition 5.3 (Composition of sets of oclets). Let O1 and O2 be two sets of oclets.
The composition of O1 with O2 is the set O1 B O2 := {o1 B o2 | o1 ∈ O1, o2 ∈
O2, (o1, o2) ∈ dom(B)}. As additional notation, we say that O2 is enabled at O1
iff there exist o1 ∈ O1, o2 ∈ O2 s.t. o2 is enabled at o1. y

Composition of sets of oclets is a total operation B : 2Oclets × 2Oclets → 2Oclets.
Though, O1 B O2 is empty if O2 is not enabled at O1. This notion allows to
compose two oclet classes [o1] and [o2]. The composition [o1]B [o2] denotes the set
of all valid compositions oα1 B o

β
2 of all oclets oα1 ∈ [o1], oβ2 ∈ [o2]. Correspondingly,

[o2] is enabled at [o1] iff there exists an oclet oβ2 ∈ [o2] s.t. oβ2 is enabled at o1.
For example, the history of oclet P1 of Figure 5.5 occurs in π1 at two different

locations α and β (see Def. 4.2)—both locations are highlighted. Thus, the
composition [π1] B [P1] is the union of the two oclet classes [π2] ∪ [π3] shown
in Figure 5.6. In other words, composition of oclet classes is nondeterministic
producing all possible compositions.

In contrast, composition of concrete oclets allows to determine the result of the
composition. For this reason, we refine our notions of oclet composition to consider
a specific occurrence oα2 ∈ [o2] as introduced in Section 4.3.1. We say for two
given oclets o1 and o2 that o2 is enabled at o1 at location α iff oclet oα2 ∈ [o2] is
enabled at o1. Then, the composition of o1 with o2 at location α is o1 B oα2 . This
notational convention completes our definitions for composing oclets.
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Figure 5.6. Two distributed runs obtained by composing π1 of Fig. 5.5 with oclets P1 and
P2: π2 = π1 B Pα1 , π3 = π1 B Pβ1 , π3 = π1 B Pβ2 .

For example, Oclet P1 shown in Figure 5.5 is enabled at the run π1 at two
locations α and β. Oclet P2 is enabled at π1 only at β. Composing π1 with P1 at
location α yields the distributed run π2 = π1 B Pα1 of Figure 5.6; composing π1
with P1 at location β yields π3. We can construct π3 also by composing π1 with
P2 at location β, i.e., π3 = π1 B P2

β .

5.2.3. Properties of the composition
We close this section by stating and proving some basic properties of oclet compo-
sition.

Oclets are closed under composition

We introduced B : Oclets ×Oclets X→ Oclets as a partial composition operator on
oclets which lifts to a total composition operator B : 2Oclets × 2Oclets → 2Oclets on
sets of oclets. The following lemma claims that the composition of two oclets is
indeed an oclet again.

Lemma 5.4: Let o1 and o2 be two oclets s.t. o2 is enabled at o1. Then o1 B o2 is an
oclet. ?

The proof of this lemma relies on the following two technical lemmas on distributed
runs. Figure 5.7 illustrates their propositions abstractly.
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o1 o2

the underlying Petri net
of the composition is a
distributed run

the composition
contains o1 as a prefix

Lemma 5.5:

Lemma 5.6:

Figure 5.7. Illustration of Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6.

Lemma 5.5: Let o1 = (π1, hist1) and o2 = (π2, hist2) be two oclets s.t. o2 is enabled
at o1. Then the Petri net π1 ∪ π2 that underlies the composition o1 B o2 is a
distributed run. ?

To prove Lemma 5.5, we have to show that π1 ∪ π2 is a causal net along the lines
of Definition 2.6. The corresponding formal proof is rather technical and is given
in Appendix A.7.

Lemma 5.6: Let o1 = (π1, hist1) and o2 = (π2, hist2) be two oclets s.t. o2 is enabled
at o1. Then the distributed run that underlies o1 is a prefix of the composition
o1 B o2, i.e., π1 v (π1 ∪ π2). ?

This lemma’s proposition is shown along the lines of Definition 2.10. The proof is
straight forward and given in Appendix A.7.

Proof (of Lemma 5.4). Let o1 = (π1, hist1) and o2 = (π2, hist2) be two oclets s.t.
o2 is enabled at o1. Let o12 := o1 B o2 = (π1 ∪ π2, hist1) be their composition.
We have to show that o12 is an oclet: (1) π1 ∪ π2 is a distributed run, (2) hist1
is a prefix of π1 ∪ π2, and (3) either hist1 = ε or min(π1 ∪ π2) = min hist1 (by
Definition 4.1).

(1) From Lemma 5.5 follows that π1 ∪ π2 is a distributed run.

(2) From Lemma 5.6 follows that π1 is a prefix of π1 ∪ π2. Because o1 is an oclet,
hist1 is a prefix of π1: hist1 v π1 v (π1 ∪ π2). It follows straight from Lemma 2.11
that hist1 v (π1 ∪ π2).

(3) If hist1 = ε, then the proposition holds trivially. If hist1 6= ε, then min π1 =
min hist1 because o1 is an oclet. From o2 being enabled at o1 follows: ε 6= hist2 ⊆ π1
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and min π2 = min hist2 ⊆ X1. Thus, π1 and π1 ∪ π2 have the same minimal nodes.
We conclude min(π1 ∪ π2) = min π1 = min hist1, and the proposition holds. �

Oclet composition is associative

The following lemmas are central to calculating with oclets; they tell that composing
oclets is associative in both the partial composition operator B : Oclets ×Oclets X
→ Oclets and the total composition operator B : 2Oclets × 2Oclets → 2Oclets

Instead of first composing an oclet o1 with an oclet o2, and then composing o3
with the result, we may also first compose o2 and o3 to a larger oclet o23, and
compose o23 with o1. The resulting oclet will be the same. Figure 5.4 already
illustrated an example.

Lemma 5.7 (Oclet class composition is associative): Let [o1], [o2], [o3] be oclet classes
with [o2] being enabled at [o1], and [o3] being enabled at [o2]. Then

1. [o3] is enabled at ([o1]B [o2]) and ([o2]B [o3]) is enabled at [o1], and
2. ([o1]B [o2])B [o3] = [o1]B ([o2]B [o3]) ?

Basically the same propositions hold for the composition of concrete oclets—up
to isomorphism.

Lemma 5.8 (Oclet composition is associative): Let o1, o2, o3 be oclets with o2 being
enabled at o1, and o3 being enabled at o2. Then there exist oclets o′i ∈ [oi], i = 1, 2, 3
s.t.

1. o′3 is enabled at (o′1 B o′2) and (o′2 B o′3) is enabled at o′1,
2. (o′1 B o′2)B o′3 = o′1 B (o′2 B o′3), and
3. (o′1 B o′2)B o′3 ∈ ([o1]B [o2])B [o3]. ?

In case the concrete oclets are all chosen right, we obtain the following corollary
that helps us in forthcoming proofs.

Corollary 5.9: Let o, o1, o2, o3 be oclets s.t. (o1Bo2)Bo3 ∈ [o]. Then (o1Bo2)Bo3 =
o1 B (o2 B o3). ?

The proofs. In the remainder of this section, we prove the associativity of oclet
composition. The convinced reader may continue at Section 5.3.
We first prove the propositions of Lemma 5.8; Lemma 5.7 then follows by

generalization to oclet classes. Lemma 5.8 essentially holds by the following
technical lemma. It states that only the third operand o3 has to be chosen right
to ensure a valid composition o1 B o2 B o3.

Lemma 5.10: Let o1, o2, o3 be oclets with o2 enabled at o1 and o3 enabled at o2 s.t.
additionally con3 ∩ π1 = ∅. Then

1. o3 is enabled at (o1 B o2) and (o2 B o3) is enabled at o1, and
2. (o1 B o2)B o3 = o1 B (o2 B o3). ?
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Proof. (1.) First, we show that o3 is enabled at (o1 B o2). Let o∗ = (π∗, hist∗) :=
o1 B o2. From o3 being enabled at o2 follows:

– con3 ∩ π2 = ∅ (by Def. 5.1) and con3 ∩ π1 = ∅ (by assumption). Thus,
con3 ∩ π∗ = con3 ∩ (π1 ∪ π2) = ∅.

– hist3 ⊆ π2 ⊆ π1 ∪ π2 = π∗

– max hist3 ⊆ max π2 by o3 being enabled at o2. Further, max π2 ⊆ max π∗
by the following two cases. Let b ∈ max π2.
(i) b ∈ con2. Then b 6∈ π1. Thus, @(b, e) ∈ F1 (by b 6∈ π1), @(b, e) ∈ F2 (by

b ∈ max π2), hence @(b, e) ∈ F1 ∪ F2 = F ∗.
(ii) b 6∈ con2. Then b ∈ max hist2 ⊆ max π1 because o2 is enabled at o1.

Thus, @(b, e) ∈ F1 (by b ∈ max π1), @(b, e) ∈ F2 (by b ∈ max π2), hence
@(b, e) ∈ F1 ∪ F2 = F ∗.

In either case there exists no arc (b, e) ∈ F ∗, thus b ∈ max π∗. Thus,
max hist3 ⊆ max π2 ⊆ max π∗.

Altogether, hist3 ⊆ π1 and max hist3 ⊆ max π∗ are equivalent to o3 being enabled
at o∗ := (π1 ∪ π2, hist1).

The second proposition, that (o2 B o3) is enabled at o1, holds as follows: (o2 B
o3) = (π2 ∪ π3, hist2). From o2 being enabled at o1 follows hist2 ⊆ π1 and
max hist2 ⊆ max π1. Thus, o1 ends with the history of (o2B o3) which implies the
proposition.
(2.) Firstly, (o1Bo2)Bo3 = ((π1∪π2), hist1)Bo3 = ((π1∪π2∪π3), hist1). Likewise,
o1 B (o2 B o3) = (π1, hist1)B ((π2 ∪ π3), hist2) = ((π1 ∪ π2 ∪ π3), hist1). �

Proving Lemma 5.8 is now straight forward.

Proof (Proof of Lemma 5.8). The first two propositions follow from Lemma 5.8
by choosing o′1 = o1, o′2 = o2, and o′3 ∈ [o3] s.t. con′3 ∩ π′1 = ∅. By Def. 5.3
holds (o′1 B o′2) ∈ ([o1] B [o2]). By the same argument follows (o′1 B o′2) B o′3 ∈
([o1]B [o2])B [o3]. �

Proof (Proof of Lemma 5.7). Let o1, o2, o3 be oclets. Let [o2] be enabled at [o1]
and [o3] be enabled at [o2].
(1.) There exist oclets o′i ∈ [oi], i = 1, 2 s.t. o′2 is enabled at o′1 and o′′i ∈ [oi], i = 2, 3
s.t. o′′3 is enabled at o′′2 by Def. 5.3. Because [o3] contains all oclets that are
isomorphic to o3, we may choose o′3 ∈ [o3] s.t. o′3 is enabled at o′2. From Lemma 5.8
follows [o′3] is enabled at ([o′1] B [o′2]) and ([o′2] B [o′3]) is enabled at [o′1]. This
implies the first proposition by [o′i] = [oi], for i = 1, 2, 3.
(2.) Associativity of oclet class composition follows from Definition 5.3 and
Lemma 5.8. o ∈ (([o1]B [o2])B [o3])
iff o = o′12 B o

′
3 and o′12 ∈ ([o1]B [o2]) and o′3 ∈ [o3] and (o′12, o

′
3) ∈ dom(B)

iff o = ((o′1 B o′2)B o′3) and o′i ∈ [oi], i = 1, 2, 3 and (o′1, o′2), (o′2, o′3) ∈ dom(B)
[by the lemma’s assumption and the [oi] being oclet classes]

iff o = (o′1 B (o′2 B o′3)) and o′i ∈ [oi], i = 1, 2, 3 and (o′1, o′2), (o′2, o′3) ∈ dom(B)
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[by Lemma 5.8]
iff o = (o′1 B o′23) and o′1 ∈ [o1] and o′23 ∈ ([o2]B [o3]) and (o′1, o′23) ∈ dom(B)
iff o ∈ [o1]B ([o2]B [o3]). �

Deterministic composition of oclets

The example of Figures 5.5 and 5.6 has shown that composition of two oclet
classes [o1] and [o2] is non-deterministic and may yield two different results
o1 B oα2 , o1 B o

β
2 ∈ [o1]B [o2]. This happens whenever o1 and o2 can be composed

at different locations α and β. The following lemma formally proves that if o1
and o2 can be composed in only one way, then composition of oclet classes is
deterministic. In this case, [o1]B [o2] describes exactly what we would intuitively
write as o1 B o2 (without referring to any location α).

Lemma 5.11:

1. Let O1 and O2 be sets of oclets. Then O1 BO2 6= ∅ iff O2 is enabled at O1.
2. Let o1 and o2 be oclets. If [o2] is enabled at [o1] then there exists an oclet

oα2 ∈ [o2] s.t. oα2 is enabled at o1 and o1 B oα2 ∈ [o1]B [o2].
3. Let o1 and o2 be oclets s.t. o2’s history occurs exactly once at the end of

o1, i.e., for all histα2 , histβ2 ∈ [hist2] with π1
hist2

α

−−−−→] and π1
hist2

β

−−−−→] holds
histα2 = histβ2 . Then [o1]B [o2] is an oclet class and there exists oα2 ∈ [o2] s.t.
[o1 B oα2 ] = [o1]B [o2]. ?

Proof. (1.) Holds by Definition 5.3 as follows. (⇐) Let O1 and O2 be sets of
oclets. O2 is enabled at O1 iff there exist o1 ∈ O2, o2 ∈ O2 s.t. o2 is enabled at
o1, by Def. 5.3. Thus, (o1 B o2) ∈ O1 BO2. (⇒) If o ∈ O1 BO2, then there exist
o1 ∈ O1, o2 ∈ O2 with o = o1 B o2 and o2 enabled at o1. Thus, O2 is enabled at
O1.

(2.) Let [o2] be enabled at [o1]. From (1) follows that there exist oα1 ∈ [o1], oβ2 ∈ [o2]
s.t. oβ2 ∈ [o2] is enabled at oα1 . Because [o1] and [o2] contain all oclets that are
isomorphic to o1 and o2 respectively, there also exist o1 ∈ [o1], oβ2 ∈ [o2] s.t. oβ2 is
enabled at o1. From Def. 5.3 follows o1 B o

β
2 ∈ [o1]B [o2].

(3.) Let o1 and o2 be as assumed. Thus, for all oclets oγ2 , oδ2 ∈ [o2] that are enabled
at o1 holds: histγ2 = histδ2 and conγ2 ∩ π1 = ∅ and conδ2 ∩ π1 = ∅. Thus, o1 B o

γ
2

and o1 B oδ2 are isomorphic by Def. 5.2. This argument applies wrt. all oclets
oα1 ∈ [o1]. Thus, for all oclets oα1 , o

β
1 ∈ [o1], oγ2 , oδ2 ∈ [o2] s.t. oγ2 enabled at oα1 and

oδ2 enabled at oβ1 holds: oα1 Bo
γ
2 and oβ1 Boδ2 are isomorphic. Thus, all compositions

in [o1]B [o2] are isomorphic. Further, [o1]B [o2] is closed under isomorphism: let
o = oα1 Bo

β
2 ∈ [o1]B[o2]. Let oγ ∈ [o]. Then oγ = o

(γ ◦α)
1 Bo(γ ◦ β)

2 and o(γ ◦α)
1 ∈ [o1]

and o(γ ◦ β)
2 ∈ [o2]. Thus, oγ ∈ [o1] B [o2] and we conclude that [o1] B [o2] is an

oclet class. From (2) follows that there exists oα2 ∈ [o2] s.t. o1 B oα2 ∈ ([o1]B [o2]).
From [o1]B [o2] being an oclet class follows [o1 B oα2 ] = [o1]B [o2]. �
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5.3. Oclet Composition Implements Oclet Semantics
The preceding section introduced oclet composition. Composing two oclets o1 and
o2 appends o2 to o1 which results in a larger oclet o1 B o2. In this section, we
prove that oclet composition is semantically relevant. More precisely, we show
that the semantics of oclets from Chapter 4 can equivalently be expressed by oclet
composition.

5.3.1. The idea
The composition of a distributed run π with an oclet o constructs the run ρ = πBo;
we shall prove that ρ continues π with o as defined in Sect. 4.3, i.e., π o−→ ρ. This
allows us to replace the semantic characterization when some run ρ continues π
with o by the constructive notion π B o.
As an example, the run π3 of Figure 5.6 continues the run π1 with oclet P2 of

Figure 5.5 on page 131. We also obtain π3 by composition, i.e., π3 = π1 B Pβ2 .
Next, we lift oclet composition to construct a set of distributed runs that satisfies

each oclet o of a specification (Def. 4.6), as follows. Definition 5.3 lifted oclet
composition to sets of oclets. For a given set R of runs and an oclet class [o], the
set Prefix(R)B [o] denotes the continuations π B oα for all prefixes π in R which
end with o’s history. Then, R is closed under composition with o if Prefix(R)B [o]
is already contained in Prefix(R).

Definition 5.12 (Oclet-closed). Let R be a set of distributed runs. Let [o] be an
oclet class with a nonempty history. The set R is o-closed iff (Prefix(R)B [o]) ⊆
Prefix(R).

Let OB be an oclet specification of oclet classes with nonempty history. The set R
of runs is OB-closed, denoted (Prefix(R)BOB) ⊆ Prefix(R), iff (Prefix(R)B [o]) ⊆
Prefix(R), for each [o] ∈ OB. y

In the following, we will always write OB for an oclet specification consisting only
of oclets with a non-empty history. An OB-closed set R of distributed runs denotes
a fixed point of the oclet composition B. For each run π ∈ R and each oclet class
[o] ∈ OB s.t. an oclet o′ ∈ [o] is enabled at π, the composition π B o′ is also a run
in R. Because π B o′ denotes a run that continues π with o′, we conclude that an
OB-closed R is closed under continuations with each oclet class in OB, that is R
satisfies each [o] ∈ OB. Altogether, we obtain the following theorem about the
relation between oclet composition and oclet semantics.

Theorem 5.13 (Constructive characterization of oclet semantics). Let OB be a set of
oclets with non-empty history. A set R of distributed runs satisfies OB iff R
is OB-closed. ?

This theorem allows to rephrase the semantics of oclets in terms of their composition.
We specifically use this theorem in Section 5.4 to construct the unique minimal
set minR(O) of runs that satisfies an oclet specification O. Constructing this
behavior is the basis for algorithmically synthesizing an implementation from a
scenario-based specification in Chapter 8. The remainder of this section is devoted
to proving Theorem 5.13. The convinced reader may continue at Section 5.4.
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5.3.2. Continuing a run by oclet composition
We prove Theorem 5.13 by first proving that the notions π o−→ ρ (run ρ continues
run π with oclet o) and πBo (composition of π with o) are equivalent. Section 5.3.3
lifts this equivalence to sets of runs.

Composition is correct

We begin by proving that the composition πBo continues π with o. In other words,
the composition of oclets is correct wrt. the semantics of oclets; see Section 4.3

Lemma 5.14 (Oclet composition is correct): Let π be a distributed run and let o be an
oclet that is enabled at π. Then π o−→ (π B o). ?

Proof. Let (ρ, ε) := π B o, thus ρ = (π ∪ πo). We prove π o−→ ρ by proving (1)
π

histo−−−→], (2) o ⊆c ρ, and (3) π v ρ according to Def. 4.5.

(1) π histo−−−→] holds by the assumption that o is enabled at π, Def. 5.1.

(2) ρ = (Pπ∪Po, Tπ∪To, Fπ∪Fo) by Def. 5.2. Thus, Po ⊆ Pρ ∧ To ⊆ Tρ ∧ Fo ⊆ Fρ
which is equivalent to πo ⊆ ρ, by Def. 2.4. Moreover, cono∩π = ∅ because o enabled
at π, Def 5.1. Thus, for all e ∈ Econo holds preρ(e) = preπ(e) ∪ preo(e) = preo(e).
Correspondingly, postρ(e) = posto(e). Thus o ⊆c ρ by Def. 4.3.

(3) π v ρ = π B o holds by Lem. 5.6. �

Composition is complete

The converse of Lemma 5.14 is more involved. We have to show that whenever
a run ρ continues a run π with an oclet o, i.e., π o−→ ρ, the longer run ρ begins
with the composition π B o. In other words, oclet composition is complete wrt.
the semantics of oclets.

Lemma 5.15 (Oclet composition is complete): Let o be an oclet with non-empty his-
tory. Let π and ρ be distributed runs s.t. π o−→ ρ. Then π B o is a prefix of
ρ. ?

The proof of this lemma is technically involved because we have to show that πB o
is a prefix of every possible continuation ρ. To this end, we apply Definition 2.10
(Prefix).

Proof. We first have to show that we are allowed compose π with o, i.e., that o is
enabled at π. Let o = (πo, histo). Definition 4.5, π o−→ ρ implies that π ends with
histo, i.e., histo ⊆ π and max histo ⊆ max π. Because histo is a prefix of πo, we
conclude that cono and π are disjoint, i.e., cono ∩ π = ∅. Thus, o is enabled at π
by Definition 5.1.
We prove (π B o) v ρ by applying Lemma 2.11. Let (π2, ε) := π B o, thus,

π2 = π ∪ πo = (B2, E2, F2). To show that π B o is a prefix of ρ, we have to show
(1) π2 ⊆ ρ, (2) F2 = Fρ|Xρ×X2 , and (3) ∀e ∈ E2 : post2(e) = postρ(e).
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(1) The following holds: π ⊆ ρ and πo ⊆ ρ by π o−→ ρ (Def. 4.5). Thus, π ∪ πo ⊆ ρ
by Def. 2.4.

(2) We prove F2 = Fρ|Xρ×X2 in two steps. We first show F2 = Fρ|X2×X2 by
contradiction; then we prove that for each (x, y) ∈ Fρ with y ∈ X2 holds x ∈ X2.
Assume (x, y) ∈ Fρ \ F2 with x, y ∈ X2. There are three cases:

1. x, y ∈ Xπ. By F2 = Fπ ∪ Fo holds (x, y) 6∈ Fπ. This directly contradicts
Fπ = Fρ|(Xπ×Xπ) of Def. 2.10 because π v ρ by π o−→ ρ (Def. 4.5).

2. y ∈ X2 \Xπ. Thus y ∈ Xcono by (2). From π
o−→ ρ follows (x, y) ∈ Fρ ⇔

(x, y) ∈ Fo (by Def. 4.5). This contradicts (x, y) ∈ Fρ \ F2 = Fρ \ (Fπ ∪ Fo).
3. y ∈ Xπ and x ∈ X2 \Xπ. Thus x ∈ Xcono by (2). But from π

o−→ ρ follows
π v ρ (Def. 4.5). Thus by Def. 2.10, for each x ∈ y↓ρ holds x ∈ Xπ which
contradicts the assumption x ∈ X2 \Xπ of this case.

Thus, F2 = Fρ|X2×X2 holds. Now, let (x, y) ∈ Fρ and y ∈ X2 = Xπ ∪Xcono . Thus,
there are two cases:

1. y ∈ Xπ. From π v ρ follows: (x, y) ∈ Fρ and y ∈ Xπ imply x ∈ Xπ

(Def. 2.10). Thus, x ∈ X2.
2. y ∈ Xcono . From π

o−→ ρ follows o ⊆c ρ (Def. 4.5) which implies (x, y) ∈
Fρ ⇔ (x, y) ∈ Fo by Def. 4.3; thus, x ∈ Xo ⊆ X2.

Thus, altogether F2 = Fρ|X2×X2 = Fρ|Xρ×X2 .

(3) We have to show: ∀e ∈ E2 : post2(e) = postρ(e).
From π v ρ (by π o−→ ρ, Def. 4.5) and π v π2 (by Lem. 5.6) follows that for all

e ∈ Eπ holds: post2(e) = postπ(e) = postρ(e). From π
o−→ ρ follows o ⊆c ρ (by

Def. 4.5). Thus, for all e ∈ E2 \Eπ = Econo holds: posto(e) = postπ(e) by Def. 4.3.
Hence the proposition holds. This concludes the proof that π2 = π B o is a prefix
of ρ. �

With Lemmas 5.14 and 5.15 we have proven that the composition of oclets is
correct and complete wrt. the semantics of oclets defined in Section 4.3.

5.3.3. Closed under continuations by oclet composition
In the preceding Section 5.3.2, we proved that the composition ρ = π B o of a
distributed run π with an oclet o equivalently expresses that ρ continues π with o
as defined in the semantics of oclets. In the following, we lift this result to sets of
runs and show that an o-closed set satisfies o.

By Definition 4.6, a set R of runs satisfies an class [o] of oclets, written R |= [o],
if for each run π ∈ R that ends with o’s history exists a run ρ ∈ R that continues
π with o. The corresponding notion using oclet composition is an o-closed set of
runs (Definition 5.12). R is o-closed, written (Prefix(R)B [o]) ⊆ Prefix(R), if for
each prefix π ∈ R where an oclet o′ ∈ [o] is enabled, also the composition π B o is
a prefix in R. Both notions are equivalent.
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Lemma 5.16: Let [o] be an oclet class with nonempty history and let R be a set of
distributed runs. Then R |= [o] iff (Prefix(R)B [o]) ⊆ Prefix(R). ?

Proof. Let R be a set of distributed runs with R |= [o]. By Def. 4.6, this is
equivalent to

∀π ∈ Prefix(R) ∀histβo :
(π histoβ−−−−→]⇒ ∃ρ ∈ R ∃oα : (histαo = histβo ∧ π

oα−→ ρ))
⇔ ∀π ∈ Prefix(R) ∀histβo :

(π histoβ−−−−→]⇒ ∃ρ ∈ R ∃oα : (histαo = histβo ∧ (π B oα) v ρ))
[⇒ by Lem. 5.15, ⇐ by Lem. 5.14]

⇔ ∀π ∈ Prefix(R) ∀oα : (oα ∈ enabled(π)⇒ ∃ρ ∈ R : (π B oα) v ρ)
[by definition of enabled oclet and oclet composition; Defs. 5.1, 5.2]

⇔ ∀π ∈ Prefix(R) ∀oα : (oα ∈ enabled(π)⇒ π B oα ∈ Prefix(R))
[by definition of Prefix(R); Def. 2.13.]

The last line is equivalent to (Prefix(R)B o) ⊆ Prefix(R) by Definition 5.12. �

With the equivalence of o-closed sets to sets that satisfy o, we have all arguments
for proving Theorem 5.13. The theorem made the following claim: Let OB be an
oclet specification of oclets with history. A set R of distributed runs satisfies OB

iff R is OB-closed.

Proof (of Theorem 5.13). Let OB be as assumed. Let R be a set of distributed
runs. The following statements are equivalent.

– R ∈ R(O).
– R satisfies each [o] ∈ OB, by Def. 4.9.
– R is o-closed, for each [o] ∈ OB, by Lemma 5.16.
– R is OB-closed by Def. 5.12. �

With Theorem 5.13 we have proven that oclet composition is correct and complete
in the semantics of oclets.

5.4. Constructing the Least Behavior that Satisfies a
Specification

The preceding sections extended the model of oclets by a composition operator B.
We have proven that oclet composition is equivalent to the semantics of oclets.
In the following, we use oclet composition to construct the unique minimal set
minR(O) of distributed runs that satisfies a given oclet specification O—by
composing the oclets in O. This result will be central for synthesizing a system
model Σ that implements O and exhibits a minimal behavior.

To construct minR(O), we split O into its ε-oclets Oε and all other oclets OB.
Then, we first set an initial set of runs by R(O) := Oε and repeatedly compose
R(O) := R(O)B [o] with each [o] ∈ OB until reaching a fixed point. The reached
fixed point R(O) is minR(O). Figure 5.8 illustrates our approach.
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Ri+1 = f(Ri)

Figure 5.8. Composing oclets to the least behavior R(O) = minR(O) that satisfies O.

Definition 5.17 (Construction of the least satisfying behavior). Let O be an oclet spec-
ification. Let Oε := {[o] ∈ O | histo = ε} and OB := {[o] ∈ O | histo 6= ε}. We
define a sequence R1, R2, R3, . . . of sets of distributed runs as follows:

1. R1 := Prefix(O∗ε) for the canonical representatives O∗ε = {o | [o] ∈ Oε} of
the oclet classes in Oε.

2. Ri+1 := Ri ∪ Prefix({Ri BOB}), for all i > 0.

We define R(O) as the least set of distributed runs containing each Ri, i = 1, 2, . . ..y

Two remarks. There are two things notable about Definition 5.17. First, the
construction of R(O) is initialized by picking the canonical representative of each
ε-oclet in O. For an explicit technical construction of canonical representatives
see [38, 36]. Choosing canonical representatives is sound: oclet semantics (Def. 4.6
and 4.7) and minimal behavior (Def. 4.14) are defined only up to isomorphism.
As a consequence, each run in R(O) has a canonical beginning that is defined by
a canonical representative o ∈ O∗ε .

Second, R1 assumes all ε-oclets of an oclet specification to be alternative initial
runs. This is the weakest assumption that can be made about satisfying behavior
and it yields minimality as the example in Figure 5.9 illustrates. The least set of
runs that satisfies the specification {o1, o2, o3} is the set {π1, π2, π3}. Arguably,
the set {π4, π3} might be preferred over {π1, π2, π3}. But π1 and π2 are prefixes
of π4, so {π4, π3} is not minimal.
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Figure 5.9. Oclets o1, o2, o3 occur as alternative runs in the least satisfying behavior
{π1, π2, π3}.
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Figure 5.10. Oclets specifying a unique initial state.

This mismatch between intuition and formal definition may arise because the
minimal set of runs {π1, π2, π3} has three alternative initial states [A], [B], and
[A,B]. A system designer who wants to specify system behavior with a unique
initial state can do so explicitly. For example, the oclets in Figure 5.10 specify a
unique initial state. If we restricted Definition 5.17 to oclet specifications having
a unique initial state, then our approach would be incomplete wrt. all possible
specifications. Chapter 6 shows how derive the least common initial state of an
oclet specification.

The proof. The following theorem states that Definition 5.17 yields the least set
of runs that satisfies an oclet specification.

Theorem 5.18. Let O be an oclet specification. The following properties hold:

1. R(O) exists.
2. R(O) ∈ R(O) and R(O) ∈ U(O).
3. R(O) = minR(O). ?

Proof. Figure 5.8 sketches the strategy to prove that R(O) is the least set of runs
satisfying O. We prove the claims of this theorem by the help of the Knaster-
Tarski Theorem (Thm. A.1), originally in [109]. We consider the power-set lattice
L = (2R,⊆,∪,∩, ∅,R) over all distributed runs R; see Sect. A.2. We show that
the sequence R1, R2, R3, . . . defined in Def. 5.17 follows from a monotone function
f in L. According to Knaster-Tarski, this sequence has a least fixed point, which
is R(O).
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(1.) We show that there exists a least fixed point R∗ of the sets R1, R2, R3, . . ..
First, define a function g : 2R → 2R with g(R) := R ∪ (RBOB).
Claim: g is monotone in L, i.e., R ⊆ S ⇒ g(R) ⊆ g(S). Let Y := S \R.

g(S) = S ∪ (S BOB)
= S ∪ {π B oα | π ∈ S, [o] ∈ OB, oα ∈ [o], oα ∈ enabled(π)}

[by Def. 5.12 and Def. 5.3]
= R ∪ Y ∪ {π B oα | π ∈ R, [o] ∈ OB, oα ∈ [o], oα ∈ enabled(π)}

∪{π B oα | π ∈ Y, [o] ∈ OB, oα ∈ [o], oα ∈ enabled(π)}
= R ∪ (RBOB) ∪ Y ∪ (Y BOB)

[by Def. 5.12 and Def. 5.3]
= g(R) ∪ g(Y )

Thus, g(R) ⊆ g(R)∪g(Y ) = g(S) which implies that g is monotone. We lift g to the
function f : 2R → 2R by f(R) := Prefix(O∗ε ∪ g(R)) = Prefix(R ∪O∗ε ∪ (RBOB)).
The function f(.) is monotone because g(.) and Prefix(.) are. Set R0 := ∅; so, for
all sets Ri, i > 0 that are defined in Def. 5.17 holds: Ri = f i(∅).
By Knaster-Tarski (Thm. A.1) holds: f has a least fixed point R∗ := LFP(f)

s.t. f(R∗) ⊆ R∗. Moreover, from Lem. A.2 follows that there exists a least ordinal
λ s.t. R∗ = Rλ = Rλ+1. Because f is monotone, Ri ⊆ R∗ for all i. Thus, R∗ is
the least fixed point as claimed in Def. 5.17, i.e., R∗ exists.

(2.) Claim: R∗ ∈ R(O) and R∗ ∈ U(O). From R∗ := LFP(f) and the definition
of f follows:

Prefix(R∗ ∪O∗ε ∪ (R∗ BOB)) ⊆ R∗ (5.1)

By Def. 2.13 holds (R∗ BOB) ⊆ Prefix(R∗ BOB); furthermore R∗ = Prefix(R∗)
by construction. Thus, (5.1) implies

(Prefix(R∗)BOB) ⊆ Prefix(R∗ BOB) ⊆ R∗ = Prefix(R∗), and (5.2)
O∗ε ⊆ R∗ = Prefix(R∗) (5.3)

Equation (5.2) implies (Prefix(R∗) B OB) ⊆ Prefix(R∗). Thus, R∗ ∈ R(OB) by
Thm. 5.13. Equation (5.3) implies that each ε-oclet of O occurs as a prefix in
R∗, i.e., Prefix(R∗) |= Oε. Thus, R∗ ∈ R(Oε) by Def. 4.9. So, Cor. 4.11 implies
R∗ ∈ R(OB∪Oε) = R(O). Moreover, R∗ is O-covered (Def. 4.17) by construction.
Thus, R∗ ∈ U(O) by Def. 4.18.

(3.) It remains to show that R∗ is minimal wrt. the semantics of oclets. To
show R∗ = minR(O), we have to show that there exists no R′ ∈ R(O) with
Prefix(R′) ⊂ R∗. According to Lem. 4.19, it is sufficient to consider prefix-closed
sets R′.

– R∗ is the least fixed point of f . Thus, there exists no R′ ⊂ R∗ s.t. Oε ⊆
Prefix(R′) and (Prefix(R′)BOB) ⊆ Prefix(R′).

– From Def. 4.7 and Thm. 5.13 follows: there exists no R′ ⊂ R∗ s.t. R′ ∈ R(Oε)
and R′ ∈ R(OB).

– Cor. 4.11 implies: there exists no R′ ⊂ R∗ s.t. R′ ∈ R(O).
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Altogether, the least fixed point R(O) := R∗ constructed according to Defini-
tion 5.17 is the least behavior minR(O) that satisfies O, i.e., R(O) = R∗ =
minR(O) up to isomorphism. �

5.5. Specifications vs. Distributed Systems
This section discusses the results of this chapter regarding the overall goal of
synthesizing a distributed system Σ from a scenario-based specification O. We
argued in the introduction of this chapter that the synthesized system Σ preferably
exhibits the least behavior that satisfies O.

According to Theorem 5.18, Σ preferably exhibits exactly the runs R(Σ) = R(O)
because R(O) is the least set of runs that satisfies O. Any smaller set R′ ⊂ R(O)
does not satisfy O and any larger set R′ ⊃ R(O) contains more behaviors than
necessary to satisfy O. In this section, we consider the relation between oclet
specifications and distributed systems in more detail.

5.5.1. Petri nets are embedded in oclets
We first establish an important result regarding the expressive power of oclet
specifications. Oclets are expressive enough to precisely specify the complete
behavior of any Petri net system.

Lemma 5.19 (Petri nets are embedded in oclets): For each Petri net system Σ exists
an equivalent oclet specification O with R(Σ) = R(O). ?

Proof. We prove the proposition by constructing a specification O with the desired
property. The oclets of O follow from the constructive semantics of Petri net
systems presented in Section 2.4.1.

The constructive semantics of Σ = (N,m0) defines for each transition t ∈ TN a
local t-step At. At is a distributed run consisting of one event e with its pre- and
post-conditions (Def. 2.20). At induces the oclet ot := (At, histt) where histt =
(•e, ∅, ∅) is the prefix of At consisting of e’s pre-conditions. Its corresponding oclet
class [ot] specifies the behavior of transition t.
Further, the constructive semantics of Σ represents the initial marking m0 as

the distributed run π0 that provides conditions bp1, . . . , b
p
k with label `(bpi ) = p, i =

1, . . . , k, for each place p of Σ with mΣ(p) = k; see Def. 2.21. π0 induces the
ε-oclet π0 = (π0, ε). Its oclet class [π0] specifies the initial marking m0 of Σ.

We define the oclet specification OΣ := { [π0]}∪{[ot] | t ∈ TN}. By construction
holds that ot is enabled at a distributed run π iff t is enabled π at some location α.
The corresponding oclet oαt ∈ [ot] expresses an occurrence of t by some local t-step
At: π BAt = π B oαt . Thus, the minimal behavior R(OΣ) of OΣ and the behavior
of the Petri net system Σ are equal: R(OΣ) = R(Σ). This property follows by
simple induction on the definitions of R(Σ) (Def. 2.21) and R(OΣ) (Def. 5.17).�

This result is remarkable wrt. the expressive power of oclets. Oclet formalize a
kernel of scenarios that is based on a minimal set of notions. By Lemma 5.19, we
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5.5. Specifications vs. Distributed Systems

know that despite their limited expressive power, oclets are expressive enough to
specify any Petri net. In other words, the kernel of scenarios identified in Chapter 3
is expressive enough to specify any distributed system (which can also be modeled
as a Petri net).

5.5.2. A non-implementable specification
We have just proved that every Petri net system has an equivalent oclet specification.
The converse is not true. There are oclet specifications O s.t. no implementation
Σ of O exhibits exactly R(Σ) = R(O).

Figure 5.11 depicts an oclet specification O which has no equivalent implemen-
tation. The minimal behavior that satisfies O is the set R(O) = Prefix({ρ1, ρ2}).
We obtain R(O) by composing the oclets of O as defined in this chapter.

o1

A

o2

A x

B y D

C

o3

A x

B

C z E

(a) oclet specification O = {o1, o2, o3}

ρ1:

A x

B y D

C

ρ2:

A x

B

C z E

(b) behavior R1 = {ρ1, ρ2}

Figure 5.11. Oclet specification O has the least behavior R(O) = Prefix({ρ1, ρ2}).

There exists no Petri net system which exhibits exactly the distributed runs
R(O). The Petri net system Σ shown in Figure 5.12 exhibits the runs R(O), and
additionally the run ρ3. However, Σ is minimal wrt. R(O). Minimal means that
there exists no Petri net system Σ′ with R(O) ⊆ R(Σ′) and R(Σ′) ⊂ R(Σ).
Every Petri net system that has ρ1 and ρ2 as runs also has ρ3 as a run, for

the following reason. According to the constructive semantics of Petri nets in
Section 2.4.1, every Petri net system that exhibits ρ1 as run also exhibits the local
step Ay consisting of the event y with •y = {B} and y• = {D}. The local step Ay
is enabled at ρ2. The continuation ρ2 BAy inevitably yields to the additional run
ρ3 that is not specified in R(O).
Where does this gap between R(O) and R(Σ) come from? According to the

semantics of oclets, o2 and o3 are alternatives; hence, either y occurs or z occurs. In
contrast, the structure of each oclet tells that both actions y and z are independent
because their pre- and post-conditions are disjoint. Thus, an occurrence of y
cannot influence an occurrence of z and vice versa; consequently both events
eventually occur in the same run after x. In other words, in a distributed system
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Σ:

A x

B y D

C z E

ρ3:

A x

B y D

C z E

Figure 5.12. The Petri net system Σ has the behavior R(Σ) = Prefix(ρ3).

that implements a specification, the occurrence of a local action is not tied to the
scenario in which this action is specified. Rather, each local action only depends
on its own local pre-conditions.

Conclusions for the synthesis problem

The preceding example in Figure 5.12 presented an oclet specifications O s.t.
no Petri net implementation Σ exhibits exactly the runs R(Σ) = R(O). Any
distributed system that implements O inevitably exhibits more behavior than O.
Consequently, any solution to the synthesis problem can only construct a system
that satisfies O and exhibits as little additional behavior as possible. The next
chapter answers the question whether this additional behavior is unique.
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The preceding Chapter 5 introduced oclet composition as a technique for construct-
ing larger scenarios from small scenarios. We have shown that oclet composition
allows to construct the unique minimal behavior that satisfies a specification.
Though, there remains a gap between a specification and its implementations: for
some specifications, any implementation exhibits more than the minimal behavior.
In this chapter, we show that this gap follows from different assumptions how

system behavior is defined. The behavior of a specification follows from occurrences
of entire scenarios consisting of multiple actions; the behavior of an implementation
follows from occurrences of single actions. To bridge this gap, we introduce oclet
decomposition to decompose a scenario into its single actions. In combination
with oclet composition, we obtain operational semantics for oclets in the spirit
of Petri nets. The operational semantics makes two contributions. (1) A set of
scenarios becomes an operational system model. We present an execution engine
for scenario-based models. (2) The operational semantics construct the behavior
exhibited by a minimal implementation of a specification. In Chapter 7, we extend
the operational semantics to a synthesis algorithm.
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6.1. An Action-Centric View on System Behavior
The preceding chapter brought a significant progress towards a solution to the
synthesis problem. We introduced a composition operator on oclets. With this
operator, we can construct for any oclet specification O the unique minimal set
minR(O) of runs that satisfies O by composing the oclets of O. Thus, we could
read O as a system model which describes a system S, and we could describe the
behavior of S by composing O’s oclets to the runs minR(O).
In this chapter, we argue that minR(O) does not describe the behavior of the

actual system S. We then show that by canonically decomposing O into its single
actions, we can bridge this gap. With this slight change, a set O of oclets becomes
a system model as illustrated in Figure 6.1. By these results, we also precisely
define which behavior a minimal implementation of O exhibits. This notion will
be crucial to solve the synthesis problem in the next two chapters.

system S
behavioral

properties of S behavior of S
exhibitshas

system model of S:
actions of O

describesdescribes

specification O of S:
a set of oclets set of distributed

runs of Osatisfies

describe

designer
creates

re
al

 w
or

ld
m
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el

 w
or

ld

decompose

compose

Figure 6.1. A specification becomes a system model by decomposition into its set of
actions.

Behavior of a minimal implementation

Although we can construct the minimal behavior minR(O) that satisfies O, we
are still facing a gap between a specification O and an implementation of O, for
instance, as a Petri net. Section 5.5 showed that there are specifications O for
which no implementation Σ exhibits exactly the runs R(Σ) = minR(O). More
precisely, no distributed system exhibits minR(O). Instead, any distributed system
Σ that implements O inevitably exhibits more behavior than necessary to satisfy
O.

So, we have to change our view on the synthesis problem. We call an implemen-
tation Σ of O minimal if no implementation Σ′ of O exhibits less behavior than Σ.
A minimal implementation Σ satisfies O and exhibits as few additional behavior
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6.1. An Action-Centric View on System Behavior

as possible. This additional behavior inevitably occurs in Σ because of being a
distributed system. This observation triggers two questions. Is there a unique
behavior exhibited by all minimal implementations? And if so, can we construct
it?

An implementation executes single actions

In the preceding chapter, we used oclet composition to construct the least be-
havior minR(O) that satisfies an oclet specification O. Each run in minR(O) is
constructed by composing entire oclets of O where each oclet consists of multiple
actions. In other words, minR(O) assumes that all actions of an oclet occur
together after the oclet’s entire history occurred. In contrast, a classical system
model like a Petri net constructs a run based on a different assumption: each
single action occurs individually when its local precondition holds.

The next steps

In this chapter, we show that the behavioral assumptions of a classical system
model can be adapted to oclets: we decompose an oclet specification O into single
actions, and define an operational semantics for oclets in the style of Petri nets.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the idea: the oclet o can be decomposed into three basic
oclets. Each basic oclet describes an action of o with a local history. The basic
oclets recompose to the original oclet o.

B

h

D b F

C

o

a EA

B

h

D

CA

o1

A

h

D

B

o2

b F B

h

CA

o3

a E

Figure 6.2. Decomposition of oclet o into its three basic oclets.

We proceed as sketched in Figure 6.3. In Section 6.2, we explain how the
composition of basic oclets allows to execute an oclet specification O action by
action. This way, system behavior is described in terms of actions instead of
scenarios. Thus, we establish an action-centric view on system behavior.

Section 6.3 presents the formal definitions for decomposing an oclet specification
O into its set of basic oclets. We then define operational semantics for O by
composing O’s basic oclets to distributed runs. The set of distributed runs defined
by these operational semantics satisfies O as sketched in Figure 6.4. We prove this
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Figure 6.3. Chapter overview: by decomposing an oclet specification O into its single
actions, we can construct the behavior of a minimal implementation of O by oclet
composition.

result in Section 6.5 based on some properties of oclets, and their composition and
decomposition shown in Section 6.4. We then argue in Section 6.6 that

every minimal implementation of O exhibits the behav-
ior defined by the operational semantics of O.

In other words, occurrences of single actions bridge the gap between the least
behavior minR(O) that satisfies O and the behavior of a minimal implementation
of O. Figure 6.4 illustrates these results.

Altogether, this chapter makes the following two contributions. (1) By the
operational semantics, oclets become a technique for modeling the behavior of
distributed systems with scenarios. Thus, we solve the second research goal of this
thesis: to define a technique for executing a scenario-based specification without
synthesizing components. Section 6.7 presents a run-time engine for executing
oclet specifications and demonstrates the flexibility of this approach. (2) The
operational semantics of oclets determines and constructs the behavior of a minimal
implementation.

Section 6.8 discusses the results of this chapter, and the role of declarative
oclet semantics (of Chapter 4), oclet composition (of Chapter 5), and operational
semantics of oclets (of this chapter) in system design. The next two Chapters 7
and 8 extend the operational semantics to a synthesis algorithm which constructs
a minimal implementation from any given oclet specification.
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compose
oclets O

all runs

no runs

min R(O)

behavior
that satisfies O

behavior of
implementations of O

behavior of each minimal
implementation of O

compose
actions of O

R(O)

Figure 6.4. The operational semantics of oclets composes all individual actions of an oclet
specification O to the behavior of a minimal implementation of O.

6.2. Play-out: Executing Scenarios

The idea of constructing behavior of scenarios from their individual actions is not
new. It has been proposed first by Harel and Marelly who developed scenario
play-out for LSCs [56].

The idea of play-out is the following. A scenario-based specification S is equipped
with a runtime state r. The state r defines whether an action a of a scenario in S
is enabled at r. If a is enabled at r, then a may occur. An occurrence of a in r
changes the runtime state to a successor state r′, i.e., defines a step r a−→ r′ of the
specification S. A sequence of steps is an execution of S.

The specific trick of play-out for scenarios is that the runtime state r “remembers”
how much behavior of each scenario in S has already occurred in an execution.
This information determines which actions of the scenarios in S are enabled. In this
way, the specification S becomes an executable system model like an automaton or
a Petri net. The term “executable” here refers to the idea that if several actions
are enabled at a runtime state, then a user may pick or trigger a specific action
for execution.
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6. Scenario Play-Out

In the following, we adapt play-out to oclets. In oclets, a “runtime state” is a
finite distributed run which we interpret as the history of the execution that leads
to the current state. Oclet play-out is based on the following two notions:

1. At any moment during an execution, i.e., at the end of every distributed
run, the set of all enabled events of an oclet specification is well-defined.

2. If an event is enabled, then an occurrence of a single event of an oclet yields
a well-defined step that continues the execution.

We will show that both notions canonically follow from distributed runs and oclets.
Our approach finally amounts to an operational semantics for oclets that allows
to directly execute an oclet specification. In the following, we present the idea of
oclet play-out at an informal level by an example. The next Section 6.3 provides
the corresponding formal definitions.

Playing oclet events

The key to oclet play-out is the local history of an event e in an oclet o. Intuitively,
the local history of e are all conditions and events that necessarily have to occur
before e can occur. In terms o: the local history of e is the set of all transitive
predecessors of e in o.
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b sb ret
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Figure 6.5. Oclet F occurs in the run ρ. Action gs is enabled at the prefixes π1 and π2,
because both runs end with the local history of gs (highlighted grey).

We illustrate this notion by the example of oclet F of Figure 6.5. Oclet F will be
the running example in this section, it describes one complete execution cycle of
the flood alert example introduced in Section 2.1. Oclet F occurs in the distributed
run ρ, so action gs occurs in ρ as well. We now consider when gs occurs in a system
that executes ρ. The system first has to reach the prefix π1 of ρ before gs can
occur; the local pre-conditions of gs do not hold earlier. In π1 all pre-conditions
of gs do hold and gs can occur. Action gs can also occur after the system moved
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to π2 with action gb. Thus, action gs is enabled at both π1 and π2 because both
runs end with the local history of gs that is highlighted grey in ρ.
That the enabledness of an action depends on its entire local history and not

only on its immediate pre-conditions is illustrated by action a of F. In Figure 6.6,
a is only enabled at π4 but not at π3 although both runs reach the same global
state [r, d].

d
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gb bar
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b sbret

r

d

ret

¼3 ¼4

½:

Figure 6.6. The local history of an action matters: a is enabled at the prefix π4 but not
in the prefix π3 although both reach the same global state [r, d].

Basic oclets. In the following, we reduce the occurrence of a single event of a
scenario to the model of oclets. We represent each event e of an oclet o together
with its local history as an oclet o[e] again. We call an oclet of this kind basic.
The history of oclet o[e] consists of the local history of e; the contribution of o[e]
consists of e and e’s post-conditions. Figure 6.7 depicts all basic oclets of oclet F.
The semantics of the basic oclet o[e] defines when event e is enabled and what

happens when e occurs: event e is enabled at a distributed run π iff o[e] is enabled
at π. We express an occurrence of e at π by composing π with o[e] to π B o[e] as
defined in Chapter 5.
The following example illustrates these notions. The runs in Figure 6.8 are

constructed by playing out oclet F. Event a is enabled at the run π1 —because
π1 ends with the history of the basic oclet F[a]. An occurrence of event a at π1
extends π1 to π2 —which is technically expressed by composing π1 with the basic
oclet F[a]: π2 = π1 B F[a]. By the same means, both events gb and gs are enabled
at π2, the local history of gs is highlighted grey. An occurrence of gs yields the run
π3 by composing π2 with F[gs]. We obtain π4 = π3 B F[gb] by playing out gb. In
this way, we could continue playing out all events until the entire oclet F occurs.

Alternative runs. Oclet play-out also constructs alternative runs. Event nob of
oclet fail in Figure 6.10 is alternative to event gb of oclet F. Both gb and nob
are enabled at π3 of Figure 6.8. Playing out gb at π3 yields the run π4 shown in
Figure 6.8 whereas playing out nob yields the run π5 = π3 B fail[nob] shown in
Figure 6.10. The runs π4 and π5 are alternative to each other.

Play-out yields more behavior. The run π5 is not part of the minimal behavior that
satisfies a specification which contains oclets F and none. π5 contains actions gs
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Figure 6.7. All basic oclets of oclet F from Fig. 6.5; each basic oclet represents on event
of F with its local history.
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Figure 6.8. Distributed runs constructed by play-out of oclet F of Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.9. Oclet fail describes a failure of the flood alert process.
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Figure 6.10. The run π5 is alternative to the run π4 of Fig. 6.8; π5 is constructed by
play-out of the alternative event nob.
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Figure 6.11. The ε-oclet check decomposes into its basic oclet check[c] and the initial state
check0.

and nob from F and none, respectively. Their minimal behavior only requires that
either events gb and gs occur together (as in π4) or that alternatively events nob
and nos occur together (not depicted). Technically, this minimal behavior follows
from composing the run π1 either with F or with none. The “mixed” run π5 cannot
be constructed in this way. However, π5 occurs in the system when assuming that
behavior follows from occurrences of single actions. Then the choice between gb
and nob is made in the local state nb, and action gs occurs independently of this
choice. Hence, π5 may occur in play-out but not by composition of scenarios.

Initial states

Up to now, we explained when an event of an oclet is enabled at a distributed run
and how an occurrence of a single event continues a run. This approach needs an
initial run at which the first event to be played is enabled.

The construction of the unique minimal behavior that satisfies an oclet specifi-
cation O begins with the oclets of O that have an empty history (ε-oclet). In the
same spirit, oclet play-out also begins with ε-oclets—but with a twist.
Figure 6.11 depicts an example. The ε-oclet check has one event c that can

be played by the basic oclet check[c]. The part of check that is not covered by
play-out yet are its minimal conditions; these constitute the special ε-oclet check0,
which describes an initial state. Oclet play-out of a specification which contains
check begins in the initial state check0. From there play-out continues with all
enabled events of the specification. Playing event c yields the distributed run
check0 B check[c] = check, so check becomes an initial run.

The least common initial state. There is one more important aspect to initial states
in play-out. In general, an oclet specification has several ε-oclets describing
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Figure 6.12. The alternative ε-oclets P1 and P2 yield different initial runs. Their least
common initial state π0 is unique. The run π1 continues π0 with P1 and P2.

different initial runs. In Chapter 3, we decided to interpret ε-oclets as alternative
initial runs. Oclet composition of Chapter 5 puts all ε-oclets as true alternatives
which yields the least behavior that satisfies an oclet specification. However, there
are specifications where the ε-oclets together do not describe a unique initial state.
Figure 6.12 depicts an example. Reducing oclets P1 and P2 to their respective
minimal conditions would yield two alternative initial states [2tray, p] and [p, tray, f]
among which play-out had to choose prior to an event occurrence. This would
be counter-intuitive to the idea of an implementation that initially resides in one
unique state.
The aim of this chapter is to adapt the behavioral assumptions of an imple-

mentation to scenarios. If we do not want to exclude specification {P1,P2} from
our approach we have to derive the least common initial state of a specification
O. A common initial state π0 of O is a state which contains each initial state of
each ε-oclet of O. The state π0 is minimal wrt. O if there exists no smaller initial
state of O. Obviously, each oclet specification has a unique least common initial
state (up to isomorphism). Figure 6.12 shows the least common initial state π0 of
{P1,P2}.
A least common initial state is just large enough to be continued with every

ε-oclet in O. O’s ε-oclets then occur as alternative or overlapping continuations of
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π0 depending on their inner structure— just like oclets with history as discussed
in Section 3.4. For example, by playing out out P1 and P2 in their unique initial
state π0 shown in Figure 6.12, we obtain the run π1 in which P1 and P2 occur
overlappingly. The occurrences of P1 and P2 are prefixes of π1. Thus, π1 also
contains the initial runs of the specification {P1,P2} that are constructed using
the approach of Chapter 5.

Design decision: From this Chapter onwards, we assume that behavior of a scenario-
based specification follows from occurrences of single actions and begins in a
unique initial state.

This concludes our informal introduction to oclet play-out. The next sections
present the corresponding formal definitions and prove the correctness of oclet
play-out wrt. oclet semantics.

6.3. Formal Definitions for Oclet Play-Out
This section provides the formal definitions for oclet play-out. Oclet play-out
describes when an event of an oclet is enabled and how to continue a run with
one enabled event at a time.

6.3.1. Basic oclets represent events
Every oclet o contributes several events e1, . . . , ek in a specific partial order. For
play-out of these events, we decompose o into smaller oclets o[e1], . . . , o[ek]. The
history of each oclet o[ei] consists of all predecessors of ei in o; the contribution of
o[ei] consists of ei and ei’s post-conditions. An oclet of this kind is a basic oclet.

Definition 6.1 (Basic oclets). An oclet o = (πo, histo) with πo = (Bo, Eo, Fo) is basic
iff its contribution contains exactly one event e s.t. the history of o consists of all
predecessors of e, i.e., Xhisto = e↓o \ {e} (Def. 2.5).

Let o be an arbitrary oclet. Let e ∈ Econo be an event of o’s contribution. Event
e induces the basic oclet o[e] = (πe, histe), πe = (Be, Ee, Fe) which has

1. the nodes Xe = e↓o ∪ {e} ∪ posto(e) s.t. Ee = Eo ∩Xe, Be = Bo ∩Xe,
Fe = Fo|Xe×Xe , and

2. the history histe v πe with Xhiste = e↓o \ {e}.

The basic oclets of o are the set ô := {o[e] | e ∈ Econo}. y

Because a basic oclet o[e] is an oclet, the notion of its oclet class is well-defined.
We write [ô] := {[ o[e] ] | o[e] ∈ ô} for the oclet classes of the basic oclets of o.

Figure 6.7 depicts the set of all basic oclets of our running example oclet F
from Figure 6.5. A basic oclet represents a single event of a larger oclet. From
the semantics of oclets follows (1) when an event (of an oclet) is enabled at a
distributed run, and (2) how to continue a run with an enabled event.
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Definition 6.2 (Enabled oclet event, occurrence of an oclet event). Let π be a distributed
run. Let o be an oclet and let e ∈ Econo be a contributed event of o.

1. The event e is enabled at π iff o[e] is enabled at π (Def. 5.1).
2. If e is enabled at π, then e may occur at π which yields the distributed run
π B o[e]. y

This definition canonically extends to all basic oclets o[e]α in the oclet class of o[e].
Like for the composition of oclets in Section 5.2, we say that event e is enabled at
π at location α iff o[e]α is enabled at π. Then, e may occurr in π at location α
by π B o[e]α. We simplify notation and write π B eα instead of π B o[e]α if e is
enabled at π at α.

Figure 6.8 illustrates the event-wise construction of a distributed run from the
events of oclet F of Figure 6.5. At π1, event a is enabled because π1 ends with
o[a]’s history. The basic oclet o[a] is depicted in Figure 6.7. a is the only enabled
event at π1. The occurrence of a yields the run π2 = π1 B a. At π2, events gs and
gb are enabled; the history of gs is highlighted in π2. We obtain π3 = π2Bgs where
gb is still enabled. In this way, we could continue π3 to a complete occurrence of
oclet F.

The preceding definitions canonically extend to an oclet specification O: decom-
pose each oclet o ∈ O into its basic oclets ô. The set of all basic oclet classes of O
is Ô :=

⋃
[o]∈O[ô] of O. Ô is an oclet specification in which each oclet describes

one event of O. In principle, the behavior of Ô defines the play-out behavior of
O—except for the initial state of O which we consider next.

6.3.2. Minimal conditions denote the least common initial state
We decided to infer the least common initial state of an oclet specification O from
its ε-oclets. This least common initial state is the smallest set B of conditions s.t.
the minimal conditions of each ε-oclet in O occur in B.
As a technicality, Chapter 2 introduced the assumption that a distributed run

always begins with a set of conditions. Correspondingly, we assume without loss
of generality that each ε-oclet begins with conditions only.1 More precisely,

for each oclet o = (πo, histo) with histo = ε holds min πo ⊆ Bo. (6.1)

In general, an oclet has an arbitrary number of equally labeled minimal conditions.
Thus, the oclet with the maximal number of conditions with label a determines
the number of a-labeled conditions in the least common initial state. Figure 6.12
depicts a general example.

Definition 6.3 (Initial state of an oclet specification). Let O be an oclet specification,
let Oε be the ε-oclets of O. The initial state of O is the distributed run π(O) :=

1If a specification O contains an ε-oclet [o] with an event e ∈ minπo, then o can be extended to
satisfy our assumption: add a new pre-condition b∗ to e in o, and assign b∗ a new label that
is not used in O. Because b∗ has a new label, only oclet [o] ∈ O depends on an occurrence of
b∗. The semantics of O remains unchanged up to occurrences of b∗, because the ε-oclet o
occurs exactly once in the minimal behavior of O.
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(B, ∅, ∅) with |{b ∈ B | `(b) = a}| = max[o]∈Oε |{b ∈ min πo | `(b) = a, o =
(πo, histo)}|, for all labels a. y

Corollary 6.4: Let O be an oclet specification. Let Oε be the ε-oclets of O.

1. For each [o] ∈ Oε holds min πo occurs in the initial state π(O).
2. π(O) is minimal wrt. O, i.e., there exists no strict prefix π′ v π(O), π′ 6=

π(O) s.t. for each each [o] ∈ Oε holds min πo occurs in π′. ?

According to our notational convention of Chapter 5, we also write π(O) for the
ε-oclet that represents π(O).

6.3.3. Play-out behavior of oclets
Up to this point, all formal notions for oclet play-out of an oclet specification have
been defined.

Each oclet specification O canonically decomposes into its set Ô of basic oclets;
moreover, O defines a unique initial state π(O). These notions together define
a normal form of an oclet specification. The normal form defines the set of all
distributed runs that can be constructed by play-out of O’s events.

Definition 6.5 (Normal form, play-out behavior). Let O be an oclet specification. The
normal form of O is the oclet specification NF(O) := (Ô ∪ {[π(O)]}) consisting
of the basic oclet classes Ô of O and the class of the initial state [π(O)] of O.
The play-out behavior of O is R̂(O) := R(NF(O)), i.e., the minimal behavior that
satisfies NF(O) according to Def. 5.17. y

An oclet specification in normal form has exactly one ε-oclet consisting of a set
of conditions; each other oclet o ∈ NF(O) is basic, i.e., o contributes one event
e and o’s history consists of all predecessors of e. By definition, any two oclet
specifications O1 and O2 which have the same normal form NF(O1) = NF(O2)
have the same play-out behavior.

Theorem 6.6. Let O be an oclet specification. The play-out behavior of O satisfies
O, i.e., R̂(O) ∈ R(O). ?

We prove this theorem in the next two sections; the convinced reader may continue
at Section 6.6.

6.4. Decomposing and Comparing Oclets
We just introduced oclet play-out to construct distributed runs from basic oclets
of an oclet specification O. We prove that the play-out behavior of O satisfies O
as follows.
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specification O:
a set of oclets

min R(O), the least
behavior that satisfies Osatisfies

¶6.5

normal form of O:
basic oclets

decompose

compose

compose play-out behavior of O

6.4

In this section, we complement oclet composition from Chapter 5 with oclet
decomposition and a relation to compare oclets. These operations and relation can
be used to calculate with oclets, to develop oclet specifications systematically, and
to reason about the behavior of oclet specifications on the syntactical level rather
than the semantic level. We specifically use them in Section 6.5 where we show
that the least behavior minR(O) that satisfies O can be composed from O’s basic
oclets. This inclusion yields a proof of Theorem 6.6.

6.4.1. Decomposing an oclet along a cut
An oclet o can be split into two oclets along a cut B of o. The first half o−[B]
of o ends at the cut B, the second half o+[B] of o continues from B. Figure 6.13
illustrates this operation.

B

=

o+[B]o-[B]

histo

o

histo

B

¼o ¼o[B]

B

¼o

¼o[B]

Figure 6.13. Decomposition of an oclet o along a cut B.

Technically, the decomposition of an oclet along a cut B is based on the notion
of the prefix π[B] of the run π that is induced by cut B, i.e., π[B] is the prefix
of π that consists of the nodes B and all nodes that causally precede B in π;
see Definition 2.14. Formally, relation x ≤o y expresses when a node x causally
precedes a node y in oclet o; see Definition 2.8.

Definition 6.7 (Cut decomposition). Let o = (πo, histo) be an oclet, let B be a cut
of πo s.t. max histo ≤o B, i.e., for each x ∈ max histo exists y ∈ B with x ≤o y.
Then the oclets o+[B] := (πo, πo[B]) and o−[B] := (πo[B], histo) are the cut
decomposition of o along B. y

Obviously, the decomposed oclets compose again to the original oclet.
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Lemma 6.8: Let o be an oclet and let B be a cut of πo s.t. max histo ≤o B. Then
(1) o−[B] and o+[B] are oclets, (2) o+[B] is enabled at o−[B], and (3) o =
o−[B]B o+[B]. ?

The proof of this lemma straight forward. Several technical details of the proof
follow from a lemma on induced prefixes π[B], see Lemma A.7 in Appendix A.5.

Proof. (1) From histo v πo and max histo ≤o B follows histo v πo[B] by Lem. A.7-
6. Thus, o−[B] = (πo[B], histo) is an oclet. Further, πo[B] v πo, by Lem. A.7-4,
which implies that o+[B] := (πo, πo[B]) is an oclet.
(2) πo[B] trivially ends with πo[B]. Thus, o+[B] = (πo, πo[B]) is enabled at
o−[B] = (histo, πo[B]) by Def. 5.2.
(3) o−[B]B o+[B] = (πo[B]∪πo, histo) = (πo, histo) by Def. 5.2 and by πo[B] ⊆ πo
(Lem. A.7-4). �

The main difference of the decomposition of o along a cut B to the decomposition
into basic oclets (Def. 6.1) is the following: the oclet o+[B] has all behavior that
precedes the cut B as its history; the history of a basic oclet o[e] consists only
of all predecessors of e. Thus, its history is “smaller”, or in other words, the
prerequisites for an occurrence of o[e] are weaker. This observation suggests to
compare oclets wrt. their histories.

6.4.2. Comparing oclets
An oclet’s history describes which behavior has to occur prior to an occurrence of
the oclet. If two oclets differ only in their history, then the oclet with the smaller
history requires less behavior prior to its occurrence (and hence may occur “more
often”). This observation gives rise to formally compare two oclets wrt. their
histories: an oclet o1 is weaker than an oclet o2, written o1 � o2, if both oclets
contribute the same behavior, but o1’s history is smaller than o2’s history. The
idea of this relation is sketched in Figure 6.15 where o1 is weaker than o2.
Technically, the weaker than relation requires more than con1 = con2 to com-

pare two oclets o1 and o2. Strictly speaking, also the arcs between history and
contribution of o1 and o2 are contributed by o1 and o2, respectively. Thus, both
oclets have to be identical on the connection between history and contribution as
well. To this end, we introduce the technical notion of an extended contribution
con+

o of an oclet o: con+
o contains cono and the maximal conditions of histo with

an arc into cono. Thus, con+
1 = con+

2 , expresses that oclets o1 and o2 contribute
the same course of actions depending on the same conditions of their histories.

Definition 6.9 (Weaker history).

1. Let o be an oclet. Let ~Fo denote the arcs of o that begin in o’s history and
end in o’s contribution. The arcs ~Fo begin in the conditions ~Bo ⊆ max histo,
i.e., ~Fo := {(x, y) ∈ Fo | x ∈ Xhisto , y ∈ Xcono} and ~Bo := {x | (x, y) ∈ ~Fo}.
The extended contribution of o is con+ = (Bcono ∪ ~Bo, Econo , Fcono ∪ ~F ).

2. Oclet o1 is weaker than oclet o2, written o1 � o2, iff hist2
hist1−−−→] and

con+
1 = con+

2 . y
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o2

hist1

con1
+

con2
+

con2

con1

hist2

=

o1

Figure 6.14. Oclet o1 is weaker than oclet o2.
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Figure 6.15. Oclet o2 is weaker than oclet o1.

The formal definition of con+
o is sound: the nodes ~Bo are conditions because histo

is a prefix of πo. So each event of histo also has all post-conditions in histo (by
Def. 2.10) and cannot be a maximal node of histo.

Figure 6.15 depicts three oclets o1-o3. Only o2 is weaker than o1, otherwise
the oclets are incomparable, e.g., o3 is not weaker than o1. This example also
illustrates the rationale of the extended contribution con+

o . The oclets o1-o3 have
the same contribution consisting of event y and condition C. Only o1 and o2 have
the same extended contribution which also includes the pre-set of y. The effect is
that the compositions o4 B o1 = o4 B o2 = o5 are equal whereas o4 B o3 = o6 is
different from o5.
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The following lemma shows that the intention of the weaker-than relation �
also holds semantically: if o1 � o2, then o1 is enabled whenever o2 is enabled and
both oclets yield the same compositions.

Lemma 6.10: Let o, o1 and o2 be oclets. If o1 � o2, then the following holds.

1. If o2 is enabled at o, then o1 is enabled at o.
2. If o2 is enabled at o, then oB o2 = oB o1. ?

Proof. (1.) By Def. 6.9 (weaker than), Def. 4.4 (ends with) and Def. 5.1 (enabled
oclet) holds hist1 ⊆ hist2 ⊆ πo and max hist1 ⊆ max hist2 ⊆ max πo. Thus o ends
with hist1 which is equivalent to o1 being enabled at o.
(2.) Let o∗ := oB o1. Claim: π∗ = πo ∪ π1 = πo ∪ con+

1 .

Xo ∪X+
con1

= Xo ∪ ~B1 ∪Xcon1 [by Def. 6.9-1]
= Xo ∪Xhist1 ∪ ~B1 ∪Xcon1 [by o1 enabled at o: Xhist1 ⊆ Xo]
= Xo ∪Xhist1 ∪Xcon1 [by Def. 6.9-1: ~B1 ⊆ Xhist1 ]
= Xo ∪X1
= X∗ [Def. 5.2].

By the same arguments holds F ∗ = Fo ∪ F1 = Fπ ∪ Fcon+ . Thus, we conclude
π∗ = π ∪ con+. By the same arguments holds, π∗ = π ∪ con+

2 . Thus, o B o1 =
(πo ∪ con+

1 , histo) = (π∗, histo) = (πo ∪ con+
2 , histo) = oB o2. �

The preceding Lemma 6.10 particularly allows to reduce an oclet o that contributes
a single event e to its basic oclet o[e]. This case is interesting if the history of o is
not the local history of e. Then o[e] � o and we can replace o by o[e].

Lemma 6.11 (Local history is weaker): Let o = (πo, histo) be an oclet with Econo =
{e} and Bcono = e•. Then o[e] � o. ?

Proof. Set o[e] = (πe, histe) with πe = (Be, Ee, Fe). To prove o[e] � o, we have to
show (1) con+

o = con+
e , and (2) histo ends with histe.

[con+
o = con+

e ] Obviously, cono = cone by the definition of basic oclets. Moreover
each arc (x, y) ∈ ~Fo of Definition 6.9 ends in y = e. Thus for each arc (x, e) ∈ ~Fo
holds x ∈ e↓o which implies ~Fo = ~Fe. Thus con+

o = con+
e .

[histo ends with histe] To show: histe ⊆ histo and max histe ⊆ max histo. By
definition of o[e] (Def. 6.1) holds histe ⊆ (πo − cone) = (πo − cono) = histo. Now,
let b ∈ max histe. By the definition of basic oclets, event e is the post-event of
condition b in the basic oclet o[e]. So, e is the post-event of b in o. Because e is the
only contributed event, we get that b ∈ max histo. Thus, max histe ⊆ max histo.�

This proof concludes the basic operations and relations on oclets. Chapter 5
defined an associative composition operator B on oclets. This section contributed
a corresponding decomposition of oclets along cuts, and a relation to compare
oclets wrt. weaker histories. Using these notions, we now prove that decomposing
an oclet into its basic oclets, and re-composing the basic oclets again yields an
occurrence of the original oclet.
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Cut(C)

o+[Cut(C)]
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Figure 6.16. Illustration of the decomposition of oclet o in the proof of Lemma 6.12.

6.5. Oclet Play-Out Satisfies Oclet Specifications
This section proves that the play-out behavior of an oclet specification O satisfies
O as defined in the semantics of oclets in Chapter 4. This general claim was already
stated in Theorem 6.6 but not yet proved. The proof of this theorem follows
directly from the following two lemmas. They essentially state that decomposing
an oclet specification into its basic oclets always allows to reconstruct the original
oclets.
For every oclet o, a set R of runs that is oclet-closed with the basic oclets ô is

also oclet-closed with the original oclet o (Def. 5.12).

Lemma 6.12 (Basic oclets compose to complete oclets): Let o be an oclet with history
and let R be a set of distributed runs. If (Prefix(R) B [ô]) ⊆ Prefix(R), then
(Prefix(R)B [o]) ⊆ Prefix(R). ?

Proof. Let o be an oclet with a history and let R be a set of distributed runs s.t.
(Prefix(R)B [ô]) ⊆ Prefix(R). To show: (Prefix(R)B [o]) ⊆ Prefix(R).

Let π ∈ Prefix(R). Without loss of generality, we pick that oclet o of its class
[o] s.t. o is enabled at π, i.e., π ends with o’s history. To show the lemma’s
proposition, we have to show (π B o) ∈ Prefix(R). We do so by induction on the
number n = |Econo | of events in o’s contribution.
[n = 0]. Then πo = histo, and cono = ∅. Thus, π B o = π ∈ Prefix(R).
[n > 0]. Let e ∈ Econo be a maximal event, i.e., there is no e′ ∈ Econo with e <o e.
Then C := Eo \ {e} is a configuration of πo. Let Cut(C) = (C• ∪min πo) \ •C be
the cut of π reached by C. Figure 6.12 illustrates the situation.

1. Claim: max histo ≤o Cut(C). To show: each b ∈ Cut(C) has a predecessor
in max histo. Either b is a condition of the contribution, i.e., b 6∈ Xhisto .
Then from min πo = min histo of Def. 4.1 follows max histo ≤o b. In the
other case: b ∈ Xhisto . Because all events of histo are in C, the Cut(C) can
only contain conditions of max histo. Thus b ∈ max histo.

2. We decompose o along Cut(C) into o−[Cut(C)] and o+[Cut(C)] by Def. 6.7.
The number of events in the contribution of o−[Cut(C)] is n−1. By inductive
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assumption holds π B o−[Cut(C)] ∈ Prefix(R). By the choice of e being
a maximal condition, the contribution of o+[Cut(C)] consists of e and e’s
post-conditions. Thus, Lemma 6.11 implies o[e] � o+[Cut(C)] and we can
replace o+[Cut(C)] by o[e].

3. Set o− := o−[Cut(C)] and o+ := o+[Cut(C)]. By induction assumption,
π B o− ∈ Prefix(R).

o+ enabled at o− [by cut decomposition, Lem. 6.8]
⇒ o+ enabled at π B o− [by B associative, Lem. 5.8]
⇒ o[e] enabled at π B o− [by o[e] � o+, Lem. 6.10]

From the lemma’s assumption, (RB [ô]) ⊆ Prefix(R), follows (RB [o[e]]) ⊆
Prefix(R) by Def. 5.12 because o[e] ∈ ô. Thus, ρ := (π B o−) B o[e] ∈
Prefix(R).

ρ = (π B o−)B o[e]
= (π B o−)B o+ [by o[e] � o+, Lem. 6.10, and o+ enabled at o−]
= π B (o− B o+) [by B associative, Lem. 5.8]
= π B o [by cut decomposition, Lem. 6.8]

Thus, π B o ∈ Prefix(R). �

We just have proved that for every oclet o with history, its basic oclets ô can
always be composed to a complete occurrence of o.

The corresponding proposition for an ε-oclet [o] ∈ O reads as follows. If π(O) is
the least common initial state of R, and R is oclet-closed with the basic oclets [ô],
then o is an initial run of R as in Definition 4.7.

Lemma 6.13 (Basic oclets compose to initial run): Let o be ε-oclet and let R be a set
of distributed runs. If π(O) ∈ Prefix(R) and (Prefix(R)B [ô]) ⊆ Prefix(R), then
o ∈ Prefix(R). ?

Proof. Let O be an oclet specification, let [o] ∈ O be the class of an ε-oclet
o = (πo, ε). Further, let R be a set of distributed runs s.t. π(O) ∈ Prefix(R) and
(Prefix(R)B [ô]) ⊆ Prefix(R). To show: o ∈ Prefix(R).

We first decompose o into its initial state o− and the rest o+, then show that
o− is a prefix in R, and finally conclude that o− B o+ = o is also a prefix in R.
Let B∗ := min πo. By assumption (6.1) holds B∗ ⊆ Bo; thus Bo is a cut of πo.

Let o−[B∗] = (π∗, ε) and o+[B∗] = (πo, π∗) be the decomposition of o along B∗
(by Def. 6.7).

1. By Def. 6.7, o−[B∗] = (π∗, ε) with π∗ = (B∗, ∅, ∅) and o+[B∗] = (πo, π∗).
Thus, o+[B∗] and o contribute the same events. Thus, the basic oclets of o
and o+[B∗] are identical, and from Lem. 6.12 follows (Prefix(R)B[o+[B∗]]) ⊆
Prefix(R).

2. By definition of the play-out semantics, Prefix(R) contains the unique initial
run π(O) of O with π(O) = (Binit, ∅, ∅) (up to isomorphism of Binit). By
Def. 6.3, Binit contains B∗. Thus, o−[B∗] occurs as a prefix of π(O) ∈
Prefix(R), hence o−[B∗] ∈ Prefix(R).
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3. o+[B∗] is enabled at o−[B∗] by Lemma 6.8. Thus, o−[B∗]B o+[B∗] = o ∈
Prefix(R) by Lem. 6.12. �

Proof of Theorem 6.6: oclet play-out satisfies oclet specifications. By the help of these
two lemmas, we can prove Theorem 6.6 which states that the play-out behavior
R̂(O) satisfies O.

Proof (of Theorem 6.6). Set R := R̂(O). To show R ∈ R(O) it suffices to show
(1) (Prefix(R)B [o]) ⊆ Prefix(R), for each [o] ∈ O \Oε by Theorem 5.13, and (2)
o ∈ Prefix(R), for each ε-oclet o ∈ Oε, by Def. 4.7.

(1) Let [o] ∈ O \Oε. By Def. 6.5, and Thm. 5.18 holds (Prefix(R)B [ o[e] ]) ⊆
Prefix(R) for each basic oclet o[e] ∈ ô. Thus, (Prefix(R)B [ô]) ⊆ Prefix(R)
by Def. 5.12. Thus, Lemma 6.12 implies (Prefix(R)B [o]) ⊆ Prefix(R) and
Thm. 5.13 implies R ∈ R([o]).

(2) Let [o] ∈ Oε. By the same arguments as above holds (Prefix(R) B [ô]) ⊆
Prefix(R). Further, π(O) ∈ Prefix(R) by Def. 6.5. Thus, Lemma 6.13 implies
o ∈ Prefix(R). Thus, R ∈ R([o]) by Def. 4.7 and Def. 4.9.

From Corollary 4.11 follows R = R̂(O) ∈ R(O). �

By the proof of Theorem 6.6, oclet play-out is consistent with the semantics
of oclets. By Theorem 5.18 and Corollary 6.4, the set R̂(O) is the least set of
distributed runs that

1. has a unique initial state, and
2. is composed from the basic oclets of O.

6.6. Specifications vs. Distributed Systems Revisited
In Chapter 5 we introduced oclet composition and showed that repeatedly com-
posing the oclets of a specification O yields the set R(O) of runs that satisfies O,
is minimal, and unique. Given the minimality of R(O), we then approached the
problem of a minimal implementation.

Definition 6.14 (Minimal implementations). Let O be an oclet specification and let Σ
be an implementation of O, i.e., R(Σ) ∈ R(O). Σ is a minimal implementation of
O iff there exists no implementation Σ′ of O s.t. R(Σ′) ⊂ R(Σ). y

We had seen in Section 5.5 that there may be no implementation Σ of O that
exhibits exactly this minimal behavior R(Σ) = R(O) but only a superset of R(O).
Put differently, the behavior of any minimal implementation of O may be strictly
larger than R(O) = minR(O). O may have multiple minimal implementations.
However, in this section we show that all minimal implementations of O exhibit
the same behavior as sketched in Figure 6.17.
The preceding sections bridged the gap between satisfying behavior of a specifica-
tion O and behavior exhibited by its implementations. To this end, we adapted
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Figure 6.17. Every minimal implementation of an oclet specification O exhibits the
play-out behavior of O.

behavioral assumptions of an implementation to scenarios: an implementation
starts in a unique initial state and exhibits occurrences of single events instead of
entire scenarios. To formalize these assumptions, we adapted the idea of scenario
play-out to the formal model of oclets. This approach constructs the play-out be-
havior R̂(O) by composing the single events of O instead of entire oclets— starting
in O’s least common initial state. By construction, R̂(O) satisfies O, is minimal
wrt. composition of single events, and unique. In this section, we discuss the
relation between R(O) and R̂(O) and finally conclude that

every distributed system with a unique initial state that
implements O inevitably exhibits the play-out behavior
of O.

The play-out behavior of O contains more runs than the least behavior that
satisfies O, i.e., R(O) ⊆ R̂(O), according to Lemmas 6.12 and 6.13. In general,
the inclusion is strict, i.e., R(O) ⊂ R̂(O). In the following, we show that the
additional behavior R̂(O) \R(O) are those runs that inevitably occur in a minimal
implementation Σ of O—if Σ is a distributed system.

The behavior of a distributed system is governed by the principle that it evolves
by occurrences of local actions. Whether a specific local action occurs depends on
the action’s local preconditions. The play-out behavior of oclets exactly reflects
this principle by decomposing a specification into its basic oclets. We highlight
how oclet play-out reflects local actions and local preconditions by two examples.

A distributed system has local actions

Figure 6.18 repeats the oclet specification O from Figure 5.11. The least behavior
that satisfies O has the maximal runs ρ1 := o1Bo2 and ρ2 := o1Bo3 (not depicted).

We already argued in Section 5.5 that the Petri net system Σ in Figure 6.18 is
a minimal implementation of O: no implementation of O exhibits less behavior
than Σ. But Σ inevitably exhibits the run ρ3 which is not in R(O). The reason is
that Σ implements O only if it implements actions x, y, and z as single transitions
with respective pre- and post-places. Whether a transition t of Σ occurs depends
on t’s pre-places only; an occurrence of t yields a single event. For this reason,
transitions y and z occur independently after x occurred which yields ρ3.
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Figure 6.18. The Petri net system Σ implements the play-out behavior of specification
specification O = {o1, o2, o3}: R(Σ) = Prefix(ρ3) = R̂(O).

The basic oclets of O exactly capture that each action of a distributed system
occurs by a single event: each basic oclet contributes a single event that depends
only on its local history. Playing out the single events x, y, and z of O yields
exactly the inevitable run ρ3.

An action of a distributed system has local preconditions

Each oclet distinguishes a history to describe when a specific scenario may occur.
This history can describe behavior across several components. In contrast, in a
distributed system, a single action may occur whenever its local preconditions
hold, regardless of whether some history across several components has occurred
or not.

We highlight the difference between the notion of a global history (of an oclet)
and a local precondition (of an action) by comparing the oclet specification O1 in
Figure 6.19 to specification O2 in Figure 6.20 wrt. their least satisfying behavior
R(.) and their play-out behavior R̂(.).

Both specifications describe a simple ping-pong protocol between two processes
a and b. The special oclet drop allows b to terminate the protocol. We first
show that O1 and O2 allow the same oclet compositions, i.e., both allow the same
“composition terms”. For instance, we can compose the infinite run ρ1 = init B
pongBpingBpongB. . . in O1 and in O2. Another run is ρ2 = initBpongBpingBdrop.
Figures 6.19 and 6.20 depict the respective runs. In this respect, the minimal
satisfying behavior R(O1) is similar to the minimal satisfying behavior R(O2), i.e.,
“R(O1) ≈ R(O2)”.

Thus, also a minimal implementation Σ1 of O1 is similar to a minimal imple-
mentation of O2. But, Σ1 inevitably exhibits more behavior than O1 whereas a
minimal implementation of O2 is equivalent to O2. This difference arises from the
fact that both specifications differ wrt. how a and b exchange information. The
play-out behavior of both specifications makes this difference between O1 and O2
on the one hand, and their minimal implementations on the other hand explicit.
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Figure 6.19. Composing entire oclets O1 = {init, ping, pong, drop} yields runs such as
ρ1 = initB pongB pingB pongB . . ., and ρ2 = initB pongB pingB drop.

Figure 6.21 depicts the basic oclets ping[ping] of specification O1 to the left
and of O2 to the right. Using ping[ping] we can compose the distributed run
ρ3 = ρ2Bping[ping]Bping[ping]B . . . in O1 but not in O2. In the play-out behavior,
the occurrence of ping[ping] of O1 only depends on its local pre-condition a. In
contrast, ping[ping] of O1 depends on a preceding occurrence of pong.

Considering the causal dependencies described in O1 and O2 respectively, we
see that O1 does not specify any dependencies between a and b. In other words,
O1 does not specify any flow of information between a and b. Thus, a minimal
implementation of O1 does not exchange information between a and b either. As
a consequence, any implementation of O1 inevitably exhibits the additional run
ρ3. In contrast, O2 does specify that a and b exchange information.

In oclet play-out, the local history of a basic oclet o[e] captures exactly all
causal dependencies of event e when e is implemented in a distributed system.
The local history of e contains all events and conditions on which it causally
depends, i.e., it contains all flow of information implemented in a distributed
system. Moreover, the local history of e contains nothing else, i.e., it contains only
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Figure 6.20. Composing entire oclets O2 = {init, ping, pong, drop} yields runs such as
ρ1 = initB pongB pingB pongB . . ., and ρ2 = initB pongB pingB drop.
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Figure 6.21. The difference between O1 and O2. The distributed run ρ3 is a run in the
play-out behavior of O1 but not in the play-out behavior of O2.
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the flow of information implemented in a distributed system. For this reason we
can conclude the following.

The play-out behavior R̂(O) of an oclet specification O reflects
exactly the behavior exhibited by any minimal implementation of
O.

(6.2)

This conclusion (6.2) is only a statement about the behavior of minimal imple-
mentations. An oclet specification O may have several minimal implementations
Σ1,Σ2 exhibited the same behavior R(Σ1) = R̂(O) = R(Σ2).

Conclusion: what is a synthesis algorithm?

To conclude, the play-out behavior R̂(O) of an oclet specification O precisely
describes the least set of runs that satisfies O and that can be implemented by
a distributed system. In other words, R̂(O) describes the behavior of a minimal
implementation of O. No implementation of O exhibits less behavior than R̂(O)—
considering implementations with a unique initial state only. We know from
Theorem 5.18 that R̂(O) is unique—based on the unique minimal initial state
of an implementation of O by Corollary 6.4. Thus, we have found the behavioral
definition of a synthesis algorithm.

A synthesis algorithm is an algorithm Syn that returns for for every
oclet specification O a system model Σ s.t. Σ exhibits exactly the
play-out behavior of O, i.e., R(Σ) = R̂(O).

(6.3)

6.7. Applying Play-Out
By introducing oclet play-out we have reached a point where an oclet specification
no longer just describes desired behavior of some yet unknown system. By the
two notions of (1) an initial state, and (2) individual events that may occur when
enabled locally, an oclet specification turns into a system model with operational
semantics. To emphasize this new quality, we introduce the notion of an oclet
system.

Definition 6.15 (Oclet system). An oclet system Ω = (O, π0) consists of a finite set
O of classes of basic oclets, and a finite distributed run π0. The run π0 is called
initial run. y

In the most common case, π0 contains no events, that is, π0 describes an initial state.
However, π0 may contain events. This slight generalization of the normal form of
an oclet specification (Def. 6.5) has technical reasons for the next chapters. Every
oclet specification O induces its unique oclet system Ω(O) := (Ô, π(O)) consisting
of the basic oclets Ô of O and the unique initial state π(O) of O. Technically, the
semantics of an oclet system is already defined by play-out behavior of oclets in
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Definition 5.17. But again, to emphasize the operational nature of oclet systems,
and for the results of the next chapters, we explicitly define the semantics of an
oclet system.

Definition 6.16 (Distributed runs of an oclet system). Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet sys-
tem. The behavior of Ω is the set R(Ω) of distributed runs defined inductively as
follows:

1. π0 ∈ R(Ω)
2. Let π ∈ R(Ω) and let o ∈ O be a basic oclet. If o is enabled at π at location
α, then π B oα ∈ R(Ω). y

Corollary 6.17: Oclet systems and oclet specifications corresponds to each other as
follows.

1. Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system. The behaviors of Ω are the play-out
behaviors of the oclet specification OΩ := (O ∪ { [π0] }) that start with π0,
i.e., R(Ω) = {ρ ∈ R̂(OΩ) | π0 v ρ}. If the initial run π0 of Ω contains no
events, then R(Ω) = R̂(OΩ).

2. Let O be an oclet specification. O induces the oclet system Ω(O) = (Ô, π(O));
see (Def. 6.5). The play-out behaviors of O and the behaviors of Ω(O) are
equivalent, i.e., R(Ω(O)) = R̂(O). ?

In the following, we show how an oclet system Ω implement an oclet specification O
by the operational semantics of Ω, i.e., we use oclets to model systems. Chapters 7
and 8 use oclet systems to synthesize a Petri net from O.

6.7.1. Oclet systems unify Petri net systems and oclet specifications
An oclet system not only relates a specification to its play-out behavior. Also every
Petri net system Σ has an equivalent oclet system Ω(Σ). In Section 5.5 we showed
that for every Petri net system Σ exists an equivalent oclet specification OΣ so
that Σ exhibits exactly the minimal behavior specified in O, i.e., R(Σ) = R(O).
This result canonically extends to oclet systems.

It is easy to see from the proof of the corresponding Lemma 5.19 that there
exists an oclet specification OΣ having one ε-oclet, and only basic oclets otherwise.
Thus, the play-out behavior of OΣ is the minimal satisfying behavior of OΣ:
R̂(OΣ) = R(OΣ). Consequently, the oclet system Ω(OΣ) exhibits the same
behavior as Σ. The converse does not hold in general. Intuitively, a large history
of a (basic) oclet allows to express enabling conditions for an event that cannot be
expressed by a marking of a Petri net. We prove that oclets and oclet systems are
strictly more expressive than Petri nets in Chapter 8.

6.7.2. Implementing a specification by play-out
Corollary 6.17 from the beginning of this Section 6.7 establishes an unusual solution
for the synthesis problem. The algorithm PlayOut with PlayOut(O) := Ω(O)
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constructs for every oclet specification O the oclet system Ω(O) as defined in
Corollary 6.17. Algorithm PlayOut(O) is a synthesis algorithm that satisfies
the requirements stated in (6.3) on page 171. There are several situations where
directly executing a scenario-based specification by play-out suffices to implement
the specification. For these situations, play-out is a universal solution to implement
any scenario-based specification. We present two such situations in Section 6.7.3
in more detail. In this section, we present what is needed to implement an oclet
specification by play-out.

The general idea of implementing a specification by play-out has been introduced
first for LSCs in [56]; in that work, Harel and Marelly advocate play-out (in
combination with the complimentary play-in) as a technique that applies to “many
stages of system development, including requirements engineering, specification,
testing, analysis and implementation.” Play-out was implemented first for LSCs in
the play engine [55].

A general execution engine for oclets

Like for LSCs, it needs an execution engine to implement an oclet specification
O by play-out. This engine determines when an event of O is enabled an what
happens when an enabled event occurs. Technically, such an engine has to
implement Definition 6.16. Thus, O is first transformed into its oclet system
Ω(O) = (Ô, π(O)) according to Corollary 6.17. Then O is executed as follows. A
distributed run π denotes the history of the current execution of O.

1. The engine starts in the initial run π := π(O) of O.
2. To extend the current execution, first determine the set of all events that

are enabled at π: for each basic oclet class [o] ∈ Ô determine all oα ∈ [o] s.t.
π ends with histo.

3. Then choose one enabled event e (either non-deterministically or by user
selection) and continue the current execution π by e, i.e., π := πBoα, for one
enabled basic oclet oα. Repeat steps (2) and (3) until no event is enabled.

The complexity of extending the current execution π by one event depends on the
number of basic oclets in the oclet system and the complexity of checking whether
a basic oclet [o] ∈ Ô is enabled. Whether an oclet o = (πo, histo) is enabled at π at
some location α can be checked in non-deterministic polynomial time (NP): guess
a sub-net N ′ ⊆ π at the end of π and check whether histo and N ′ are isomorphic
(by isomorphism α). If a basic oclet oα is enabled at π, then extending π by oα
takes linear time in the size of the contribution of oα.

An efficient execution engine for oclets

The preceding general execution engine can be improved for a special class of oclet
specifications. Let O be an oclet specification s.t.

a) in each run π ∈ R̂(O) any two different conditions in max π have a different
label, and
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b) for each oclet [o] ∈ O holds, no node x of o has two pre-nodes in •x with
the same label.

For oclet specifications of this kind, checking whether a basic oclet o[e] is enabled
at a distributed run π of Ω(O) requires only a simultaneous breadth-first search
on histo and π.

Algorithm 6.18.

input: The history histo of an oclet o and a distributed run π.
output: The location α where histo occurs in π or false.
begin
α := the empty mapping
Q := the empty queue
forall y ∈ max histo do

if there exists y′ ∈ max π with `(y) = `(y′) then
α(y) := y′

append (y, y′) to Q
else return false

endfor
while Q not empty do

(x, x′) := dequeue(Q)
forall y ∈ •x do

if there exists y′ ∈ •x′ with `(y) = `(y′)
and for no y′′ holds α(y′′) = y′ then

α(y) := y′

append (y, y′) to Q
else return false

endfor
endwhile

return α
end

y

Lemma 6.19: Let O be an oclet specification satisfying the above conditions a) and
b). Let π ∈ R̂(O) be a distributed run.

1. A basic oclet o[e] ∈ Ô is enabled at π at α iff Algorithm 6.18 returns α for
arguments histo[e] and π.

2. Algorithm 6.18 takes time O(n+m), where n = |Xhisto[e] | and m = |Fhisto[e] |
are the number of nodes and edges in the history of o[e], respectively. ?

Proof. (1.) We show that the result of Alg. 6.18 is correct and complete.
In the initial forall-loop holds: if there is a y ∈ max histo with no matching

y′ ∈ max π, then π does not end with histo which implies that o is not enabled
at π (by Def. 5.1). Further there is at most one such y′ by assumption a), i.e.,
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the search is complete. Thus, at the end of the initial forall-loop, α denotes an
injection of max histo into max π.

In the breadth-first search holds: if there is a y ∈ •x with no matching y′ ∈ •α(x),
then histo does not occur in π which implies that o is not enabled at π. If there
is a y′ ∈ •α(x) which is matched by another y′′ ∈ •x′′, y′′ 6= y, x′′ 6= x, then α
cannot be extended to an injection from histo to π. Thus, histo does not occur as
a sub-net of π. Further there is at most one such y′ by assumption b), i.e., the
search is complete. Thus, after each iteration, α denotes an injection of histo|Y
into max π for the current domain Y = dom(α) of α.
Because all nodes of histo are transitive predecessors of max histo and because

histo is finite, Alg. 6.18 either terminates with an injection α from histo to π s.t.
histαo ⊆ π and max histαo ⊆ max π, or Alg. 6.18 returns false if no such injection
exists.

(2.) The breadth-first search completes after at most |Xhisto | iterations. In each
iteration α is extended by one pair α(y) := y′. To find y′, the matching takes at
most k = |•x| steps. Further, each node of histo is visited at most once. Altogether,
the search takes n+m steps with n = |Xhisto | nodes and m = |Fhisto | arcs. �

The conditions a) and b) on specification O given at the beginning of this section
are not as restrictive as they may seem.

a) Having no two conditions with the same label s in max π intuitively demands
that no component of the system is in the same state s twice at the same
time. This restriction corresponds to the notion of a safe marking in Petri
nets; Petri nets where only safe markings are reachable are considered as
the practically most relevant class of nets [38].

b) The second restriction demands that no event has two pre-conditions with
the same label. This restriction is violated, for instance, by an event that
receives two indistinguishable messages at the same time. In Petri nets, it
needs arc weights to let a transition consume two indistinguishable tokens
from the same place. However, most systems in practice do not need this
expressivity and satisfy b).

If requirements a) and b) hold, then executing one step in an oclet system
Ω = (O, πo) requires time O(|O| · (n+m) + l), where n and m are the number of
nodes and arcs, respectively, in the basic oclet o ∈ O with the largest history, and
l is the size of the largest contribution in O (needed for composing π B o).

Despite the play-out solution, a system designer may still be interested in syn-
thesizing a classical system model in a specific formalism, for instance, a Petri
net. We present an algorithm for synthesizing a Petri net system from an oclet
specification in Chapter 8. In the following, we present an implementation of an
execution engine for oclets and how oclet systems and oclet play-out contribute to
system design.
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6.7.3. Tool support: an execution engine for oclets
We just described the principle idea of an execution engine for oclets. We imple-
mented a prototype of an execution engine for oclets in our tool Greta. This
section first presents some technical details of the implementation. Afterwards, we
consider how an execution engine supports system modeling with scenarios, and
how oclet play-out suits the domain of process management.

Combining scenario-based modeling and animated execution

Section 4.6.4 already mentioned our software prototype Greta which implements
the results of this thesis. Greta provides a graphical editor for creating oclet
specifications, and has a plug-in architecture which allows to extend its functionality.
One of these plug-ins is an execution engine for oclets, which we explain in the
following.
A system designer who uses Greta for modeling a distributed system with

oclets first uses the graphical editor to model all system scenarios she has in mind
as oclets. The graphical editor stores oclets and execution histories in separate
data structures. These data structures and the user interface are exposed to
plug-ins as illustrated in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22. Greta implements animated execution as a plug-in to the graphical editor.

The execution engine allows to validate a model by animated execution. To
execute one action of the modeled system, the engine performs the following
steps. The execution engine (1) decomposes the current oclets in the model into
basic oclets (Def. 6.1), (2) determines all enabled basic oclets (Alg. 6.18), and (3)
highlights for each enabled basic oclet o[e] the event e in the originating oclet o
in the user interface. The basic oclets themselves are not shown to the system
designer. The user (4) chooses an enabled event e, and the execution engine (5)
extends the execution history by the corresponding basic oclet o[e] (Def. 6.16).
Greta’s editor displays the extended execution history.

The system designer can start animated execution at any time during modeling.
Figure 6.23 shows Greta’s graphical interface during animated execution. Several
controls allow to start, stop, pause and reset the execution; see Fig. 6.23(1). The
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Figure 6.23. Animated execution of a scenario-based specification in Greta. Simulation
controls (1) start and stop simulation. The system designer can extend the current
execution history (2) by clicking on enabled events (3). Greta displays in each step the
enabled events as tentative extensions (4,5) of the execution (2); alternative events (5)
are shown directly in the execution (2).

current history of the execution is depicted on the left of the screen as a distributed
run; see Fig. 6.23(2). Greta displays the enabled events in two ways. First,
by highlighting for each enabled basic oclet o[e] the corresponding event e in its
original oclet o; see Fig. 6.23(3). In addition, Greta constructs a “lookahead”
for the execution history: Greta tentatively extends the execution history by
all enabled basic events and highlights these; see Fig. 6.23(4) and (5). Thus,
the system designer also sees which events are alternative in the current step;
see Fig. 6.23(5). When the system designer clicks on a highlighted event, the
clicked event occurs and all tentatively added events are removed. Animated
execution continues until no event is enabled or the system designer stops the
engine. Furthermore, execution may be paused at any time to edit the oclets.
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Figure 6.24. Modeling scenarios and variants with oclets. The “transport of equipment” process
of the “Taskforce Earthquakes” describes how a scientific expert team handles the
transport of scientific equipment from Germany to a disaster area. Oclet depart standard
describes how the Taskforce clears its equipment at customs in Germany. Oclet arrived
standard describes the corresponding handling in the host country. The upper left
compartment describes the initial state of the process as an ε-oclet.

Flexible system modeling with oclets

This interplay of graphical editor and animated execution allows for a flexible
approach to system modeling. The following example from the “Taskforce Earth-
quakes”, which we already introduced in Chapter 1, illustrates the approach. A
system designer first models standard scenarios of a system such as oclets depart
standard and arrived standard of Figure 6.24. Once this is done, the system designer
starts animated execution to validate the system model as shown in Figure 6.25;
animated execution may be reset or stopped at any time.

When the system designer is satisfied with the current model, she may introduce
variants and exceptions of system behavior one oclet at a time such as oclet
depart devices shown in Figure 6.26. After new oclets have been introduced,
animated execution helps to validate the changed model. If the system designer
considers the extended model invalid, she may pause animated execution and
adapt the process model as shown in Figure 6.27. Greta preserves the execution
history of the animated execution in the meantime. When the system model has
been adapted, the system designer may resume animated execution to continue
validation as shown in Figure 6.28. The tight interplay of graphical editor and
animated execution supports a system designer in systematically modeling a
complex distributed system with scenarios.
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Figure 6.25. Executing a scenario-based model. The left compartment shows an execution
history after transport to airport, present equipment, and clear have occurred. Now, fly to
destination area is enabled. The user may execute fly to destination area by clicking.

Figure 6.26. Modeling exceptions. Oclet depart devices describes a simple exception of
depart standard where the Taskforce additionally has to demonstrate the devices before
equipment is cleared. In the execution history on the left, present equipment and the
exception demonstration of devices of Fig. 6.26 are enabled as alternative actions.
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Figure 6.27. Adapting models during execution. In the actual process of the Taskforce,
demonstration of devices should only occur after present equipment. The animated
execution reveals that the model is invalid. The modeler may pause the execution of
Fig. 6.26, and change oclet depart devices by extending its history. When resuming
execution on the adapted model, action demonstration of devices is no longer enabled.

Figure 6.28. Continue execution with adapted model. After completing the adaptation of
Fig. 6.27, the modeler may resume execution and continue in the execution history. In
the instance on the left, the exception of oclet depart devices is finally handled by action
clear as intended. This triggers oclet arrived standard of the standard behavior of Fig. 6.24.
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Process management with oclets

The animated execution implemented in Greta can be extended to an actual
execution engine for processes modeled with oclets. To this end, each event in the
specification is associated to some system action such as calling a service, sending
a message, waiting for a message, opening a dialogue box, or printing a document.
Depending on the kind of action, the engine may automatically choose and execute
an enabled event, or ask a user what to do next.
In this respect, the engine executes actions by interpreting the specification.

This paradigm is used in the domain of process management where a (distributed)
process management system coordinates the work in large organizations. The
system interprets a process model, that describes which actions have to be executed
in which order. In the majority of the cases, a process model is a (large) graph-based
model, e.g., a Petri net [117, 116].
A future process management system could interpret an oclet specifications

instead of a Petri net to coordinate work. The advantage of modeling with
oclets becomes apparent in this setting. Oclets provide a structuring mechanism
for complex system models. The system designer may group different oclets
regarding their purpose. For instance, she may distinguish standard behavior from
exceptional behavior as illustrated in the example of the process model of the
“Taskforce Earthquakes” on page 6. If the actual process changes, also the process
model has to be changed. To realize a specific change in an oclet specification, a
system designer may follow a two step approach.

First, she focuses her attention on oclets from a specific group and ignores other
oclets. Here, the specific advantage of oclets compared to Petri nets is that the
system designer may structure her model in a non-hierarchical way. For instance,
the Petri net process model of the “Taskforce Earthquakes” shown in Figure 1.4 on
page 7 provides no hierarchical decomposition. The oclets of Figure 1.3 describe
the same process in terms of behavioral fragments of reasonable size. So, the
system designer may concentrate on those oclets directly related to the intended
change, understand their behavior and modify the oclets to realize the intended
change in the model.

The changed oclets may depend on other oclets in a model, and vice versa. So,
in a second step, the system designer considers relations between oclets. Either by
visually comparing two or more oclets with each other or by tool support such as
animated execution presented previously. If she discovers an undesired interference
of two oclets because of the change, she may decide which of the oclets has to be
adapted, for instance, by changing one oclet’s history to prevent the interference.
The prospective advantage of this approach is that the modeling artifacts under
consideration (i.e., the oclets) remain structurally simple. So they are easier to
understand and to manipulate by the system designer than the entire model. More
involved relations between oclets can be computed automatically; the next chapter
presents an automated technique.
The oclets themselves may be shaped arbitrarily and may even overlap. This

allows to follow good modeling practices such as having oclets of reasonable size
(e.g., fitting on one screen) so that each oclet can be understood as a self-contained
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story about the modeled system. We presented an example of such a specification
in Section 4.6. The operational semantics of oclets (as implemented in Greta’s
execution engine) automatically integrates the behavior of all oclets.

6.8. Discussion
This and the preceding chapter extended the model of oclets by composition and
decomposition operators and a relation to compare oclets. These notions allow
to reason systematically about the behavior of an oclet specification. We applied
oclet composition, decomposition, and comparison to establish several important
results of oclets wrt. the synthesis problem. Section 6.8.1 reviews theses results
and discusses their relation to other approaches. In Section 6.8.2, we discuss how
oclet semantics of Chapter 4, oclet composition of Chapter 5, and oclet play-out
of this chapter relate to each other.

6.8.1. Operations and relations on scenarios
Several scenario-based techniques construct larger scenarios from smaller scenarios
by composition (usually requiring several composition operators), e.g., High-Level
MSCs [67] and labeled partial orders [13]. Atir et al. [9] flatten a hierarchy
of LSCs by LSC composition. We are not aware of any composition operator
on history-based scenarios that resembles oclet composition. Further, scenario
decomposition and comparison as well as their application to proofs is novel to
the best of our knowledge. The following results have been established by the help
of oclet composition, decomposition, and comparison.

Characterization of synthesis algorithms. We applied oclet composition and decom-
position to characterize what a synthesis algorithm has to achieve in terms of the
behavior of the implementation.
Oclet composition constructs from a given oclet specification O the unique

minimal set R(O) of runs that satisfies O. An implementation of O has to exhibit
at least the behavior R(O). There are oclet specifications O of which the least
behavior R(O) cannot be exactly implemented by a distributed system. In that case,
an implementation of O inevitably exhibits more behavior. Oclet decomposition
and composition together construct from O the unique minimal set R̂(O) of runs
which is exhibited by a minimal implementation of O. In other words, we precisely
characterized what a synthesis algorithm has to achieve: construct a system model
Σ that exhibits the behavior R(Σ) = R̂(O). Furthermore, oclet decomposition and
composition amounts to operational semantics of oclets which we extend in the
next chapters to a synthesis algorithm for oclets.

Implied scenarios and distributed systems. Runs in R̂(O) \R(O) are also known as
implied scenarios in literature. Alur et al. [5] specifically point out that implied
scenarios may contain undesired behavior and even lead to deadlocks; in that work
a polynomial-time algorithm for detecting implied scenarios from finite MSCs
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is defined. Uchitel et al. [111] detect implied scenarios of HMSC specifications
by constructing and model-checking a labeled transition system; the result is
extended in [112]. Other works follow a similar approach of first constructing the
complete behavior and then checking for implied scenarios afterwards [108, 68].
The strong expressive power of LSCs requires a different notion of implied scenario
detection: here, one scenario may locally allow to begin a run in a way that later
on inevitably violates another scenario. The smart play-out technique in [51]
applies model-checking to detect such kind of implied scenarios.

Implied scenarios wrt. minimal behavior and the difference between specification
and implementation has not been considered yet systematically for scenarios
with history to the best of our knowledge. We could show that, the distinction
between specified behavior and implemented behavior follows directly from the
decomposition into basic oclets. Thus, implied scenarios can be directly attributed
to “syntactical reasons” of the specification.

Modeling systems with scenarios. The decomposition of oclet specifications into
basic oclets automatically yields operational semantics for oclets. These semantics
amounts to the notion of an oclet system which allows to directly execute the
scenarios without synthesizing an implementation. This way, a system designer
can model a distributed system with scenarios.

The general approach of directly executing scenarios has been first proposed for
LSCs and is implemented in the play-engine [55]. Conceptually, LSC play-out is
based on an interpretation algorithm of LSCs that instantiates LSCs and executes
each LSC by letting its enabled events occur; an occurrence of an event in one LSC
may trigger an instantiation of another LSC. Formally, this algorithm defines a
transition system over sequential runs. LSC play-out has been improved in several
works, specifically in terms of complexity [51, 52, 57, 50].

Other approaches obtain an operational semantics for scenarios by translating
a specification into another formal model (like a Petri net [62, 33], a process
algebraic expression [87], or a Statechart [46]); the operational semantics of the
target model then defines the operational semantics of the scenarios (see the
discussion in Sect. 4.7).
The specific contribution of oclet systems is that their operational semantics

canonically follow from composition of basic oclets. As a result, the formal defini-
tions for the operational semantics are conceptually lightweight and apply to every
oclet specification. Secondly, the semantics is a true concurrency semantics that
represents behavior by distributed runs instead of sequential runs. Section 6.7.3
presented an execution engine for oclets.

Expressive power of scenario-based specifications. We have proved that oclets embed
Petri nets: for every Petri net exists an equivalent oclet specification that describes
all behavior of the Petri net. This property is remarkable because we developed
oclets as a kernel of scenario-based specifications using a minimal set of notions
in Chapter 3. The kernel is expressive enough to specify any distributed system
(that can also be modeled as a Petri net).
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This result contributes to a long-lasting debate of how expressive a scenario-
based technique has to be. While it is agreed that simple MSCs are too weak
to specify meaningful system behavior [11, 25], its extensions HMSCs [65] and
particularly LSCs [25] significantly extend expressive power. In fact, these ex-
tensions typically make many problems undecidable, e.g., the synthesis problem
becomes undecidable [26, 18]. Following the extensive discussion in Chapter 3, we
developed oclets as a rather weak model using a minimal set of notions. Yet, this
result proves that oclets are already expressive enough to include Petri nets. We
prove in the Chapter 8 that oclets are strictly more expressive than Petri nets.

Relation to formal languages. The specific structure of an oclet o consisting of a
history and a contribution suggests to study expressive power of oclets also from
the angle of formal languages.
The words of context-sensitive language over an alphabet Σ can be generated

using a context-sensitive grammar, that has rules of the from αZγ → αβγ where
Z ∈ Γ is a non-terminal symbol and α, β, γ ∈ (Σ∪Γ)∗ are finite words of terminals
from Σ and non-terminals from Γ. The structure of an oclet resembles a left
context-sensitive rule, which has the form αZ → αβ. Supposedly, the history
histo of an oclet o corresponds to the left context α, the maximal conditions
max histo correspond to the non-terminal Z, and o’s contribution corresponds to
β. Every context sensitive language can be generated by a left-context sensitive
grammar [20].

However, oclets are strictly more expressive than context-sensitive languages. In
Appendix A.9, we show that every instance P of Post’s Correspondence Problem
(PCP) [100] can be translated to an oclet specification O s.t. P has a solution iff
the oclets O can be composed to reach a specific state. Furthermore, every Turing
machine T can be encoded as a PCP instance P . Thus, T can be encoded as an
oclet specification O. Because every recursively enumerable language L can be
accepted by some Turing machine TL, there also exists an oclet specification OL
that accepts L by oclet composition. Because recursively enumerable languages
strictly contain context-sensitive languages, we conclude that oclets are strictly
more expressive than context-sensitive grammars.
The decisive difference between oclets and grammars is that a grammar rule

αZ → αβ only expresses a sequential context α ∈ (Σ ∪ Γ)∗ whereas an oclet
o = (πo, histo) defines a partially ordered context histo in which the presence or
absence of causal dependencies matters.

Histories. Most results of this and the preceding chapter follow from composition
and decomposition of oclets that respects the notion of a history of an event.
The notion of history-dependent transitions has been studied in Petri nets in

several models. Hee et al. [120] define history-dependent Petri nets in which each
token records its history. A transition t can have a history-dependent guard,
expressed by an LTL formula, which restricts occurrences of t to those cases where
the tokens in t’s pre-places satisfy the guard. A basic oclet corresponds to a
transition with a history-dependent guard. The history of a basic oclet is less
expressive than LTL which allowed us to establish the results of this chapter. Yet,
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it is worth researching how to increase the expressive power of oclets wrt. history
while preserving the locality of events. In [122] it is shown how business process
models benefit from history-dependent transitions.
The notion of a history of a state or of an event underlies many approaches

that construct a system’s execution tree, or a related structure like an event
structure [127, 94, 10] or a branching process (implicit in [35] and explicit in [36]).
History-dependent automata naturally express the semantics of process algebras
like the π-calculus [92].
We continue using the notion of a history systematically for synthesizing an

implementation from a specification in the next two chapters.

6.8.2. Semantics, composition, and play-out
With the oclet semantics of Chapter 4, oclet composition of Chapter 5, and oclet
play-out of this chapter, we know three techniques to describe a system’s behavior
with scenarios. In the following, we briefly discuss which technique is appropriate
for which purpose.

Describe all system behavior. The main purpose of oclets is to let a system designer
describe the behavior of a distributed system S. For this purpose, oclet composition
and play-out complement each other in system design. A system designer first
describes each standard scenario of S as an oclet. Using oclet composition, the
system designer derives the standard behavior of S by simply “plugging” these
oclets together. So the standard behavior of S can be anticipated visually from
the described scenarios in a “pen and paper” setting.

At a later stage, the designer describes exceptions and variants of the standard
behavior of S. An exception usually occurs “in the middle” of a standard scenario,
which cannot be expressed by composition of entire oclets. Moreover, oclet
composition does not reflect that a distributed system S exhibits behavior action
by action. Oclet play-out accurately describes the interplay of standard behavior
and exceptions, and how S would implement the specified oclets. Altogether, the
precise technique to describe all behavior of S is oclet play-out.

Describe partial system behavior. Oclet composition and oclet play-out yield rea-
sonable results only if the specified oclets describe all behavior of S. If a system
designer wants to describe only some aspects of the behavior, for instance, the
behavior of a component of S or how S reacts in specific situations, then the
declarative semantics of oclets are the appropriate technique. These are based on
an open world assumption and allow S to exhibit more behavior than specified.

Develop scenario-based techniques. Oclet semantics also play an important role in
the development of scenario-based techniques. We developed oclets with the aim
of balancing the trade-off between expressive power and synthesis capabilities.
Currently, oclets cannot describe global properties such as “action A will eventually
occur” or “action B occurs at most three times”, which can be specified in other
techniques [55].
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A systematic approach to extend oclets by new means of expression is the
following. For example, we could introduce the notion of an anti-oclet which
describes that a specific scenario must not occur. First, the semantics of oclets is
extended wrt. the new notion: a set R of distributed runs satisfies an anti-oclet o
iff there exists no run ρ ∈ R s.t. o occurs in ρ. This definition directly characterizes
the properties that R must have to satisfy o. Constructing a set R of runs that
satisfies an oclet specification with an anti-oclet is more involved. We propose an
operational definition of anti-oclets in [39].

Conclusion. Oclet play-out allows to describe all behavior of a distributed system
S with oclets, which cannot be done with oclet composition. Moreover, oclet
play-out constructs the behavior exhibited by all minimal implementations of an
oclet specification, which cannot be done with oclet semantics. For this reason,
we propose oclet play-out as the “decisive semantics” of oclets. In the next
two chapters, we use oclet play-out to analyze an oclet specification O, and to
synthesize a minimal implementation of O.
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McMillan prefix of O

represents

actions of S
with local history

behavior of a minimal
implementation of O

construct

specification of S:
a set O of oclets

implementation of O:
Petri net

components of S

system behavior of S:
set of distributed runs

The preceding chapters introduced oclets as a technique to describe the behavior
of a distributed systems with scenarios. In the following, we want to analyze
behavioral properties of an oclet specification O. A naïve analysis by state space
exploration is infeasible because the state space of a distributed system grows
exponentially with the size of the system. An approach by McMillan mitigates
the problem for Petri nets by constructing a symbolic representation of the state
space that is called finite complete prefix. In this chapter, we adapt McMillan’s
technique from Petri net theory to scenario-based specifications. We define an
algorithm to construct a McMillan prefix of an oclet specification O, and show how
to analyze behavioral properties of O on the prefix. The next chapter defines a
synthesis algorithm that “folds” the McMillan prefix to a minimal implementation
of O.
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7.1. A Two-Step Approach
This and the next chapter address the main problem of this thesis: to synthesize a
minimal implementation from a given scenario-based specification.

oclet specification Petri net system

synthesis

state space
(McMillan prefix)

construct

Chapter 7 Chapter 8

What is given?

The preceding chapters of this thesis paved the way for solving the synthesis
problem. Chapter 4 introduced oclets as a formal model for scenarios. An oclet
specification O is a set of oclets. We have shown in Chapter 5 that this model is
expressive enough to specify every Petri net system. Chapter 6 characterized for
each oclet specification O the unique minimal set R̂(O) of runs that is exhibited
by a minimal implementation of O.
The formal vehicle to characterize R̂(O) were the notions of a basic oclet and

an oclet system. Each oclet o ∈ O decomposes into a set of basic oclets; each basic
oclet represents one event of o with its local history. Each oclet specification O
decomposes into an equivalent oclet system ΩO consisting of all basic oclets of O.
ΩO has operational semantics which construct R̂(O) as a set of distributed runs
by composing the basic oclets of O.

The next steps

This and the next chapter extend the operational semantics of an oclet system to
an algorithm that synthesizes a Petri net from a given specification O. To this end,
we adapt a technique from Petri net theory developed by McMillan. Figure 7.1
sketches our approach.
Section 7.2 of this chapter introduces the notion of a branching process. A

branching process is basically the union of all distributed runs of R̂(O) to a
canonical “execution tree” of distributed runs. A branching process can be infinite.
Section 7.3 recalls the notion of a complete prefix of a branching process developed
by McMillan [88]. A complete prefix is a finite representation of a branching process.
Section 7.4 adapts McMillan’s notion from Petri nets to oclets, and Section 7.5
presents an algorithm for computing a complete prefix of an oclet specification O.
This prefix represents the minimal behavior R̂(O) of an implementation of O in a
finite structure. Section 7.6 demonstrates how to analyze behavioral properties of
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Figure 7.1. Chapter overview: synthesizing an implementation from a specification.

an oclet specification using McMillan’s technique. In Section 7.7, we report on
some experimental results showing the feasibility of this approach for analyzing
the behavior of an oclet specification O.
Chapter 8 continues this approach and presents a synthesis algorithm. By

folding the complete prefix of O (using a simple equivalence), we obtain a Petri
net system Σ that exhibits the behavior R̂(O), i.e., Σ implements O. The folding
operation is defined in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 combines all results of this chapter
and defines the algorithm that solves the synthesis problem.

7.2. Branching Processes
Intuitively, a branching process represents a set of distributed runs to a tree-like
structure. This notion is similar to representing a set {s1, s2, s3, . . .} of sequential
runs by their canonical execution tree T : any two sequential runs si and sj are
merged in T up to their maximal joint prefixes, then si and sj diverge in T
and never meet again. Correspondingly, a branching process β merges any two
distributed runs ρ1 and ρ2 of a set R along their maximal joint prefixes. When
ρ1 and ρ2 differ they diverge in β and never meet again. Figure 7.2 depicts a
branching process β that merges the two distributed runs ρ1 and ρ2 in this respect.

From the technical perspective a branching process β is similar to a distributed
run. The only difference is that a condition of β may have two post-events. This
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Figure 7.2. The distributed runs in (a) are merged to the branching process in (b).

happens whenever two merged runs diverge by different events. In the example of
Figure 7.2, condition b5 has two post-events e4 and e5. Section 7.2.1 formalizes the
notion of a branching process, and Section 7.2.2 provides some canonical notions
on branching processes. Section 7.2.3 recalls how the behavior of a Petri net
system is represented in a branching process. We then generalize this result from
Petri nets and define the branching processes of an oclet system in Section 7.2.4.

7.2.1. Basic definitions
The notion a branching process is based on the causal, conflict, and concurrency
relations between nodes of a Petri net. Causal dependency and concurrency have
already been used in the preceding chapters; conflict is new.

Definition 7.1 (Causal relations). Let N be a Petri net.

1. Two nodes x1 and x2 of N are in causal relation, denoted x1 ≤ x2, iff there
exists a path from x1 to x2 along the arcs of N , i.e., (x1, x2) ∈ F ∗N ; we write
x1 < x2 if additionally x1 6= x2. We also say x2 depends on x1.

2. x1 and x2 are in conflict, denoted x1 # x2, iff N contains a place p with two
post-transitions t1 6= t2 s.t. t1 ≤ x1 and t2 ≤ x2.

3. x1 and x2 are concurrent, denoted x1 || x2 iff neither x1 ≤ x2 nor x2 ≤ x1
nor x1 # x2. y

We write ≤N etc. when we refer to a relation in a particular Petri net N . In
Figure 7.2(b), transition e6 depends on transition e1, e6 is in conflict with e8, and
e6 is concurrent to e7.

In a causal net (which underlies our notion of a distributed run), any two nodes
are either in causal relation or concurrent. The new notion of conflict denotes that
two events (conditions) cannot occur in the same run. The class of occurrence
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Figure 7.3. Properties of an occurrence net (a) and a branching process (b) and (c).

nets generalizes the class of causal nets by allowing that two nodes may be in
conflict— two conflicting nodes occur in alternative (or conflicting) runs.

Definition 7.2 (Occurrence net). A Petri net β = (B,E, F ) is an occurrence net iff

1. the causal relation ≤ = F ∗ is a partial order,
2. ≤ is finitely preceded, i.e., each x ∈ X has only finitely many predecessors
y ≤ x (see Def. 2.5),

3. |•b| ≤ 1, for all b ∈ B, and
4. no node of β is in conflict with itself, i.e., ∀x ∈ X : ¬x # x. y

Like for causal nets, the elements of B are called conditions and the elements of
E are called events. Figure 7.3(a) abstractly illustrates the structural properties
of an occurrence net. The depicted net β1 is not an occurrence net: condition b2
is in self-conflict because the conflicting events e1 and e2 are both predecessors
of b2. All Petri nets in Figure 7.2 are occurrence nets (if we ignore the inscribed
labels for a moment).

In Chapter 2, we labeled a causal net with names LB of local states of a system
and names LE of actions of a system to describe a distributed run. Intuitively,
an occurrence net represents a set of causal nets. To represent a set of distribute
runs, we attach labels to the nodes of an occurrence net. The resulting structure
is a branching process.

Definition 7.3 (Branching process). Let L = LB ∪ LE be a set of names of local
states LB and actions LE , LB ∩LE = ∅. A branching process over L is a labeled
occurrence net β = (B,E, F, `) with labeling ` : B ∪ E → L s.t.

1. `(b) ∈ LB , for all b ∈ B, and `(e) ∈ LE , for all e ∈ E, and
2. for any events e1, e2 of β, if •e1 = •e2 and `(e1) = `(e2), then e1 = e2 (i.e.,
β contains no duplicate events). y

Figures 7.3(b) and (c) abstractly illustrate the properties of the labeling of a
branching process. The net β2 is not a branching process because we find two
events e4 and e′4 with the same label x and the same pre-set •e4 = {b3} = •e′4. In
contrast, β3 is a branching process: the pre-sets of the event e6 and e7 overlap on
condition b7 but they are not identical. All Petri nets in Figure 7.2 are branching
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processes. It follows straight from the definition that every branching process
without conflicting nodes is a distributed run. As for distributed runs, we do not
re-label nodes of a branching process. Thus, we assume a fixed universal labeling
` that assigns each event or condition x of a distributed run “its” label `(x) ∈ L.
Accordingly, we simplify notation and write β = (B,E, F ) when denoting a
branching process over L.

7.2.2. Some canonical notions on branching processes
The possibility to have conflicts triggers the need to generalize some notions from
distributed runs to branching processes. These generalizations are straight-forward;
yet we give them here for the sake of completeness.

Definition 7.4 (Basic notions on branching processes). Let β = (B,E, F ) be a branch-
ing process.

1. A branching process β′ = (B′, E′, F ′) is a prefix of β, denoted β′ v β, iff
a) β′ ⊆ β (β′ is a sub-net of β) s.t.
b) min β ⊆ X ′ = (B′ ∪ E′) (the minimal nodes of β all occur in β′),
c) (y ∈ X ′ ∧ (x, y) ∈ F )⇒ x ∈ X ′, for all x, y ∈ X (β′ is causally closed

in β), and
d) ∀e ∈ E′ : postβ(e) = postβ′(e) (β′ is complete wrt. post-conditions of

its events).

2. A configuration of β is a set C of events of β s.t.
a) ∀e ∈ C∀e′ ∈ E : e′ ≤ e⇒ e′ ∈ C (C is causally closed), and
b) ∀e, e′ ∈ C : ¬ e # e′ (C is conflict-free).

3. A set B′ ⊆ B of conditions is a co-set of β iff all conditions in B′ are pair-wise
concurrent. A maximal co-set of β is a cut.

4. Let C be a configuration of β. The cut reached by C is Cut(C) := (min β ∪
C•) \ •C. Conversely, let B be a cut of β. The configuration that reaches B
is CB := {e ∈ Eβ | ∃b ∈ B : e < b}. y

It is easy to see from the definitions that these notions on branching processes
generalize the corresponding notions on distributed runs.
In Figure 7.2(b), {e1, e3, e4, e6, e7} is a configuration. The cut reached by

this configuration consists of the conditions {b10, b11}. The branching process of
Figure 7.2(b) is a prefix of the branching process of Figure 7.4(b).

A configuration is a set of non-conflicting events. Consequently, each configura-
tion C of a branching process β induces the distributed run β[C].

Definition 7.5 (Induced run). Let β be a branching process.

1. Let C be a configuration of β; the distributed run β[C] induced by C
consists of the minimal nodes of β followed by all events in C with their
respective pre- and post-conditions, i.e., β[C] := (Bβ ∩Y,Eβ ∩Y, Fβ |Y×Y )
with Y = min β ∪ •C ∪ C ∪ C•.
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2. Let B be a cut of β; the run induced by B is the run β[B] := β[CB] where
CB is the configuration that precedes the cut B.

3. The set of all runs of β is R(β) := {β[C] | C a configuration of β}. y

It is easy to see from the definitions that, for a given configuration C of β, β[C] is
a branching process and a prefix of β. Moreover, the events of β[C] are exactly
C. Because C is conflict-free, each condition of β[C] has at most one post-event.
Altogether β[C] is a distributed run. The same reasoning applies to the distributed
run β[B] induced by a cut B of β. Moreover, all nodes of β[B] precede B; thus,
max β[B] = B. These observations directly lead to the following corollary.

Corollary 7.6: Let β be a branching process.

1. If C and C ′ are configurations of β with C ′ ⊂ C, then β[C ′] is a prefix of
β[C].

2. Let β′ 6= β be a branching process. If β′ is a prefix of β, then each configura-
tion of β′ is a configuration of β and R(β′) ⊂ R(β). ?

In Figure 7.2(b), the configurations {e1, e3, e4, e6, e7} and {e2, e3, e5, e8, e9} induce
the distributed runs of Figure 7.2(a), respectively.

7.2.3. Branching processes of a Petri net system
This section recalls the relation between a Petri net system and its branching
processes. The distributed runs R(Σ) of a Petri net system Σ are axiomatically
characterized by a structural correspondence between each run ρ ∈ R(Σ) and
Σ; see Def. 2.16. The same structural correspondence allows to characterize the
branching processes of Σ. A branching process β of a Petri net system Σ is labeled
with the places and transitions of Σ. The minimal conditions of β represent the
initial marking of Σ; each event e of β represents an occurrence of a transition t
that consumes the tokens •e from •t and produces the tokens e• on t•.

Definition 7.7 (Branching processes of a Petri net system). Let Σ = (N,m0) be a Petri
net system. Let β be a branching process over the transitions and places of N .
For a given cut B of β, denote by Mark(B) the marking m that is represented by
B, i.e., m(p) = |{b ∈ B | `(b) = p}|, for all p ∈ PN . The branching process β is a
branching process of Σ iff

1. Mark(min β) = m0,
2. `(b) ∈ PN , for all b ∈ Bβ , and `(e) ∈ TN , for all e ∈ Eβ , and
3. for each event e ∈ Eβ with `(e) = t, the labeling ` bijectively maps •e to •t

and e• to t•. y

Figure 7.4 depicts an example. Also the branching process in Figure 7.2.(b) is a
branching process of the Petri net system in Figure 7.4.
The definition of a branching process of Σ generalizes the characterization of

a distributed run of Σ; see Definition 2.16. The actual difference between the
branching processes of Σ and the distributed runs of Σ follows from the fact that
an occurrence net allows conflicts.
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Figure 7.4. A Petri net system (a) and one of its branching processes (b).

Engelfriet has proven in [35] that the set of all branching processes of a Petri net
system Σ forms a complete lattice wrt. the prefix-relation on branching processes.
The largest branching process of Σ that contains all other branching processes of
Σ is also called the unfolding of Σ; we denote it by Unf (Σ). The unfolding of the
Petri net system in Figure 7.4 is infinite.

The unfolding of a Petri net system Σ represents all behavior of Σ. Specifically,
the configurations of Unf (Σ) induce the set of distributed runs of Σ: R(Unf (Σ)) =
R(Σ).

7.2.4. Branching processes of an oclet system
This section generalizes the preceding definitions of a branching process from Petri
nets to oclet systems. The aim is to define an unfolding Unf (Ω) of an oclet system
Ω = (O, π0). The unfolding Unf (Ω) should represent all behavior of Ω; specifically
the configurations of Unf (Ω) shall induce exactly the distributed runs R(Ω) of Ω.

The idea

A branching process β of an oclet system Ω = (O, π0) corresponds to the initial
run π0 and the basic oclets O as follows.
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Figure 7.5. An oclet system in (a) and one of its branching processes in (b). Event e4 of
β is contributed by the basic oclet x.

– The beginning of β corresponds to the beginning of Ω, i.e., π0 is a prefix of
β; and

– each event e of β is contributed by an oclet o s.t. the local history of e ends
with histo and e ∪ e• represent the contribution of o.

Figure 7.5 depicts an example.
The largest branching process of an oclet system Ω is its unfolding Unf (Ω).

The unfolding is intuitively the union of all distributed runs R(Ω) of Ω. Cor-
respondingly, each configuration of Unf (Ω) induces a distributed run of Ω, i.e.,
R(Ω) = R(Unf (Ω)).
For instance, the configuration {e1, e3, e4, e6, e7} of Figure 7.5.(b) corresponds

to the distributed run π0B uBwB xB yB z of the oclet system in the same figure.
For the results of the next sections, specifically for the algorithmic synthesis of

an implementation from an oclet specification, we need an inductive definition of
Unf (Ω). The remainder of this section defines Unf (Ω) inductively and proves that
Unf (Ω) is unique and contains any other branching process of Ω as a prefix.

The formal definitions

To define Unf (Ω), we adapt how the oclets of Ω are composed to a distributed
run. As exercised in Chapters 4-6, we first define how a concrete oclet o of Ω
relates to a branching process. Then we lift this notion to the oclet class [o] of o
and consider all isomorphic oclets oα ∈ [o]. On this level, we can relate the oclet
system Ω which consists of classes of basic oclets to its unfolding Unf (Ω).

As shown in Chapter 6, the construction of a distributed run of Ω begins in the
initial run π0 of Ω and continues by repeatedly composing a run π with an oclet o
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Figure 7.6. Oclet x of Fig. 7.5 is a possible extension of β1. Extending β1 by x yields β2.
Oclet x is not a possible extension of β2 (at conditions b3, b5) because of event e4. If β2
was extended by x, the resulting net β3 would not be a branching process because of the
duplicate events e4 and e′4.

of Ω to the run π B o if o is enabled “at the end” of π; see Definition 6.16. The
composition π B o appends o’s contribution to the maximal nodes of π.

The construction of a branching process β of Ω should also follow from repeatedly
composing β with an oclet o of Ω to the branching process β B o if o is enabled.
Though, we have refine the notion of when o is enabled. In contrast to a distributed
run, β allows to express conflicts, i.e., a condition can have two post-events. So o
may also be enabled “in the middle” of β—at any cut B of β which ends with o’s
history even if the conditions in B already have a post-event f . The composition
β B o appends o’s contribution to this cut B. To ensure that the result β B o is a
branching process again, two conditions have to hold:

1. As in the case of distributed runs, o appends new nodes to β: cono ∩ β = ∅.
2. When composing β B o, the oclet o must not introduce a duplicate event.

In other words, the conditions B of β to which cono is appended must not
already have a post-event f , •f = B with the same label as the contributed
event of o.

If o satisfies these properties, then o is a possible extension of β. A possible
extensions corresponds to the notion of an enabled oclet used in Chapter 5. The
first condition ensures that β B o is an occurrence net (by not introducing cycles
or self-conflicts). The second condition ensures that β B o is labeled correctly.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the concept using an example.

Definition 7.8 (Possible extension). Let β be a branching process and let o be a
basic oclet. Let event(o) := e denote the unique event e of o’s contribution, i.e.,
Econo = {e}.
Let B be a cut of β. Oclet o = (πo, histo) is a possible extension of β at B iff

1. the distributed run β[B] ends with the history of o, i.e., histo ⊆ β[B] s.t.
max histo ⊆ B,

2. cono ∩ β = ∅, and
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3. there exists no event f ∈ Eβ with •f = max histo ⊆ B and `(f) = `(e).

If o is a possible extension of β at B, then β can be extended with o by β B o :=
β ∪ πo. y

The composition operation B on branching processes is sound.

Lemma 7.9: Let β be a branching process with a cut B and let o be an oclet that
is a possible extension of β at B. Then β B o is a branching process and β is a
prefix of β B o. ?

This lemma can be proven directly from the definitions. The main argument of
the proof is that β B o appends o’s contribution to β s.t. all new arcs in β B o only
leave β but do not enter β. Thus, β B o is an occurrence net with the prefix β.
That o is a possible extension of β (Def. 7.8) ensures that β B o contains no cut B
having two post-events e and f with same labels and same pre-sets. Thus, β B o
is a branching process.
A branching processes usually consists of several oclets of the same oclet class

[o]. The notion of a possible extension o of β canonically lifts to all oclets oα in
the oclet class [o]. We say that [o] provides the possible extension oα ∈ [o] of β at
cut B iff the oclet oα ∈ [o] is a possible extension of β at B. There may be several
possible extensions of β provided by [o] at different cuts. Like for the composition
of a distributed run with oclets in Section 5.2, we extend β by choosing a concrete
possible extension oα ∈ [o] of β and composing β B oα.

A branching process of an oclet system Ω is constructed inductively by extending
the system’s initial run with the possible extensions provided by Ω’s oclet classes.

Definition 7.10 (Branching processes of an oclet system). Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet
system. The branching processes of Ω are inductively defined.

1. The initial run π0 is a branching process of Ω.
2. Let β be a branching process of Ω and let B be a cut of β s.t. π0 v β[B]. If

an oclet class [o] ∈ O provides a possible extension oα ∈ [o] of β at B, then
(β B oα) is a branching process of Ω. y

If the oclet system Ω has infinitely many runs, then the construction of the
branching processes of Ω does not terminate in finite time. But, like a Petri net
system, an oclet system has a unique maximal branching process Unf (Ω) that
contains all other branching processes of Ω. Though, the uniqueness of Unf (Ω)
only holds if the oclets in Ω are labeled consistently; intuitively, two events with
the same label should describe the same action that causes the same effects.

Figure 7.7 depicts an example where oclets are labeled inconsistently. The oclet
system Ω has no unique unfolding.

Definition 7.11 (Label consistent). Let N = (P, T, F, `) be a labeled Petri net. Two
transitions t1, t2 of N are label consistent iff `(t1) = `(t2) implies that the pre-sets
(post-sets) of t1 and t2 are isomorphic wrt. the labeling `, respectively. The entire
Petri net N is label consistent iff all transitions of N are pair-wise label consistent.

Let O be a set of oclets; O is label consistent iff for any two oclets o1, o2 ∈ O any
two events e1 of o1’s contribution and e2 of o2’s contribution are label consistent.y
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Figure 7.7. An oclet system Ω = ({o1, o2}, π0) in (a) with an inconsistent labeling and its
distributed runs (b). The union of the runs of Ω is not a branching process (c).

The oclets o1 and o2 in Figure 7.7 are not label consistent. A label consistent oclet
system Ω has a unique unfolding β(Ω).

Theorem 7.12 (Unfolding of an oclet system). Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system. If
O is label consistent, then Ω has a unique largest branching process Unf (Ω) s.t.
every other branching process β of Ω is a prefix of Unf (Ω). Moreover, Unf (Ω)
represents all distributed runs of Ω, i.e., R(Unf (Ω)) = R(Ω). ?

The proof of this theorem follows directly from the propositions of the following
lemma.

Lemma 7.13: Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system with label consistent basic oclets
O. The following properties hold.

1. Let β be a branching process of Ω and let C be a configuration of β. The
induced distributed run β[C] is a distributed run of Ω.

2. The runs represented by β are runs of Ω, i.e., R(β) ⊆ R(Ω).
3. Every monotone sequence β(1) v β(2) v . . . of branching process of Ω has a

maximal element β∗ s.t. R(β(i)) ⊆ R(β∗) ⊆ R(Ω), for all i > 0.
4. Any two maximal, monotone sequences β(1)

1 v β
(2)
1 v . . . v β∗1 and β(1)

2 v
β

(2)
2 v . . . v β∗2 eventually converge to β∗1 = β∗2 = Unf (Ω).

5. R(Unf (Ω)) = R(Ω). ?

Most propositions of Lemma 7.13 follow directly from the respective definitions.
Only proposition 7.13-4 requires an argument that two possible extensions o1 and
o2 of a branching process β can be added to β in any order. Hence, the following
lemma.

Lemma 7.14 (Confluence of extension): Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system with label
consistent basic oclets O. Let [o1], [o2] ∈ O. Let β be a branching process of Ω
having two possible extensions o′1 ∈ [o1] at a cut B1 and o′2 ∈ [o2] at a cut B2.
Then either β B o′1 = β B o′2, or (β B o′1)B o′2 = (β B o′2)B o′1. ?

The proofs of both lemmas are given in Appendix A.8.
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In the beginning of this section, we gave a characterization of the branching
processes of an oclet system Ω. It is easy to see from the definitions that each
branching process β that is constructed inductively satisfies this characterization.
Conversely, every characterized branching process can be constructed.
Altogether, the branching processes of oclet systems generalize the branching

processes of Petri net systems—because every Petri net system can be translated
into an equivalent oclet system, see Section 6.7.1. The unique maximal branching
process Unf (Ω) of an oclet system represents the set of all runs of Ω. Every
condition in Unf (Ω) with two post-events e1 and e2 describes a point where two
runs of Ω diverge because of the two alternative events e1 and e2. Like the set of
all runs of Ω, Unf (Ω) may be infinite. The next section introduces a technique for
computing an equivalent finite representation of Unf (Ω).

7.3. The McMillan Technique for Petri Nets

A Petri net system may have infinite runs, e.g., if the system has a cycle. Conse-
quently, the system’s unfolding may be infinite as well. By the same argument, an
oclet system’s unfolding may be infinite.

Petri net system

set of
distributed runs

McMillan prefix

unfolding

construct

union

in
fin

ite
fin

ite

7.3.1

7.3.2

7.3.3

McMillan found in [88] that the unfolding of a Petri net system Σ is equivalently
represented by a prefix β of the unfolding: β represents every reachable marking of
Σ and every transition that occurs in Σ. This information is enough to reconstruct
the unfolding from β. Such a prefix β is called complete. We present McMillan’s
approach in this section and generalize it to oclet systems from Section 7.3 onwards.
The specific contribution of McMillan’s work is two-fold. Firstly, every Petri

net system Σ which has a finite set of reachable markings also has a finite
complete prefix of its unfolding. Section 7.3.1 introduces finite complete prefixes.
Secondly, McMillan provided an algorithm to construct a finite complete prefix
β. By construction, β represents all behavior of Σ. Algorithms on β may decide
properties of the complete unfolding, i.e., behavioral properties of Σ. Section 7.3.2
presents McMillan’s algorithmic idea, Section 7.3.3 provides the formal definitions.
All formal notions in this section are based on [38].
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Figure 7.8. A Petri net system (a), its unfolding (b), a prefix (c), and a complete prefix
(d).

7.3.1. Complete prefix of a Petri net system
This section briefly repeats the notion of a complete prefix of an unfolding of a
Petri net system. We identify the central notions that are needed to generalize
this technique to oclet systems.
Let Σ be a Petri net system. A prefix β of Unf (Σ) is complete iff for every

reachable marking m of Σ there exists a configuration C of β s.t.

1. Mark(C) = m, i.e., m is represented in β, and
2. for every transition t of Σ that is enabled at m there exists an event e 6∈ C

s.t. `(e) = t and C ∪ {e} is a configuration of β [38].

The unfolding β(Σ) is complete. The idea of a complete prefix β is that β contains
just enough information to re-construct β(Σ) from β. Intuitively, this is possible
because every reachable marking m of Σ is represented in β and every occurrence
of a transition t in marking m is represented in β.

The Petri net system Σ in Figure 7.8(a) has the infinite unfolding indicated in
Figure 7.8(b). The prefix β0 in Figure 7.8(c) is incomplete: β0 represents every
reachable marking of the system, but the occurrences of transitions y and z are not
represented. Thus, the unfolding cannot be reconstructed from β0. A complete
prefix β1 is depicted in Figure 7.8(d). This complete prefix β1 is minimal but it is
not unique, i.e., the system has other minimal complete prefixes.

Reconstructing the unfolding from a complete prefix. In the following, we present an
intuitive argument why and how the unfolding Unf of Σ can be reconstructed
from a complete prefix β of Unf . We generalize this argument in the next section
to define a complete prefix of an oclet system.

The notion of a (finite) complete prefix of Unf relies on the following property
of the unfolding: Let C1 be a configuration of Unf . By ⇑C1 we denote the future
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Figure 7.9. Configurations C1 and C2 reach the same
marking Mark(C1) = Mark(C2). Their futures ⇑C1 and
⇑C2 are isomorphic.
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Figure 7.10. Futures ⇑{e1}
(left) and ⇑{e2} (right) in the
unfolding in Fig. 7.8(b).

of C1 which is all behavior in Unf after Cut(C1). Technically, ⇑C1 is the suffix
of Unf that begins with Cut(C1) and contains all nodes (and arcs) of Unf that
depend on Cut(C1). If a second configuration C2 reaches the same marking as C1,
then their futures ⇑C1 and ⇑C2 are isomorphic [38]. Figure 7.9 illustrates this
property. Figure 7.10 depicts the futures of the configurations {e1} and {e2} in
the unfolding of Figure 7.8(b).
If ⇑C1 and ⇑C2 are isomorphic in the unfolding, then ⇑C2 can be removed

from Unf without losing any information about the behavior in Unf . Let β :=
Unf −⇑C2. Intuitively, the unfolding Unf can be reconstructed from the prefix β
by appending (a copy of) the future ⇑C1 to C2. The result is Unf because ⇑C1 and
⇑C2 are isomorphic. This procedure of removing the future of a configuration from
β can be iterated until every marking of Σ is represented only once. Each removal
step can be undone by appending a copy of the future that is still represented in
β.
This argument only provides an intuitive idea of how the unfolding can be

reconstructed from a complete prefix. The actual technique for reconstructing the
unfolding is more involved; details are given in [38].

7.3.2. Constructing a finite complete prefix: the algorithmic idea
We just recalled the notion of a complete prefix of a Petri net system Σ. A complete
prefix β represents the entire behavior of Σ in the shape of a branching process.
In the following, we present McMillan’s algorithm to construct a finite complete
prefix of Σ’s unfolding. Figure 7.11 shows the running example of this section.
For the Petri net in (a), McMillan’s algorithm returns the finite complete prefix in
(b). Figure 7.4 on page 196 shows the corresponding unfolding of the net.

McMillan’s algorithm begins to construct the unfolding of Σ by extending a prefix
β of the unfolding with one event at a time. It stops once β is complete. Each
event in β represents an occurrence of a transition of Σ. Loosely speaking, after
extending β with an event e, the algorithm checks whether “e reaches a marking”
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Figure 7.11. A Petri net system (a) and a finite complete prefix computed by McMillan’s
algorithm (b).

that has been “reached earlier” in β. If this is the case, then e is marked as a
cut-off event. The algorithm does not extend β with any event that depends on
a cut-off event. Eventually, if the net is bounded, every possible extension of β
depends on a cut-off event and the algorithm terminates. The resulting prefix is
complete. Cut-off events are highlighted grey in Figure 7.11.
McMillan provided two sophisticated notions for the two informal phrases “e

reaches a marking” that has been “reached earlier”. His choice yields an efficient
technique as we explain next.

An event reaches a marking. Now, we consider one step in the construction algo-
rithm. Let β be the current “intermediate” prefix and let e be the event that has
just been added to β by the algorithm. Event e is part of some configuration C
that reaches the marking Mark(C). If the prefix β contains another configuration
C ′ reaching the same marking Mark(C ′) = Mark(C), then the future of event e,
i.e., ⇑ e ⊆ ⇑C, is already represented in β by ⇑C ′ as explained in Section 7.3.1.
So, the algorithm marks e as a cut-off event of β and no event depending on e is
added to β.
Unfortunately, e may be part of many configurations C, and β contains ex-

ponentially many configurations C ′ to compare with C. A naïve algorithm for
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Figure 7.12. A Petri net system (a) and an incomplete prefix (b) of its unfolding.

detecting cut-off events would be inefficient. McMillan’s solution is to consider
only the smallest configuration that also contains e: this is the local configuration
[e] that consists of e and all events that precede e. Now, the marking “reached
by e” is well-defined and unique by Mark([e]). In the example of Figure 7.11, the
local configuration of event e10 is [e10] = {e10, e6, e4, e3, e1}; the reached marking
is Mark([e10]) = [c, f] by the cut {b14, b7} reached by [e10], see Def. 7.4-4.
The next step in the algorithm is to compare the local configuration [e] of the

added event e to other configurations C ′ in β. Although there are exponentially
many configurations C ′, β contains only a linear number of local configurations
[e′]: one for each event e′ of β. McMillan’s first half of an efficient solution [88] is
to compare the new local configuration [e] only to existing local configurations [e′]
of the prefix β.

A marking that has been reached earlier. However, it is insufficient to declare e as
a cut-off event whenever β contains a local configuration [e′] with Mark([e]) =
Mark([e′]). With this approach, the algorithm might declare too many cut-off
events and terminate too early. Intuitively, the decision for a cut-off event is based
on the behavior in a local configuration [e] in β. However, some behavior in β only
follows from a non-local configuration. Such behavior would not be represented in
the prefix.

Figure 7.12 shows the standard counter-example taken from [38]. The marking
[l] is reachable in the net. Depending on the order of adding events to the prefix,
the algorithm could return the prefix of Figure 7.12(b) which does not represent
[l]. The events are numbered in the order in which they were added to the prefix.
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When adding e8, the algorithm detects the local configuration [e7] that reaches
the same marking [j, g, h] and marks e8 as cut-off. Correspondingly, e10 is marked
as cut-off because of [e9]. An occurrence of transition z would depend either on
the cut-off event e8 or the cut-off event e10; so the algorithm terminates and [l] is
not represented. A correct algorithm ensures that either the global configuration
[e7] ∪ [e10] or the global configuration [e8] ∪ [e9] does not contain a cut-off event.

McMillan’s second half of the solution is to compare the local configuration [e]
to an existing local configuration [e′] only if [e′] contains less events than [e]. With
this additional requirement, the algorithm terminates with a finite complete prefix.
Esparza et al. generalize McMillan’s idea in [38]. They define a partial order ≺
on the configurations, called adequate order. Event e is a cut-off event of β if β
contains an event e′ s.t. [e′] ≺ [e] and both local configurations reach the same
marking Mark([e]) = Mark([e′]).
A sophisticated adequate order [38, Def. 5.1] yields the complete prefix in

Figure 7.11. Events e16 and e17 are cut-off events because of the smaller local
configuration [e4]. Event e5 is also a cut-off event because of [e4] although [e4] and
[e5] have equal size. The trick is to compare the words over transitions in [e4] and
[e5] “lexicographically”: word([e4]) = uwx and word([e5]) = vwx; the transitions
in both words are ordered lexicographically; word([e4]) is lexicographically smaller
than word([e5]), so e4 has been reached “earlier” and e5 is declared a cut-off event.
Without lexicographical ordering, the prefix would be significantly larger.

7.3.3. The formal notions
The preceding section sketched McMillan’s algorithm and introduced the notions of
a local configuration, an adequate order, and a cut-off event. This section presents
the corresponding formal definitions and the algorithm based on [38].
In the following let Σ be a Petri net system and let β be a branching process

of Σ. Any configuration C of β induces the distributed run β[C] that reaches
the marking Mark(C) := Mark(β[C]). Two configurations that reach the same
marking have isomorphic futures [38, Prop. 4.3]. Each event e induces its local
configuration [e] consisting of e and all events that precede e.

Definition 7.15 (Local configuration). The local configuration of an event e of a branch-
ing process is the configuration [e] := {e′ | e′ ≤ e}. y

The local configuration [e] reaches the marking Mark(e) := Mark([e]). Thus,
two events e1 and e2 that reach the same marking Mark(e1) = Mark(e2) have
isomorphic futures ⇑[e1] and ⇑[e2] in the unfolding of Σ.
A complete prefix β that contains two local configurations [e1] and [e2] that

reach the same marking only has to contain one of the futures ⇑[e1] or ⇑[e2]. The
choice which future can be omitted is made on the basis of a partial order ≺. This
partial order abstractly captures that an event e2 “occurred earlier” than an event
e1 when [e2] ≺ [e1]. Any partial order that satisfies the following three properties
leads to a complete prefix.

Definition 7.16 (Adequate order, Definition 4.5 in [38]). A partial order ≺ on the finite
configurations of the unfolding of an oclet system is an adequate order iff
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1. ≺ is well-founded,
2. C1 ⊂ C2 implies C1 ≺ C2, and
3. ≺ is preserved by finite extensions; if C1 ≺ C2 and Mark(C1) = Mark(C2),

then the isomorphism α from ⇑C1 to ⇑C2 satisfies (C1 ∪E) ≺ (C2 ∪ α(E)),
for all finite sets E, C1 ∩E = ∅, that extend C1 to a configuration C1 ∪ E.y

The first condition (well-foundedness) ensures that any new configuration [e] only
has to be compared to finitely many smaller configurations [en] ≺ . . . ≺ [e2] ≺
[e1] ≺ [e] to check whether Mark(e) = Mark(ei), for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The
second condition ensures that an adequate order captures “e2 occurred earlier
than e1” in the objective case [e2] ⊂ [e1]. The third condition ensures that the
order of “occurred earlier” is preserved by extensions. Two obvious candidates
for an adequate order are the subset-relation, i.e., C1 ⊂ C2, and the size of the
configurations, i.e., |C1| < |C2|. A cut-off event is defined wrt. the notion of an
adequate order.

Let β be a prefix of the unfolding containing an event e. The event e is a cut-off
event of β (wrt. ≺) iff β contains a local configuration [e′] s.t.

1. Mark(e) = Mark(e′) are equivalent, and
2. [e′] ≺ [e].

The algorithm that computes a finite complete prefix of the unfolding of Σ =
(N,m0) begins the construction with the initial run β := π0 that represents m0
(see Def. 2.21). In the example of Figure 7.11, the initial run consists of the
conditions {b1, b2}.
Each transition t of N defines a class of isomorphic t-steps. Each t-step is a

small causal net At consisting of one event e := event(At) and its pre- and post-
conditions s.t. e represents t, •e represents •t and e• represents t•; see Def. 2.20.
Like for possible extensions of oclet systems (Def. 7.8), a t-step At is a possible
extension of β if β contains a cut B that contains •e s.t. there exists no event f of
β with `(t) and •f = •e. In the example of Figure 7.11, the u-step consisting of
b1, e1, and b3 is a possible extension of the initial run.
Let PE(β) denote the set of all possible extensions of β. In each step, the

algorithm first extends β by a possible extension At to β B At by appending
event(At) and its post-set to β. Then, the algorithm determines whether event(At)
is a cut-off event wrt. the chosen adequate order. A possible extension At is not
added to β if the local configuration [event(At)] in β contains a cut-off event. The
algorithm terminates when no event can be added.
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Algorithm 7.17 (Finite complete prefix of a Petri net, Algorithm 4.7 in [38]).
input: A bounded Petri net system Σ = (N,m0).
output: A complete finite prefix Fin of Unf (Σ).
begin

Fin := π0;
pe := PE(Fin);
cut-off := ∅;
while pe 6= ∅ do
choose a possible extension At in pe s.t. [event(At)] is minimal wrt. ≺;
if [event(At)]∩ cut-off = ∅ then

Fin := Fin BAt;
pe := PE(Fin);
if event(At) is a cut-off event of Fin then
cut-off := cut-off ∪ {event(At)}

endif
else

pe := pe \ {At};
endif

endwhile
end y

Algorithm 7.17 returns a complete finite prefix Fin of a bounded Petri net system.
That Fin is indeed finite and complete is proven in [38] (Propositions 4.8 and 4.9).

7.4. Complete Prefixes of an Oclet System
The preceding section recalled McMillan’s technique for constructing a finite
complete prefix of a Petri net system. In this section, we generalize the notion of
finite complete prefix to oclet systems. Like for Petri nets, the aim is that a finite
complete prefix β of an oclet system Ω represents all behavior of Ω. Section 7.5
presents an algorithm that constructs a finite complete prefix β of an oclet system
Ω. Section 7.6 shows how to adapt this algorithm to decide behavioral properties
of Ω. Chapter 8 uses β to synthesize a Petri net that exhibits the same behavior
as Ω.

oclet system

set of
distributed runs

McMillan prefix

unfolding

Petri net systemconstruct

union =

fold

unfolding

in
fin

ite
fin

ite
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7.4.1. How to generalize complete prefixes?
This section discusses how to generalize the notion of a complete prefix of a
Petri net system to oclet systems. A prefix β of the unfolding of a Petri net
system Σ is only complete if β represents every reachable marking m of Σ. This
characterization of a complete prefix does not apply to an oclet system Ω because
the behavior of Ω is based on histories of events instead of markings. To generalize
complete prefixes, we generalize the notion of a reachable marking of a Petri net
system to a reachable history of an oclet system.

Petri net system

all runs

un
fo

ld
in

g
M

cM
ill

an
 p

re
fix

reachable markings
and transitions

reachable histories
and events

all runs

oclet system

6.4.2

7.3.1 7.4.3

generalize to

This section investigates the properties that a reachable history shall have in this
context; Section 7.4.2 presents the formal notions. The complete prefixes of the
unfolding of an oclet system Ω then follow canonically in Section 7.4.3. We show
under which conditions Ω has a finite complete prefix.

Reachable history and future behavior. In a Petri net system, a marking determines
the future behaviors of the system. Thus, any two configurations C1 and C2 that
reach the same marking m have isomorphic futures ⇑C1 and ⇑C2. In this sense,
the markings of Σ define an equivalence relation on the configurations of Unf (Σ).
And therefore the unfolding Unf (Σ) can be reconstructed from β.

An oclet system Ω needs a corresponding notion that determines the future
behavior of the system. This yet to be defined notion has to define an equivalence
relation ∼ on the configurations of the unfolding of Ω s.t.

any two equivalent configurations C1 ∼ C2 of Unf (Ω) have isomor-
phic futures ⇑C1 and ⇑C2 in Unf (Ω).

(7.1)

Figure 7.13 illustrates this property. The rationale of this equivalence ∼ is to
distinguish two configurations of Unf (Ω) only if they have different futures. Thus,
a prefix β of Unf (Ω) is complete if β contains for each equivalence class of ∼ a
configuration of this equivalence class. If ∼ has only finitely many equivalence
classes, then there exists a finite complete prefix β, because β contains only finitely
many non-equivalent configurations.
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isomorph

C2C1

*C1 *C2

»

Figure 7.13. Generalization of the unfolding of Petri nets: configurations C1 and C2 are
equivalent; their futures ⇑C1 and ⇑C2 are isomorphic.

 h (¼)

¼

reached
marking

enabled
transitions

¼

reached
history

enabled
oclets

Figure 7.14. The history h(π) is a suffix of π that contains the histories of all oclets that
are enabled at π. The notion of a history generalizes the notion of a reached marking.

The next steps. In the next Section 7.4.2, we show that each oclet system Ω defines
an equivalence relation ∼ that satisfies (7.1). Section 7.4.3 characterizes oclet
systems in which ∼ has only finitely many equivalence classes. We then prove
that if ∼ has only finitely many equivalence classes, then Ω has a finite complete
prefix β of its unfolding Unf (Ω). This prefix β represents all behavior of Ω.

7.4.2. History equivalence
The behavior at the end of a run π of a Petri net system is determined by the
marking that is reached by π. The behavior at the end of a run π of an oclet
system Ω is determined by a history h(π) of finite length—as we will show in this
section. Two runs that have the same history allow for the same future behaviors
(up to isomorphism). Thus, the history h(.) defines the complete prefixes of Ω.

The idea

In an oclet system Ω = (O, π0), each basic oclet o denotes one event event(o) with
a local history histo. An occurrence of o depends on the local history of o, i.e., o
is enabled at the end of a distributed run π1 iff π1 ends with histo.
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isomorph

C2C1

*C1 *C2

=h (C1) h (C2)

Figure 7.15. Equivalence for oclet systems: the runs induced by the configurations C1 and
C2 have equal histories. The futures ⇑C1 and ⇑C2 are isomorphic.

Every oclet in O is finite. Consequently, whether o is enabled at the end of π1
does not depend on the entire run π1. Instead it is sufficient to consider a finite
suffix h(π1) of π1 that is large enough to contain histo (and any other history of
any other oclet in O). We call h(π1) the characteristic history of π1 (wrt. O).
The trivial suffix of π1 is its set of maximal conditions which corresponds to the
marking reached by π1. The characteristic history of π1 typically contains more
nodes. Thus, the notion of a characteristic history generalizes the notion of a
marking.
In the following, we define h(.) s.t. each oclet o of Ω is enabled at π1 iff o is

enabled at h(π1). Thus, any two runs π1 and π2 of Ω that end with the same
characteristic history h(π1) = h(π2) continue in exactly the same way. If π1
and π2 end with different characteristic histories h(π1) 6= h(π2), then also their
continuations differ. Figure 7.14 depicts these concepts abstractly.
This characteristic history h(.) of a run induces an equivalence relation to

characterize a complete prefix of the unfolding Unf of Ω. Two configurations C1
and C2 are h-equivalent iff their induced runs π1 = Unf [C1] and π2 = Unf [C2]
have equal characteristic histories h(π1) = h(π2). From the definition of h(.)
follows that h-equivalent configurations C1 and C2 have isomorphic futures ⇑C1
and ⇑C2 as illustrated in Figure 7.15.

The remainder of this Section 7.4.2 formally defines h(.) and proves the stated
property.

The definitions

A naïve approach to the history of a run would be to define h(π) as the union of all
histories that occur at the end of π. This definition would imply: o is enabled at π
iff o is enabled at h(π). But this definition is too weak for (7.1) which requires that
h-equivalent runs have isomorphic futures. Figure 7.16 depicts a counter-example.
The oclet system Ω in (a) has the unfolding indicated in (b). Both runs π0 and
π1 enable oclet o1, i.e., π0 and π1 would be “equivalent”. However, the future
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π0:
a xa a

o1

xa a x a y a
o2

(a) oclet system Ω = ({o1, o2}, π0)

a x a x a x a

y a

x a

x a

y a

(b) unfolding of Ω

π1:
a x a

a x a x a

y a

x a

x a

y a

(c) future of π1

Figure 7.16. In π0 and in π1 oclet o1 is enabled and o2 is not enabled. The future of π0 is
the unfolding (b), the future of π1 in (c) is not isomorphic to the unfolding.

of π0 is the unfolding of Ω which is different from the future of π1 depicted in
Figure 7.16(c).

The counter-example of Figure 7.16 tells us that the future of a run π does not
only depend on the complete histories of the enabled oclets. The future of π also
depends on the partial histories that occur at the end of π. In Figure 7.16, the
history of o1 occurs completely at the end of π1. Furthermore, we may “stick”
the history of o2 “partially into π1” up to the local history of the second event x.
Figure 7.17 depicts this partial history of o2 as hist1 explicitly. In other words,
π1 also ends with the partial history hist1. We show in the following that partial
histories suffice to determine whether two runs have isomorphic futures.

Definition 7.18 (Partial histories in a run). Let o = (πo, histo) be an oclet. Let e be
an event of o (from o’s contribution or o’s history). The local history of e is a
partial history of o.
Technically, each event e ∈ Eo induces the partial history histe = (Be, Ee, Fe)

consisting of all strict transitive predecessors Xe = e↓o \ {e} of e, Be = Xe ∩Bo,
Ee = Xe ∩Eo, Fe = Fo|Xe×Xe . Each partial history histe induces its isomorphism
class [histe].
Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system. The set of all partial histories of an oclet

class [o] ∈ O is H([o]) := {[histe] | e ∈ Eo}. The set of all partial histories of O is
the set H(O) :=

⋃
[o]∈OH([o]).

Let π be a distributed run. The set of partial histories of O that occur at the
end of π is H(O, π) := {histα | [hist] ∈ H(O),∃histα ∈ [hist] : π histα−−−→]}. y
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hist0:
a

hist1:
xa a

hist2:
xa a x a

(a) the partial histories of o1 and o2 of Figure 7.16

π0:
a

π1:
a x a

π2:
a x a x a

π3:
a x a x a

y a

(b) some distributed runs of Ω of Figure 7.16

Figure 7.17. The distributed runs π0 and π3 end with hist0 only, π1 ends with hist0 and
hist1, π2 ends with all partial histories.

The condition π histα−−−→] in the definition of H(O, π) captures the enabling condition
of oclets for partial histories: histαe ⊆ π and max histαe ⊆ max π; see and enabled
oclet (Def. 5.1).

The example in Figure 7.17 illustrates Definition 7.18. Figure 7.17(a) shows all
partial histories of Ω in Figure 7.16: H(o1) = {[hist0]},H(o2) = {[hist0], [hist1],
[hist2]}, so H({o1, o2}) = H(o1) ∪H(o2). Both runs π0 and π3 in Figure 7.17(b)
end with hist0 only, i.e., H({o1, o2}, π0) = {hist′0} and H({o1, o2}, π3) = {hist′0}
for occurrences hist′0, hist′′0 ∈ [hist0]. In contrast, the run π1 ends with hist0 and
hist1, and the run π2 ends with all partial histories in H({o1, o2}). All runs π0-π3
are also runs of the oclet system Ω in Figure 7.16. On a more figurative level, the
histories of the oclets o1 and o2 “stick” in these runs at different depths, formally
expressed by the partial histories of o1 and o2. All partial histories of Ω “stick” in
π0 and π3 at the same depth, i.e., they are history equivalent wrt. partial histories.
The preceding notions were chosen in a way s.t. each partial history hist ∈
H(O, π) that occurs at the end of a distributed run π is a sub-net of π. Let⋃
H(O, π) denote the composition of all these sub-nets by union.

Definition 7.19 (Characteristic history). Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system and let π
be a distributed run. The characteristic history of π is the suffix h(π) of π that
consists of max π and all partial histories of O that occur at the end of π, i.e.,
h(π) := max π ∪

⋃
H(O, π).

Two distributed runs π1 and π2 are h-equivalent iff h(π1) and h(π2) are equal
(up to isomorphism), i.e., [h(π1)] = [h(π2)]. y

In the example of Figure 7.17, the distributed runs π0 and π3 are h-equivalent.
Their characteristic history is hist0. Moreover, both runs have isomorphic futures
in the unfolding of Figure 7.16.
Figure 7.18 depicts a more involved example of a characteristic history. The

partial histories of oclet P1 of (a) are depicted in (b): hist1f is the partial history
of freeze, hist1h is the partial history of heat. The partial histories of oclet P2
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(a) two oclets P1 and P2
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p

p

hist1f:

hist1h:

(b) partial histories H(P1)
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hist2p:
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(c) partial histories H(P2)

e1
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b7

b8
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(d) a distributed run π

e1
b2

b7

b8

b9

b5

e3

b10

b11 pizza

p

d

tray

pizzafreezep

freezep

(e) characteristic history h(π)

Figure 7.18. The distributed run π in (d) has the characteristic history h(π) in (e) wrt.
the oclets P1 and P2 in (a).

are depicted in (c). The partial histories of {P1,P2} that occur at the end of the
run π of (d) are the following: hist1f occurs once at condition {b10}, hist1h occurs
twice at {b9, b10} and at {b10, b11}, hist2p occurs once at {b8}, and hist2f does not
occur at the end of π. The characteristic history h(π) of π consists of all these
occurrences of the partial histories of {P1,P2} and the condition b7 because h(π)
contains all maximal nodes of π; Figure 7.18(e) shows h(π).
In the remainder of this section, we prove that two runs which have the same

characteristic history also have isomorphic futures. This property allows us to
define a complete prefix of an oclet system using the notion of a characteristic
history.
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¼1 h (¼1)

¼2 h (¼2)

®

o®

o
½1 h (¼1)

½2 h (¼2)

®

o

o®
h

h
½1

½2

®

h (½1)

h (½2)

Figure 7.19. The propositions of Lemma 7.22.

Lemma 7.20: Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system and let C1 and C2 be two configu-
rations of the unfolding Unf of Ω s.t. h(Unf [C1]) and h(Unf [C2]) are isomorphic.
Then ⇑C1 and ⇑C2 are isomorphic in Unf . ?

The proofs

The following corollary states some basic properties of the characteristic history of
a distributed run. It follows directly from Definitions 7.18 and 7.19.

Corollary 7.21 (Properties of the characteristic history): Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet
system and let π be a distributed run. Then the following properties hold.

1. h(π) is a distributed run with h(π) ⊆ π and max h(π) = max π.
2. For each partial history hist ∈ H(O) holds: the run π ends with [hist] ∈ H(O)

at location α iff h(π) ends with [hist] ∈ H(O) at location α, i.e., π histα−−−→] iff
h(π) histα−−−→] for histα ∈ [hist].

3. For each oclet o ∈ O holds: o is enabled at π at location α iff o is enabled at
h(π) at location α. ?

The proof of Lemma 7.20 (h-equivalent runs have isomorphic futures) will be done
inductively. The subsequent lemma states all necessary properties for the induction
step. Specifically, if two runs π1 and π2 are h-equivalent, then each continuation
of π1 by a single oclet defines an isomorphic continuation of π2. Moreover, the
resulting runs are h-equivalent again. Figure 7.19 illustrates these propositions.

Lemma 7.22: Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system and let π1 and π2 be two distributed
runs s.t. their characteristic histories h(π1) and h(π2) are isomorphic. Let α be
the isomorphism from h(π1) to h(π2). Let [o] ∈ O be an oclet class s.t. o is enabled
at π1. Then the following properties hold.

1. Oclet o is enabled at π2 at location α, and h(π1) B o and h(π2) B oα are
isomorphic.

2. The characteristic histories of π1 B o and π2 B oα are isomorphic, i.e., α
extends to an isomorphism from h(π1 B o) to h(π2 B oα). ?
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1.a)

1.b)

2.a)h (¼1)
e

¼1 ¼1 o

Figure 7.20. Three of the four cases in the proof of Lemma 7.22.

Proof. Let o be enabled at π1 and let α : h(π1)→ h(π2) be an isomorphism.

(1.) From o enabled at π1 follows that o is enabled at h(π1) by Corollary 7.21. By
the isomorphism α holds that oα is enabled at α(h(π1)) = h(π2). Thus oα is enabled
at π2. The composition h(π1)B o extends the isomorphism α : h(π1)→ h(π2) to
an isomorphism from (h(π1)B o) to (h(π2)B oα).

(2.) We have to show that the characteristic histories h(π1 B o) and h(π2 B oα)
are isomorphic by α. By the definition of the characteristic history h(.) we have to
show (2.a) max(π1B o) and max(π2B oα) isomorphic, and (2.b) H(O, π1B o) and
H(O, π2B oα) are isomorphic. The isomorphism of max(π1B o) and max(π2B oα)
already follows from (1.). Thus, we have to show that hist ∈ H(O, π1 B o) iff
histα ∈ H(O, π2 B oα). We distinguish four cases; Figure 7.20 illustrates three of
them.

1. Let hist ∈ H(O, π1). By the definition of h(.) and the isomorphism α from
h(π1) and h(π2) follows histα ∈ H(O, π2). There are two cases:

a) hist 6∈ H(O, π1 B o). In other words, the run π1 B o does not end with
hist although π1 does. Thus, the event e that is appended to π1 has
a pre-condition b in max hist; and e is a successor of b in π1 B o. But
then is b a maximal condition of o′s history. Thus, hist 6∈ H(O, π1 B o)
iff (max hist ∩max histo) 6= ∅ iff (max histα ∩max histαo ) 6= ∅ iff histα 6∈
H(O, π2 B oα).

b) hist ∈ H(O, π1 B o). Thus, the event that is appended to π1 has no
pre-condition in max hist. Hence, the equivalence of the first case holds:
histα ∈ H(O, π2 B oα).

2. Let hist 6∈ H(O, π1). Like in the first case, histα 6∈ H(O, π2). There are two
cases:

a) hist ∈ H(O, π1 B o). This only happens if the oclet o contributes
a node s.t. hist occurs at the end of π1 B o, i.e., hist ∩ cono 6= ∅.
Thus, hist ∈ H(O, π1 B o) iff (hist ∩ cono) 6= ∅ iff (histα ∩ conαo ) 6= ∅ iff
histα ∈ H(O, π2 B oα).
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C2C1

®

¯1

*C1 *C2

e1=event (o1)

D1 D2

®

e2=event (o2)

®

Figure 7.21. Proof idea for Lemma 7.20.

b) hist 6∈ H(O, π1 B o). By the inverse arguments of the first case, holds
histα 6∈ H(O, π2 B oα).

Altogether, α is an isomorphism from
⋃
H(O, π1 B o) to

⋃
H(O, π2 B oα) and

from max(π1 B o) to max(π2 B oα). Thus, α is an isomorphism from h(π1 B o) to
h(π2 B oα). �

By the preceding lemma, two runs π1 and π2 of an oclet system Ω that are
h-equivalent are guaranteed to continue in an isomorphic manner. Moreover,
h-equivalence is preserved under continuations. To prove Lemma 7.20, we lift this
property to the complete future of π1 and π2 in the unfolding of Ω. Figure 7.21
sketches the proof idea.

Proof (of Lemma 7.20). Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system and let C1 and C2
be two configurations of the unfolding Unf of Ω s.t. h(Unf [C1]) and h(Unf [C2])
are isomorphic. We show that ⇑C1 and ⇑C2 are isomorphic by induction on the
prefixes of ⇑C1 and ⇑C2.
[Base] The least prefix of ⇑C1 is the Cut(C1) = max Unf [C1] = max h(Unf [C1]).
The least prefix of ⇑C2 is max h(Unf [C2]). Both prefixes are isomorphic by
assumption.
[Step] Let β1 be a prefix of ⇑C1 containing an event. We have to show that there
exists an isomorphic prefix β2 of ⇑C2.
Let e1 be a maximal event of β1 s.t. for no other event e′ of β holds e1 < e′.

Let β′1 be the prefix of β1 where event e1 and e1
• were removed. By inductive

assumption exist a prefix β′2 of ⇑C2 s.t. β′1 and β′2 are isomorphic. We now show
that there exist an event e2 in ⇑C2 s.t. extending β′2 with e2 yields the prefix β2
of Unf that is isomorphic to β1.
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Let D1 = {e′ ∈ E1 | e′ < e1} be the configuration of β1 that precedes e1. From
e1 6∈ D1 follows that D1 is a configuration of β′1. Thus, there exists an isomorphic
configuration D2 of β′2.
By construction holds that C1 ∪ D1 is a configuration of the unfolding Unf

and Unf [C1] is a prefix of Unf [C1 ∪ D1]. Correspondingly, Unf [C2] is a prefix
of Unf [C2 ∪ D2]. By assumption h(Unf [C1]) and h(Unf [C2]) isomorphic. By
induction on the size of D1 and Lemma 7.22 it follows that h(Unf [C1 ∪D1]) and
h(Unf [C2 ∪D2]) are isomorphic.
The induced run Unf [C1 ∪ D1] is a branching process of Ω. All events that

precede e1 are in the configuration C1∪D1. Thus, there exists a possible extension
o1 of Unf [C1 ∪D1] s.t. event(o1) = e1. Correspondingly, there exists a possible
extension o2 of Unf [C2 ∪D2] that is isomorphic to o1 —because h(Unf [C1 ∪D1])
and h(Unf [C2 ∪D2]) are isomorphic. The possible extension o2 contributes the
event(o2) = e2 of Unf in ⇑C2. By construction, D2 ∪ {e2} is a configuration of
⇑C2. Thus, adding e2 and e2

• to β′2 yields the prefix β2 of ⇑C2 that is isomorphic
to β1. �

This proof concludes the definition of a characteristic history h(π) of a distributed
run π. Specifically, we have proven that two h-equivalent runs have isomorphic
futures. Thus, the notion of h-equivalence allows us to define the complete prefixes
of an oclet system.

7.4.3. Complete prefix of an oclet system
The preceding section introduced the notion of a characteristic history h(π) of a
distributed run π wrt. an oclet system Ω. It generalizes the notion of a marking
(of a Petri net system). Two runs of Ω that reach the same characteristic history
have isomorphic futures. Because of this property, we may now define the complete
prefixes of an oclet system (wrt. characteristic histories).
The complete prefixes of an oclet system generalize complete prefixes of a

Petri net system. We generalize the notion of a reachable marking to a reachable
characteristic history. A complete prefix of a Petri net system represents every
reachable marking. A complete prefix of an oclet system represents every reachable
characteristic history.

Definition 7.23 (Reachable history). Let Ω be an oclet system. Let C be a finite con-
figuration of the unfolding Unf of Ω. The characteristic history hist = h(Unf [C])
is reachable in Ω. Two finite configurations C1 and C2 reach the same history iff
h(Unf [C1]) and h(Unf [C2]) are equal (up to isomorphism). Relaxing notation, we
write h(C1) = hist = h(C2). y

Definition 7.24 (Complete prefix of an oclet system). Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet sys-
tem. A prefix β of the unfolding Unf of Ω is complete iff for every reachable
characteristic history hist = h(C) of some finite configuration C of Unf there
exists a configuration C ′ of β s.t.

1. h(C) = hist = h(C ′) (C and C ′ reach the same history, i.e., β represents the
run Unf [C] of Ω), and
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2. for every oclet o of Ω that is enabled at Unf [C] there exists an event e′ 6∈ C ′
with `(e) = `(event(o)) s.t. C ′ ∪ {e′} is a configuration of β. y

Figure 7.5 on page 197 depicts an example. The depicted branching process
in Figure 7.5(b) is a complete prefix of the unfolding of the oclet system in
Figure 7.5(a).
Definition 7.24 corresponds to the notion of a complete prefix of a Petri net

system given in Section 7.3.1. We only replaced “reachable marking” by “reachable
characteristic history”. Thus, Definition 7.24 generalizes complete prefixes of Petri
net systems.
A complete prefix β of an oclet system Ω represents the same behavior as the

unfolding Unf of Ω. The prefix β contains for every finite configuration C of Unf
an h-equivalent configuration C ′. By Lemma 7.20, the futures of C and C ′ are
isomorphic. Moreover, β contains for each event e that extends C an equivalent
event e′ that extends C ′. Thus, every extension of C with some events E to C ∪E
can be mimicked by equivalent events E′ of β.

The unfolding of Ω is complete by definition. In the following, we are interested
in finite complete prefixes of Ω. An algorithm can decide properties of Unf on a
finite complete prefix β, i.e., decide behavioral properties of Ω on β.

Finite complete prefixes

Whether an oclet system Ω has a finite complete prefix only depends on how
many different characteristic histories are reachable in Ω. If the set of reachable
characteristic histories is finite, then Ω has a finite complete prefix. Otherwise,
every complete prefix β represents infinitely many incomparable histories which
means that β is infinite as well.
Intuitively, a characteristic history hist has only finite length (bounded by the

longest history in Ω). But hist could have arbitrary width, i.e., the number of
maximal conditions of hist may be unbounded. If there exists a bound k s.t. every
cut of hist has at most k conditions, then every reachable history has width ≤ k.
In this case Ω reaches only finitely many incomparable characteristic histories and
Ω has a finite complete prefix.
In the following, we formally characterize k-bounded oclet systems where the

size of every cut is bounded by a constant k. Then, we prove that every k-bounded
oclet system has a finite complete prefix.

Formal definitions and proofs

Petri nets know the notion of a k-bounded Petri net system Σ where every reachable
marking of Σ puts at most k tokens on a place of Σ. We adapt this notion to oclet
systems by bounding the conditions in a cut.

Definition 7.25 (k-bounded oclet system). Let Ω be an oclet system, let k ∈ N. A
cut B of Unf (Ω) is k-bounded iff each label occurs in B at most k times, i.e.,
|{b ∈ B | `(b) = a}| ≤ k, for all labels a. The oclet system Ω is k-bounded iff every
cut of Unf (Ω) is k-bounded. An oclet specification O is k-bounded iff its oclet
system ΩO is k-bounded; see Cor. 6.17. y
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In a k-bounded oclet system Ω, every cut has at most k · |LΩ| conditions where
LΩ is the set of labels occurring in Ω. Thus, width and length of every reachable
characteristic history of Ω are bounded. This leads to the following two lemmas.

Lemma 7.26: A k-bounded oclet system Ω has finitely many reachable histories. ?

Proof. The characteristic history h(.) induces the equivalence classes [π]h := {π′ |
h(π) = h(π′)}, for each π = Unf [C] for some finite configuration C. All runs
in one equivalence class of h reach the same history of Ω. Moreover, for each
reachable history of Ω exists one equivalence class of h(.). Thus, Ω has finitely
many reachable histories iff h(.) defines finitely many equivalence classes.

Claim: If Ω is k-bounded, then h(.) defines finitely many equivalence classes.
Let Unf be k-bounded for some k ∈ N. Let L be the number of different

condition labels used in Ω. Every cut of Unf has at most k ·L conditions. Let hist
be the history of some oclet in Ω. A node x0 of hist has depth d if there exists
a longest sequence of nodes x0 < x1 < x2 < . . . < xd s.t. xd ∈ max hist. Let D
denote the maximal depth of all nodes of all histories in Ω. Further, let P denote
the size of the largest pre-set of all nodes in Ω. Every node of Unf has at most P
pre-nodes.

Let π be some distributed run in Unf . The characteristic history h(π) contains
only nodes which have at most depth D. Thus, each node in max h(π) has at
most PD predecessors. Because max h(π) is a cut of Unf , h(π) has at most
k · L · PD nodes (usually much less). Because Ω has only finitely many oclets of
finite size, there are only finitely many labels in h(π). Thus, there are only finitely
many non-isomorphic characteristic histories h(π). We conclude that h(.) has only
finitely many equivalence classes. �

Lemma 7.27 (Finite complete prefix of an oclet system): Let Ω be an oclet system. If
Ω is k-bounded, then Ω has a finite complete prefix β of Unf (Ω). ?

Proof. A complete prefix β of the unfolding Unf of Ω contains (1) one configuration
C for each reachable characteristic history hist of Ω, and (2) one event e for each
oclet o that is enabled at hist.

(1) If Ω is k-bounded, then there are only finitely many reachable histories hist1, . . . ,
histn. By definition, each characteristic history has a finite configuration Ci of
Unf s.t. histi = h(Unf [Ci]), for all i = 1, . . . , n. Let E be the union of all these
finite configurations. The prefix βE of Unf that consists of all events E is finite
and represents each reachable history of Unf .

(2) For each configuration C of βE , extend βE by all possible extensions at Cut(C).
The resulting prefix β contains one occurrence of each oclet which satisfies the
second requirement of a complete prefix (Definition 7.24). There are only finitely
many possible extensions per configuration C. Thus β is a finite complete prefix
of Unf . �
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7.5. Construct a Finite Complete Prefix of an Oclet System
The preceding section introduced the notion of a complete prefix of an oclet system
Ω. A complete prefix β represents the entire behavior of Ω in the shape of a
branching process. In some respect, a complete prefix of Ω denotes the state space
of Ω. Ω has a finite complete prefix β if the distributed runs of Ω are bounded in
their width, i.e., every cut of Ω has at most k conditions with the same label.

oclet system McMillan prefix Petri net systemconstruct fold

In this section, we present an algorithm to construct a finite complete prefix of
Ω if Ω has one. The constructed prefix is the basis for synthesizing a Petri net
system that implements an oclet specification. The main result of this section is
the following theorem.

Theorem 7.28. For a k-bounded oclet system Ω, a finite complete prefix of Ω can be
constructed algorithmically. ?

To prove Theorem 7.28 we define an algorithm that constructs a finite complete
prefix of a given k-bounded oclet system Ω. To this end, we adapt Algorith 7.17
for constructing a complete finite prefix of a Petri net system [88]. Figure 7.22
depicts an oclet system Ω and the complete finite prefix of Ω that is computed by
the algorithm.

7.5.1. The idea
We generalize McMillan’s algorithm for constructing a finite complete prefix of a
Petri net system to oclet systems. In fact, the basic algorithmic idea which was
presented in Section 7.3.1 remains the same. Beginning in the initial run π0 of an
oclet system Ω = (O, π0), extend a prefix β of the unfolding of Ω with one event e
at a time. If e reaches a situation that has been reached earlier, then mark e as a
cut-off event. Do not extend β by any event that depends on a cut-off event. The
prefix β is complete when β cannot be extended anymore.
All relevant notions for applying this algorithm to oclet systems have already

been generalized in the preceding sections:

– branching processes of oclet systems generalize branching processes of Petri
net systems,

– an occurrence of a basic oclet generalizes an occurrence of a transition—
either occurrence extends a branching process by one event,

– the reachable characteristic histories of an oclet system generalizes the
reachable markings of a Petri net system, and

– the correctness notion of a complete prefix of an oclet system generalizes the
corresponding notion of a Petri net system.
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Figure 7.22. An oclet system (a) and its complete finite prefix (b) computed by McMillan’s
algorithm. The events are added to the prefix in the denoted order. Events e12 and e13
are cut-off events.

Thus, to generalize McMillan’s algorithm to oclet systems we only have to adjust
the notion of a cut-off event. Let β be an “intermediate” prefix of the algorithm
and let e be the event that has just been added to β by the algorithm. The event
e induces its local configuration [e] which consists of e and all events that precede
e. This configuration [e] reaches the history h([e]) which determines how the
system continues after e. If the prefix β contains another event e′ that “occurred
earlier” and reaches the same history h([e′]) = h([e]), then the future of event
e, i.e., ⇑ e ⊆ ⇑C, is already represented in β by ⇑ e′ (by Lemma 7.20). So, we
mark e as a cut-off event of β and no event depending on e is added to β. Like
in McMillan’s algorithm, eventually every possible extension of β depends on a
cut-off event and the algorithm terminates with a complete prefix of Ω.

Whether an existing event e′ “occurred earlier” than the new event e follows
from an adequate order —a special partial order over the configurations of β; see
Definition 7.16. A simple adequate order defines that e′ “occurred earlier” than
e if [e′] contains less events than [e]. The example in Figure 7.22 was computed
using this notion. Event e12 is a cut-off event because of event e4 whereas event
e13 is a cut-off event because of event e5.
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In the next section, we formally define a cut-off event for oclet systems and
present the algorithm that computes a finite complete prefix of an oclet system.
Afterwards, we prove the correctness of the algorithm and discuss its complexity.

7.5.2. The definitions and proofs
In the following let Ω be an oclet system and let β be a branching process of Ω. Any
configuration C of β induces the distributed run β[C] that has the characteristic
history h(C) := h(β[C]). Two h-equivalent configurations have isomorphic futures
in the unfolding of Ω (by Lemma 7.20).
Each event e of β induces the local configuration [e] consisting of e and all

events that precede e; see Def. 7.15. We say that event e reaches the characteristic
history h(e) := h([e]). Thus, two events e1 and e2 reaching equivalent histories
h(e1) = h(e2) have isomorphic futures ⇑[e1] and ⇑[e2] in the unfolding of Ω.
The construction algorithm may stop extending a branching process β of Ω

beyond an event e1 if β already contains an equivalent event e2 with h(e1) = h(e2).
In this case e1 is a cut-off event of β—but only if e2 “occurred earlier” than
e1. The second condition is formalized by an adequate order, i.e., a partial order
over the configurations of β as defined in Definition 7.16. Two simple adequate
orders are the subset-relation, i.e., C1 ⊂ C2, and the size of the configurations, i.e.,
|C1| < |C2|.
A cut-off event is defined wrt. the notion of an adequate order.

Definition 7.29 (Cut-off event). Let ≺ be an adequate order on the configurations of
the unfolding of an oclet system. Let β be a prefix of the unfolding containing
an event e. The event e is a cut-off event of β (wrt. ≺) iff β contains a local
configuration [e′] s.t.

1. h(e) and h(e′) are equivalent, and
2. [e′] ≺ [e]. y

The algorithm that computes a finite complete prefix of the oclet system
Ω = (O, π0) begins the construction with the initial run β := π0. An oclet o ∈ O
is a possible extension of β if β contains a cut B that ends with the history of o
and does not already have event(o) as post-event; see Definition 7.8. Let PE(β)
denote the set of all possible extensions of β. Extending β by a possible extension
o appends event(o) and its post-set to β.
After each extension, the algorithm determines whether event(o) is a cut-off

event wrt. the chosen adequate order. A possible extension o is not added
to β if the local configuration [event(o)] in β contains a cut-off event. The
algorithm terminates when no event can be added. The following algorithm
directly generalizes Algorithm 7.17; the only differences are the notion of a possible
extension (now basic oclets) and of a cut-off event (now considering characteristic
histories).

Algorithm 7.30 (Finite complete prefix of an oclet system).

input: A k-bounded oclet system Ω = (O, π0).
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output: A complete finite prefix Fin of Unf (Ω).
begin

Fin := π0;
pe := PE(Fin);
cut-off := ∅;
while pe 6= ∅ do
choose a possible extension o in pe s.t. [event(o)] is minimal wrt. ≺;
if [event(o)]∩ cut-off = ∅ then

Fin := Fin B o;
pe := PE(Fin);
if event(o) is a cut-off event of Fin then
cut-off := cut-off ∪ {event(o)}

endif
else

pe := pe \ {o};
endif

endwhile
end y

Algorithm 7.30 returns a complete finite prefix Fin of a k-bounded oclet system.
Thus, Theorem 7.28 holds.

The proof that Fin is indeed finite and complete follows directly from the
corresponding proof in [38] (Propositions 4.8 and 4.9). We only sketch the main
arguments. The finiteness of Fin follows from Ω being k-bounded. Thus, the
algorithm will see only finitely many local configurations [event(o)] that have a
characteristic history that is not in Fin yet. Thus, after finitely many extension
steps, every other possible extension is declared as a cut-off. The completeness of
Fin holds as follows:

1. Any two local configurations [e1] and [e2] with h-equivalent histories have
isomorphic futures ⇑[e1] and ⇑[e2] with an isomorphism α from ⇑[e1] to
⇑[e2].

2. Then the arguments of [38] apply as follows. Every configuration C1 of the
unfolding can be split into a local configuration [e1] of a cut-off event e1
and an extension E, C1 = [e1] ∪ E. Then Fin contains a ≺-smaller local
configuration [e2] that is h-equivalent to [e1]. Thus, C2 := [e2] ∪ α(E) is
a configuration that is equivalent to C1 and smaller. By iteration, there
exists a ≺-least configuration Ck that is h-equivalent to C1 and completely
contained in Fin.

3. Every oclet that is enabled at Cut(C1) leads to a configuration C1 ∪ {e}. By
the same argument as above, C1 ∪ {e} is represented in Fin.

Minimal complete prefixes. Altogether, Algorithm 7.30 returns a finite complete
prefix Fin of a k-bounded oclet system Ω. But Fin is not necessarily minimal, i.e.,
Fin may have a prefix that is complete. The algorithm returns a non-minimal
prefix whenever a minimal prefix follows only from a “cut-off configuration” instead
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of a “cut-off event.” In the example of Figure 7.22 on page 222, a minimal prefix
consists of the events {e1, . . . , e8}. This minimal prefix cuts off all events after the
configuration [e7]∪ [e8]. But the algorithm only considers [e7] and [e8] individually
and continues until the cut-off events e12 and e13 are identified.
Algorithm 7.30 can be improved. The algorithm actually defines a family of

procedures for constructing a complete finite prefix—depending on the chosen
adequate order ≺. Esparza et al. discuss in [38] how the result of Algorithm 7.30
can be improved by choosing a “better” adequate order ≺.

7.5.3. Complexity of constructing a complete finite prefix
This section discusses the complexity of constructing a finite complete prefix of
an oclet system. We adapt most complexity arguments from [38] and provide
additional arguments that are specific to the generalization to oclet systems.
Let Ω = (O, π0) be a 1-bounded oclet system, i.e., every reachable cut of Ω

contains no two conditions with the same label. Let

– R be the number of reachable histories of Ω,
– EΩ be the set of all events in all oclets in O,
– ξ be the size of the largest pre-set or post-set of the contributed events in O,
– omax be the largest oclet in O

A complete finite prefix β of Ω can be constructed in timeO(|O|·Rξ+1·|EΩ|·|omax|2).
The prefix β has a total of O(ξ ·R) conditions and non-cut-off events, and at most
O(|O| ·Rξ) cut-off events.

But in experiments, typically O(R) cut-off events are observed only. Moreover,
in many practical systems, ξ is known to be small, usually having values 2 or 3 [36].

Most arguments for the running time and space required by Algorithm 7.30
have been provided by Esparza et al. for the original Algorithm 7.17 on Petri
nets in [38]. We repeat their arguments wrt. the new algorithm for the sake of
completeness. The dominating factor of the algorithm is the computation of the
possible extensions. Deciding whether a branching process of an oclet system has
a possible extension is NP-complete [36]. In the following, the individual steps of
the algorithm are considered in more detail.
We consider the prefix Fin returned by Algorithm 7.30. Let B be the set of

conditions of Fin that do not depend on a cut-off event. In each iteration, the
algorithm computes the possible extensions of Fin. To check whether an oclet o is
an extension, the algorithm has to examine in the worst case all subsets B′ of B
s.t. B′ equals the end of o’s history, i.e., the pre-set of the contributed event e of o.
Each B′ could end with o’s history, which means that o was a possible extension.
If k is the size of e’s pre-set, the algorithm may have to examine

(
|B|
k

)k
subsets

B′ of B to find all possible extensions due to oclet o [38].
Let ξ denote the size of the largest pre-set or post-set of the contributed events

in O. If B � ξ, then
(
|B|
k

)k
≤
(
|B|
ξ

)ξ
. So, the algorithm examines a total of
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O(|O| ·
(
|B|
ξ

)ξ
) subsets of B to find all possible extensions due to all oclets O.

For each subset B′, the algorithm has to check whether B′ ends with the oclet’s
history.
Assume that Fin was constructed using a total adequate order on the config-

urations of Fin. Then in each iteration, each new event e is compared to all
other events Fin to determine whether e is a cut-off event. Thus, in the case of a
1-bounded oclet system and a total adequate order, Fin has at most R non-cut-off
events, where R is the number of reachable histories. Each event contributes at
most ξ post-conditions. So, |B| ≤ R · ξ + |π0| and under the natural assumption
|B| ≥ |π0| the algorithm checks at most O(|O| ·Rξ) subsets to construct Fin [38].
The notion of a history in oclets requires the following additional steps during

the construction of Fin:

1. check whether a subset B′ of the conditions B ends with the history of an
oclet o (then o is a possible extension), and

2. check whether an added event is a cut-off event by comparing it to the
characteristic histories of all other ≺-smaller events in Fin.

According to Lemma 6.19, checking 1. takes a breadth-first search in the size of
the oclet’s history for 1-bounded oclet systems. Thus, the check is bounded by the
size of the largest oclet omax. So, the algorithm takes at most O(|O| ·Rξ · |omax|)
steps to find and add all possible extensions.

To identify whether an added event e is a cut-off event, the algorithm compares
in the worst case for every other event e′ of Fin whether h(e) = h(e′). The check
whether h(e) = h(e′) is equivalent to: the partial history hist occurs at the end of
the local configuration [e] iff hist occurs at the end of [e′], for the local history hist
of every event f in O. This requires two breadth-first searches in the size of f ’s
local history which is bounded by |omax|. So, the entire check whether h(e) = h(e′)
takes O(|EΩ| · |omax|) steps, where EΩ is the set of all events in the oclets O. As
the prefix contains at most R non-cut-off events e′, checking whether e is a cut-off
event requires O(R · |EΩ| · |omax|) steps.

Altogether, the algorithm terminates in O(|O| ·Rξ+1 · |EΩ| · |omax|2) steps. The
constructed prefix Fin without cut-off events has at most O(R · ξ) events and
conditions (assuming a total adequate order and a 1-bounded oclet system). The
trivial upper bound for cut-off events of Fin is O(|O| ·Rξ).

7.6. Analyzing Oclet Specifications
The preceding sections introduced a technique to construct a finite representation
of the play-out behavior of an oclet specification O. First translate O into its
canonical oclet system Ω. The finite complete prefix Fin returned by Algorithm 7.30
Fin can be seen as a symbolic representation of the state-space of O. It contains all
behavioral information to reconstruct every distributed run of O. So, algorithms
on Fin may decide behavioral properties of O, if O is k-bounded for some k ∈ N.
Providing full-fledged verification techniques for oclet specifications like model

checking is a research topic on its and not considered in this thesis. In this section,
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we show by three examples how slight modifications of Algorithm 7.30 allow to
analyze non-trivial behavioral properties of an oclet specification O.

7.6.1. Deciding k-boundedness
Section 7.4.3 introduced the notion of a k-bounded oclet specification O where
k is a natural number. The play-out behavior of a k-bounded oclet specification
O contains only runs π in which each cut contains at most k conditions with the
same label. For example, any message buffer specified by O contains at most k
messages.
Whether O is k-bounded or not depends on all runs in the play-out behavior

R̂(O) of O, that is, k-boundedness is a behavioral property. Whether O is k-
bounded for a given natural number k can be decided by the following modification
of Algorithm 7.30.

After extending Fin with a new event e, compute for each condition
b its co-set of conditions co(b) := {b′ | b || b′, `(b) = `(b′)} with the
same label. If |co(b)| ≥ k, then O is not k-bounded; in this case
abort the construction of Fin.

(7.2)

If the modified algorithm terminates, then O is k-bounded. Deciding whether there
exists some number k s.t. O is k-bounded is a harder problem. An unfolding-based
solution for Petri nets is described by Desel et al. [29].

7.6.2. Detecting local deadlocks
The arguably most analyzed behavioral property of distributed systems is whether
a system is deadlock free. A global deadlock is a reachable state of the system
at which no action is enabled at all. In the following we want to detect when a
component can deadlock locally.

Definition 7.31 (Local deadlock). Let O be an oclet specification and π ∈ R̂(O) be a
distributed run of O. A condition b ∈ max π is a local deadlock iff b ∈ max ρ, for
every continuation ρ ∈ R̂(O) of π. The specification O is deadlock free iff no run
of O contains a local deadlock. y

In other words, a local deadlock is a local state b that is never left. Detecting
deadlocks in a finite complete prefix Fin is NP-complete by a reduction to 3-
SAT [88].
For a practically relevant class of systems, local deadlocks can be detected in

polynomial time on Fin. In this class of systems a choice between two alternative
actions depends only on these two actions and no other side condition; these
systems are called free choice [28]. For any basic oclet o, let event(o) denote its
contributed event and let `(•event(o)) denote the labels of its pre-conditions.

Definition 7.32 (Free choice specification). An oclet specification O is free choice iff
for any two basic oclets [o1], [o2] ∈ Ô: if `(•event(o1))∩ `(•event(o2)) 6= ∅, then
•event(o1) and •event(o2) are isomorphic, and hist1 ends with hist2. y
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Figure 7.23. The specification On = {o1, o2, o3} is not free choice, the specification
Of = {o4, o5, o6, o7} is free choice.

This definition generalizes free choice Petri nets [28]. For example, the specification
On in Figure 7.23 is not free choice. Events u and w share pre-condition a, but
an occurrence of w also depends on b. Further, events x and t have the same
pre-set, but their enabling depends on different histories. The specification Of is
free choice. Events u and w have the same pre-set. Further, the history of t ends
with the history of x, so, x is enabled whenever t is.

The local deadlocks of a free choice oclet specification O can be detected
efficiently on a finite complete prefix Fin of O.

Lemma 7.33: Let O be a free choice oclet specification and let Fin be a complete
prefix of O. A condition b of Fin is a local deadlock iff one of the following
properties holds

1. b• = ∅ and b does not depend on a cut-off event,
2. there exists a post-event e ∈ b•, a pre-condition b′ ∈ •e, and a condition c of

Fin s.t. c is concurrent to b and in conflict with b′. ?

Proof. The first property of Lemma 7.33 is obvious: b never gets a post-event
under any circumstances, so the local state b is never left. The second property
considers the case where b does have a post-event e, but e may be prevented from
occurring. This is the case when a run π reaches b together with a concurrent
condition c where c prohibits to reach all pre-conditions of e, i.e., some b′ ∈ •e is
in conflict with c. This check is complete: let there be another event f ∈ b• which
could allow to leave b in π. But f and e share the pre-condition b. From O being
free-choice follows that •e = •f . So, also f is prevent from occurring because of
b′ ∈ •f . �

An algorithm that checks whether O has a local deadlock first computes a finite
complete prefix Fin of O using Algorithm 7.30, and then searches for a condition
b of Fin satisfying one of the properties of Lemma 7.33.
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7.6.3. Deciding soundness of process models
The third behavioral property which we consider in this section is soundness. The
notion of soundness particularly applies to the domain of process modeling. A
process describes terminating behaviors, i.e., behaviors that start in a well-defined
initial situation and reach a well-defined final situation like a goal. Consequently,
a process model is a system model that additionally describes a set of final states.
To model a process with scenarios, we equip an oclet specification O with a

specification of final states. To this end, we distinguish a set of names Lfinal of
final states. A distributed run π ∈ R̂(O) in the play-out behavior of O reaches a
final state iff π is finite and the maximal conditions max π are labeled with names
in Lfinal , i.e., ∀b ∈ max π : `(b) ∈ Lfinal .

Soundness is a minimal behavioral requirement to any process model. Informally,
a process is sound if (1) each run of the process can be continued to reach a final
state, (2) when reaching a final state, the process exhibits no further behavior,
and (3) for every action of the process exist a run in which this action occurs [124].
For free choice processes, soundness simplifies to the following conditions.

Definition 7.34 (Soundness of free choice specifications). A free choice oclet specifica-
tion O with names Lfinal of final states is sound iff

1. O has a local deadlock,
2. each local deadlock b of O is part of a final state, i.e., `(b) ∈ Lfinal , and
3. O is 1-bounded. y

This notion of soundness for free choice specifications generalizes the corresponding
notion of soundness free choice Petri nets [123]. Soundness of a free choice oclet
specification O can be decided on its finite complete prefix using Lemma 7.33 and
procedure (7.2). The next section reports on a case study in which we checked
soundness of industrial business process models.

Boundedness, deadlock freedom, and soundness are only basic behavioral prop-
erties. Verifying more advanced behavioral properties, for instance expressed in
temporal logics, demands further adaptations of Algorithm 7.30. Several algo-
rithms to verify behavioral properties of Petri nets using finite complete prefixes
are presented in [36].

7.7. Practical Results
This section reports on experimental results with our algorithm for constructing a
complete finite prefix of an oclet system that was presented in Section 7.5.

7.7.1. Tool support
We implemented Algorithm 7.30 as a plug-in of our prototype tool Greta. A
system designer who uses Greta may call the algorithm at any stage during
modeling. The computed prefix is displayed graphically and allows the system
designer to detect flaws in the current model.
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Some implementation details. The implementation uses specific data-structures to
efficiently represent an oclet specification and the finite complete prefix during
computation. The principle data structure is described in [36]; we adapted it to
the setting of oclets with their histories.
The computationally most expensive step in Algorithm 7.30 is to determine

whether a set of conditions is a co-set. Our implementation explicitly stores
the concurrency relation of the prefix as a hash table. With this design choice,
we spend more memory for storing the prefix but gain computation speed and
have the concurrency information readily available. Moreover, we implemented
several heuristics that reduce the number of sets of conditions that need to be
checked for being pair-wise concurrent when computing the possible extensions
in Algorithm 7.30. Our implementation determines cut-off events using the
lexicographic adequate order of [38] that was presented in Section 7.3.2.
The explicit concurrency relation helps in analyzing the behavior of an oclet

specification. For instance, we can easily determine whether an oclet specification
O is k-bounded. On the finite prefix Fin of O, we simply apply procedure (7.2)
on each condition that has been added in a step. By the hash table, (7.2) takes
constant time. So, k-boundedness is checked on the fly during the construction of
Fin.

Some numbers. In the following we present some academic and industrial bench-
mark results regarding the performance of our implementation of Algorithm 7.30.
In all practical examples, the algorithm returns a finite complete prefix in linear
or polynomial time. The size of the computed prefix is also linear or polynomial
in the size of the oclet specification.

Our example are the Dining Philosophers in two variants and the process model
of the “Taskforce Earthquakes” from page 6. Oclet phil2 of Figure 7.24 specifies one
normal cycle of the second dining philosopher; for all other philosophers exists a
corresponding oclet. In the second variant the philosophers behave decently: after
eating, each philosopher waits until both his neighbors have eaten [104]. Oclet
phil2g denotes that the second philosopher initially may take his forks greedily (he
has has not eaten yet). But once he has eaten, he picks up the forks only decently
after his left and right neighbor returned their forks as specified by phil2d.
Table 7.1 lists the results. The “model” columns describe the size of the

contributions of all oclets: |T | denotes the number of contributed events, |P |
the number of contributed conditions, and |F | the number of arcs occurring in
a contribution. The number of oclets is irrelevant as these are decomposed into
their basic oclets which follows from all contributed events. The “complete prefix”
columns describe the size of the computed prefix (|E|, |B|, and |F | for events,
conditions, and arcs, respectively), the number |Ecutoff | of cut-off events, and
finally the running time of the algorithm in seconds.

7.7.2. Verifying soundness of industrial business process models
We applied our implementation in an industrial case study for verifying soundness
of business process models using the algorithm described in Section 7.6.3. In total,
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Figure 7.24. Oclet phil2 describes one cycle of the second dining philosopher. Oclets phil2g
and phil2d describe decent behavior of the second philosopher.

model complete prefix

model |P | |T | |F | |E| |B| |F | |Ecutoff | time [secs]

Dining Philosophers (5) 30 20 60 65 115 195 20 0.062
Dining Philosophers (10) 60 40 120 280 480 840 90 0.219
Dining Philosophers (20) 120 80 240 1160 1960 3480 380 6.109
Dining Philosophers (30) 180 120 360 2640 4440 7920 870 54.000
Dining Philosophers (40) 240 160 480 4720 7920 14160 1560 261.703

Decent Philosophers (5) 60 40 120 510 800 1530 35 0.297
Decent Philosophers (7) 84 56 168 1722 2688 5166 112 1.992
Decent Philosophers (10) 120 80 240 6670 10350 20010 370 23.672
Decent Philosophers (14) 168 112 336 24906 38402 74718 1106 335.594

TaskForce Earthquakes 80 35 111 93 152 320 33 0.141

Table 7.1. Running time and size of complete prefixes for several benchmark processes.

we analyzed models from 5 process libraries of in total 735 processes. The models
covered various industry domains such as financial services, automotive, telecom-
munications, construction, supply chain, health care, and customer relationship
management. The same case study has been conducted using the explicit Petri net
model checker LoLA, the soundness analysis tool Woflan, and a domain-specific
structural analysis technique [40].

The process data. All process models in all five libraries were modeled in the IBM
WebSphere Business Process Modeler using basic control-flow constructs. Each
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A B1 B2 B3 C

Avg. / max. number of places 47 / 171 44 / 213 47 / 263 51 / 273 53 / 262
Avg. / max. number of trans. 30 / 104 39 / 145 30 / 144 34 / 179 55 / 284

Table 7.2. Structural size of the process libraries.

A B1 B2 B3 C

Processes in library 282 288 363 421 32
sound 152 107 161 207 15
unsound 130 181 202 214 17

Avg. / max. concurrency 2 / 13 8 / 14 16 / 66 14 / 33 2 / 4

Processes with >1000000 states 26 19 29 38 7
Processes with >1000000 states (only sound) 0 1 4 4 0

Avg. number of states (only sound, <1000000 states) 26 71 322 4911 680
Max. number of states (only sound, <1000000 states) 213 2363 28641 588507 8370

Table 7.3. Behavioral information about the process libraries.

process model was translated into a free choice Petri net system Σ; only places of
Σ that have no post-transition may be marked in the final state of the process [40].
Figure 7.25 (left) shows a typical Petri net model of a process from the libraries.
For this experiment, we decomposed each Petri net system Σ = (N,m0) into

a free choice oclet specification O using a simple procedure. Beginning in some
transition t of N , repeatedly mark adjacent transitions and places as long as the
marked sub-net π of N is a causal net (Def. 2.6). If π cannot be extended anymore,
remove π from N—except for those places of π that still have a pre- or post-
transition that is not in π. π is causal net which induces the oclet o = (π,min π)
that is added to O. The events and conditions of π are labeled with their originating
transitions and places.

The initial marking m0 translates into the unique ε-oclet of O; see Section 5.5.
The places of N that have no post-transition constitute the names Lfinal of the final
state of O as introduced in Section 7.6.3. By construction, the oclet specification O
exhibits the same behavior as Σ. The oclet specification on the right of Figure 7.25
corresponds to the Petri net on the left.
Table 7.2 displays some structural information about the process libraries.

Table 7.3 summarizes some results about their behavior, specifically regarding
the size of the state spaces of the models. The fourth line in Table 7.3 describes
the degree of concurrency in the processes, i.e., how many transitions are enabled
concurrently.

Verifying soundness with finite complete prefixes. According to Definition 7.34, a free
choice oclet specification O is sound iff each local deadlock of O is a final state, O
does reach a local deadlock, and O is 1-bounded.
For the experiment, we extended the implementation of Algorithm 7.30 in

Greta. During the construction of Fin, the algorithm checks for 1-boundedness
of O on the fly using procedure (7.2). If 1-boundedness is violated, then Greta
terminates with a counter-example trace to the violating state. If the construction
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Figure 7.25. A process of average size as a Petri net (left) and its equivalent oclet
specification (right).
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A B1 B2 B3 C

size of prefix (avg./max.)
events 34 / 189 20 / 125 19 / 144 24 / 325 115 / 1227
cut-off ev. 1 / 10 0 / 7 0 / 6 0 / 18 7 / 93
conditions 57 / 334 31 / 186 31 / 233 38 / 483 120 / 1238
arcs 108 / 644 59 / 357 59 / 357 74 / 960 235 / 2464

time [ms]
avg. 7 6 6 10 102
max. 94 78 219 422 1703

Table 7.4. Experimental results.

of Fin succeeds without error, Greta checks for local deadlocks in Fin according
to Lemma 7.33. Again, if Fin contains a local deadlock that is not a final state,
then Greta returns a counter-example trace to deadlock.

Experimental setup. To run the experiment, we invoked Greta’s soundness ver-
ification algorithm for each process in each library. Besides the analysis result,
we measured the time that was needed to decide soundness and the size of the
constructed prefix, for each process. The experiment was conducted on a standard
notebook with a 1.66 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM.

Experimental results. Greta could verify soundness of all processes in the data set.
Figure 7.26 and Table 7.4 summarize our experimental results which we discuss in
the following.

Figure 7.26 relates for all processes in the data set, the size of the computed finite
prefix (here, the number of events) to the analysis time required to construct the
prefix. For a large number of processes, soundness could be verified instantaneously
or within a few milliseconds. Only a one process from library C required analysis
times of about 1.7 seconds. Table 7.4 presents some details for each library
separately.
Our analysis succeeded: we could verify all process models with Greta. The

same experiment had been conducted earlier using the explicit model checker LoLA,
the soundness checker Woflan, and a domain specific analysis technique [40]. That
experiment aimed at instantaneous verification of business processes: analysis times
of more than 5 seconds were considered intractable. Greta provides tractable
analysis for all processes (see Fig. 7.26).
Similar results had been obtained in the original experiment. Greta could

verify soundness of the processes within 6 to 10 milliseconds in average for libraries
A and B, and within 102 milliseconds in average for library C which corresponds
to the analysis times reported in [40]. The original experiment reported a number
of intractable processes for each analysis tool in first place. There, analysis only
became tractable by the help of additional techniques. Specifically, the model
checker LoLA gained performance by the use of partial order reduction which
has basically the same effect as finite complete prefixes: it avoids to explore all
linearizations of a partially ordered run when this is not necessary for the property
to be verified.
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Figure 7.26. Size of computed prefixes vs. analysis times.

Greta exhibits slightly lower performance in library C compared to the analysis
times reported in [40] on one unsound processes. The process has a rather large
state-space and a local deadlock. Greta can detect this deadlock only after the
finite complete prefix has been constructed whereas the techniques in [40] may
detect a local deadlock during construction and terminate analysis as soon as it is
detected.

Altogether, this experiment demonstrated how to apply finite complete prefixes
for analyzing behavioral properties of oclet specifications. Our results showed that
this analysis technique is feasible for analyzing process models in an industrial
context.
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8. Synthesizing an
Implementation

from a
Specification

McMillan prefix of O

implementation of O:
system model of S

Petri net components

behavior of a minimal
implementation of O

fold

specification of S:
a set O of oclets

actions of S
with local history

system behavior of S:
set of distributed runs

This chapter defines an algorithm for automatically synthesizing an implementation
from a scenario-based specification. The synthesized implementation is a model of
a distributed system consisting of several components that interact as denoted in
the scenarios.
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8.1. The Synthesis Problem
Chapter 4 introduced oclets as a formal model for scenario-based specifications.
Each oclet describes a scenario as a course of actions which depends on a history.
An oclet specification O is a set of oclets. A system designer can use oclets to
specify desired interactions among several components of a distributed system: by
additionally associating each action in O to one or more components, each oclet
describes “one story involving many components.” An implementation of O consists
of the described components so that each component implements “all stories of
the same component.” The synthesis problem is to automatically construct a
distributed system that consists of the specified components, and exhibits the
behavior described in O and as few additional behavior as possible.

oclet
specification

a Petri net system
for each component

synthesis

component
specification

+

Chapter 6 defined for a given oclet specification O the least behavior R̂(O) that
is exhibited by any minimal implementation of O, see Definition 6.14. With this
notion, the general synthesis problem reads as follows:

Define an algorithm Syn that returns for every oclet specification O
a finite Petri net system Σ s.t. R(Σ) = R̂(O).

(8.1)

Hardness of the synthesis problem

The general synthesis problem (8.1) has no solution. This negative result follows
from the stronger expressive power of oclets compared to Petri nets. For a (labeled)
Petri net system Σ, the problem whether a specific marking m is reachable in Σ is
decidable [37]. The corresponding problem for oclet specifications is undecidable.

Theorem 8.1 (Reachability is undecidable). Let O be an oclet specification. Let M be
a set of conditions labeled with names occurring in O (corresponding to a marking
of a Petri net system). The problem “Is there a run π ∈ R̂(O) containing a cut
that is isomorphic to M?” is undecidable. ?

Proof. The undecidability of oclets follows from a reduction to Post’s Correspon-
dence Problem (PCP) [100]. It can be shown that every PCP instance P can be
translated to an oclet specification O s.t. P has a solution iff O has a run that
contains a specific cut M . Because PCP is undecidable, also the reachability of
M is undecidable. Some more details on the proof are given in Appendix A.9. �
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If there was a synthesis algorithm Syn that returned for every oclet specification
O an equivalent Petri net system Σ, then we could decide reachability of M using
Σ. This contradicts the preceding theorem.

Oclets are in good company with this negative result. The corresponding
problem of deciding whether a given LSC specification can be implemented as a
distributed system with pre-specified components is undecidable [18]—also by a
reduction to PCP. Deciding whether an HMSC specification can be synthesized to
a Petri net is likewise undecidable [26]. The difficulty of the synthesis problem
seems to arise from the relation between specification and satisfying behavior. Alur
and Yannakakis [7] have proved undecidability of a simple model-checking problem
over MSC graphs with asynchronous composition. A corresponding problem for
Template MSCs (MSCs with history) is undecidable as well [45].

The bounded synthesis problem

In the light of these results, only a restricted synthesis problem can be solved. An
oclet specification O is k-bounded for a natural number k if every reachable cut
(i.e., a cut of a run in R̂(O)) has at most k conditions with the same label. O is
bounded if O is k-bounded for some natural number k. The bounded synthesis
problem reads as follows:

Define an algorithm Syn that returns for every bounded oclet speci-
fication O a finite Petri net system Σ s.t. R(Σ) = R̂(O).

(8.2)

A subsequent problem is to synthesize not a single system, but a distributed system
consisting of components Σ1, . . . ,Σr that together yield the system Σ1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Σr.
Existing scenario-based techniques such as MSCs assign each action of a scenario
to a specific component [65]. Let L be the names of actions and states occurring
in an oclet specification O. A component specification of O is a family (Ki)ri=1 of
names s.t.

⋃r
i=1Ki = L. The component synthesis problem reads as follows:

Define an algorithm Syn that returns for every bounded oclet speci-
fication O and every component specification (Ki)ri=1 of O a family
of Petri net systems (Σi)ri=1 s.t. R(Σ1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Σr) = R̂(O) and Σi

contains only labels from Ki, for all i = 1, . . . , r.

(8.3)

The bounded synthesis problem is a special case of the component synthesis
problem with a single component K1 = L.

The next steps

The main result of this chapter is an algorithm that solves the component synthesis
problem. Figure 8.1 sketches our approach.

The preceding Chapter 7 adapted McMillan’s technique of complete finite prefixes
to oclets. A complete finite prefix Fin of an oclet specification O represents the
behavior R̂(O) of a minimal implementation of O in a finite structure. We defined
an algorithm to construct Fin for any bounded oclet specification O.
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Figure 8.1. Chapter overview: synthesizing an implementation from a specification.

In the following, we obtain a minimal implementation Σ of O by folding Fin
along a simple equivalence relation. Section 8.2 defines this equivalence and the
corresponding folding algorithm. This algorithm is the last step to solve the
bounded synthesis problem into a single component. Section 8.3 combines all
results of this and the preceding chapter and defines the algorithm that solves the
component synthesis problem, i.e., providing an implementation distributed over
a set of components. The chapter closes with a discussion in Section 8.4.

8.2. Folding a Prefix to an Implementation

This section presents the final step of the synthesis algorithm in case of a single
component. Section 7.5 defined an algorithm for computing a finite complete prefix
Fin of an oclet specification O. Technically, the algorithm uses the oclet system
Ω of O to construct Fin because Ω has an operational semantics. O and Ω are
synonymous in this respect and we use Ω for our arguments of the behavior of
O as shown in Section 6.7. Fin represents all reachability information of Ω as an
acyclic Petri net. In this section, we define an algorithm that folds Fin into a
Petri net system that exhibits the same behavior as Ω.
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oclet system McMillan prefix Petri net systemconstruct fold

8.2.1. The idea
Let Fin be the finite complete prefix of Ω as constructed by Algorithm 7.30 of the
preceding section. Fin is a Petri net. By putting a token on each minimal event
of Fin, Fin exhibits an initial part of the behaviors of Ω. By adding a cycle to
Fin, we let Fin exhibit more behaviors of Ω; adding all necessary cycles lets Fin
exhibit all behaviors of Ω.
Each cycle follows from a cut-off event of Fin which is identified by Algo-

rithm 7.30. The algorithm identifies for each cut-off event e1 of Fin an equivalent
event e2 “earlier” in Fin s.t. the local configurations [e1] and [e2] have isomorphic
futures in Ω; we write e1 ∼ e2. Especially, each post-condition b1 ∈ Cut([e1]) of the
local configuration [e1] has an equivalent post-condition b2 ∈ Cut([e2]) s.t. b1 and
b2 have isomorphic futures; we write b1 ∼ b2. By merging equivalent conditions
b1 ∼ b2, we add a cycle to Fin which lets Fin exhibit more behaviors of Ω. By
merging the post-conditions of all equivalent local configurations we add all cycles
s.t. Fin exhibits exactly the behavior of Ω. Thus, we fold Fin to an equivalent
Petri net system Σ = (N,m0) as follows:

for any two equivalent events e1 ∼ e2 of Fin, pair-wise merge equiv-
alent post-conditions b1 ∼ b2 of the local configurations [e1] and [e2].
The resulting Petri net is N . The initial marking m0 puts on every
minimal condition of Fin one token.

(8.4)

Figure 8.2 illustrates this folding on the finite complete prefix Fin of the oclet
system Ω of Figure 7.22 constructed in the preceding chapter.
In the example, the folded Petri net system Σ exhibits the same Ω by the

following intuitive argument. Every run π that is represented in the unfolding
of Ω starts in the prefix Fin of Figure 8.2. If π exceeds Fin, then π contains a
cut-off event of Fin, for instance, event e12. By Algorithm 7.30, Fin contains the
equivalent event e4 that has the same future as e12 in the unfolding of Ω. By
letting e12 produce its tokens on the post-conditions of e4, the successor events of
e4 mimic the successor events of e12 in π. In this way, the folded Petri net system
Σ “automatically” mimics the future of e12 by the future of e4. The same reasoning
applies to all other cut-off events that occur in π. Thus, Σ exhibits exactly the
behavior of Ω = R̂(O) which is the behavior of a minimal implementation of O as
shown in Section 6.6. We will show in the following that

for every bounded oclet specification O, the folded Petri
net system Σ is a minimal implementation of O.

The structural size of the synthesized Petri net system Σ is determined by the
size of the finite complete prefix Fin. As discussed in Section 7.30, the size of Fin
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Figure 8.2. In the finite complete prefix (left), cut-off event e12 is equivalent to event e4,
and cut-off event e13 is equivalent to event e5. Merging the post-conditions of the local
configurations of equivalent events yields the Petri net system on the right. The Petri
net system exhibits the same behavior as the oclet system in Figure 7.22.

can be influenced by the ordering relation ≺ used in Algorithm 7.30. Regardless
of the structural size of Σ, its behavior is minimal wrt. the oclet specification O.

Optimizing the synthesis results wrt. additional criteria like the structural size
of the implementation Σ is beyond the scope of this thesis. Choosing a different
equivalence relation ∼ on the complete prefix of Figure 8.2 would yield the Petri
net system in Figure 8.3. Although the Petri net in Figure 8.3 is smaller than
the Petri net in Figure 8.2, both nets exhibit the same behaviors. The folding
algorithm defined in the following states sufficient properties of ∼. Thus, synthesis
can be adjusted according to the synthesis goal.

8.2.2. The folding algorithm

The algorithm to fold a prefix β of the unfolding of an oclet system Ω to a Petri net
system is fairly simple: it merges post-conditions of equivalent local configurations.
The decisive information for folding comes from an equivalence relation ∼ on the
events of β. We present two abstraction requirements on ∼ and β which hold
whenever β is a complete prefix of Ω. These two requirements capture the notion
of a complete prefix of the unfolding of Ω as presented in Definition 7.24 in a form
that suits the folding operation. If both requirements are satisfied, then Fin can
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Figure 8.3. A structurally minimal Petri net system that exhibits the same behavior as
the oclet system in Figure 7.22. This system is obtained by folding in the prefix b9 to b1
and b10 to b2. That these conditions have equivalent futures cannot be detected from
events of the prefix because the pre-set of b1 and b2 is empty.

be folded to an equivalent Petri net system. The output of Algorithm 7.30 does
satisfy these requirements.

An alternative characterization of complete prefixes

Intuitively, two events e1 and e2 of a prefix β of the unfolding of Ω are equivalent
if their futures are isomorphic in the unfolding. Thus, an occurrence of e1 can
be replaced by an occurrence of e2, and vice versa. However, to reconstruct all
behaviors of Ω from β, and to fold β to an implementation of Ω, the equivalence
relation ∼ and the prefix β have to satisfy all of the following properties.

Definition 8.2 (Future equivalence). Let Ω be an oclet system with its unfolding Unf .
Let β be a prefix of Unf . An equivalence relation ∼ on the nodes of β is a future
equivalence (wrt. Unf ) iff

1. if two nodes x1, x2 of β are equivalent, then they have isomorphic futures in
Unf , i.e., x1 ∼ x2 implies that ⇑x1 and ⇑x2 are isomorphic in Unf ; and

2. for each maximal node x1 ∈ max β either (a) x1 ∈ max Unf or (b) there
exists an equivalent node x2 of β, x2 6∈ max β, x1 ∼ x2. y

The notion of a future equivalence applies to every prefixes of an unfolding, i.e., β
does not have to be finite or complete. Figure 8.4 illustrates this definition in a
technical example.
Algorithm 7.30 identifies a future equivalence ∼ when constructing a finite

complete prefix Fin of an oclet system. For each cut-off event e1 the algorithm
identifies an equivalent non-cut-off event e2 s.t. their local configurations [e1] and
[e2] have isomorphic futures. Set e1 ∼ e2 and extend ∼ to the post-conditions
of Cut([e1]) and Cut([e2]), respectively. By construction of Fin, every condition
b1 that is reached by the local configuration [e1] of a cut-off events e1 has a
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Figure 8.4. Illustration of the future equivalence (Definition 8.2).

∼-related post-condition b2 that is reached by the local configuration [e2] of a
non-cut-off event e2. Especially, each post-condition of a cut-off event is related to
a post-condition of a non-cut-off event. This satisfies the second requirement of
Definition 8.2. The reflexive, transitive, and symmetric closure of ∼ is a future
equivalence. Figure 8.5 illustrates a future equivalence coming from Algorithm 7.30.
It defines e12 ∼ e4 and e13 ∼ e5 (extended to their respective post-conditions).
A future equivalence ∼ ensures that only nodes of β with equivalent futures

belong to the same equivalence class, and that nodes which have no successors are
also represented as such in β. To ensure that β is a complete prefix (Def. 7.24),
also all successors of a node x have to be represented in β. More precisely, if β
does not represent all successors of x in Ω, then there exists an equivalent node x′
of β that does.

Definition 8.3 (Successor complete prefix). Let Ω be an oclet system with its unfolding
Unf . Let β be a prefix of Unf with a future equivalence ∼. β is successor complete
iff for each node x of β exists an equivalent node x′ ∼ x of β s.t. for each
y ∈ postUnf (x) exists y′ ∈ postβ(x′) and ⇑ y and ⇑ y′ are isomorphic. y

For instance, the prefix in Figure 8.5 is successor complete. The successors of b15,
b16, and b17 are represented by their respective equivalent conditions b6, b7, and
b8.
A future equivalence of a successor complete prefix β of an oclet system Ω

suffices to reconstruct all behaviors of Ω from β. Conversely, the finite complete
prefixes constructed by Algorithm 7.30 are successor complete. We prove the
following two lemmas at the end of Section 8.2.3.
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Lemma 8.4: Let Unf be an unfolding of an oclet system. Every future equivalence
∼ on a successor complete prefix β of Unf extends to a future equivalence ' on
Unf ?

Lemma 8.5: Every finite complete prefix Fin computed by Algorithm 7.30 is succes-
sor complete. ?

Folding

A successor complete prefix β can be folded to a Petri net system Σ by the help
of a future equivalence ∼. Every equivalence class of ∼ defines a node of Σ:
equivalent conditions define a place, equivalent events define a transition. The
future equivalence guarantees that the arcs between places and transitions respect
the behavior of β.
Though, we have to be careful when determining the equivalence class of an

event. Each event of β represents an occurrence of a transition. So, we may only
fold those events of β to the same transition of Σ that are labeled consistently
wrt. their pre- and post-sets; see Def. 7.11. A future equivalence ∼ only ensures
that the post-conditions of two equivalent events e1 ∼ e2 are pairwise equivalent
as well, i.e., e1 and e2 are label consistent wrt. their post-conditions. This does
not necessarily hold for the pre-conditions of e1 and e2. If •e1 and •e2 are not
pairwise equivalent, then e1 and e2 represent occurrences of different transitions.
So, to fold e1 and e2 to the same transition, we demand that e1 ∼ e2, and that
their pre-conditions •e1 and •e2 are pairwise equivalent. Under this requirement,
the folded Petri net system Σ exhibits exactly the behavior represented by β.

Definition 8.6 (Folded Petri net system). Let Ω be an oclet system. Let β be a suc-
cessor complete prefix of the unfolding of Ω with a future equivalence ∼. We
define the following equivalence classes of ∼:

– 〈b〉∼ := {b2 | b ∼ b2}, for all conditions b ∈ Bβ ,
– denote 〈B〉∼ = {〈b〉∼ | b ∈ B} for sets B of conditions, and
– 〈e〉∼ := {e2 | e ∼ e2, 〈•e〉∼ = 〈•e2〉∼}, for all events e ∈ Eβ .

The folded Petri net system (wrt. ∼) is β∼ := (N∼,m∼) with the Petri net
N∼ = (P∼, T∼, F∼, `∼) s.t.

– P∼ := {〈b〉∼ | b ∈ Bβ},
– T∼ := {〈e〉∼ | e ∈ Eβ},
– F∼ := {(〈x〉∼, 〈y〉∼) | (x, y) ∈ Fβ},
– `∼(〈x〉∼) := `(x), for all x ∈ Xβ ,

and the initial marking m∼(〈b〉∼) := |{b′ ∈ 〈b〉∼ | b′ ∈ min β}|, for all b ∈ Bβ . y

Figure 8.5 depicts an example. The dashed lines indicate the future equivalence
e12 ∼ e4 and e13 ∼ e5 (extended to their respective post-conditions) on the
depicted prefix Fin. Folding this prefix along ∼ yields the Petri net system to
the right of Figure 8.5. Although, e12 and e4 are equivalent, they are not folded
to same transition. Here, the requirement 〈•e12〉∼ = 〈•e4〉∼ of Definition 8.6 is
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Figure 8.5. The finite complete prefix with the future equivalence on the left folds to the
Petri net system on the right.
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Figure 8.6. The finite complete prefix with the future equivalence on the left folds to the
Petri net system on the right.
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violated. If we folded e12 and e4 to the same transition t, then t would have the
places 〈b12〉∼ and 〈b3〉∼ with 〈b12〉∼ 6= 〈b3〉∼ in its pre-set which is not equivalent
to the behavior represented by Fin.
There is an even coarser future equivalence of this prefix Fin. Its equivalence

classes are [e1, e9], [e2, e10], [e3, e11], [e4, e12], [e5, e13], [e6], [e7], [e8] (and the equiva-
lence classes of the respective post-conditions) as depicted in Figure 8.6 to the left.
The corresponding folded Petri net system is depicted to the right.

Folding a successor complete prefix β of an unfolding Unf along a future
equivalence preserves the behavior of Unf .

Theorem 8.7. Let Ω be an oclet system. Let β be a successor complete prefix of
Unf (Ω) with a future equivalence ∼ on β.

1. The folded Petri net system β∼ exhibits the same behavior as Ω,
i.e., Unf (β∼) = Unf (Ω).

2. If β is finite, then β∼ is finite.
3. If Ω is k-bounded, then β∼ is k-bounded. ?

We prove this theorem in Section 8.2.3.

Labeled vs. unlabeled Petri nets

The folded Petri net system β∼ is labeled. Specifically several transitions or places
of β∼ carry the same label.
A system designer might prefer that each action A which occurs in an oclet

specification should be implemented as a unique action of the system, i.e., one
transition A. In some specifications, this wish contradicts the general goal of the
synthesis: to construct a minimal implementation.

Figure 8.7 depicts an example adapted from [96]. For the given oclet system Ω,
there exists no unlabeled Petri net system that exhibits the behavior of Ω. The
depicted Petri net system Σ is the least (labeled) Petri net system that implements
Ω. This example also shows that oclet systems are strictly more expressive than
unlabeled Petri net systems.

A system designer may turn a labeled Petri net into an unlabeled Petri net by
introducing additional labels. A common technique is to “refine” a label A to a
set of labels A1, A2, . . . by introducing one new label Ai for each transition that is
labeled with A. This way, action A is implemented as a set of similar, but distinct
actions. Places can be relabeled in the same way.

8.2.3. The folded system implements the specification
This section proves that folding a finite complete prefix of an oclet system Ω yields
a finite Petri net that implements Ω.
We prove this proposition with the following strategy. We first show that

every successor complete prefix β of the unfolding of Ω with a corresponding
future equivalence allows to reconstruct all behaviors of Ω. Technically, we show
that ∼ canonically extends to a future equivalence ' on the entire unfolding
Unf . Conversely, we show that every prefix Fin constructed by Algorithm 7.30
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Figure 8.7. For the oclet system Ω (left) exists no equivalent unlabeled Petri net with the
same behavior. The Petri net system (right) is the least labeled Petri net that implements
Ω.

is successor complete with a corresponding future equivalence. Thus, future
equivalence and successor completeness are an alternative characterization of finite
complete prefixes of oclet systems.
We then show that the extension of ∼ on β to ' on Unf introduces no new

equivalence classes, i.e., the nodes of Unf are put into existing equivalence classes
only. Thus, folding β and folding Unf yields the same system β∼ = Unf∼. Then
the unfolding of Unf∼ is Unf again by a simple inductive argument.

Successor complete prefixes are complete prefixes

Proof of Lemma 8.4. Let Unf be an unfolding of an oclet system. Every fu-
ture equivalence ∼ on a successor complete prefix β of Unf extends to a future
equivalence ' on Unf .

Proof. The extended future equivalence ' on Unf is defined co-inductively.

[Base.] If x ∼ y, then x ' y, for any two nodes x, y of β. Because ∼ is a future
equivalence, also ' is a future equivalence.

[Extend by conditions.] Let e ' f be two events of Unf . ⇑ e and ⇑ f are isomorphic
in Unf by inductive assumption. Thus, for each post-condition b ∈ e• exists a
corresponding post-condition c ∈ f•. We extend ' and set b ' c.

[Extend by events.] Let {b1, . . . , bk} and {c1, . . . , ck} be sets of pair-wise equivalent
conditions bi ' ci, for i = 1 . . . , k, s.t. there exist events e and f with {b1, . . . , bk} =
•e and {c1, . . . , ck} = •f and the same label `(e) = `(f). Let αi : (⇑ bi) →
(⇑ ci), i = 1, . . . , k be the corresponding isomorphisms. Then α =

⋂k
i=1 αi is an
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isomorphism from ⇑ e to ⇑ f because e ∈
⋂k
i=1 ⇑ bi and f ∈

⋂k
i=1 ⇑ ci and Unf is

label consistent (Def. 7.11). We extend ' and set e ' f . �

Proof of Lemma 8.5. For the folding operation (Def. 8.6) to be applicable for a
synthesis algorithm, we have to show that the prefix Fin of an oclet system Ω that
is constructed by Algorithm 7.30 is successor complete.

Proof. Let ∼ be the future equivalence identified by Alg. 7.30. An event of Fin
has all its post-conditions by construction. If a condition b has a post-event
e1 ∈ postUnf (b1) that is not Fin, then e1 depends on a cut-off event f1 of Fin and
b1 ∈ ⇑[f1]. By Alg. 7.30, there exists a smaller event f2 of Fin with [f2] ≺ [f1] that
represents f1: ⇑[f1] and ⇑[f2] are isomorphic by an isomorphism α. Let b2 ∈ ⇑[f2]
with b2 = α(b1). Thus, ⇑ b1 and ⇑ b2 are isomorphic, and we can extend ∼ by
b1 ∼ b2. Thus, there exists a corresponding event e2 ∈ postUnf (b2) with e2 = α(e1),
and ⇑ e1 and ⇑ e2 are isomorphic. The local configuration [e2] is smaller than the
local configuration [e1] wrt. the adequate order ≺ in Alg. 7.30, because [f2] ≺ [f1]
and ≺ is preserved under finite extensions [e1] = [f1] ∪ E1 ≺ [f2] ∪ α(E1) = [e2].

If e2 is not in Fin, then there exists another cut-off event f3 and we can iterate
the procedure and reach another event e3. By Def. 7.16, the step from ei to ei+1
can be iterated only finitely many times, because there are only finitely many
smaller configurations [ek] ≺ . . . [e2] ≺ [e1]. Thus, we eventually reach bk ∼ b1 and
ek ∈ postFin(bk) with ⇑ e1 and ⇑ ek being isomorphic. �

A finite complete prefix folds to an equivalent finite Petri net system

Lemma 8.8: Let Unf be an unfolding of an oclet system. If ∼ is a future equivalence
on a successor complete prefix β of Unf , and ' the extension of ∼ to Unf , then
β∼ and Unf' are isomorphic. ?

The proof of this lemma follows by co-induction on Unf , beginning in β. Proving
that β∼ and Unf' are isomorphic requires that β is successor complete. Otherwise
' would introduce new equivalence classes in Unf that have no match in ∼ on β.

Proof. We have to show that ∼ and ' have the same number of equivalence
classes.

By Lem. 8.4, ' has all equivalence classes of ∼. In the induction base, for each
pair x ' y, there trivially exists a node z of β s.t. z ' x.

For the induction step, we have to show that whenever ' is extended by a new
pair (x, y), then there already exists a pair (x, z) ∈ ' with z being a node of the
prefix β. In this case, y only extends the equivalence class [z] of β and introduces
no new equivalence class. Figure 8.8 illustrates the subsequent arguments for the
extensions by equivalent conditions b ' c and equivalent events e ' f .
The induction step that extends ' to conditions b ' c requires two pre-events

e ' f , e ∈ •b, f ∈ •c. By inductive assumption, there exists an event g of β s.t.
g ' e. Event g has a post-condition d ∈ g• s.t. d ' b by construction of '. Because
β is a prefix of Unf , the post-condition d is a node of β as well. Consequently,
d occurs in an equivalence class of ∼ and extending ' to conditions b ' c adds
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Figure 8.8. Illustration of the induction step: extending ' by equivalent conditions b ∼ c
or equivalent events e ∼ f preserves the equivalence classes of '.

b and c to this class, but does not add any new equivalence class. Also the arcs
(e, b) and (f, c) in Unf have an equivalent counter-part (g, d) in β.

Extending ' to events e ' f requires pre-conditions b ∈ •e and c ∈ •f with '.
By the same argument, there exists a condition d of β with a post-event g ∈ d•
s.t. d ' b and g ' e. There are two cases:

1. g ∈ postβ(d). Then g is trivially a node of β.
2. g 6∈ postβ(d). Because β is successor complete (Def. 8.3), there exists a

condition d′ ' d of β with g′ ∈ postβ(d′) s.t. ⇑ g and ⇑ g′ are isomorphic.
Thus, g ' g′ by Def. 8.2 and Lem. 8.4. The condition d′ is equivalent to b
and its post-event g′ is equivalent to e by inductive assumption. So, g′ ' e
and g′ is an event of β.

Like for conditions, events e and f are added to the equivalence class of g which
is an equivalence class of ∼. Likewise, the arcs (b, e) and (c, f) in Unf have an
equivalent counter-part (d, g) in β. Altogether, ∼ has the same equivalence classes
as '.

Proposition: β∼ and Unf' are isomorphic.

– Places. Because ∼ and ' have the same equivalence classes, β∼ and Unf'
define the same sets of places.

– Transitions. Every new pair of equivalent events e ' f of Unf requires that
their pre-conditions are pair-wise equivalent. Thus, β∼ and Unf' define the
same sets of transitions. See Def. 8.6.
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– Arcs. By the co-inductive extension of ∼ to ' on Unf , every arc (x, y) in
Unf has an equivalent counter-part (x′, y′) in β with x′ ∈ 〈x〉' and y′ ∈ 〈y〉'.
Thus, β∼ and Unf' define the same sets of arcs.

– Labeling. By definition of the equivalence classes.
– Initial marking. By min β = min Unf because β is a complete prefix of

Unf . �

Proof of Theorem 8.7. By the preceding Lemma 8.8, the folded unfolding Unf'
and the folded prefix β∼ have the same behaviors because Unf' and β∼ are
isomorphic, i.e., Unf (Unf') = Unf (β'). Thus, we prove Theorem 8.7 using the
folded unfolding Unf': Ω and β' have the same behavior because Unf (Ω) =
Unf = Unf (Unf') = Unf (β').

Proof (of Theorem 8.7). By induction. Let Unf' = (N',m').
The future equivalence ' defines a labeling λ : Unf → N' s.t. each run

π = (B,E, F ) ∈ R(Unf ) of Ω is a run (π, λ) = (B,E, F, λ) of Unf'. The labeling
is canonical: each event e of Unf is labeled with its transition λ(e) = 〈e〉' of
Unf', and each condition b of Unf is labeled with its place λ(b) = 〈b〉' of Unf'.

Let π ∈ R(Unf ) be a distributed run of Ω. We show that (π, λ) is a dis-
tributed run of the Petri net system Unf' by the axiomatic characterization of
the distributed runs of Petri nets (Definition 2.16).

1. Each condition b is labeled with a place 〈b〉' and each event e is labeled
with a transition 〈e〉' by definition of λ.

2. min π represents the initial marking m' via the labeling λ by definition of
the folded system Unf' (Def. 8.6).

3. Let e be an event of π. By construction of transition 〈e〉', the labeling
λ bijectively maps •e to •〈e〉' (Def. 8.6). Further, all equivalent events
f ∈ 〈e〉' have isomorphic futures. So, (e, c) ∈ FUnf iff (〈e〉', 〈c〉') ∈ F',
for all places 〈c〉' of N'. Thus, λ bijectively maps e• to 〈e〉'• and event e
represents an occurrence of transition λ(e) = 〈e〉'.

Altogether, π is a distributed run of Unf' by Definition 2.16. Further by the
properties of the future equivalence ', Unf' only exhibits runs of Unf .

It follows directly from Definition 8.6, that the folded Petri net system Unf' =
β∼ has at most as many nodes as β. Thus, if β is finite, then also β∼ is finite.
Further, Ω is k-bounded iff β∼ is k-bounded for all natural numbers k, because
R(Unf ) and R(β∼) have the same runs. �

8.3. Synthesizing Components from a Scenario-based
Specification

This section summarizes the results of the preceding sections and defines an
algorithm for synthesizing a distributed system consisting of several components
from a scenario-based specification. Figure 8.9 illustrates the synthesis algorithm
and the outline of this section.
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Figure 8.9. From scenarios to components: overview of the synthesis algorithm.

Recall: the single component case. The preceding section just closed the circle in
our approach for synthesizing a minimal implementation Σ of an oclet specification
O. Our solution of the bounded synthesis problem (8.2) is the following algorithm.
Let O be a k-bounded oclet specification for some k ∈ N. The synthesis algorithm
returns Σ = Syn(O) as follows:

1. The first step is to decompose O into its canonical oclet system Ω according
to Corollary 6.17.

2. Then construct the finite complete prefix Fin of Ω using Algorithm 7.30.
3. The cut-off events of Fin define a future equivalence ∼ according to Sec-

tion 8.2.2.
4. Fold Fin along ∼ to the Petri net system Σ := Fin∼ according to Defini-

tion 8.6.

We know from Theorem 8.7 that the Petri net system Σ exhibits the behavior
of Ω, i.e., Σ is a minimal implementation O. Currently, Σ does not distinguish
different components. Yet, a solution to the component synthesis problem (8.3) is
just a small step away.
The component synthesis problem was to synthesize for every scenario-based

specification O the system components Σ1, . . . ,Σr that are specified in O so that
the composed system Σ1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Σr is a minimal implementation of O. We
first formalize in Section 8.3.1 how to specify and how to model components.
Section 8.3.2 shows how to decompose a Petri net system into components, and
Section 8.3.3 presents the algorithm that solves the component synthesis problem
(8.3).
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Figure 8.10. Specification of an emergency management system, adapted from Section 4.6.

8.3.1. Describing components
The standard approach to specify components with scenarios is to distinguish which
actions of the specification shall be implemented in which component. Further,
a scenario-based specification, at least implicitly, describes which component
implements which state. Figure 8.10 shows an example in the syntax of MSCs.
The following definition makes the assignment of actions and states to components
explicit.

Definition 8.9 (Component specification). Let L = LE ∪ LB be names of actions and
states, respectively. A component specification over L is a family (Ki)ri=1 of names
s.t.

⋃r
i=1Ki = L. (Ki)ri=1 is a component specification of an oclet specification O

iff

1. L are exactly the names occurring in O, and
2. for each arc (x, y) that occurs in an oclet in O holds: `(x) ∈ Ki iff `(y) ∈ Ki,

for all i = 1, . . . , r y

Figure 8.11 shows the oclet specification that corresponds to Figure 8.10 together
with its component specification.

Intuitively, the actions and states in Ki should be implemented by component i.
However, the specification must not violate causality: an arc is always implemented
by one component. Two components i and j synchronize on each action and each
state a ∈ Ki ∩Kj . So, an event e may have a pre-condition in one component i
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and a post-condition in another component j—as long as i and j synchronize
on e. Correspondingly for a condition having pre- and post-condition in different
components. An asynchronous specification satisfies Ki ∩Kj ⊆ LB, for all 1 ≤
i < j ≤ r. A monolithic specification defines only one component (K1) which
contains all names.
There is a similarly canonic approach to model components of a distributed

system. Basically, a component is a system model that distinguishes an interface.
Several components with matching interfaces are a component model. All com-
ponents in a component model compose to a larger distributed system by union.
Here is the formalization in terms of Petri nets.

Definition 8.10 (Component model). A component is a Petri net system Σ = (N,m0)
together with an interface I ⊆ XN ; we write (N,m0, I) for the component.
A component model is a family (Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 of components s.t. for any two
components i and j holds:

1. each shared node x ∈ Xi ∩Xj is in the shared interface x ∈ Ii ∩ Ij ,
2. the initial markings agree on shared places: mi(p) = mj(p), for all places in
Ii ∩ Ij .

The composition of a component model (Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 is the Petri net system
(N,m) = (N1,m1) ⊕ . . . ⊕ (Nr,mr) where PN =

⋃r
i=1 PNi , TN =

⋃r
i=1 TNi ,

FN =
⋃r
i=1 FNi , m(p) = mi(p) for all p ∈ PN and each component i with

p ∈ PNi . y

The preceding definition is technically sound also for labeled Petri net systems:
since Chapter 2 we assume strict typing and a universal labeling of all Petri net
nodes.
A component model implements a component specification if no component

implements an action that was specified for another component.

Definition 8.11 (Implementation of a component specification). Let (Ki)ri=1 be a com-
ponent specification. Let K−i := Ki \

⋃
i6=j Kj denote the internal names of

component i = 1, . . . , r. Let K =
⋃r
i=1Ki denote all names of the specification.

A component model (Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 implements (Ki)ri=1 iff for each component
i = 1, . . . , r holds:

1. Only component Ni implements actions and states of Ki, i.e., for all x ∈ Xi

holds: if `(x) ∈ K, then `(x) ∈ Ki.
2. An internal name is not implemented as an interface node, and vice versa,

i.e., for all x ∈ Xi holds: if `(x) ∈ (Ki \K−i ), then x ∈ Ii. y

Definitions 8.9 and 8.11 are rather permissive. A component specification is
unconstrained up to the requirement to assign each action and each state to
at least one component. An implementation must not put an action or states
into the wrong component. A component may implement additional actions that
are not specified. These notions may allow for unusual or practically infeasible
specifications.
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However, our solution to the synthesis problem succeeds on these general notions.
Any more constrained notion of specification and implementation is subsumed by
our solution.

8.3.2. Synthesizing components
With the given formal notions, the component synthesis problem (8.3) reads as
follows: given an oclet specification O and a component specification (Ki)ri=1 of O,
synthesize components (Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 s.t. the composed system Σ := (N1,m1)⊕
. . .⊕ (Nr,mr) is a minimal implementation of O and (Ki)ri=1.

The solution for the component synthesis problem builds on the single component
case. The synthesis preserves all names occurring in O and the causal relations
between events and conditions. So, the synthesized single Petri net system
Σ = Syn(O) can be decomposed into exactly those components that are specified
in (Ki)ri=1.
The transitions and places of the synthesized system Σ = Syn(O) are labeled

with the action names and state names L that occur in O; we know L = K1 ∪
. . . ∪Kr by Definition 8.9. The decomposition of Σ = (N,m) into components
(Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 follows from the sets K1, . . . ,Kr. Component (Ni,mi, Ii) contains
all transitions and places that are labeled with names in Ki. Its interface Ii
consists of those places and transitions which are shared with another component
(Nj ,mj , Ij). Because each name that occurs in O is also assigned to at least one
component i, also each node of Σ ends up in at least one component. The resulting
components re-compose to Σ as stated in Definition 8.10. Figure 8.12 depicts an
example.
Definition 8.12 (Decomposition into components). Let Σ = (N,m) be a Petri net sys-
tem and let (Ki)ri=1 be a component specification over the transition labels and
place labels of Σ. The decomposition of Σ by (Ki)ri=1 is the component model
(Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 where each component i = 1, . . . , r has

– transitions Ti = {t ∈ TN | `(t) ∈ Ki},
– places Pi = {p ∈ PN | `(t) ∈ Ki},
– arcs Fi = FN |Xi×Xi ,
– initial marking mi = m|Pi , and
– interface Ii = {x ∈ Xi | ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, i 6= j, `(x) ∈ Kj}. y

Corollary 8.13 (Component synthesis solution): Let O be an oclet specification, let
(Ki)ri=1 be a component specification of O. Let Σ = Syn(O) be a synthesized
implementation of O and let (Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 be the decomposition of Σ by (Ki)ri=1.
Then

1. the component model (Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 implements the component specification
(Ki)ri=1,

2. (N1,m1)⊕ . . .⊕ (Nr,mr) = Σ, and
3. (N1,m1)⊕ . . .⊕ (Nr,mr) implements O. ?

The first two propositions follow from the respective definitions. The third
proposition holds because of Theorem 8.7 for the single component case.
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8.3.3. The complete synthesis algorithm
This section summarizes all preceding results and presents the algorithm that solves
the component synthesis problem. We also highlight two adjustable parameters of
the synthesis algorithm and discuss its complexity.
Formally, a specification is an oclet specification O as defined in Chapter 4

together with a component specification (Ki)ri=1 (Def. 8.9). We assume the oclets
in O to be label consistent (Def. 7.11). The algorithm Syn that solves the
component synthesis problem (8.3) takes O and (Ki)ri=1 as input and returns a
component model (Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 = Syn(O, (Ki)ri=1) as follows:

1. decompose O into its oclet system Ω according to Section 6.7;
2. compute the finite complete prefix Fin of Ω by Algorithm 7.30;
3. the cut-off events of Fin define a future equivalence ∼ on Fin;
4. fold Fin to Σ := Fin∼ according to Definition 8.6;
5. decompose Σ by (Ki)ri=1 into (Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 according to Definition 8.12.

The synthesis algorithm is only guaranteed to terminate if the oclet system Ω
is k-bounded for some natural number k. To guarantee termination in any case,
Syn can be extended to take an additional parameter k and to check during the
construction of Fin whether Fin reaches a cut that is not k-bounded. If this is
the case, then Syn terminates without result.
By Theorem 8.7 and Corollaries 6.17 and 8.13 our synthesis algorithm Syn

satisfies the following property.

For every k-bounded oclet specification O and every component
specification (Ki)ri=1 of O holds: the synthesized components
(Ni,mi, Ii)ri=1 = Syn(O, (Ki)ri=1) implement (Ki)ri=1 and the com-
posed system Σ = (N1,m1)⊕ . . .⊕ (Nr,mr) exhibits the behavior
R(Σ) = R̂(O).

(8.5)

The behavior R̂(O) is the behavior of a minimal implementation of O, as discussed
in Section 6.6. Thus, Syn solves the component synthesis problem.

Synthesis example

The following example illustrates our solution. Figure 8.10 on page 253 shows
a specification in the syntax of MSCs. This specification is a variant of the
emergency management example used throughout Chapters 3 and 4. The orig-
inal specification presented there is unbounded; an implementation cannot be
synthesized automatically. In contrast, the specification depicted in Figure 8.10
is 1-bounded. Figure 8.11 shows the corresponding oclet specification and a
component specification. We abbreviated some of the names for conciseness.
Applying the synthesis algorithm Syn returns the components depicted in

Figure 8.12. Components medic and EMS are fairly obvious whereas component
hospital is more interesting. Component hospital implements the interaction with
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component specification:

Kmedic = {medic, ready} ∪ {!avail, ?loc, ?none, !conf, !pat, ?arr}
∪ {avail, loc, none, conf, pat, arr}

KEMS = {EMS, idle} ∪ {?avail, check, !none, ?confirm, !notify, ?ack}
∪ {avail, none, conf, notify, ack}

Khospital = {hosp, avail} ∪ {?pat, !arr, ?notify, !ack}
∪ {pat, arr, notify, ack}

Figure 8.11. Specification of an emergency management system, adapted from Section 4.6,
and a corresponding component specification.
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Figure 8.12. Synthesized Petri net Σ from the specification in Figure 8.11. Σ consists of
three components hospital, medic, and EMS.

the medic and the EMS as two separate sequences. Both sequences differ in the
order in which the hospital interacts with both components. The two explicit
sequences follow from the specification. Only two explicit sequences implement
that the hospital receives and acknowledges exactly one patient and one notification
per location in arbitrary order. In other words, the hospital remembers that it
already received a notification, but not yet a patient. This way, correctness and
minimality of the component hospital does not depend implicitly on the other
components medic and EMS. Instead, the hospital explicitly guarantees correctness
and minimality for “its part” of the specification by design.

Parameters to the synthesis

Our solution Syn defines a family of synthesis algorithms because it has two
parameters that can be chosen by a system designer regardless of the specific input
O.
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1. Algorithm 7.30 uses an adequate order ≺ on the configurations of Fin to
determine the cut-off events. There are several adequate orders available
as discussed in Section 7.5.2. Two simple adequate orders are C1 ≺a C2 iff
C1 ⊂ C2, and C1 ≺b C2 iff |C1| < |C2|.

2. Algorithm 7.30 also defines a standard future equivalence ∼: e1 ∼ e2
whenever e1 is a cut-off event detected by the algorithm and e2 is an event
of Fin s.t. [e1] and [e2] have the same characteristic history. The future
equivalence can be made coarser, i.e., making more events equivalent which
results in smaller synthesized nets as shown in Section 8.2.

Each pair of an adequate order and a future equivalence defines a different algorithm.
The synthesized Petri nets only differ syntactically.

Complexity

The core of the synthesis algorithm is the computation of the finite complete prefix.
This step is also the dominating factor for the space and running time complexity
of the synthesis. Despite its exponential worst-case complexity, the algorithm is
known to have polynomial space and time complexity in most cases.
Decomposing oclet specification O into its oclet system ΩO does not have to

be done structurally: the structural information of a basic oclet o[e] of O, where
[o] ∈ O and e a contributed event of o, is equivalently represented in o. Thus, the
prefix of ΩO can be computed directly from O.
According to Section 7.5.3, computing the finite complete prefix Fin of a 1-

bounded oclet specification O takes time O(|Econ| ·Rξ+1 · |EO| · |histmax|2), where

– EO are all events in the oclets O,
– Econ are the contributed events in the oclets O (corresponding to the number

of basic oclets in ΩO),
– R is the number of reachable histories in the oclet system ΩO of O, i.e., the

size of the state-space of O,
– ξ is the size of the largest pre-set or post-set of the contributed events in O,
and

– histmax is the largest local history of an event in O (corresponding to the
size of the largest basic oclet in ΩO).

The prefix has at most O(ξ · R) conditions and non-cut-off events, and at most
O(|Econ| · Rξ) cut-off events. In experiments, usually O(R) cut-off events are
observed, see [38] and Section 7.7.
The future equivalence ∼ can be computed on the fly together with the finite

prefix Fin. Folding Fin to Σ requires merging the post-conditions of equivalent
events. This requires at most one search over the entire prefix Fin. Thus, for 1-
bounded oclet specifications folding has worst-case complexity O(ξ ·R)+O(|Econ| ·
Rξ) = O(|Econ| · Rξ) and complexity O(ξ · R) + O(R) = O(ξ · R) is typically
observed in experiments.

Parameter ξ indicates the degree of synchronization observed in the system, i.e.,
the largest number of tokens consumed or produced by a transition. ξ is usually
small in practice (having values 2 or 3) [36]. If we consider ξ as a constant, then
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Figure 8.13. Greta allows to automatically synthesize Petri nets from oclet specifications.
The synthesized Petri net can be edited and refined.

the synthesis of O has polynomial complexity in the size of O’s state-space (the
number of reachable histories R).

8.3.4. Tool support

We implemented the synthesis algorithm from oclet specifications to Petri nets in
our prototype tool Greta, which we introduced in Section 4.6.4.
The implementation of the synthesis algorithm extends implementation of

unfolding algorithm described in Section 7.7 as follows. We identify the future
equivalence ∼ according to (8.4) during the construction of the finite complete
prefix. Then, we fold the constructed prefix by ∼ according to Definition 8.6.
The decomposition into components is not implemented yet, though the extension
would be straight forward. The graphical user interface of Greta allows to edit
the synthesized Petri net as desired. Figure 8.13 shows Greta’s user interface
with the oclet specification of Figure 8.11 and the synthesized Petri net side by
side.
The performance results of Section 7.7 also hold for the synthesis algorithm

because the additional folding step has only polynomial complexity in the size of
the constructed prefix.
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8.4. Discussion
The preceding chapter defined an algorithm for synthesizing an implementation
from a scenario-based specification. The implementation is a Petri net that exhibits
the least behavior that satisfies the specification and can be implemented by a
distributed system. The synthesis algorithm preserves the locality of actions and
their causal dependencies, so the implementation can be canonically distributed into
components as specified. The entire approach is based on Petri nets and generalizes
existing techniques from Petri net theory. In the following, we discuss our approach
wrt. other synthesis algorithms, its limitations and possible extensions.

8.4.1. Synthesis
The synthesis problem for scenarios has been studied extensively in various works.
Several synthesis algorithms exist for various kinds of input (the scenario notation)
and output (the kind of system model to synthesize). Amyot and Eberlein [8]
as well as Liang et al. [80] compare existing synthesis solutions in surveys. Our
discussion concentrates on similarities with and differences to oclets.

Existing approaches

Four kinds of approaches to synthesis have been developed: integration of scenarios
by common conditions, by common events, by composition of scenarios, and by
behavioral semantics. These approaches are sketched in the following, Table 8.1
summarizes our discussion wrt. synthesis input (defined inter-scenario relations),
output (inferred inter-scenario relations), and applied inference and synthesis
techniques. Table 8.2 compares the techniques wrt. the quality of the synthesis
result and the integration of the synthesis with verification techniques.
A condition-based synthesis assumes that a system designer explicitly defines

conditions in the scenarios. All scenarios are merged pairwise along conditions
with the same label. The merged scenarios describe the system model in which
a condition describes a local state and an event describes a local transition of a
component, see [126, 68, 73].

An event-based technique merges all scenarios of a specification along joint events.
Technically, the techniques canonically infer pre- and post-conditions of the sce-
nario’s events. Then events with matching pre- and/or post-condition are merged
as in the condition-based approach, see [70, 83, 84]. This approach originates
in program synthesis from example computations and requires backtracking [15].
The technique of Mitchel et al. [90] also works on incomplete specifications.

Structured specifications like HMSCs require a composition-based technique.
Each scenario is decomposed into basic component models by projection. States
are synthesized as in the previous approaches. Then, all basic models of each
component are composed along the structure of the specification, see [79, 21, 85, 129,
108, 86]. Composition- and condition-based techniques can be combined [113, 34]
and extended [110].

In contrast to the preceding three techniques, a semantics-based technique infers
an appropriate system model by the scenarios’ behavioral semantics. Alur et al.
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synthesize concurrent state machines from finite MSCs along the traces accepted by
the MSCs [5]. Desel et al. [13] synthesize Petri nets from scenarios using Petri net
region theory: a specification S is a regular expression over labeled partial orders.
The synthesis maps each action in S to a transition and synthesizes places and
arcs that restrict the transitions according to S. The behavior of the synthesized
system is minimal.

For the synthesis from scenarios with histories, the key challenge is to coordinate
the start of a scenario across different components. There are techniques to
synthesize automata from LSCs [49] and “High-Level LSCs” (corresponding to
HMSCs) [16]. The most recent techniques synthesize components along the
operational semantics of LSCs defined in play-out: scenarios are coordinated
across components either by auxiliary activation messages [53], or by global
strategies for all system components [19]. Bontemps and Heymans [17] decompose
LSCs prior to synthesizing an implementation for each component by play-out;
the decomposition trades efficiency for completeness.

Relation to oclets and conclusion

The approach by Bontemps and Heymans [17] is the closest to oclet synthesis.
In direct comparison, oclet synthesis preserves an event’s history throughout the
synthesis and obtains an exact result: each oclet decomposes equivalently into its
events (instead of its components), the event’s local history preserves when the
event may occur (where Bontemps and Heymans discard the history outside of
the component). Consequently, events with local history compose equivalently to
satisfying behavior. Oclet synthesis implements the events’ histories structurally,
i.e., by splitting places and transitions. Splitting of places and transitions follows
monotonically from the notion of a history and requires no backtracking like in
event-based synthesis.
The oclet-based approach may also apply beyond scenario-based design: Hee

et al. [121] translate history-dependent Petri nets to equivalent history-free Petri
nets by adding a global coordinating Petri net place that records the history of
the system. The oclet-based approach with local histories may help preserving
the concurrency in the system.
In terms of methodology, oclets are the first approach for composing an imple-

mentation from scenarios with history. Moreover, oclets consequently apply the
notion of a history from the scenario syntax up to the synthesis algorithm. In
other words, oclet synthesis preserves behavioral and structural information of the
specification by implementing a condition by a Petri net place, and an event by a
Petri net transition. This principle yields the following benefits:

– The synthesis preserves the locality of events given in the scenarios.
– The synthesis result corresponds structurally to the specification, i.e., the

scenarios occur as substructures of the system model. Thus, the synthesized
implementation remains readable for a system designer.

– The synthesized system is correct by construction: it exhibits the least behav-
ior that satisfies the specification and can be implemented as a distributed
system.
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Oclets largely contribute to the component synthesis problem (8.3). Bontemps
and Schobbens [18] prove that the problem is undecidable for LSC specifications
and pre-defined component specifications. In contrast, oclet synthesis decides
the problem constructively for all bounded oclet specifications and all component
specifications.

The bounded synthesis problem (8.2) involving only one component is decidable
for LSCs, but its solution is ExpTime-complete [54]. This complexity arises from
the need to check consistency of the given LSC specification. Constructing a single
run of an LSC specification via LSC play-out is Pspace-complete. Synthesis from
an oclet specification O is polynomial in the size of the state-space of O if O is
1-bounded, cf. Section 8.3. However, the technique is known to have good average
case complexity in practice as our results in Section 7.7 confirm.
Decidability and better complexity of oclet synthesis holds mainly due to the

restricted expressive power of oclets compared to LSCs. Though the question
remains whether this additional expressive power of LSCs is necessary. The
synthesis algorithm of Section 8.3 is complete wrt. the class of systems we want to
synthesize: every (bounded) Petri net system is the synthesis result of some oclet
specification because every Petri net system has an equivalent oclet specification,
see Section 5.5. Thus, the kernel of scenarios formalized in oclets is expressive
enough to specify any distributed system that can be modeled as a bounded
Petri net. Moreover, we can synthesize any bounded Petri net system. This
completeness result has not been established for existing synthesis techniques.
Thus, we succeeded in the main goal of this thesis: to find a general solution to the
synthesis problem for a flexible and sufficiently expressive class of scenario-based
specifications.

A final note on conditions: most of the discussed synthesis approaches introduce
conditions into scenarios for the purpose of synthesis. Oclets include conditions
from the very beginning explicating the need for this notion for synthesis. Various
examples in this thesis show that conditions in oclets can be hidden by “syntactic
sugar” like MSC syntax: most conditions follow canonically from events and the
notion of a component.

8.4.2. Improving the synthesis
Input. Because of the undecidability result in Section 8.1, we restricted the
synthesis problem to bounded specifications which yields bounded nets. There
is room for improvement: Desel et al. [29] generalize McMillan’s technique to
an algorithm for computing a finite complete prefix of an unbounded Petri net
system. This technique could help in generalizing oclet synthesis to some classes of
unbounded oclet specifications. Petri net region theory might help characterizing
oclet specifications that can be implemented as an unlabeled Petri net system. [26]

Output. Whether the synthesis algorithm of Section 8.3 returns a structurally
minimal implementation Σ depends on a parameter of the synthesis algorithm:
the adequate order. Several adequate orders are available [38, 24]. The theory of
regions may help improving the synthesis results as well. The approach of Desel et
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al. [13] could be applied on the finite complete prefix of an oclet specification to
synthesize a Petri net system Σ′ with a minimal number of transitions. Though,
Σ′ may not exhibit the same distributed runs as O, but only the same partial
orders of events (see Section 2.3 for a discussion).

8.4.3. Relation to synthesis of open systems
Our solution for synthesis from scenarios only applies to closed systems. A closed
distributed system Σ consists of components Σ1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Σr which interact with
each other—and with nothing else.

In contrast, an open system Γ has an interface I via which it may communicate
with its environment E by receiving messages from E, sending messages to E, or
waiting for a synchronous step together with E. Put differently, an open system is
a component according to Definition 8.10. Γ may itself consist of components, and
is typically viewed as waiting for inputs from its environment and reacting to it
by outputs. For this reason, Γ is also called a reactive system.

The composition of Γ with its environment would yield a closed system Γ⊕ E.
The assumption, however, is that the behavior of E is not known. So, the behavior
of a closed system Σ is completely defined by the states and steps of Σ whereas
the behavior of an open system Γ is only partially determined by Γ and depends
on the behavior of the unknown environment E.

A different synthesis problem

The synthesis problem for open systems resembles the component synthesis problem
(8.3) with a notable addition:

Given a component specification (Ki)ri=1, and a behavioral specifica-
tion Spec over messages channels and actions in the interfaces of the
Ki, construct components Γ1, . . . ,Γr s.t. under arbitrary behavior of
the environment E, the composed systems Γ1⊕ . . .⊕Γr⊕E satisfies
Spec.

(8.6)

The problem of synthesizing open systems is due to Pnueli and Rosner [99] who
were the first to consider “arbitrary behavior of the environment.” Usually, the
specification Spec is a temporal logic formula in which atomic propositions describe
messages on interface channels or occurrences of actions in the interfaces. A variant
of the problem is to construct a controller that restricts the behavior a given open
system s.t. the specification is satisfied [81, 82].

The synthesis problem for open systems (8.6) is surprisingly hard. The problem
is undecidable for (propositional) LTL specifications, even for two components that
only communicate with the environment and not with each other. The problem is
decidable for tree-like architectures, and a solution can be constructed in double
exponential time in the size of the specification [98]. Several decidable sub-classes
of the problem have been identified, for instance, by restricting specifications to
subclasses [97] or other architectures [75]. Other solutions consider variants, where
each component only knows some of the inputs provided by the environment [74],
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Figure 8.14. Oclets to describe interaction behavior (a) explicitly or (b) implicitly. In a
synthesized Petri net, implicit interaction can be made explicit (c).

or enforce a component’s reaction to follow only from the component’s inputs [82].
LSCs also allow to specify open systems interacting with an environment. Synthesis
of open systems from LSCs has been studied in this respect as well [49, 19], and is
undecidable [18].

Oclets and synthesis of open systems

Describing an unconstrained environment with oclets. In the following, we discuss
how oclets relate to open systems and the corresponding synthesis problem (8.6).
We can use oclets such as o1 of Figure 8.14(a) to describe how a component x
interacts with its environment. Oclets e!a (send message a), e?b (receive message
b), and e#c (synchronize with x on action c) describe corresponding environment
actions. The oclets e!a, e?b, and e#c actually describe the unrestricted environment
E of x: the environment has a single state E and may initiate any interaction in
each of its steps.
Each oclet specification OSpec of a system Γ having oclets such as o1 has a

canonical oclet specification OE that describes the behavior of the unrestricted
environment of Γ. The composed specification OSpec ∪OE describes the behavior
of Γ⊕ E.

Synthesis with an unconstrained environment. By including OE in the specification,
we can describe the synthesis problem for an open system Γ (8.3) as a component
synthesis problem of the closed system Γ⊕E (8.3). The synthesized system would
contain a component E describing the behavior of the environment.

Though, our synthesis algorithm does not solve every instance of the problem. If
Γ may receive a message a from E, then OE contains oclet e!a of Figure 8.14, which
makes OSpec ∪OE unbounded. Thus, we cannot apply our synthesis algorithm of
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Section 8.3. Whether the synthesis problem is undecidable in this case, depends
on whether unbounded oclet specifications have a finite complete prefix of some
form.
If Γ interacts only synchronously with E, then OE only contains oclets such

as e#c of Figure 8.14(a) and OSpec ∪OE is bounded iff OSpec is bounded. In this
case, our synthesis algorithm can be applied. The corresponding problem in LSCs,
to synthesize components which synchronously interact with an environment as
specified, is undecidable [18].

Synthesis of a fast system. To also synthesize open systems with asynchronous
communication, we have to adjust the setting. Our behavioral model of distributed
systems is inherently asynchronous: the system Γ cannot react on every step of
the environment E and receive each message as soon as it is available. Especially
if E sends messages “faster” than Γ can receive them. Conversely, by assuming
that Γ can receive messages “faster” than E sends new messages, the problem
vanishes: under this assumption, E produces a new message a whenever Γ received
the previous a message but not earlier. A similar assumption is made in LSCs
regarding how the system reacts to environment inputs [51].
The oclets o2 and o3 of Figure 8.14(b) describe the interaction behavior of

component x under the assumption that x reacts faster than its environment.
Whenever x enables action ?a, the environment already provided a message
a (maximality of the environment), and because there is no oclet e!a of the
environment there will be no pending message a when x is not ready to receive it
(x reacts faster than the environment).

An oclet specification OSpec of a system Γ having oclets such as o2 and o3
describes the interaction behavior of Γ with a maximal environment E in which Γ
reacts faster than E. Thus, OSpec is bounded iff the interaction of the components
of Γ is bounded. When synthesizing Γ from OSpec according to Section 8.3, we
obtain Petri net components as depicted in Figure 8.14(c). The implicit receiving
and sending of messages (by transitions ?a and !b) can be made explicit with
corresponding places that describe the message channels.

Synthesis with acceptance conditions. The synthesis from OSpec ∪OE with explicit
communication or OSpec with implicit communication itself is of little interest,
because an oclet specification OSpec does not allow to express an acceptance
condition of the system, for example, “component x eventually responds to each
received message a with a message b.” Such an acceptance condition naturally arises
when a system designer specifies the interaction behavior of an open system [74].
To describe practically relevant acceptance conditions we would have to (1) extend
the semantics of oclets, which would be an exercise in formal definitions, and (2)
our synthesis algorithm likewise, which is a non-trivial problem. We propose a
corresponding research programme as future work in Section 9.3.
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9. Conclusion

This final chapter concludes this thesis. Section 9.1 summarizes the main contri-
butions of our approach for relating scenario-based specifications to distributed
systems. Section 9.2 discusses open problems. Finally, Section 9.3 sketches ideas
how this research can be continued.
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9.1. Contributions of this Thesis
The scenario-based approach is a technique for designing a distributed system
consisting of several components. A scenario describes a “self-contained story”
about how several system components interact to realize a specific goal. Technically,
a scenario is partial order of actions and each action is associated to one or
more components. A specification is a set of mutually related scenarios. A
system implements a specification if its components interact as described in the
scenarios. The main challenge for the scenario-based approach is to construct
an implementation from a given specification—preferably automatically. More
precisely, the synthesis problem is to define an algorithm that constructs for every
scenario-based specification Spec system components Σ1, . . . ,Σr that are described
in Spec so that the composed system Σ1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Σr is a minimal implementation
of Spec.

The synthesis problem is difficult: the high expressive power of a scenario-based
specification renders the synthesis problem undecidable whereas decidable sub-
classes of scenario-based specifications render the approach inflexible in practical
settings.
Specifically, one of the most expressive and flexible scenario-based techniques

are Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) [25]. LSCs draw their flexibility from the notion
of a history of a scenario that describes when the scenario may occur in the system.
Several scenarios may overlap. Mutual relations between scenarios emerge from the
relation between a scenario’s history and other scenarios. The synthesis problem
from LSCs has no general solution [18]. In contrast, the synthesis of a Petri net
from a scenario-based specification succeeds by applying results from Petri net
theory to scenarios [13]. A drawback of existing complete solutions of the synthesis
problem is a restriction on the input: scenarios are either finite or composition
operators explicitly define mutual dependencies between scenarios.

The problem that we addressed in this thesis was to strike a balance between a
flexible and sufficiently expressive scenario-specification technique on one hand
and efficient synthesis and analysis algorithms on the other hand. We restricted
ourselves to specifying, analyzing, and synthesizing the control-flow of distributed
systems.
This thesis contributed a formal theory that positions scenarios as a binding

element between system models and system behavior. The new theory combines
the theory of Petri nets with the theory of history-dependent scenarios in the notion
of an oclet. An oclet is an acyclic Petri net with a distinguished history. This
notion subsumes several existing ones: an oclet with an empty history describes a
distributed run, an oclet with a single transition and history of depth 1 generalizes a
Petri net transition, and any other oclet describes a scenario. Each of these shapes
of an oclet is obtained from the other shapes by composition and decomposition.

On one hand, oclets are a flexible specification technique for distributed systems
in the style of LSCs. On the other hand, this thesis contributes an algorithm
that solves the synthesis problem for oclets. The following sections review the
contributions that follow from the theory of oclets, Figure 9.1 shows the overall
picture.
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Figure 9.1. Overview on the results of this thesis.

9.1.1. Oclets describe scenarios

Oclets contribute a formal theory for relating scenario-based specifications to
distributed systems. To this end, oclets inherit a few notions from scenarios and
from Petri nets. An oclet formalizes a scenario of a system—a behavior that the
system shall exhibit—as a partially ordered set of actions denoted by an acyclic
Petri net. Corresponding to Live Sequence Charts (LSCs), an oclet distinguishes
a history denoting when the system shall exhibit the oclet’s behavior. Petri nets
provide the formal syntax of oclets together with the notions of local actions and
local states that are ordered by causality.
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A kernel of scenario-based specifications. Chapter 4 defined a declarative semantics
that positions oclets in the spectrum of scenario-based specification techniques.
An oclet specification is a set of oclets. A set R of (distributed) runs satisfies an
oclet o if every run of R that ends with o’s history has a continuation with the
entire oclet o. The runs R satisfy a specification O if R satisfies each oclet of O.
For composing specifications, oclets adapt a principle from logics. One oclet

o denotes a behavioral property R(o), i.e., the system behaviors that satisfy o.
The semantics of an oclet specification O = {o1, . . . , on} is the intersection of the
semantics of its oclets, R(O) = R(o1)∩ . . .∩R(on). This composition principle
corresponds to conjunction in logics.

The semantics of oclets formalizes a kernel of scenario-based specifications that
we identified in Chapter 3. This kernel uses a minimal set of notions from existing
techniques. It specifically allows for specifying system behavior in a flexible
way using the notion of a history. Yet, oclets provide just enough expressive
power for specifying all behaviors of a distributed system: every Petri net has
an equivalent oclet specification. The semantics of oclets are based on distributed
runs which makes oclets the first scenario-based technique with history having a
true-concurrency semantics.

All other contributions of this thesis follow from the combination of distributed
runs with histories formalized as Petri nets.

Composing and decomposing scenarios. Oclets provide canonical operators for com-
posing and decomposing oclets. Two oclets o1 and o2 compose to a larger oclet
o1 B o2. Conversely, an oclet o decomposes into its single actions o1, . . . , ok with a
local history; composing o1, . . . , ok yields o again.
Oclets generalize the semantic notions of Petri nets: an oclet with an empty

history describes a distributed run of a Petri net; an oclet with a single action
describes a Petri net transition; an oclet’s history generalizes the enabling condition
of a Petri net transition.
The composition and decomposition operators also establish a number of se-

mantic results which we developed in Chapters 5 and 6. Every oclet specification
O defines has a unique least set minR(O) of distributed runs that satisfies O;
the composition operator B constructs minR(O). An implementation of O may
inevitably exhibit more behavior than minR(O). However, O defines the unique
behavior R̂(O) of any minimal implementation of O. The composition opera-
tor B constructs the set R̂(O) of distributed runs from the single actions of O
starting in the least initial state of O. R̂(O) contains minR(O), the additional
runs R̂(O) \minR(O) are known as implied scenarios. The semantics of oclets
reveals the difference between satisfying behavior minR(O) and implied behavior
R̂(O)\minR(O) as the difference between global scenarios and their decomposition
into single actions.
By these results, oclets transfer the benefits of scenario-based specifications to

Petri nets, and vice versa.
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9.1.2. Oclets model distributed systems
Operational semantics for scenarios. The composition and decomposition operators
on oclets define operational semantics for oclet specifications O that are contributed
in Chapter 6. The oclets of the specification canonically decompose into their
single actions o1, . . . , ok. The composition operator B constructs the distributed
runs of O action by action: an action oi is enabled at a distributed run π if π ends
with the local history of oi; in this case oi can occur which yields the continuation
π B oi. The operational semantics turn an oclet specification into a model of a
distributed system.
The operational semantics of oclets adopt the idea of scenario play-out from

LSCs in terms of Petri nets and their true-concurrency semantics. The operational
semantics of oclets constructs for each oclet specification O the behavior R̂(O)
that is also exhibited by any minimal implementation of O. This combination
yields two contributions: (1) oclets allow modeling distributed systems in a flexible
manner, and (2) efficient verification techniques from Petri nets are made available
for scenario-based specifications.

Flexible system modeling. The operational semantics generalize the operational
semantics of Petri nets by the notion of a local history of an action. On one
hand, Petri nets are embedded into oclets and each Petri net can equivalently
be translated into an oclet specification. On the other hand, a system designer
can model system behavior by describing scenarios instead of a system model.
Combining both ideas allows for a novel and flexible style of system modeling.

A system designer only has to describe the scenarios of the system. Each scenario
describes a specific self-contained story of the system, two scenarios may overlap.
The operational semantics derive the system’s behavior without requiring the
system modeler to structurally compose or integrate the scenarios. Consequently,
the system designer can structure the system model behaviorally, for example, by
distinguishing scenarios for standard behavior and for exceptional behavior. If the
system model needs to be changed to implement a new behavioral requirement r,
then a system designer may identify and change only those scenarios related to r,
all other scenarios remain untouched.

Efficient verification of scenario-based models. Oclets allows for modeling complex
system behavior in a structured approach. Yet, the modeled system’s behavior
may not satisfy all requirements a system designer has in mind. Such requirements
may be formalized, for example in terms of temporal logics. It needs a verification
technique for ensuring that the modeled system’s behavior satisfies all formalized
requirements.
The embedding of Petri nets into oclets allows to adapt efficient verification

techniques from Petri nets to scenario-based models. Chapter 7 generalizes the
technique of finite complete prefixes by McMillan to oclets. A finite complete
prefix Fin of an oclet specification O represents the behavior R̂(O), which is
constructed by O’s operational semantics, in a finite structure—even if R̂(O) is
infinite. This thesis defines an algorithm that constructs Fin by identifying all
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reachable states of O in terms of the histories of the oclets in O. Fin represents
each reachable state and each occurring action of O. In other words, Fin represents
the state-space of O. The McMillan technique mitigates the state-space explosion
problem by preserving concurrency of actions— instead of imitating concurrency
by exponentially many interleavings.
Consequently, oclets provide a state-space construction algorithm to scenario-

based models that exhibits polynomial running time for practical systems. Chap-
ter 7 also presented results of an industrial case study in which oclet-based
verification checked the correctness of industrial business process within a few
milliseconds per process.

Thus, by the theory of oclets, McMillan’s technique becomes available to scenario-
based models. It is the first time that McMillan’s technique has been applied in
this domain.

9.1.3. Oclets synthesize distributed systems from scenarios
The main problem addressed in this thesis is to automatically synthesize from
a scenario-based specification components of a distributed system that together
implement the specification and exhibit as few additional behavior as possible.
More precisely,

to define an algorithm Syn that, given a scenario-based specification
O and a distribution of the actions in O onto components 1, . . . , r, con-
structs components Σ1, . . . ,Σr that implement the respective actions of
O s.t. the composed system Σ1⊕ . . .⊕Σr is a minimal implementation
of O.

The problem has no general solution and is undecidable— in standard techniques
like Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) or High-Level Message Sequence Charts (HMSCs)
as well as in oclets.
Chapter 8 contributes an efficient synthesis algorithm Syn for bounded specifi-

cations. In a bounded specification, a component sends only a bounded number
of messages between any two messages which it receives. The algorithm is based
on the finite complete prefix Fin of an oclet specification O which represents all
behavior of O in a finite structure. The synthesis folds Fin into an equivalent Petri
net Σ using a simple equivalence relation on the nodes of Fin. The constructed
system Σ is a minimal implementation of O. Moreover, Σ implements exactly
those local states and local actions specified in O. Consequently, Σ decomposes
into any number of components given by any distribution of its actions.

Bounded specifications. The assumption of a bounded specification also renders
HMSCs synthesis decidable. Synthesis succeeds also from some unbounded specifi-
cations which satisfy certain properties [26]. The disadvantage of HMSC-based
synthesis is that its input already explicitly specifies the relations between scenar-
ios by explicit composition operators. With the available standard composition
operators, not every system can be specified [13].
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The notion of a bounded specification is not directly applicable to LSCs. Clearly,
if an LSC specification describes a finite state space, then synthesis is decidable.
However, the undecidability proof in [18] only requires synchronous communication
over a fixed number of components, i.e., synthesis from 1-bounded LSC specifica-
tions is undecidable. We are not aware of a sufficient criterion for synthesis from
LSCs that characterizes finite state spaces similar to the notion of boundedness in
oclets.

Contribution of oclets to synthesis. Within the domain of specifications that describe
a finite space, oclets make the following contributions compared to LSCs and
HMSCs.

Regarding the input, a system designer may specify any finite set of oclets. The
relations between oclets follow from their histories and does not have have to
be given explicitly like in HMSCs. Further, oclet-based synthesis also allows to
specify any choice of components as synthesis result. In contrast, LSCs allow to
decide whether a specification with finite state space can be implemented for a
given choice of components, but the answer may be “no”.

Regarding the output, the specification language of oclets is expressive enough
to specify every Petri net. So, the synthesis algorithm may return every bounded
Petri net. This completeness result does not hold for HMSCs [13]. In terms of
expressive power, LSCs are known to specify sub-classes of Büchi automata [16, 18];
the class of synthesizable systems has not been determined yet.
The synthesis algorithm from oclets preserves the causal relations of the spec-

ification. So, all behavioral information of the specification is available during
synthesis in its original form. Existing techniques either operate on the structure of
the specification or on sequential observations of distributed behavior, as discussed
in Section 8.4.
A major limitation of the synthesis from oclets is that oclets synthesize closed

systems. We have shown in Section 8.4.3 how to specify the behavior of an open
system. However, the limited expressive power of oclets do not allow to express
interesting high-level properties of an open system as this can be done in LSCs [25].
Altogether, oclets establish a well-balanced theory for relating the flexible

technique of scenario-based specifications to an adequate and well-researched
formal model of distributed systems. The entire theory is formally grounded in
basic notions of Petri nets which this thesis consistently generalized by the notion
of a local history. The hope is that this generalization allows for transferring
further results from the theory of Petri nets to scenario-based specifications.

9.1.4. Tool support
The results of this thesis have been implemented in the software tool prototype
Greta. Greta is a plug-in based tool for which developed several plug-ins. In first
place, Greta provides a graphical user interface for modeling oclet specifications.
Three plug-ins extend this functionality. (1) An execution engine implements
the operational semantics of oclets of Chapter 6 and allows a system designer
to execute and validate an oclet specification. (2) A second plug-in implements
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the algorithm for computing a finite complete prefix of an oclet specification
O and for analyzing behavioral properties of O presented in Chapter 7. (3) A
third plug-in implements the algorithm for synthesizing a minimal implementation
from a given oclet specification developed in Chapter 8. Greta is available at
http://service-technology.org/greta.
We applied Greta for modeling an actual disaster management process in

our approach and evaluated its performance in an experiment using a large data
sample from an industrial setting as presented in Section 7.7. There, a finite
complete prefix of an oclet specification could be constructed requiring linear
to polynomial running time and space in the size of the input. Constructing a
finite complete prefix underlies our analysis and synthesis techniques. Thus, the
experiment confirms that our solutions to analysis of scenario-based models and
synthesis from scenarios can be applied in an industrial setting.

9.2. Open Problems
In this thesis, not all open problems for relating scenario-based specifications to
Petri nets have been solved. This section discusses problems that would make the
formal theory presented in this thesis more complete.

Structural size of the synthesized system

The synthesis algorithm defined in Chapter 8.2 constructs for every bounded oclet
specification O a labeled Petri net system Σ that implements O and exhibits as
few additional behaviors as possible. In other words, Σ is a behaviorally minimal
implementation of O. But, Σ is not necessarily structurally minimal. The size of Σ
depends on two factors: (1) the size of the finite complete prefix Fin constructed
in Chapter 7, and (2) the equivalence relation used to fold Fin to Σ.

The size of Fin in turn depends on the adequate order that determines equivalent
events in the construction algorithm. Several adequate orders are available usually
balancing between computational complexity and size of the prefix [38, 24]. Thus,
an open question is to determine adequate orders that return structurally minimal
prefixes, or prefixes of a specific shape.

The equivalence relation for folding Fin is derived from the adequate order. An
open question is whether this equivalence relation can be improved on any given
finite complete prefix so that Fin folds to a structurally minimal implementation,
or an implementation of a specific shape.

Synthesizing unlabeled Petri nets

Our synthesis algorithm returns for every bounded oclet specification O a Petri
net system Σ that implements. In general, the transitions (places) of Σ are labeled
s.t. there may be several transitions (places) with the same label. There are
oclet specifications O which have no equivalent unlabeled Petri net system Σ with
exactly the same set of distributed runs R(Σ) = R̂(O) as shown in Section 8.2.2.
Any unlabeled Petri net system Σ that exhibits the runs R̂(O) would also exhibit
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additional behavior R(Σ) \ R̂(O). Adding a new place p and arcs to Σ “in the
right way” reduces this additional behavior. Technically, now p occurs in the runs
of Σ; thus, the behavior of Σ and O has to be compared on their labeled partial
orders of events only (see Section 2.3). Petri net region theory has been applied in
similar settings for computing places that constrain the behavior of Σ, specifically
in works by Desel et al. who synthesize Petri nets from a more restricted class of
scenarios compared to oclets [12, 13].
The open research question is whether Petri net region theory can be gen-

eralized to synthesize a minimal, unlabeled Petri net that implements a given
oclet specification and to characterize those classes of specifications where this is
impossible.

Synthesis of unbounded Petri nets

The general synthesis problem has no solution because oclets are strictly more
expressive than Petri nets. This thesis presented an algorithm that solves the
bounded synthesis problem. Though, this result can be generalized by the following
observation. Petri nets are embedded into oclets. Thus, even for each unbounded
Petri net system Σ exists an equivalent unbounded oclet specification O. Desel et
al. [29] define an algorithm for computing a complete finite prefix of an unbounded
Petri net system. The open research question is whether this algorithm can be
generalized to oclets to solve the synthesis for any oclet specification that can be
implemented by a (possibly unbounded) Petri net system.

9.3. Further Research
This final section sketches ideas for extending the theory of oclets beyond the
scope of this thesis. These ideas aim at the grand goal of systematic development
of distributed systems with appropriate specification, modeling, and verification
techniques.

Alleviating underlying assumptions

The formal model of oclets presented in this thesis made two assumptions about
how a scenario-based specification describes behavior. First, conditions and events
have been given equal importance in the formal model. Second, we excluded
invisible actions from the model of oclets. In the following we discuss how these
assumptions can be alleviated.

Conditions. Scenarios are a technique to specify behavior of distributed systems
in early stages of design. Typically, a system’s behavior is understood as a course
of events. Knowledge about conditions, that is, visited states of the system, is
mostly implicit. Put differently, a system designer is usually able to name and
order events, but will face difficulties in determining whether a specific state is
visited in a specific situation.
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Most scenario-based techniques cater for this impartial knowledge by representing
a scenario as partial order of events—with additional means of expression. For
instance, the vertical lines that order a component’s events in an MSC imply a
condition between any two events. Formal semantics show that an MSC’s implicit
conditions can be made explicit while preserving the behavior [62, 33]. Oclets allow
for a similarly implicit use of conditions. Several conditions of a specification may
be labeled identically. For instance, every condition may be labeled with the name
of a component as shown in Figure 4.2 on page 86. The ordering of events then
follows from their histories wrt. preceding events. Whether two different conditions
with the same label describe the same system state follows from their history. Here,
the standard ordering of events implies a canonical labeling of conditions. When
ordering of events does not follow from the linear order of a component or from
message exchange, then a system designer expresses this explicitly. For instance in
oclets, two post-conditions with different labels allow to express that an event has
two concurrent post-events. For the same modeling task, other techniques also
provide additional constructs like co-regions [65] or inline scenarios [95, 55].
The open research question is to develop modeling practices that support a

system designer in using canonical labeling of conditions in oclets. These modeling
practices may lead to a richer syntax for oclets, like that of MSCs. This richer
syntax could hide conditions by providing syntactic sugar to express canonical
ordering of events in a component, and additional constructs to express non-
standard ordering.

Invisible actions. Invisible actions change the interpretation of an arc between two
events. Now, an implementation may exhibit additional events and conditions
between two specified events. In this case, a specification only describes transitive
causal dependencies between events instead of direct causal dependencies. As a
consequence, scenarios may overlap in more intricate ways than seen in this thesis.

We discussed extensively in Section 3.8 that invisible actions introduce unobserv-
able nondeterminism to oclets. A specification could not distinguish implementa-
tions that are not branching bisimilar. Section 4.5.2 discussed how the semantics
of oclets could be extended to invisible actions without introducing unobservable
nondeterminism. The open research problem is the synthesis under invisible ac-
tions. That synthesis from LSCs is undecidable already holds for a very restricted
class of LSCs: a fixed number of components communicates synchronously and
allows invisible actions [18]. So, we also expect oclet-based synthesis to become
harder under invisible actions.

A possible research programme is to generalize our synthesis algorithm to oclets
that allow invisible actions. The critical aspects in this research are the following:
(1) investigate whether a specification defines a unique minimal behavior when
invisible actions are allowed, (2) define composition and decomposition operations
that respect occurrences of invisible actions, (3) identify the notion of a reachable
history under invisible actions, and (4) construct a finite complete prefix with
(5) an equivalence relation that allows to fold the prefix into an implementation.
These five steps constitute a blue print for generalizing oclet-based synthesis to
allow further means of expression.
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Towards the expressive power of LSCs

The formal model of oclets presented in this thesis established a minimal kernel
of scenarios with history. This kernel is expressive enough to embed Petri net
systems while allowing to synthesize an implementation from any bounded oclet
specification. In contrast, Live Sequence Charts provide a much higher expressive
power. Regarding control-flow constructs, LSCs provide notions for imperative
scenarios, multi-modal scenarios, forbidden scenarios, and for distinguishing visible
from invisible actions [25]. Compared to oclets, these notions allow a system
designer to specify high-level system requirements while abstracting away much
more of the details of the system.

More expressive scenarios. We already discussed how the distinction between visible
and invisible actions can be included in the semantics of oclets and in the synthesis.
Similar results regarding anti-oclets (which express forbidden scenarios) have been
published in [39]. A possible research programme is to systematically formalize
the notions from LSCs in the formal model of oclets. The aim is to extend the
expressive power of oclets while preserving results on composing and analyzing
oclets, and on synthesizing implementations to the possible extent.
This research programme can be pushed further by also considering notions

of data and time. It is worth investigating how Colored Petri nets [66] allow to
express the notions of data and symbolic instances of LSCs [55]. Likewise, various
classes of time Petri nets [89] could formalize time-related notions of LSCs [55].
Both extensions of Petri nets allow the construction of finite complete prefixes
[71, 23].

Synthesis of open systems. In this thesis, we addressed the synthesis of a closed
system from a scenario-based specification. The synthesis of an open system Γ
which interacts with an unrestricted environment E is significantly harder as
shown in Section 8.4.3. We have shown how to reduce the synthesis of an open
system Γ from an oclet specification O to a synthesis of the closed system Γ⊕ E
where E is an unrestricted environment.

The open issue here is that oclets are not expressive enough to describe interesting
properties of the interaction behavior of Γ. Increasing the expressive power of
oclets as proposed, makes the synthesis problem practically relevant.

The synthesis problem from a more expressive model of oclets is an open problem.
A possible research programme has to systematically follow the steps (1)-(5), which
we gave for invisible actions, also for all other means of expression introduced to
oclets. If the semantics of oclets is generalized towards LSCs, then an approach
by Esparza and Heljanko [36] provide a starting point for translating an oclet
specification with higher expressive power to basic oclets. LSCs are known to
specify a sub-class of Büchi automata [16, 18]. Esparza and Heljanko [36] show
how to translate a stuttering-invariant LTL formula ϕ to an acceptor Aϕ that
corresponds to a Büchi automaton, and how to asynchronously compose Aϕ with
a Petri net N to check whether N satisfies ϕ. The open problems are (1) whether
their approach also allows to translate an oclet o with higher expressive power to
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an acceptor Ao, and (2) whether the acceptor Ao can be used to synthesize an
open system Γ instead of verifying that Γ satisfies o.

Structuring specifications

Most of the scenario-based techniques discussed in this thesis structure a scenario-
based specification. A typical approach is a hierarchical specification that relates
scenarios to each other by a graph and composition operators, for example in
Hierarchical MSCs [65]. Another approach is an inline scenario that embeds a
scenario into another scenario as used in UML Sequence Diagrams [95] and in
LSCs [56]. The results of this thesis show that these concepts are not required
semantically for specifying system behavior. Yet, these techniques allow to struc-
ture complex specifications and to make relations between scenarios explicit. The
model of oclets introduced in this thesis lacks such structuring techniques. A
possible research programme is to provide structuring techniques for oclets.

Inline scenarios typically embed several scenarios into a larger scenario together
with an operator, for example, to choose between two alternative sub-scenarios
within a larger scenario; Figure 3.13 on page 66 depicts an example. A related
research question is to which extent inline scenarios are mere “syntactic sugar”. In
other words, which oclets with inline scenarios can be decomposed or transformed
into a set of oclets with the same semantics.

In contrast, hierarchical specifications provide a “bird’s eye view” on scenarios
by relating several scenarios of a specification to each other. Usually an edge from
one scenario to another scenario expresses their sequential composition; Figure 3.10
on page 62 depicts an example. Consequently, hierarchical specifications as well
as the history of a scenario both describe how scenarios relate to each other. A
hierarchical specification over oclets must be consistent with the oclet’s histories.
This observation gives rise to a number of research question. (1) Assuming a
hierarchical specificationHO over a set of oclets O to be given, do O andHO specify
the same behavior? (2) Is it possible to derive from a given oclet specification O a
hierarchical specification HO s.t. O and HO specify the same behavior? (3) And
vice versa? (4) Assuming a hierarchical specification HO over a set of oclets O s.t.
both consistently specify the same behavior; if now O (or HO) is changed how to
change HO (or O) to maintain consistency? Ideally, the hierarchical specification
HO gives a system designer an overview on the scenario relations in O s.t. the
specification can be changed consistently either on the level of single oclets in O
or on the global level of HO.

Graphical notation and tool support

All problems presented up to this point aim at letting a system designer write
down scenarios of the system exactly in the way she has them in mind. Such
an approach needs to be supported by a suitable graphical notation. One could
either develop a high-level notation on top of oclets which hides their technical
details, or define a translation from an established notation like LSCs to oclets. A
corresponding tool would properly relate the high-level notation to a semantically
equivalent oclet specification (or an extension of oclets).
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System mining

A completely different approach to synthesizing a system from event-based descrip-
tions is process mining. A mining algorithm synthesizes from a set T of execution
traces a Petri net system Σ that exhibits these traces. The traces T are assumed
to be recorded observations of an actual system. So, the behavioral information
in T is assumed to be incomplete or contain information from different levels of
abstraction which leads to noise.

Usually, Σ has to generalize the behavior described in T , which raises a question
that we discussed in Chapters 3 and Chapters 4: does T describe sample behaviors
of the system (i.e., the existential view of scenarios) or all system behaviors (i.e.,
the universal view of scenarios)? If the mined system model Σ reproduces exactly
T , then it is overfitting given the incompleteness of T . For this reason, Σ is ususally
generalized to exhibit more runs than T . Generalizing Σ may lead to underfitting,
i.e., Σ exhibits behavior which is not related to T anymore [115]. Processing
mining algorithm balance the fitness of Σ with respect to various optimization
goals [118].
Particularly in early stages of system design, a scenario-based specification is

immature. The specified behavior is incomplete and a system designer might
specify behavior on different levels of abstraction. A classical synthesis algorithm
like the one presented in this thesis is likely to either return no model at all
or to overfit the intended system behavior. So, one open research question is
how to construct a generalized implementation of a scenario-based specification.
First works allow to synthesize systems in case of incomplete specifications [90].
However, the issue of generalization suggests to combine scenario-based synthesis
with process mining techniques to synthesize an implementation wrt. specific
optimization goals.

A complementary question is to discover scenarios from observations of existing
systems. Current mining algorithms return a model of the entire system. Often
these models are difficult to understand [115] and hence difficult to improve. A
discovered scenario-based model might be easier to understand and to improve as
each scenario has a simple structure. The inherent difficulty for mining scenarios
is to discover “self-contained stories” that can be understood by a human system
designer. The formal model of oclets forms a possible starting point for this
research because oclets and mining are based on the same notions from Petri nets.

Altogether, these research questions strive towards a flexibly usable system design
technique providing different views on the system model. These views allow a
system designer to understand, think, and develop the system always in those
concepts she finds most suitable for her task. She should be able to switch her view
on the system whenever necessary; any change to the model should consistently
propagates to all other views. The theory of oclets presented in this thesis is
another small step in that direction.
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Appendix
A.1. Basic Notation and Terminology
This section presents, as a reference, the basic formal notations used throughout
all chapters of this thesis.

Sets

That standard notions from set algebra apply: ∪ (union), ∩ (intersection), \ (set
difference), ∅ (empty set). The following additional notions are used; let X and Y
be sets.

] disjoint union of X and Y , X ] Y = X ∪ Y whenever
X ∩Y = ∅.

Relations

Let R ⊆ X × Y be a relation.

R|U×V the restriction of R to U and V : R|U×V := R∩(U ×V ),
for U ⊆ X,V ⊆ Y .

R−1 the inverse of R: (x, y) ∈ R−1 iff (y, x) ∈ R.

Let R ⊆ X ×X be a relation.

R+ the transitive closure of R: the least relation R+ ⊆
X ×X s.t. R ⊆ R+ ∧ ∀(x, y), (y, z) ∈ R+ : (x, z) ∈ R+.

R∗ the reflexive-transitive closure of R: the least relation
R∗ ⊆ X ×X s.t. R+ ⊆ R∗ ∧ ∀x : (x, x) ∈ R∗.

Functions

A function f : X → Y is a relation f ⊆ X × Y where for all (x, y1), (x, y2) ∈ f
holds y1 = y2. Notations: f(x) = ⊥ iff there exists no y ∈ Y with (x, y) ∈ f ;
f(x) = y iff (x, y) ∈ f .

f |U restriction of function f to arguments U ⊆ X with
f |U (x) := f(x), for all x ∈ U .

f ◦ g concatenation of functions g : X → Y and f : Y → Z
and with (f ◦ g)(x) := f(g(x)), for all x ∈ X.
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A.2. Lattices and Fixed Points
In Chap. 5 we construct system behavior from scenarios. The central Definition 5.17
repeatedly extends a set of runs by appending scenarios. The proof in Theorem 5.18
that the constructed set is well-defined and minimal builds on a result on fixed
points in lattices. This section provides the corresponding definitions.
A complete lattice L = (L,v) = (L,v,t,u,⊥,>) is a partially ordered set

(L,v) s.t. each L′ ⊆ L has
1. a least upper bound l ∈ L with ∀l′ ∈ L : l′ v l, denoted tL′ := l, and
2. a least lower bound l ∈ L with ∀l′ ∈ L : l v l′, denoted uL′ := l.

Furthermore, ⊥= t∅ = uL is the least element, and > = u∅ = tL is the greatest
element.
A function f : L→ L is monotone iff ∀l, l′ ∈ L : l v l′ ⇒ f(l) v f(l′).

Theorem A.1 (Knaster and Tarski [43], originally in [109]). Let L = (L,v,>,⊥) be a
complete lattice. Let f : L → L be monotone. Then there is a least fixed point
LFP(f) and a greatest fixed point GFP(f) of f . These are

– LFP(f) = inf{x ∈ L | f(x) v x}, and
– GFP(f) = sup{x ∈ L | x v f(x)}. ?

Lemma A.2 (Inductive Computation of Fixed Point, Lemma 20.5 in [43]):
Let L = (L,v,t,u,⊥,>) be a complete lattice. Let f : L → L be monotone.

Then LFP(f) = fλ with λ being the least ordinal with fλ+1 = fλ. ?

A.3. Basic Notions on Petri Nets
This section complements the introduction to Petri nets from Chapter. 2 by several
basic notions on Petri nets.

Isomorphism on Petri Nets
Definition A.3 (Homomorphism, isomorphism on Petri nets). LetN andM be two Petri
nets. A mapping α : XN → XM is a homomorphism from N to M , denoted
α : N →M , iff

1. ∀p ∈ PN : α(p) ∈ PM ∧ ∀t ∈ TN : α(t) ∈ TN (α preserves sorts),
2. ∀x ∈ XN : `(x) = `(α(x)) (α preserves labels), and
3. ∀(x, y) ∈ FN : (α(x), α(y)) ∈ FM (α preserves arcs).

A mapping α : XN → XM is an isomorphism fromN toM iff α is a homomorphism
from N to M and α−1 is a homomorphism from M to N . In this case N and M
are isomorphic.
Given a net N and an isomorphism α we write Nα as a short-hand to denote

the Petri net that is isomorphic to N by isomorphism α : N → Nα. By [N ] we
denote the class of all Petri nets that are isomorphic to N ; we write Nα ∈ [N ] to
denote a specific representative of this class. y
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A.4. Distributed Runs and Partially Ordered Sets of Events
This thesis builds largely on the behavioral model of distributed runs as introduced
in Chapter 2. The formal definitions build on labeled causal nets (Def. 2.7). There
are other formalizations of distributed runs, most notably labeled partial orders, to
which we refer occasionally in this thesis. This section provides the corresponding
formal definitions.

Definition A.4 (Partial order). Let X be an arbitrary set. A partial order over X is
a binary relation ≤ ⊆ X ×X that is reflexive (x ≤ x, for all x ∈ X), transitive
(x ≤ y and y ≤ z imply x ≤ z, for all x, y, z ∈ X), and anti-symmetric (x ≤ y and
y ≤ x imply x = y, for all x, y ∈ X). y

Let L be a set of labels including the dedicated label τ ∈ L.

Definition A.5 (Labeled partial order (LPO)). A labeled partial order (LPO) r = (E,≤
, `) over L consists of a set E, a partial order ≤ ⊆ E × E over E, and a labeling
` : E → L. We write Fr to denote the support of r which is the least relation
Fr ⊆ E × E with F ∗r = ≤. y

We interpret E as a set of events as conceptualized in Sect. 2.3.2.

1. Let π = (B,E, F, `) be a labeled causal net over L; π induces the LPO
rπ := (E, (F ∗)|E×E , `|E).

2. Let r = (E,≤, `) be an LPO over L \ {τ}; r induces the causal net πr :=
(E,B, F, `′) with B := Fr, F := {(e, b), (b, e′) | (e, e′) ∈ Fr, b = (e, e′) ∈ B}
and `′(e) := `(e), for all e ∈ E, and `′(b) := τ , for all b ∈ B.

The following technical lemma is used in proving Lem. 5.5. It states that the
set x↓π of predecessors of x can be expressed as the union of a set Z with the
predecessors of all pre-nodes of Z. By this property, we show in Lem. 5.5 that a
distributed run remains finitely preceded under composition.

Lemma A.6: Let π be a labeled causal net. Let x ∈ Xπ and let Z ⊆ x↓π s.t.

∀z ∈ Z ∀y ∈ Xπ : z ≤π y ∧ y ≤π x⇒ y ∈ Z. (A.1)

Then x↓π = Z ∪
⋃
z∈•Z\Z(z↓π). ?

Proof (by induction). We prove the proposition by induction on the size n = |Z|.
Let n = 1. Then Z = {x} and •Z \ Z = •x.

x↓π = {y ∈ Xπ | y ≤π x} [by Def. 2.5]
= {y ∈ Xπ | y = x ∨ ∃z : y ≤π z ∧ (z, x) ∈ Fπ} [by ≤π= F ∗π ]
= {x} ∪ {y ∈ Xπ | ∃z : y ≤π z ∧ z ∈ •x}
= {x} ∪

⋃
z∈•x(z↓π) [by Def. 2.5]

= Z ∪
⋃
z∈•Z(z↓π).

Let n > 1. Let y ∈ Z with •y ∩Z = ∅ (y exists because π is finitely preceded).
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– (1) y <π x. Assume y = x. Then for all z ∈ Z \ {x} holds z 6≤π x (because
•x∩Z = •y ∩Z = ∅). But Z ⊆ x↓π. Contradiction to Def. 2.5.

– (2) Y := Z \ {y} satisfies (A.1) because there exists no z ∈ Y with z ≤π y.
– (3) x↓π = Y ∪

⋃
z∈(•Y \Y )(z↓π), by (2) and inductive assumption.

– (4) y↓π = {y} ∪
⋃
z∈•y(z↓π), because {y} satisfies (A.1) wrt. y↓π and

inductive assumption.
– (5) y ∈ •Y \ Y . Firstly, y 6∈ Y by definition. Secondly, (1) implies that there
ex. z ∈ y• with z ≤π x. Thus z ∈ Z and y ∈ •z ⊆ •Z.

– (6) •Z \ Z = •(Y ∪ {y}) \ (Y ∪ {y}) = (•Y ∪ •y) \ (Y ∪ {y}) = (•Y \ (Y ∪
{y}))∪(•y\(Y ∪{y})) = (•Y \Y )\{y}∪(•y\(Y ∪{y})) = (•Y \Y )\{y}∪•y.
The last equality holds because •y ∩Z = ∅ and Y ⊆ Z imply •y ∩Y = ∅.

x↓π = Y ∪
⋃
z∈(•Y \Y )(z↓π) [by (3)]

= Y ∪ (y↓π) ∪
⋃
z∈((•Y \Y )\{y})(z↓π) [by (5)]

= Y ∪ {y} ∪
⋃
z∈•y(z↓π) ∪

⋃
z∈((•Y \Y )\{y})(z↓π) [by (4)]

= Z ∪
⋃
z∈((•Y \Y )\{y}∪•y)(z↓π) [by (2) and set theory]

= Z ∪
⋃
z∈•Z\Z(z↓π) [by (6)]

Hence, the proposition holds. �

A.5. Properties of Distributed Runs
Proof of Lemma 2.11 from page 37. A prefix of a distributed run can be characterized
in different ways.

Proof (of Lemma 2.11). Let π and ρ be distributed runs.
(1) Claim: π vt ρ iff Xπ ⊆ Xρ and Fπ = Fρ|Xπ×Xπ and (y ∈ Xπ ∧ (x, y) ∈ Fρ)⇒
x ∈ Xπ, for all x, y ∈ Xρ.
By Def. 2.10 holds π vt ρ iff Xπ ⊆ Xρ, ≤π = ≤ρ|(Xπ×Xπ), ∀x ∈ Xπ : x↓ρ ⊆ Xπ.
We show the equivalence of the respective propositions.

1. Xπ ⊆ Xρ holds in both cases by definition.
2. ≤π = ≤ρ|(Xπ×Xπ) iff Fπ = Fρ|Xπ×Xπ .

Holds by ≤π= F ∗π .
3. ∀x ∈ Xπ : x↓ρ ⊆ Xπ iff (y ∈ Xπ ∧ (x, y) ∈ Fρ)⇒ x ∈ Xπ, for all x, y ∈ Xρ.

(⇒) Assume (x, y) ∈ Fρ, x 6∈ Xπ, y ∈ Xπ. Then x ≤ρ y which is equivalent
to x ∈ y↓ρ but x 6∈ Xπ.
(⇐) Assume x ∈ y↓ρ ∈ Fρ, x 6∈ Xπ, y ∈ Xπ. W.l.o.g. (x, y) ∈ FprocPrime
(if not consider the path from x to y along Fρ and take the first arc (x∗, y∗)
on this path with x∗ 6∈ Xπ, y

∗ ∈ Xπ). But then (x, y) ∈ FprocPrime, x 6∈
Xπ, y ∈ Xπ.

(2) Claim: Fπ = Fρ|Xπ×Xπ and (x ∈ Xπ ∧ (x, y) ∈ Fρ) ⇒ y ∈ Xπ, for all
x, y ∈ Xρ iff Xπ ⊆ Xρ and Fπ = Fρ|Xρ×Xπ .
It suffices to show that (2.1) Fρ ∩(Xπ ×Xπ) = Fπ and (2.2) (x ∈ Xπ ∧ (x, y) ∈
Fρ)⇒ y ∈ Xπ is equivalent to (2.3) Fπ = Fρ ∩(Xρ ×Xπ).
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(⇒) Let π and ρ satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). Assume Fπ 6= Fρ ∩(Xρ × Xπ). By
assumption (2.1) and Xπ ⊆ Xρ then would hold Fπ ⊂ Fρ ∩(Xρ×Xπ). Thus there
would exist (x, y) ∈ Fρ, x ∈ Xρ \ Xπ, y ∈ Xπ which violates (2.2). Hence (2.3)
holds.
(⇐) Let π and ρ satisfy (2.3). Then (2.1) Fρ ∩(Xπ ×Xπ) = Fπ holds because

Fπ ⊆ Xπ × Xπ. Further, by (2.3) there exists no (x, y) ∈ Fρ with x ∈ Xρ and
y ∈ Xπ (because otherwise (x, y) 6∈ Fπ = Fρ|Xρ×Xπ). But this is equivalent to
(2.2). �

Properties of induced prefixes A set Y of nodes of a distributed run pπ induces the
prefix π[Y ] of π that consists of Y and all predecessors of Y . Induced prefixes are
specifically interesting if Y is a cut of π.

Lemma A.7: Let ρ a distributed run, let Y ⊆ Xρ, let π := ρ[Y ]. Then:

1. π = ρ[Xπ], and if π is finite, then π = ρ[max π].
2. π vt ρ.
3. ∀x ∈ Xπ : postπ(x) = ∅ ⇒ x ∈ Y .
4. If Y is cut of ρ, then ρ[Y ] v ρ.
5. Let Z ⊆ Xρ. If Z ≤ρ Y , then ρ[Z] = π[Z].
6. Let π∗ be a finite distributed run. If π∗ vt ρ and max π∗ ≤π Y , then

π∗ vt ρ[Y ]. If additionally π∗ v ρ, then π∗ v ρ[Y ]. ?

Proof. (1) By definition of y↓ρ (Def. 2.5) holds for each y ∈ Y : if y↓ρ ⊆ Xπ, then
for each x ∈ y↓ρ holds x↓ρ ⊆ Xπ and x ∈ x↓ρ. Thus

⋃
x∈Xπ x↓ρ = Xπ =

⋃
y∈Y y↓ρ.

Thus, ρ[Xπ] = ρ[Y ] by Def. 2.14. Let π be finite. Claim: x ∈ Xπ iff there ex.
y ∈ max π with x ≤π y. (⇐) Holds by Def. 2.14. (⇒) Let x ∈ Xπ. The set of
transitive predecessors x↑π = {y | x ≤π y} is finite because π is finite. Thus there
ex. y ∈ x↑π with postπ(y) = ∅, by ≤π being anti-symmetric. Hence y ∈ max π
and x ≤π y.
(2) π vt ρ. By construction: (2.a) Xπ ⊆ Xρ. Further, Fπ = Fρ|Xπ×Xπ implies
(2.b) ≤π=≤ρ |Xπ×Xπ . Finally, by definition of π = ρ[Y ] holds: for each x ∈ Xπ

exists y ∈ Y with x ∈ y↓ρ; this implies (2.c) x↓π ⊆ x↓π ⊆ Xπ. Properties (2.a),
(2.b), and (2.c) are equivalent to π vt ρ by Def. 2.10.
(3) By construction of π holds: for each x 6∈ Y exists y ∈ Y with x ≤π y.
Thus x 6∈ Y implies postπ(x) 6= ∅. By contraposition holds the proposition
postπ(x) = ∅ ⇒ x ∈ Y .
(4) Let B be a cut of ρ, let π := ρ[B]. By (2) holds (4.a) π vt ρ. Let e ∈ Eπ. To
show: postπ(e) = postρ(e). By construction holds postπ(e) ⊆ postρ(e). Assume
there exists b∗ ∈ postρ(e) \ postπ(e); then b∗ 6∈ Xπ. Thus for all b ∈ B, b∗ 6∈ b↓ρ,
hence b∗ ||ρ b. Thus B is not a maximal co-set of conditions; contradiction to B
being a cut of ρ. Thus (4.b) postπ(e) = postρ(e). Properties (4.a) and (4.b) are
equivalent to π v ρ by Def. 2.10.
(5) Let Z ⊆ Xρ s.t. ∀z ∈ Z ∃y ∈ Y : z ≤ρ y. We have to show ρ[Z] = π[Z] where
π = ρ[Y ].
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– (5.1) Firstly, Z ⊆ Xπ holds:
⋃
y∈Y y↓ρ = {x ∈ Xρ | ∃y ∈ Y : x ≤ρ y} = Xπ,

by Def. 2.14. Thus Z ⊆ Xπ by the assumption Z ≤π Y .
– (5.2) Thus, πZ := π[Z] is defined.
– (5.3) Secondly, Fπ = Fρ|Xπ×Xπ by Def. 2.14. Thus, XZ =

⋃
z∈Z y↓π =⋃

z∈Z z↓ρ.
– (5.4) By Def. 2.14 holds: FZ = Fπ|XZ×XZ = (Fρ|Xπ×Xπ )|XZ×XZ = Fρ|XZ×XZ ;
the last equality holds by XZ ⊆ Xπ.

– (5.5) From (5.3) and (5.4) follows ρ[Z] = πZ = π[Z].

(6) Let π∗ vt ρ, π∗ finite, s.t. for each x ∈ max π exist y ∈ Y with x ≤ρ y. From π∗

being finite follows by (1) π∗ = ρ[max π∗]. From (5) follows ρ[max π∗] = π[max π∗];
from (2) follows π[max π∗] vt π. Thus π∗ vt π = ρ[Y ].
Assume π∗ v ρ. Let e ∈ E∗; to show: post∗(e) = postπ(e). From π∗ vt π

follows π∗ ⊆ π; thus post∗(e) ⊆ postπ(e) for all e ∈ E∗. By Def. 2.14 holds
postπ(e) ⊆ postρ(e) and postρ(e) = post∗(e) holds by π∗ v ρ (Def. 2.10). Thus
postπ(e) = post∗(e), hence π∗ v π = ρ[Y ]. �

A.6. Implementing an Oclet Specification wrt. Visible Actions
This section propose how to generalize Definition 4.10 to allow that an implemen-
tation of an oclet specification O has invisible actions which are not mentioned
O.
We have seen in our discussion in Section 3.8 and in the concluding example

in Section 3.9, that partial occurrences of scenarios are potentially dangerous for
branching time semantics. Specifically, two non-branching bisimilar systems may
satisfy the same specification. The following refined definition of when a Petri
net system Σ implements an oclet specification O ensures Σ exhibits only those
behaviors specified O up to branching bisimulation.

The semantics of an oclet specification O is the set R(O) of all system behaviors
that satisfy each of the oclets in O. A Petri net system Σ implements an oclet
specification iff the runs of Σ satisfy O, i.e., R(Σ) = R ∈ R(O) (Def. 4.10).
To allow for occurrences of invisible actions in Σ, we no longer require equality
R(Σ) = R but only an equivalence R(Σ) ∼ R wrt. visible actions; this equivalence
has to preserve the branching behavior of R. Vogler adapts in [125] the classical
notion of branching bisimulation [119] and defines when two event structures are
history-preserving bisimilar wrt. a set Vis ⊆ L of visible actions.
Vogler’s notion [125, Def.6.3.6] can be adapted to our setting as follows. The

critical part in this definition is the equivalence of runs wrt. their visible events.
Assume a set Vis ⊆ L of visible names to be given. Let π be a distributed run; the
visible events in π are EVis := {e ∈ Eπ | `(e) ∈ Vis}; these visible events induce
the following labeled partial order over π: π|Vis = (EVis,≤π |EVis×EVis , `π|EVis).
Two distributed runs π1 and π2 are equivalent wrt. Vis iff π1|Vis and π2|Vis are
isomorphic.
History preserving branching bisimulation extends the equivalence wrt. Vis to

sets of distributed runs by also preserving the moments of choice as follows. Let
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R1 and R2 be prefix-closed sets of distributed runs. Intuitively, R1 and R2 are
history-preserving bisimilar wrt. Vis iff there exists an equivalence relation ∼
between the prefixes in R1 and R2 s.t.

1. ε ∼ ε,
2. for every π1 ∈ R1 and π2 ∈ R2, with π1 ∼ π2 and every continuation ρ1 ∈ R1,
π1 v ρ1

– exists a continuation ρ2 ∈ R2, π2 v ρ2 with ρ1 ∼ ρ2, s.t.
– for the respective extensions ∆π1 := (ρ1 − π1) and ∆π2 := (ρ2 − π2),

their induced LPOs ∆π1|Vis and ∆π2|Vis are isomorphic, and
3. vice versa for every continuation of π2.

This notion allows, for instance, the system behavior R1 to have additional
invisible actions a 6∈ Vis compared to R2 as long as for each run in R1 and exists
a corresponding run in R2 that is isormphic wrt. visible actions. Moreover, each
choice between two runs in R1 must have a corresponding choice between two
equivalent runs in R2, and vice versa.

The notion of history-preserving bisimulation presented here entirely ignores the
conditions of distributed runs; Vogler provides in [125] a bisimulation definition
for safe Petri nets that also reflects markings.

A.7. Composing Oclets
Chapter 5 introduces a composition operator B to compose oclets, Def. 5.2. The
soundness of this operator and its applications relies on a number of technical
properties. This section presents proofs of properties related to the composition.

Lemma 5.5: Causal nets are closed under composition with oclets. Lemma 5.5 states
that the composition o1 B o2 yields a distributed run. The corresponding formal
proof follows from the definition of a causal net (Def. 2.6).

Proof (of Lemma 5.5). We have to show that ρ := π1 ∪ π2 (for composing oclets
o1 = (π1, hist1) and o2 = (π2, hist2) is a causal net. First of all, ρ is a Petri net by
Def. 2.4. Thus, we have to show by Def. 2.6 that (1) F ∗ρ is a partial order over Xρ,
(2) F ∗ρ is finitely preceded, and (3) |•b| ≤ 1 ∧ |b•| ≤ 1, for all b ∈ Bρ.

(1) F ∗ρ ⊆ Xρ ×Xρ and F ∗ρ is reflexive and transitive by construction. We have
to show that F ∗ρ is anti-symmetric. By construction, Fρ = F1 ∪ F2. And by
assumption, F ∗1 and F ∗2 are partial orders. Further, hist2 ⊆ π1 which implies
F ∗hist2

⊆ F ∗1 .
Assume by contradiction that Fρ contains a cycle, i.e., that there are nodes x, y ∈

Xρ, x 6= y with (x, y) ∈ F ∗ρ and (y, x) ∈ F ∗ρ . Then there are arcs (x1, y1), (y2, x2) ∈
Fρ with x1, x2 ∈ X1 and y1, y2 ∈ Xcon2 (otherwise either F1 or F2 would be anti-
symmetric which contradicts π1 and π2 being causal nets). From y1, y2 ∈ Xcon2

follows (x1, y1), (y2, x2) ∈ F2 ⊆ Fρ. From π2 ∩ con1 = ∅ follows x1, x2 ∈ Xhist2 .
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But hist2 v π2 (by Def. 4.1). Thus, (y2, x2) ∈ F2 ∧ x2 ∈ Xhist2 ⇒ y2 ∈ Xhist2 (by
Lem. 2.11); contradiction. Hence, F ∗ρ is anti-symmetric.
(2) We show that F ∗ρ is finitely preceded by showing that each x ∈ Xρ has only
finitely many predecessors x↓ρ (Def. 2.5). We distinguish two cases:

1. x ∈ X1. Then holds x↓ρ = x↓1 as follows. Assume x↓1 6= x↓ρ. By π1 ⊆ ρ
holds x↓1 ⊆ x↓ρ. Thus there exists z ∈ x↓ρ \ x↓1. W.l.o.g. (z, y) ∈ Fρ \ F1
with y ∈ x↓1 ⊆ X1. By Fρ = F1 ∪ F2 holds (z, y) ∈ F2. There are two cases:
a) If z ∈ X1, then (z, y) ∈ Fhist2 because con2 ∩ π1 = ∅. But hist2 ⊆ π1

by o2 being enabled at o1, which implies (z, y) ∈ F1. Contradiction.
b) Thus z 6∈ X1 and (z, y) ∈ F2. Thus z 6∈ Xhist2 and y ∈ Xhist2 because

hist2 ⊆ π1 by o2 being enabled at o1. But y ∈ Xhist2 requires z ∈ Xhist2

because hist2 v π2 (definition of prefix, Def. 2.10). Contradiction.
Thus, x↓ρ = x↓1. Hence x has finitely many predecessors because π1 is a
causal net.

2. x 6∈ X1. Then x ∈ Xcon2 . Let Z := x↓ρ ∩Xcon2 .
a) Claim: ∀z ∈ Z ∀y ∈ Xρ : z ≤ρ y ∧ y ≤ρ x⇒ y ∈ Z.

Assume the opposite: there exists z ∈ Z and y ∈ Xρ with z ≤ρ y ∧
y ≤ρ x ∧ y 6∈ Z. Then y 6∈ Xcon2 . Hence y ∈ X1 by ρ = π1 ∪ π2
and con2 ∩ π1 = ∅. W.l.o.g. exists u ∈ Z ⊆ Xcon2 and (u, y) ∈ Fρ.
But y ∈ X1 requires z ∈ X1 because hist2 v π2 (definition of prefix,
Def. 2.10). Contradiction.

b) Thus by Lem. A.6 holds: x↓ρ = Z ∪
⋃
z∈•Z\Z z↓ρ.

c) For each z ∈ •Z \ Z holds z 6∈ Xcon2 which is equivalent to z ∈ X1.
Thus x↓ρ = Z ∪

⋃
z∈•Z\Z z↓1 by the first case.

d) Z ⊆ Xcon2 ⊆ X2 is finite because o2 is finite by Def. 4.1. Hence •Z \Z
is finite because •z is finite for each z ∈ Z. From π1 being a causal
net follows that z↓1 is finite for each z ∈ •Z \ Z. Thus the finite union⋃
z∈•Z\Z z↓1 is finite.

Hence x has only finitely many predecessors in ρ.

(3) |preρ(b)| ≤ 1 ∧ |postρ(b)| ≤ 1, for all b ∈ Bρ. For each b ∈ B1 holds |pre1(b)| ≤
1 ∧ |post1(b)| ≤ 1 and for each b ∈ B2 holds |pre2(b)| ≤ 1 ∧ |post2(b)| ≤ 1. Thus
the number of pre- and post-events could only differ for b ∈ (B1 ∩B2) = Bhist2 .

1. pre2(b) = ∅. Then |preρ(b)| = |pre1(b)| + |pre2(b)| ≤ 1 + 0 by π1 being a
causal net.

2. pre2(b) = {e}. Then o2 enabled at o1 implies {e} = pre1(b). Thus preρ(b) =
pre1(b) ∪ pre2(b) = {e}.

3. post2(b) = ∅. Then |postρ(b)| = |post1(b)|+ |post2(b)| ≤ 1 + 0 by π1 being a
causal net.

4. post2(b) = {e}.
If e ∈ Ehist2 , then {e} = post1(b) by o2 enabled at o1 (Def. 5.1 and 4.4) and
π1 being a causal net. Hence, postρ(b) = post1(b) ∪ post2(b) = {e}.
If e 6∈ Ehist2 , then e ∈ Econ2 . Hence b ∈ max hist2 (otherwise b ∈ Bhist2 has
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no post-event e ∈ Econ2). Thus b ∈ max π1 by o2 enabled at o1 (Def. 5.1 and
4.4), which implies post1(b) = ∅. Hence, postρ(b) = post1(b) ∪ post2(b) =
{e} ∪ ∅.

Thus |preρ(b)| ≤ 1 ∧ |postρ(b)| ≤ 1, for all b ∈ Bρ. Taking (1), (2), and (3)
together, we have shown that π1 ∪ π2 is a causal net (Def. 2.6). �

Lemma 5.6: Appending an oclet yields a continuation. Lemma 5.6 states that in the
composition o1 B o2 = (π1 ∪ π2, hist1), π1 is a prefix of π1 ∪ π2. The proof follows
from the definition of prefix in Def. 2.10.

Proof (of Lemma 5.6). Let ρ := π1 ∪ π2 where o1 = (π1, hist2), o2 = (π2, hist2)
are oclets s.t. o2 is enabled at o1. We first show that π1 is prefix of ρ and the
prove the completeness condition.
By Lem. 5.5, ρ is a distributed run. Thus π1 v ρ iff (1) X1 ⊆ Xρ, (2)

F1 = Fρ|(X1×X1), (3) ∀(x, y) ∈ Fρ : y ∈ X1 ⇒ x ∈ X1, and (4) ∀e ∈ E1 : post1(e) =
postρ(e) by Def. 2.10.

(1) X1 ⊆ Xρ holds by ρ = π1 ∪ π2, Def. 2.4.

(2) Fρ|(X1×X1) = (F1 ∪ F2)|(X1×X1) = F1 ∪ F2|(X1×X1) = F1 ∪ F2|(Xhist2×Xhist2 ) =
F1 ∪ Fhist2 = F1.

– 1st equality holds by ρ = π1 ∪ π2.
– 3rd equality holds by X1 ∩X2 = Xhist2 , as follows: X1 ∩X2 = X1 ∩(Xhist2 ∪
Xcon2) = (X1 ∩Xhist2) ∪ (X1 ∩Xcon2) = Xhist2 by Def. 4.1. Xhist2 ⊆ X1
(by hist2 ⊆ π1 because o2 enabled at o1, Def.5.1), and Xcon2 ∩X1 = ∅ (by
con2 ∩ π1 = ∅, by assumption on o2 in Def. 5.2) hold. Hence the proposition.

– 4th equality holds by hist2 v π2.
– 5th equality holds by hist2 ⊆ π1 (by o2 enabled at o1, Def. 5.1).

(3) Let (x, y) ∈ Fρ and let y ∈ X1. Fρ = F1 ∪ F2 by ρ = π1 ∪ π2. Thus, we
distinguish two cases:

1. (x, y) ∈ F1. Then x ∈ X1 by F1 ⊆ X1 × X1 by definition of Petri nets,
Def. 2.1.

2. (x, y) ∈ F2. Then y ∈ Xhist2 ⊆ X1 by hist2 ⊆ π1 and con2 ∩ π1 = ∅. Thus,
hist2 v π2 implies: ∀(x, y) ∈ F2 : y ∈ Xhist2 ⇒ x ∈ Xhist2 (Def. 2.10). Thus
x ∈ Xhist2 ⊆ X1.

(4) It remains to show that for each event e ∈ E1 holds post1(e) = postρ(e) (by
Def. 2.10). By ρ = π1 ∪π2 we have for each e ∈ E1: postρ(e) = post1(e)∪ post2(e).
If e 6∈ E2 then postρ(e) = post1(e) ∪ post2(e) = post1(e) by post2(e) = ∅. If
e ∈ E2 then e ∈ Ehist2 by assumption; moreover hist2 ⊆ π1 by assumption. Thus
post1(e) ⊆ post2(e), hence postρ(e) = post1(e) ∪ post2(e) = post1(e). Altogether,
π1 v ρ = π1 ∪ π2. �
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A.8. Branching Processes
Every oclet system has a unique maximal branching process

Section 7.2.4 introduces the set of all branching processes of an oclet system
Ω. Theorem 7.12 claims that Ω has a unique maximal branching process β(Ω)
if the oclets of Ω are label consistent. The proof of this theorem follows from
Lemmas 7.14 and 7.13 which are proven formally in this section.

Extending branching processes is confluent. Lemma 7.14 states that a branching
process β can be composed with possible extensions in any order; but only if the
possible extensions are label consistent.

Proof (of Lemma 7.14). Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system with label consistent
basic oclets O. Let [o1], [o2] ∈ O. Let β be a branching process of Ω and w.l.o.g.
let o1 and o2 be possible extensions of β at cuts B1 and B2, respectively. There
are two cases.

(1) The events of o1 and o2 have different labels. W.l.o.g con1 ∩ con2 = ∅. Then
it follows from the respective definitions that B2 is a cut of (bpB o1) and o2 is a
possible extension of (bpB o1) at B2; correspondingly for B1 and o1 in (β B o2).
Thus, (β B o1)B o2 = (β ∪ π1) ∪ π2 = (β ∪ π2) ∪ π1 = (β B o2)B o1.

(2) The events of o1 and o2 have the same label. If the respective events e1 =
event(o) and e2 = event(o2) are appended to different conditions •e1 6= •e2 of β,
then the arguments of case (1) hold and (βB o1)B o2 = (βB o2)B o1. If •e1 = •e2,
then label consistency of O implies that con1 and con2 are isomorphic. Thus,
β B o1 = β B o2. �

Unique maximal branching process of oclet systems.

Proof (of Lemma 7.13). Let Ω = (O, π0) be an oclet system with label consistent
basic oclets O. We prove the existence of a unique, maximal branching process
β(Ω) by relating each branching process of Ω to a set R of distributed runs of Ω.
The largest set R(Ω) of runs of Ω defines β(Ω).

(1) Let β be a branching process of Ω and let C be a configuration of β. The
distributed run β[C] is a distributed run of Ω; this can be proven directly by
induction on the number of events in C.

(2) Thus, the set R(β) of runs of β is a set of runs of Ω by definition of R(β)
(Def. 7.5). Moreover, R(β) ⊆ R(Ω) because R(Ω) is the set of all distributed runs
of Ω.

(3) Let β(1) v β(2) v β(3) v . . . be a monotone sequence of branching processes of
Ω s.t. β(i) 6= β(i+1), for all i ≥ 1. So, Corollary 7.6 implies R(β(1)) ⊂ R(β(2)) ⊂
R(β(3)) ⊂ . . . ⊆ R(Ω). By definition, the runs in R(β(i)) correspond bijectively
to the configurations in β(i). Thus the sequence contains a maximal branching
process β∗ with β(i) v β∗ and R(β(i)) ⊂ R(β∗) ⊆ R(Ω), for all i ≥ 1.
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We now show that every such monotone sequence eventually converges to the
unique maximal branching process β(Ω) with R(β(Ω)) = R(Ω).

(4) Let β(1)
1 v β

(2)
1 v β

(3)
1 v . . . v β∗1 and β(1)

2 v β
(2)
2 v β

(3)
2 v . . . v β∗2 be two

maximal sequences of branching processes s.t. each β(j)
i has a possible extension

(o(j)
i , B

(j)
i ) with β(j)

i B o
(j)
i = β

(j+1)
i for j > 1, i = 1, 2. The maximality of both

sequences implies that there exists no branching process β∗ of Ω s.t. β∗i v β∗ and
β∗1 6= β∗2 , for i = 1, 2.
Claim: β∗1 = β∗2 . Assume by contradiction that β∗1 6= β∗2 . There are two cases:

1. β∗1 ⊆ β∗2 . Then by construction β∗1 is a prefix of β∗2 . But this contradicts the
maximality of β∗1 . Correspondingly for β∗2 ⊆ β∗1 .

2. β∗1 contains events D1 that do not occur in β∗2 , and β∗2 contains events D2
that do not occur in β∗1 .
Let e ∈ D1 be minimal wrt. <, i.e., the events C := {e′ | e′ < e} are events
of β∗1 and β∗2 . By construction, C is a configuration of β∗1 and β∗2 and the
distributed runs induced by C are identical: β∗1 [C] = β∗2 [C]. Because e is
an event of β∗1 there exists a possible extension o of β∗1 . From the definition
of possible extensions follows that the oclet o is also enabled at β∗2 [C] and
β∗2 [C]B o can be constructed.
We now show that also β∗2 B o can be constructed. Because of the confluence
of B (Lemma 7.14) we may assume w.l.o.g. that there exists an index j > 0
s.t. β∗2 [C] = β

(j)
2 .

Thus, o(j)
2 and o are possible extensions of β(j)

2 and β(j)
2 B o 6= β

(j)
2 B o(j)

2 by
assumption on o. The confluence of B implies that o is a possible extension
of β(j)

2 B o(j)
2 = β

(j+1)
2 . This arguments applies to all successors of β(j+1)

2 in
the sequence. Thus, o is a possible extension of β∗2 and β∗2 B o is a branching
process of Ω. But β∗2 B o contains β∗2 as a strict prefix which contradicts the
maximality of β∗2 . The same argument applies to the events D2 of β∗2 not
contained in β∗1 .

Thus both sequences converge to β∗1 = β∗2 .
(5) Let β∗ be the unique largest element of a monotone sequence of branching
processes of Ω. Claim: R(β∗) = R(Ω). By contradiction, let ρ ∈ R(Ω) be a least
run of Ω s.t. there exists no configuration C of β∗ with β∗[C] = ρ.
By construction of β∗, ρ is not the initial run π0 of Ω because π0 is prefix of

every branching process of Ω and hence π0 ∈ R(β∗).
Let π v ρ and o ∈ O s.t. ρ = π B o ∈ R(Ω). We show that o is a possible

extension of β∗ by applying Definition 7.8.

1. Because ρ is minimal, it holds π ∈ R(β∗). Thus, there exists a configuration
Cπ s.t. β∗[Cπ] = π; o is enabled at β∗[Cπ].

2. From π B o 6∈ R(Ω) follows cono ∩ β∗ = ∅.
3. We have to show that β∗ contains no event f having the same label and the

same pre-conditions as e := event(o).
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Assume by contradiction that f is an event of β∗ with •f = •e ⊆ Cut(Cπ).
Then C ∪ {f} is a configuration of β∗ and β∗[Cπ ∪ {f}] = π B o because O
is label consistent. But this implies ρ = πB o = β∗[Cπ ∪{f}] ∈ R(β∗) which
contradicts that ρ is the least run of Ω not represented in β∗.

Thus o is a possible extension of β∗ and we may construct β∗Bo which contradicts
the maximality of β∗.

Thus every sequence β1 v β2 v β3 v . . . of branching processes of Ω constructed
according to Definition 7.10 eventually reaches the unique fixed point β∗ that
represents all runs of Ω, R(β∗) = R(Ω). �

A.9. Relation Between Oclets and Petri Nets
Undecidability for oclets

Figure 8.7 in Section 8.2.2 shows an example of an oclet specification which cannot
be implemented equivalently by an unlabeled Petri net. Theorem 8.1 states that
the difference between Petri nets and oclets is non-trivial: whether a marking is
reachable is decidable for Petri nets but undecidable for oclet specifications.

Proof of Theorem 8.1

Proof. The undecidability of oclets follows from a reduction to Post’s Correspon-
dence Problem (PCP) [100]. A PCP instance P is given by a finite alphabet Γ and
a finite set of pairs (xi, yi), i = 1, . . . , n of finite words xi, yi ∈ Γ+. The problem is
to decide whether there exists a finite sequence i1, i2, . . . , ik of indices between 1
and n s.t. xi1xi2 . . . xik = yi1yi2 . . . yik ; this problem is known to be undecidable.
The proof that reachability in oclets is undecidable shows that every PCP

instance P can be translated to an oclet specification O s.t. P has a solution iff a
specific marking is reachable in O.
The idea for the reduction is to translate each pair (xi, yi) to an oclet oi

defining two concurrent sequences of events xi and yi. Let xi = a1
i a

2
i . . . a

ni
i and

yi = b1i b
2
i . . . b

mi
i for aji , bki ∈ Γ, 1 ≤ i ≤ ni, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi. The oclet rule(i) of

Figure A.2 represents the pair (xi, yi). There exists a corresponding oclet for each
i = 1, . . . , n. The oclets rule(i), i = 1, . . . , n can be composed in any order to a
finite run. Any sequence i1, i2, . . . , ik is equivalently expressed by the finite run

π := initB startB rule(i1)B rule(i2)B . . .B rule(ik).

The maximal conditions of π equivalently represent the sequences x = xi1xi2 . . . xik
and y = yi1yi2 . . . yik . By composing π := πB check, the sequence i1 . . . ik is closed
and cannot be extended by any of the rule(i) oclets.

To check whether x and y are identical in π, a family of check oclets is defined.
Checking begins by checking whether the first two letters of x = a1a2 . . . ar and
y = b1b2 . . . bs are identical. So, for each letter a ∈ Γ define the oclet check(init, a)
of Figure A.2. check(init, a) is enabled at π iff the very first events in π both
produced a post-condition with label a. This is the case iff a1 = b1 = a ∈ Γ. Then,
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Figure A.2. Oclets to reduce PCP to reachability of the state [c].
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extending π := π B check(init, a) removes both post-conditions from the maximal
conditions of π.
Now, a2 and b2 can be compared. This is done by the oclets check(b, a) for

any b, a ∈ Γ shown in Figure A.2. Oclet check(b, a) is enabled at π iff x and y
both have the letter b at index i and both have the letter a at index i+ 1. The
increment of the index i follows from the structure of π and check(b, a) and is
not denoted explicitly in the oclets. By induction, the oclets check(b, a), b, a ∈ Γ
advance from one event to the next in x and y simultaneously. In case one of the
words, say x, reaches the end of a rule (xi, yi) and begins a new rule (xi+1, yi+1)
then events end and begin occur in π. This special case is handled by the oclet
checkL(b, a) of Figure A.2. There exists a symmetric oclet checkR(b, a) in case y
reaches end and begin, and a corresponding oclet checkLR(b, a) in case both words
encounter that situation.
Thus, by extending π B check(a1, a2) B check(a2, a3) B . . ., the specification

advances to the largest index up to which x = a1a2 . . . ar and y = b1b2 . . . bs match.
If r = s and ai = bi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, then all maximal conditions of π that
have been labeled with a letter of Γ were “consumed” by the check(., .) oclets.
The remaining maximal condition has the label c. In this situation, no oclet is
enabled. Because Γ is finite, we only need finitely many oclets to construct and to
check any instance of P . It follows from the definitions that P has a solution iff
the oclet specification contains a run π that reaches a cut labeled exactly [c]. So,
reachability is undecidable in oclets because PCP is undecidable. �
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Index
B,Bπ, B

′, see condition
C, see configuration
E,Eπ, E

′, see event
F, FN , F

′, see arc
N , see Petri net
N,N1, N

′, see Petri net
Nα, see isomorphic Petri net
N1 ⊆ N2, N1 ∪ N2, N1 ∩N2, N1 − N2,

25
O, see oclet specification
OB, 137
P, PN , P

′, see place
R |= [o], see satisfies
R(O), see construct minimal satisfying

behavior
R(Σ), see distributed runs of a Petri net
R(Ω), see distributed run of an oclet

system
T, TN , T

′, see transition
X,XN , X

′, see node of a Petri net
[o], see oclet class
[π−→ ρ, see begins with
<,≤, see causal relation
||, see concurrent
#, see conflict
Cut(C), see cut
⇑C, see future
⊆c, see complete occurrence of an oclet
vt, see technical prefix
v, see prefix
`, see labeling
x↓, see predecessors
x↑, see successors
Σ, see Petri net system
β, see branching process
≺, see adequate order
Unf , see unfolding
β[C], see induced run of a branching

process

β∼, see folded Petri net system
Fin, see finite complete prefix
minR(O), see minimal satisfying behav-

ior
R̂(O), see play-out of oclets
R(O), see oclet semantics
U(O), see universal view for oclets
Ω, see oclet system
cono, see contribution of an oclet
histo, see history of an oclet
⊕, see composition of components
π

o−→ ρ, see continue a run with an oclet
π B o, 130
π,ρ, see distributed run
π(O), see initial state of an oclet specifi-

cation
ε, see empty distributed run
Prefix(R), see prefix closure
ρ
π−→], see ends with

π[Y ], see induced prefix
πα, 88, see occurrence
e1 ∼ e2, see future equivalence
m,m0, see marking
o v ρ, 91
o, see oclet
o[e], ô, [ô], see basic oclet
o[e]α, 158
o−[B], o+[B], 160
oα, 89, 89
o1 � o2, 162
o1 B o2, see composition of oclets
o2 ∈ enabled(o1), see enabled oclet

accepting system behavior, 103
action, 4
adequate order, 206, 207
anti-symmetric, 33, 285
arc, 22
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basic oclet, 153, 157
begins with, 90
behavioral model, 26
behavioral property, 48, 68, 102
branching bisimulation, 79
branching process, 191, 193

of a Petri net system, 195
of an oclet system, 197, 199

causal net, 33
causal relation, 36, 160, 192
causality, 115
causally closed, 194
characteristic history, 211, 213
closed under continuations, 67, 71, 137,

139
co-set, 36, 194
complete occurrence, 89
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From Scenarios To Components – Summary
Scenario-based modeling has evolved as an accepted paradigm for developing
complex systems of various kinds. Its main purpose is to ensure that a system
provides desired behavior to its users. A scenario is generally understood as a
behavioral requirement, denoting a course of actions that shall occur in the system.
A typical notation of a scenario is a Message Sequence Chart or, more general, a
finite partial order of actions. A specification is a set of scenarios. Intuitively, a
system implements a specification if all scenarios of the specification can occur in
the system. The main challenge in this approach is to systematically synthesize
from a given scenario-based specification state-based components which together
implement the specification; preferably to be achieved automatically. A further
challenge is to analyze scenarios to avoid erroneous specifications.

Existing scenario-based techniques exhibit a conceptual and formal gap between
a scenario-based specification on the one hand and a state-based implementation on
the other hand. This gap often renders synthesis surprisingly complex, and obscures
the relationship between a specification and its implementation. Additionally,
existing techniques for analyzing implementations cannot immediately be reused
for analyzing specifications, and vice versa.

In this thesis, we introduce a semantic model for scenarios that seamlessly inte-
grates scenario-based specifications and state-based implementations. We focus
on modeling and analyzing the control-flow of systems. Technically, we use Petri
nets together with the well established notion of distributed runs for (1) describing
the semantics of scenarios, for (2) systematically constructing and analyzing a
specification, and for (3) synthesizing an implementation from a given specification.

Our first contribution is to identify a minimal set of notions to specify the behavior
of distributed systems with scenarios. We formalize these notions in a novel
semantic model for scenarios, called oclets. Oclets combine formal notions from
Petri net theory with formal notions from scenario-based techniques in a unified way.
We define a classical declarative semantics for scenario-based specifications, which
defines when a given set of runs satisfies a given specification. These semantics
are compositional: a set of runs satisfies a composition of two specifications if
and only if it satisfies each of the specifications. We then provide composition
and decomposition operators on oclets and relations for comparing oclets. Using
these notions, we systematically derive for each scenario-based specification S the
behavior exhibited by a minimal implementation of S.
The second contribution of this thesis aims at bridging the conceptual and

methodological gap between scenario-based specifications and state-based system
models. In our approach, the semantics of scenarios and the semantics of systems
both employ the same notions from Petri nets. We provide operational semantics
for scenario-based specifications. On the basis of these operational semantics,
we consider the problems of analyzing behavioral properties of a specification
and of synthesizing components that implement the specification. We show that
these problems are undecidable in general and present a sufficient property for
the decidable case. Based on this property, we present algorithms for analysis and
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Summary

synthesis. Our results generalize existing techniques from Petri nets to the domain
of scenario-based specifications.
We implemented our algorithms for simulating, analyzing, and synthesizing

from scenario-based specifications in our tool Greta. An industrial case study
shows the feasibility of our techniques.
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From Scenarios To Components –
Zusammenfassung
Szenario-basiertes Modellieren hat sich zu einer akzeptierten Entwurfstechnik
für komplexe Systeme verschiedenster Art entwickelt. Mit ihr soll sichergestellt
werden, dass ein System sich wie gewünscht gegenüber seinen Nutzern verhält. Ein
Szenario beschreibt im Allgemeinen eine Anforderung an das Verhalten des Systems
als eine Folge von Aktionen, die im System vorkommen soll. Häufig wird ein
Szenario als ein Message Sequence Chart oder allgemein als halbgeordnete Menge
von Aktionen notiert. Eine Spezifikation ist eine Menge von Szenarien. Intuitiv
implementiert ein System eine Spezifikation wenn alle Szenarien der Spezifikation
im System vorkommen können. Die Hauptschwierigkeit dieses Ansatzes besteht
darin, aus einer szenario-basierten Spezifikation systematisch zustands-basierte
Komponenten zu synthetisieren, die die Spezifikation gemeinsam implementieren;
idealerweise gelingt dies automatisch. Eine weitere Herausforderung ist die Analyse
von Szenarien, um fehlerhafte Spezifikationen zu vermeiden.

Existierende szenario-basierte Techniken weisen eine konzeptuelle Lücke zwischen
einer szenario-basierten Spezifikationen und einer zustands-basierten Implementa-
tion auf. Aufgrund dieser Lücke ist die Synthese überraschend komplex und die
Beziehung zwischen Spezifikation und Implementation nur schwer nachvollziehbar.
Darüberhinaus können Analysetechniken für eine Implementation nicht unmittelbar
zur Analyse einer Spezifikation wiederverwendet werden und umgekehrt.

In diese Arbeit führen wir ein Verhaltensmodell für Szenarien ein, das szenario-
basierte Spezifikationen und zustands-basierte Implementationen nahtlos integriert.
Wir konzentrieren uns hierbei auf die Modellierung und die Analyse des Kon-
trollflusses von Systemen. Auf der technischen Ebene verwenden wir Petrinetze
und ihre verteilten Abläufe, um (a) die Semantik von Szenarien zu beschreiben,
(b) eine Spezifikation systematisch zu konstruieren und zu analysieren, sowie (c)
eine Implementation aus einer Spezifikation zu synthetisieren.

Zunächst identifizieren wir eine minimale Menge von Begriffen mit denen Systemver-
halten mittels Szenarien spezifiziert werden kann. Wir formalisieren diese Begriffe
in einem neuen Verhaltensmodell für Szenarien, die wir Oclets nennen. Dabei
vereinheitlichen Oclets formale Begriffe von Petrinetzen und szenario-basierter
Techniken in einem Modell. Wir definieren eine klassische deklarative Semantik
für szenario-basierte Spezifikationen, die festlegt wann eine gegebene Menge von
Abläufen eine Spezifikation erfüllt. Diese Semantik ist kompositional: eine Menge
von Abläufen erfüllt eine Komposition zweier Spezifikationen genau dann, wenn
sie jede der Spezifikationen erfüllt. Anschließend führen wir Kompositions- und
Dekompositionsoperatoren auf Oclets ein sowie Relationen, um Oclets miteinander
zu vergleichen. Mit diesen Begriffen lässt sich für jede szenario-basierte Spez-
ifikation S das Verhalten einer minimalen Implementation von S systematisch
ableiten.

Der zweite Beitrag dieser Arbeit hat zum Ziel, die konzeptuelle Lücke zwischen
szenario-basierten Spezifikationen und zustands-basierten Systemmodellen zu
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Zusammenfassung

schließen. In unserem Ansatz basieren die Semantik von Szenarien und die Semantik
von Systemen auf den selben Begriffen der Petrinetztheorie. Darauf aufbauend
entwickeln wir eine operationelle Semantik für szenario-basierte Spezifikationen.
Anhand dieser Semantik gehen wir die Probleme an, Verhaltenseigenschaften
von Spezifikationen zu analysieren sowie Komponenten zu synthetisieren, die die
Spezifikation implementieren. Wir zeigen, dass diese Probleme im Allgemeinen
unentscheidbar sind und stellen ein hinreichendes Kriterium für den entscheidbaren
Fall vor. Dann entwickeln wir Algorithmen zur Analyse und Synthese. Wir
erhalten diese Ergebnisse, in dem wir bestehende Techniken der Petrinetzetheorie
auf szenario-basierte Spezifikationen verallgemeinern.
Die vorgestellten Algorithmen zur Simulation, Analyse und Synthese von

szenario-basierten Spezifikationen sind in unserem Werkzeug Greta implementiert.
Wir stellen Ergebnisse aus einer industriellen Fallstudie vor, die die Tauglichkeit
unserer Techniken in der Praxis belegen.
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